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The rank is hut the guinea stamp;

The Man's the gowd for a' that.

Robert Burns

Amongst them all gropes not a fayrer flowre

Then is the bloosm© of comely courtesies,

Jhich though i t on a lowly stalke doe bowre,

Yet trancheth forth in brave nohilitie,
And sprede itselfe through all civilities

Spenser, The Faerie Queen.
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Linguistic Points and Abbreviations.

Inevitably, it is frequently difficult to transplant

terminology from one Ian0ua^e to another while retaining the

flavour of the original, and throughout this thesis some terminology
is used wnich may be described as English-Swedish.The very

convenient Swedish habit of referring to organisations by the
initial letters of their names has been found so helpful that it
is retained here, fne following explanations may therefore be
useful to the reader.

The"right of association"(fdreningsratt) applies both to employers
and workers and is preferreu to"rignt of combination*?

"Interest"and"rights"disputes are a convenient form of

translation for ratts (justiciable) and intresse( non- justic i.eble)
disputes, and are frequently used as alternatives to"justiciable"
and" jural'.*

"Ideological associations"has been chosen as the translation of the

Swedish ideella foreningar, wnich covers labour market organisations.

(See chapter /III).

one further basic term that may seem strange is the use of the

phrase "labour market", arbetsmarknad. This is common Swedish ter¬

minology, however, and no value content is implied in the Swedish
term that »ould surest that labour might be a commodity.it is there¬

fore used here as it would be in Swedish.

The following are tne main abbreviations used throughout
to refer to certain organisations in Sweden:

LO - Landsorgenisationen i Sverige, The Confederation of

Swedisn Tirade Unions , establishes in 1898.

SAF - Svenska Arbetsgiv&reforenirgen, The Swedish Employ¬
ers Confederation, founded in 1902.

ICO - Tjanstemannens centralorganisation, Tne Central

Organisation of Salaries. Employees in Sweden, i'ounrie
Iin its present form) in 1944.



SACQ

SH

KF

CAF

SVF

DACG

SOU

Sveriges Akademikers Certralorgarisationen, The

Central Organisation of Academics in Sweden,
founded 1947.

Statstjanstemanrens Riksforbund, The Central Organ¬
isation of Civil Servants, formed in 1946.

Kooperativa Fdrbundet, The Consumers' Cooperative
Federation.

Centralerbetsgitrarefdreningen, an early organisation
of employers, mainly in building, which joined SAF
from 1919.

Sveriges Verkstadstf&rening, The Swedish Machine

Industry Association, formed 1896, and a member of

SAF from 1917.
OrganisationDe Anstalldas Central/ The Central Organisation of

Salaried Employees, a forerunner of TCO.

Statens 0$fentliga Utredningar,Reports of Royal
Commissions and other investigating bodies.

Three other abbreviations occur throught parts of the
text,

ECs - Enterprise (works) Councils.

TUF - Trade Union Federation.

LMB - The Labour Market B^ard, established by agreement
between LO and SAF in 1938.
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In trod ue ti on

The genera I background to this study is the interest in Sweden

and Swedish economic theory and economic policy which was awakened

in me during my undergraduate years of study in the University of

Edinburgh. It was with a general interest in industrial affairs

in that country that I originally went there in September, 1951,

to study industrial conditions and policies * Soon, however, as my

knowledge of the language improved , I found myself following the

wages negotiations of December, 195i - January, 1952 with some interest,

particularly when 1 learned that it was proving possible for the

Swedish Employers* Confederation and the Confederation of Swedish

Trade Unions to arrive at a central and voluntary agreement for wages

increases for 1952 which their member federations seemed willing to

accept and follow. This seemed significant. ./as it the case, as

with Lear, that

- I will do such things, -

What they are yet I know not, - but they shall be

The terror of the earth.

Or had the Swedes a comprehensive wages policy? .-/as full

employment in a free society with free collective "bargaining being

achieved ?

This thesis is in part an attempt to answer these questions.

On the surface it would seem that order prevails on the Swedish

labour market. It is not, however, the bisk of the impartial

investigator to accept this surface impression, .vhich one obtains

from the information and propaganda put out by the interest roups in

Sweden. The approach cannot be an "ail's well" one. Rather must we

be concerned to dig down into the past and consider the background.



IF order reigns, why is this the c-aea ? ./hat historical developments

lie behind the apparent order? In response to such questions, the

emphasis is placed on historical develooment, and development through

discussion of different solutions and unacceptable ends ant means. A

free society excludes certain ends and means in its attempt to order

industrial relatione aright and acceptable ends and means are the

product of development. A t the risk of being tedious I am concerned

to show that the present system of labour relations in Sweden did not,

like Topsy, simply grow, but that it is the product of empirical

discussion and trial by battle,and that Swedish, industrial relations

only stand where they do today because difficulties have had to be

overcome ana problems solved ae the labour market- organisations grew

in power and strength. Thus it is an analysis in depth.

In the analysis emphasis will be piaced on the structure of

the organisations and their aims and goals, and on the manner in which

they function both in their interna- and external operations. The

object is to present a comprehensive picture of the labour market,

and in this respect the analysis is much wider than that usually

presented by writers, Swedish and others, on labour market problems in

that country. Some attention is devoted to a comparatively neglected

group, the salaried employees, and to state and local authority spheres

of activity, as well as to the more "popular" and well known private

sector of the economy. Different forms of employment are discussed.

The aim throughout is to lead up through a comprehensive approach

to the present nexus of relationships that find their central focus

in the collective agreement and in the wages policies pursued by the

different groups, Ho consistent attempt is made to draw international

comparisons, because of the dynamism of the Swedish system itseif.

Industrial relations are never a matter of static analysis. It would of

course be idie to deny that Sweden has seen a vacuum in these matters,



that she has not assimilated ideas and impulses from abroad. Because
of her comparative remoteness and little known language she has been
a receiver rather than a transmitter of ideas, e.g., from Britain

and, mora particularly, from Germany, Denmark and Ucrway. Ho priority
is claimed for Sweden in any of the successful arrangements she may J

4

have made, ana no case is made out for trying to adapt her institutional
arrangements to other countries and types of economy; for what
emerges is that the peculiar Swedish contribution is adaptation of
ideas to suit her own insti tution&l and environmental c ire urns tances.

Because of the language difficulty and the inaccessibility
of sources to many readers it has been considered advisable to present
the content of some debate® and problems in some detail, and to

avoid the condensation of material that the interests of brevity

would applaud but the requirements of clarity and scholarship would
condemn.

The argument is conducted in the following sequence. Part. 1
deals with the oroaniea ti one, their development, structure and

functioning. In Chapter 1 the general economic background to the
industrial society is set out. Chapter 11 deals vitf the growth
and development oi the manual workers' trade union movement, and an

appendix to this chapter considers the relations between the movement-
and th social democratic party in the twentieth century. Chapter 111

disc use ee the employe-s' organisations, the history and development

of SAF and rival bodies, and the eariy emphasis within $AF on byel&ws

that ensured centralisat.ion of control. Other employer groups are

aieo discuseed. In chapter IV the growth and significance of a trade

union movement among salaried employees is discussed. The remaining

chapters of dart 1, chapters V to Vll, then deai with specific

problems of the manual workers' trade union movement. Chapter V

discusses the structure of the federations within LO and the layers

of organisation in the movement. Chapter VI analyses the constitutional



problems of 10, and the solutions that- have lean atte pted in the

centralisation of powers through bye law amendments, while in chapter

Vll the trend to industrial trade unionism in the structure of the

movement is traced.

In part 11 the re rations of the labour market organisations to

the state are discussed in the light of legislative proposals

made at various times and the discussion that has centred round thorn.

The regulation in raw of associations is discussed in chapter Vlll.

Chapter IX deals with the right of association and negotiation in

general, while chapter X. discusses this problem in relation tc a

certain group in society, "responsible officials". The growth of

machinery for conciliation and private arbitration is then del t

with in chapter XI. The debate centring round the issue of

compulsory arbitration for the purpose of enforcing collective agree¬

ments is considered in chapter Xll, and the culmination of' the

debate in the two acts of 1928, on collective agreements and a Labour

Court, is described in chapter Xlll. The part ends with a consideration

in chapter XIV of the limitations on direct action and the position

of neutral third parties in the event of labour disputes.

Part 111 shifts the emphasis from legislation to constructive

co-o oration between the labour market parties, and is almost wholly

concerned with an analysis in chapter XVI of the Basic Ag. eotaent of

1938 between LO and SAP and other peace agreements. This is preceded

by a consideration in chapter XV of some of the forces at work which

constituted the background to the Basic Agreement. Part IV follows

on from this, in that it takes up problems that can be seen in a new

light when the parties are prepared to co-operate in a constructive

fashion in the labour market, namely employers1 right and workers'



security. Chapter XVII discusses an old hone of contention,

"Paragraph 23* i*1 "the bye laws of SAP, while the most recent attempts

at co-operation through the growth of a system of enterprise

councils are considered under the heading of industrial democracy

in chapter XVlll.

The final section, part V, analyses the system at work

ag it is reflected in the collective bargaining and wages policies

of the organisations. Chapter XIX. discusses the content of

employment agreements, me t-hoda of reaching and interpreting such

agreements are taken up in chapter XX, while chapter XXI looks at

the whole integrated system of relationships and organisations in

the light of the wages policy problems that have "been the centre

of discussion in Swedish .labour market circles since the era of

full employment dawned. Some conclusions are then set out.



Part One

The Qr&arisations on the Labour MarKet



Chapter 1

Ilia BOUnGfjG iffbiki^URK L. SJ^Bm

Sweden is one of the most northernly situated countries in the world,

her southernmost point lying on the same latitude as that of the northern

tip of Ireland and her northern extremities stretching far into the

Arctic Circle, north of which one seventh of her total area is situated.

The country has a north south elongation, the greatest length from north

to south being 978 miles and the greatest width 310 miles. The total

length of coastline is 4,735 miles- The total area of the country is

about 173,350 square miles (cf. Great Britain - -England, Scotland and

Wales - with an area of 88,803 square miles) and of this area about is

water in the form of lakes and waterways. ^ore than half of the land

area consists of forest, and a bare tenth of arable land. The rest is

bogs, rivers and mountains . Sweden is not a first class agricultural

country. Good soil is scarce and widely scattered.

In view of its northern location and shape one would expect to find

great extremes of climatic variation in Sweden, but in part these

variations are tempered by the Gulf Stream. The mean annual temperature

varies from 27°I" in the north to 45°J#' in the south. It is in part

climatic conditions, arid also the topography of the country, that account

for the fact that the northern half of the country, which is almost

entirely forest and mountains, is inhabited by only 20 percent of the

population. Indeed the settlement of north Sweden (Rorrland) was only

begun on any scale in the mid nineteenth century, when the forest and iron

ore resources began to be exploited. Likewise there is a large

concent rat ion of population in the fertile southern plain of Skahe

(Scania), while Stockholm alone accounts for about one tenth of the

total population of just over 7 million-

Historically, the Swedes had little experience of feudalism,

slavery being abolished in the fourteenth century, and there is a strong



historical strain of free peasant proprietorship in Swedish society.

The population is homogeneous in race, there are no minority problems

in religion or language, nor any racial problems. This is not to say

that the Swedes have not known immigrations, of Germans in the Middle

Ages, IXitchmen and Walloons and Scotsmen in the seventeenth century, and

in modern times of Finns, Norwegians and in particular refugees from the

Baltic countries.

Politically, Sweden is a unitary state. Her great formative period

as a nation was in the early sixteenth century under Gustav Vaaa

(1496 - 1560), and in the seventeenth century she emerged as one of the

leading powers of Europe under Gustav 11 Adolf. But, after this

eruption of energy and expansive international influence, Sweden declined

as a power of first rate importance after the death of Charles XI1 in

1718, and by 1809 she had lost her last remaining foreign possession -

Finland - to the Russians . Since then Sweden has steered clear of any

direct participation in wars.

Economically, the development of Sweden as a modern industrial

economy dates only from 1390, but when it did begin industrial expansion

was rapid • Sweden was able to profit by the experience of other countries

who had undergone a process of industrial revolution before her, and in

her industrial development she has been favoured by her endowment of

natural resources such as iron ore, timber and rivers that provide a

medium for the transport of timber and which can be harnessed for the

production of electrical energy. What Sweden does lacv, however, are coal

(there are only very small deposits in north west 3v£ne) and oil deposits.

To a very great extent her economic structure is dictated by the presence

or absence of these important raw materials of an industrial economy.

But although industry developed late there has long been an iron

mining and processing industry in central Sweden (Bergslagen) •



Iron ore has been rained there since the thirteenth century, and the oldest

company in the world till in operation - otora Kopparbergs - was also

founded late in the thirteenth century. In central Sweden there is

accordingly a long tradition of metal working. 1'his was essentially a

rural industry, iron and wood processing and smelting being combined with

farming and forest operations. how there is integration of a different

kind in the large vertical organisations such as Uddeholm and Btora

Fbpparbergs, firms which own both the forest and ore resources for

producing wood products and metal and engineering products . for a time

prior to the discovery of new smelting processes based on coal Sweden, with

her abundant sourees of timber for charcoalmaking, was the world's

greatest producer and exporter of iron. Bergslagen ore is non-phosphoric

and free from sulphur, but is not rich in ore content . The iron ore of

the north, of Kiruna and ■•almberget, is rich in content (about 10%) but is

phosphoric. The Arctic ore fields have been exploited only since the late

nineteenth century and most of this ore is exported via the Norwegian port

of Harvik. There is still a large home industry engaged in the

manufacture of iron and steel products, however, and even in central Sweden

electric power and imported coke have now replaced charcoal as the main

fuels for steel making.

These are important data. It is important that one should get the

HfeelM of a country when one seevs to consider some of the problems

relating to labour relations. When, for instance, we ponder the present

high standard of material well-being in Sweden it is important to

remember that she has not been directly involved in war for almost 15U years.

Her important engineering and metal manufacturing industries have a long

historical tradition behind them- Industrialization came late to Sweden.

There is a long tradition of freedom. The peasants, although they were

not always a dominant group in the old parliament of the I'our ^states of

nobles, clergy, burghers and peasants, were at least represented. The
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traditionally phlegmatic Swede is, at least in part, the product of a

stem climate.

Although the year 1850 provides a convenient landmark from which

can be described the beginnings of industrial change and the first signs

of a new social and economic framework, changes can nevertheless be seen

taking place in earlier decades. Montgomery * ^ draws a boundary in

economic development in Sweden in the 1860s, but points out that the half

century preceding was a time when the barriers of the old static society

of agriculture, of guild restrictions and industrial regulations were

being broken down, and the soil was being prepared for the era of "free

competition". State policy in the early nineteenth century still

aspired to be conservative in economic matters and policy. Competition

in handicraft trades was restricted, attempts were made to prevent the

iron working and sawmill industries from over-reaching the very narrow

limits which the supply of raw materials was considered to allow, and

foreign trade was restricted through a protectionist trading policy. But

nevertheless the static bonds were becoming strained. the rapid rise in

population, the demand from Britain for wood and iron ore, technical

changes and ideological changes in economic thought and policy gradually

found their way into the static economy and stepped up the tempo of

economic activity.

the introduction of steam driven saws in the 1850s led to an upswing

in the forest industry, which now became less dependent on proximity to

waterfalls for the requisite motive power. Sawmilling communities

sprang up along the coast of horrland. By the end of the century the

annual exports of sawn and planed wood had increased more than twentyfive

times over the figure for the 1830a of 190,000 cubic metres.

l) Induatrialiamena genombrott ia Sverige, p. 30.



During the boom of 1871-75 wood products accounted for 43.5$ of total

exports- In agriculture, changes in techniques that followed on the

enclosure movement of the early nineteenth century led to increasing

production efficiency, although the industry was about to suffer a

relative decline is relation to the other forms of economic activity

that were developing rapidly.

in 1848 recognition was given to the company form of conducting

business through its regulation by an act of that year. The free trade

movement in Britain affected the old restrictive approach to foreign trade

and reforms were helped along in Sweden by the rise in the price level

during the boom of the 18503- This led to the suspension of the tariff

on grain and animal products. The trade treaty with France in 1865

al3o gave an impetus to free trade. Influences from abroad have in fact

frequently been very important in determining the path that developments

in Sweden have followed. This is perhaps on"1 y to be expected in a small

country. "In the formation of economic opinion it has not been

economic changes in the narrow sense that have been of greatest %

signifioance, but the general cultural impulses and currents of ideas.

There had been strong cultural ties with France since the early 18th

century, and the free trade policy of Napoleon 111 found a ready echo in

Sweden. Mercantilism, which still had fairly strong roots in 1850,

suddenly declined in the face of the free trade policy of oripenstadt .

French economic writings, and in particular those of Bastiat and Chevalier

also influenced this development . At the other extreme, British economic

thinking was at the time almost entirely unknown in Sweden because of the

l) i£Li Heckscher, speaking on Economic Thought in Sweden, 1875-1950.

See hationalekonomiska fdreningens fdrhandlingar,1952,p.28. See

also Scandinavian Economic History Review,Vol .1, p.105, for a

translation of the article cited.



language barrier, but an even more fundamental barrier in LecVscher's

view was the fact that British economic ideas required for their

understanding a grasp of theoretical ideas which was lacking in Sweden

during this period-

When the building of railways was planned, the policy laid down by

parliament in 1854 was that the state was to be responsible for the

building of the most important trunk lines, feeder lines being entrusted

to private builders. (Since 1939 it has been official policy to

nationalise the railways and now the state owns well over 90/> of the

total track mileage* About 40/* of the track is electrified, but since

this covers all the main lines the traffic carried by the electrified

track is almost 90% of total traffic.)

After the period of falling price levels * ^ from 1875-1895 there

began from the year 1895 a marked upward trend in manufacturing industry

in Sweden. This decade is considered by Gardlund to be the period that

corresponds best in Sweden to the idea of an industrial revolution. ®)
The reasons for the upswing are worth noting. The quality of Swedish raw

materials, high technical skill, and Swedish inventions are considered

by Montgomery to have been more decisive in promoting industrialisation

than the rising level of prices from 1895. ^^ Progress in electrical

techniques, inventions for processing wood pulp, the exploitation of the

iron ore resources by new processes, all contributed to the upswing.

This was the age of the great Swedish inventors, of Laval's separators, of

AGA beacons, Swedish natohes, Swedish pulp, primus stoves, of bobel and

Bo fo rs *

1) Sweden adopted the gold standard in 18?3^~

2) Industrialismens SamhSille, p. 60.

3 ) Op • cit ., p . 273 .



The development of new products based on manufacturing processes led to

a change in the composition of Swedish exports, from being predominantly

sawn wood products in the 1850s to becoming much wider in range. how

they covered not only raw and semi -manufactured materials, but industrial

products, the fruit of Swedish inventions. Until 1910, however, Sweden

remained a net importer of capital for the financing of her industrial

development . ^
I'he share of the state in economic activity in Sweden is significant

and worthy of comment in an introductory survey such as this. The state

has been a part owner in mines, forests and waterfalls resources since

olden times and no great revolution in economic thinking and policy is

involved in the state being at the present day a direct and important

participant in economic activity. State plants now supply about 40# of

the electrical energy from waterpower, while local authorities supply

and private companies the remainder (over one third of which is
.2)

generated by industrial firms for their own use.; The state and local

authorities own about one quarter of the forest resources, companies own

one quarter, while individuals, mainly farmers, own the remainder.

As has already been noticed state interest in railways has been a

dominating one since the building of railways was first contemplated, and

state operation of the tost Office, and the telegraph and telephone network

is likewise a feature that precedes tne rise of the Social Democratic Party,

first to influence and then to power. Some monopolies of a semi-

government nature also exist in the import, manufacture and sale of

tobacco and liquor.

l) Fleetwood, Erin $., Sweden's Capital Imports and Sxports.

2; The state power authority also undertakes the development

of sites for production, and is responsible for the

construction and maintenance of the main power transmission
lines throughout the ooun+Jr,y
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St ate intervention in economic life in a more indirect way, via

subsidies, price and other controls has of course flourished anew since

the 1930s, when price supports were given to agriculture, and tariff

protection was given to a number of consumer goods industries such as

textiles and footwear. During and since the second world war there has

been a growing tendency for price, investment, import and export controls

to make the infl uenoe of the state in the course and tempo of economic

activity a major one. In the field of social reforms the late rise of

industry meant that reforms were already on the way when the numbers

employed in industry began to grow rapidly.

In 1846 and 1864 two significant changes were made in the legal

framework governing economic life, both of which were to be of

importance in the change to a dynamic from a static society. In 1846

the guilds were abolished. Prior to that year there had been strict

regulation both of the guilds and of "factories and manufactories" such

a3 textile, glass and paper manufacturing establishments. Control of

these latter, which did not come under the guild handicraft regulations,

had been revised at intervals, e.g. in 1770, when meetings between

journeymen and workmen were prohibited and both collective and individual

agitation for rises .in wages were discouraged by the liability to pay

fines for conspiring to bring about a rise in wages. 1'
The regulations were made less onerous in 1846, and it was provided that

the place of the guilds in looking after the interests of handicraft

workers was to be taken by a handicraft association in each town.

1) . See Montgomery, The Rise of Modern Industry in Sweden,p .203.

Montgomery does not consider that the regulations controllin

factories and manufactories at the beginning of the 19th

century were a great obstacle to industrial expansion.
And it was in these groups that industrialisation began.
See Industrialismens Senombrott i Sverige, p. 133.
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In 1864 the economic freedom ordinance wa3 passed, which provided

that everyone in Sweden was in principle now free to exercise economic

activity tnrough trade, factory, handicraft or other work. The

freedom was not absolute, however, since it was provided that, if no

other agreement were arrived at, the worker should he subject to the

authority of his master, This meant that the old Master and Servant Act,

which had originally regulated the master-servant relationship in the

Swedish agrarian society, was still lurking in the background.

According to the mo3t recent act of 1833 the servant's contract ran for a

period of one year, v/ith term time on 24th October- The master was

obliged to look after the servant in time of sickness in order to prevent

his becoming a burden on the rates, and the servant was in turn to be

"Godfearing, loyal, diligent, obedient, sober and well behaved, and not

try to evade work and tasks that the master set him" . Punishments went

so far* as to allow the master resort to "moderate use of the whip".

This static approach in terms of master and servant was closely

related to the concept of "unprotectedness" which had developed since the

first statute on the subject was passed in 1664 in order to tave care of

the problem of vagrancy and idleness. ho tramps, vagrants or idlers

were to be tolerated in the towns or countryside; a person who was not

resident in a place, did not possess property or his own business, or had

no lawful service was liable to be sentenced to service as a seaman or

soldier. Anyone who had no settled form of livelihood was thus said

to lack the "defence of law", to be unprotected- * ^ Varying emphasis

was placed at different times on the objects of the unprotected statute,

stress sometimes being laid on the burden of the poor (foor Relief was

organised on a parish basis ) and at others on the necessity for a cheap

supply of labour. ihen the statute was revised in 1685 compulsary

1J Schmidt, iolke, Kollekt ivarifctsritt, p.8, says the term
originally referred to the right of the nobility to exempt or
"defend" their court and estate servants and their agricultural
tenants within a certain radius of the family seat for military

MA v.a„? a.®



labour for vagrancy still remain d as a deterrent prescribed by law, but

no mention of the idea of being unprotected was made. The statute was in

fact still of some importance at this time. It is estimated 1) that in

1866 - 3,576 persons were arrested for vagrancy under the act, and in

1885 - 4,131 persons. The provisions of the statute had also been of

some importance in the big Sundavall strive of 1879, and it thereafter

became a matter of some urgency to the workers to have the idea of

unprotectedness abolished if freedom of contract in the expanding lateour

market were to be a reality and indeed a possibility. Although
O \

restrictions on freedom of contract remained until the repeal / of the

Waster and Servant's Act in 1926 it had by then long since lost all

practical importance except for worVers in agriculture who were employed

by the year and were not organised in trade unions .

ALtno.ugh the declared economic freedom of the 1864 decree was not

immediately matched by complete freedom of contract between employers and

worVers, what was really significant was that neither strives nor trade

unions were prohibited. Common action was not prohibited by any

Combination Laws. Thus,when in due season a trade union movement began

to arise, it had no special legal barriers to overcome. But the state

l) Casparsson, Ragnar, LO under fern artionden, vol.1., p.lb.

2} See proposition 183, 1926. The upper house of parliament

approved repeal by 64 votes to 49, and the lower house by

117 - 72. ho new legislation adapted to modern conditions

was suggested at the time, although, as will be discussed in

lart 11, proposals have at various times been made fojp

legislation on the relationship between the individual

employer and employee.



did not appear to be absolutely aloof from all concern with labour

relations, for it was accused of bias in favour of employers under the

guise of maintaining otffer in such disputes as the Sundsvall sawmill

strive of 1879. On this and other occasions the worVers quite firmly

believed that they were being persecuted by the government, in spite

of the absence of formal barriers to the development of workers'

organ isat ions . It is in fact still a matter of faith in trade union

reviews of the history of the period that the workers were downtrodden

There was considerable justification for this view, in relation for
O

example to the Akarp legislation of the 1890s . But, indeed, as will

be seen later in the discussion of the 3tate and the labour market,

it is doubtful whether one side or the other does not at any time feel

it is being unjustly dealt with by the State.

One decisive factor making for a change in Swedish society in

the 19th century was undoubtedly the rapid growth in population that

had been taVing place since the middle of the 18th century. in

1720 the Swedish population was about 1.45 million, by 1748 it had

increased to 1.75 million, and thereafter the population trends can

be accurately recorded, since organised population statistics have
been kept in Sweden since 1749 .

l) See, e.g., i'ackforeningsrSrelsen och den fulla

syssels&ttningen, pp. 7-9.
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Populfrti on Development in Sweden

year Population % age of Live Deaths Excess Emi- Iromi- Increase of
to '000/) town Births of grants grants population
at 31/12. dwellers. ( per 1,000). Births. ( per 'GOO).

1750 1,780,600 36.4 26 .87 9.53 9.00

1760 1,925,200 35.70 24 .78 10.92 10.12

1770 2,042,600 32.98 26 .06 6 .92 5 .93

1780 2,118,300 35.70 21.74 13 .96 13 .62

1790 2,187,700 30.48 30.43 0 .05 -0.56

1800 2,347,300 9 .77 28 .72 31.43 -2.71 -4.12

1810 2,396,400 32 .95 31.57 1.38 0.94

1820 2,584,700 9.82 32 .97 24 .46 8.51 8.90

1830 2,888,100 9.73 32.91 24.08 8 .83 8.68

1840 3,138,900 9.67 31.43 20.35 11.08 10.38

1850 3,482,500 10.09 31.89 19 .79 12 .10 11.92

1860 3,859,700 11.26 34 .83 17 .65 17.18 0.09 18.83

1870 4,168,500 12.95 28 .78 19 .80 8 .98 4 .80 2.35

1880 4,565,700 15.12 29.36 18.10 11.26 9.21 0 .66 - 2.89

1890 4,785,000 18.80 27 .95 17 .12 10.83 7.16 1.26 2.21

1900 5,136,400 21.49 27.00 16 .84 10.16 4.04 1.57 7.63

1910 5,522,400 24.76 24 .66 14 .04 10.62 5 .06 1.48 8.36

1920 5,904,500 29 .52 23 .61 13.30 10.31 1.74 1.84 9.78

1930 6,142,200 32 .49 15.37 11.71 3.66 0.93 1.23 3.61

1940 6,371,432 37.37 15.07 11 .44 3.63 0.49 1.07 4.74

1950 7,047 , 000 46 .58 16 .42 10.01 6 .41 1.83 3.98 8.66

Source : Statistisk Arstoken, 1951.
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The trend in the absolute numbers of population has been a steadily

rising one, and in only eleven of the years since 1750 has there been a

decline in population from the preceding year. But the manner in which

the increase in population has come about at different times is worthy of

consideration. In several years in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century the birthrate dropped below thirty per thousand, but only

from 1879 is the trend definitely below thirty, since when it has declined

steadily, reaching a record low around 1940. There is no upwar/trend in

the birth rate at any time during the nineteenth century, and in fact the

increase in population is much more attributable to a decline in the death

rate, which has fallen steadily since 1870. There is a remarkable decline

from 1810. In part the fall in the death rate is considered by

Montgomery to be explained by the rural character of Sweden and the

absence, at least during the nineteenth century, of large urban

concentrations of population. In the 1840s the death rate was lower in

the countryside than in the towns.

The rapid rise in population in the nineteenth century, together with

changes in agricultural technique and the enclosure movement at the

beginning of the century, led to the rise of a large rural proletariat .

Up to 1860 there was an agrarian * reserve army" which had difficulty in

finding employment in agriculture and which pushed wages down. "Only an

industrial revolution could give all these se^i-unemployed a reasonable

livelihood. But on the other hand industrialisation was made easier

by the fact that there was such a rich supply of cheap labour".

An outlet was in fact ultimately found in industry or in emigration.

l) Industrialismens Genombrott i Sverige, p.45.

2 ) Ibid, p. 67 .
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In the late nineteenth century there was a tremendous flow of population

from Sweden across the Atlantic, the peav year being 1887, when 50,786

persons emigrated. Between 1866 and 1914 about l,2oQ,0o0 people

emigrated, the largest proportion going to the United Btates . On the other

hand, immigration has played an important part in the population increase

in the 1940s, the immigrants being mainly refugees from the Baltic

count raes .

In spite of the population growth in the nineteenth century

Seden long remained a predominantly rural country. &ven in 1950 the

percentage of town dwellers was less than half the total (46 -58/"), and the

increase in the previous ten years (from 37 .37> in 1940) had been

unusually great,. The absolute size of the rural population increased until

1915 when a peav of 4,157,604 was reached. (The population engaged in

agricultural industry had, however, begun to decline from 1890). A new

peaV of 4,193,397 was reached in 1925, and since then there has been a

steady decline. Rural depopulation is in fact a major sociological problem

in Sweden at the present time. One important point, the reverse side of

the picture, is, however, that Sweden has never had any considerable urban

proletariat or "industrial reserve army".

There was a steady increase in urban population, from 229,433 in 1800

to 1,103,951 in 1900. Latest developments of rural and urban population

are shown by the following table :
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Rural Urban

1925 4,193,397 1,860,165

1930 4,146,316 1,995,875

1935 4,113,654 2,136,852

1940 3,990,520 2,380,912

1945 3,866,509 2,807,240

1950 3,764,127 3,282,793 .

Figures ior the growth of towns support the conclusion saw! the modern

traveller through the Swedish countryside that there are few industrial

belts with their accompanying large centres of population. Stockholm was

a city of 75,000 souls in 1800, and only in 1850 did it begin to grow

rapidly in size, reaching 300,000 by 1900. By 1950 its population was

746,000 i.e. slightly ™ore than one tenth of the total population of Sweden

&o. of Cities with population in ranges above 10,000.

Year Total over 10,000 - 20,000 - 30,000 -

,10,0.00: 20, OOP 3Qf 000 .85fy00 _ lUO.O

1870 9521 1

1890 18 10 4 2 2

1900 21 11 6 2 2

1910 24 11 6 5 2

1920 31 15 7 6 3

1930 35 18 5 9 3

1940 39 19 7 10 3

1950 47 12 16 16 3

The increases in the two middle groups in the 1940s are striving.

That there has been a shiit from the country to the towns there is

no doubt . What it is important for us in Great Britain to grasp,

however, from the point of view of industrial relations is that there are

no blacV population spots in Sweden, no Great Wenw, no BlacV Countries.
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In spite of the shift towards urban life Swedish industry is still fairly

rural in location. In part this is the product of natural and

geographical factors, such a3 sources of supply of timber for pulp and

paper mills, where the location of plants in quite naturally by a river

estuary, or of ore for the iron worVing industry, which always has been

rural in its location and still preserves its rural flavour. nothing is

more startling to someone familiar with Clydeside or Sheffield than to find

that Bomnarvet, one of the largest steel plants in Sweden, is situated in

lovely rural scenery, by the side of the Dal river and amid rolling hills

covered with pine trees. And this is typical- borli-nge, the town which

is built alongside the mill, is a parasite on the mill. Without the steel

plant the town would simply not be there. This close relationship

between one plant and a community dependent on it is typical and not of

course without its dangers in the event of the firm running into economic

difficulties •

The changeover from agricultural to industrial occupations since

1870 is brought out in the following table, which shows the percentage

distribution of the population by branch of the economy.

IM2Q 1880 1S20 1900 1910 1920 19£0 1^0 1£4£ 12£0
Agriculture,
forestry and
fishing. 51.6 49.6 49.6 45.8 42.0 38.4 34.7 31.9 28.2 23.4

Mining, 1- anufactur-
ing and Industry. 9.5 11.5 16.2 21 .8 27 .4 31 .4 31.7 35.7 37 .8 41.0

Transport, Communica¬
tions and commerce. 3.0 4.3 5.7 7.3 10.4 12.8 15.5 18.2 19.2 21.1

Public admin, and
Professions * 5.6 5.1 5.1 4.7 4.1 4.6 5-3 7.6 8.7 9.5

Domestic Service. 4 .6 4.3 4.0 3.7 3.5 3.7 3 .9 3.1 2 .3 2.1

Unspecified. 25.7 25.2 19.4 16 .7 12 .6 9.1 8.9 3.5 3.8 2 .9

0

Source: Statist isle Arsbolcen, 1951, p. 35 and 1953, p .29
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The shift here is quite typical of a country that i3 becoming

industrialised and is enjoying a high standard of living. There has

been a decided drop in the percentage of the population engaged in

agriculture, a very large increase in mining, manufacturing and industry,

particularly between 1880 and 1910, and in service industries and

transport, and a slight tendency for the professions and administrative

classes to claim a larger proportion of the population from 1930.

This last is closely related to the growth of salaried employees'

organisations, as will be discussed in chapter IV.

By source of livelihood industry is now the predominant sector in

the Swedish economy, and the above table reflects the changes in the

structure of the economy, which have of course had important effects on

the structure of the labour marvet . The rapid increase between 1890

arid 1910 in the percentage of workers employed in industry coincided

with a very rapid growth in the membership of the trade union movement .

Within industry the types of production are brought out by the

following tables showing the different industries and the number of

workplaces and workers in the year 1945.

( Source : Statistisk Arsbok, 1951, Table 110 ) .
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Type of Industry

Mining and metalworking

Textiles and clothing

j&.\ M',. ¥grkpiac^3

5,631 ^
1,348

4,217

Ma aXjasu±fixa«

250,039 ^
86,996

69,083

63,008

55,094

Wood processing

Paper aid printing

Foodstuffs

1,280

4,884

Stone and quarrying

Leather, hair and rubber goods

Chemical products

Power, light and waterworks

1,872

834

52,924

27,318

22,605

12,365

894

1,114

Total 22,074 639,432

l) Of this, the mechanical engineering industry accounted for

3*238 workplaces and 114,715 workers.

The size of industrial plants is also of significanoe. As the

following table shows, there has been no great change since 1313 In

the relative sizes of the various groups-
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Industrial workplaces and number of workers employed.

(Source; based on Statistisk Arsbokqri,1951, table llG ).
1913 1945

No. of workers Workplaces Workers Workplaces Workers

3 and less 6,010 11,374

4-10 4,729 21,034 7,607 48,570

11 - 50 3,026 71,912 6 .265 139,174

51 - 100 696 48,835 1,038 73,314

101 - 200 432 61,261 624 88,124

201 - 500 294 88,828 361 110,624

501 - 1,000 59 39,361 123 81,570

1,000 plus 21 29.513 46 86.882

Total : 9,257 360,744 22,074 639,432

In 1945 less than 10$ (2,192) firms employed more than 50 workers,

and only 169 firms employed more than 500 workers, although they

accounted for 26$ of workers in industry.

In spite of the predominance of industry agriculture still

remains an important employer of labour. In 1945 - 240,000 workers

were employed in agriculture, and, what is even more significant for

the structure of the industry, there were 325,000 employers.
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1'he lollowing table shows the distribution of salaried employees

and wage earners by occupation as between town and country in 194b :

Cccupat ion Rural U rban 'X'otal

State service

unicipal service

Private service

Private service and
boarded by employer

Other

98,252

52,220

757,757

220,400

9 ,897

170,453

105,836

903,266

51,619

23,649

268,705

159,056

1,661,033

272,019

33,546

1. 138,536 1,255.823 2,3 4,359
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Ohapter 11

XiuL .tig., hhl' of I'JU* T RAPE UnlON **OVS*'Sj\;i

It is not possible to establish any precise agreement in time

between the rise of industry in Sweden and the origins of the trade union

movement . industrial development proceeded slowly in the 19th century and,

although there was a big expansion in the 70s, the middle of the 90s is

generally accepted as being the period when industrialism finally began

to gather momentum. Trade unions date fro™ the 1.870s and. the connection

between industrialisation and trade unionism in Sweden is therefore not

direct . Nor can it be argued that industrialisation and free

competition put the worker in such a state of need that a combination

movement was forced upon them, in economic self-defence, for it is the case

that the standard of living in Sweden rose quite considerably in the

second half of the 19th century. It has been estimated that the annual

incomes of industrial workers rose between 1861 and 1913 by three times,

while real income rose by two and a half times, and the number of

workers in industry increased almost sevenfold during the sa^e period .

There was some stagnation in money incomes after 1875, but real income

continued to improve because of the falling cost of living. This is

however a general trend, and. overlooks cyclical fluctuations in

particular industries, e.g. sawmill ing. * ^
Again, it was the better off group of workers, those in handicrafts,

who organised first in trade unions- There combination cannot be

explained on the theory that the growth of industry forced the handicraft

workers to combine for, as Lindbom shows, Swedish handicraft production

l) On this 3ee oUrdlund, op .cit .,p .356, and #e3t erst ahl,

Jorgen, Svensk Fackf8reningsr8relse, p.20,
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did not suffer from any excessive inroads from industry- What it did suffer

from in the 80s was the influx of rural population to the towns, which was

the product more of excess agrarian population than of attractive

industrial jo os in the towns. * ^
'1 he gild regulations had had some advantages for the workers in the

form of unemployment, sickness and old age assistance, and the new

economic freedom after 1846 and 1864 was at first more formal than real

in its benefits. The economic freedom ordinance did not cater for the

transition from a static agricultural and handicraft society to a mobile

industrial society - in fact some of the regulations such as the

unprotected decree had been designed to prevent mobility of labour - and

attempts soon began to be made to obtain advantages in new forms,

advantages which in the static society had often been guaranteed by

employment all the year round arid through benefits in kind •

The reasons for forming trade unions could therefore be many and

varied. llansson emphasises that it was not socialist agitation that urged

on the workers to form trade unions• "The driving force was the

feeling of helplessness against employers, discontent with social and
2 )

economic conditions." But this does not alter the fact that social

democracy did play an important part in the formation of unions in the late

80s and the 90s through emphasising class solidarity and providing

financial and organisational support .

In sum, wages issues, unemployment, bad hours, housing, ideas of

worker solidarity, better education, self help organisations and funds all

1 )Lindbom#f age, Ben sveri3ka facVfSreningsrSrelsens uppko^st,p.26 .

This is the definitive v/ork on the trade union movement's
history prior to 1900.

2) Hansson, Sigfrid, Den svensks fackforeningsrorelsen,p. 18.



gave impulses to the attempts to organise . Society was changing from a

static to a dynamic form. There was a vacuum to he filled when the old

organisations were either abolished or ceased to he suited to the new tempo

of life. Unemployment constituted now a negative reason for combining,

the freedom of the employer a positive one.

It is not easy to determine just how far there was continuity

between former gild and other self-help organisat ions and the trade unions

which began to develop at the beginning of the 70a. Lindbom ^'
distinguishes four pre-trade union types of worker association,

educational circles, sickness and burial funds, self-help organisations

on the Schulze-Delitzsch pattern (which enjoyed a short boom in Sweden

after 1866) and workers associations of a political character. Of these

associations the sickness and burial funds and the political workers*

associations were of most importance when the first trade unions began to

be formed. The former organised by factory and trade while the

political associations were generally open to all workers and other

interested persons. 3ome of the sickness and benefit funds were

descendants of gild organisations on the friendly society side, but many

new funds were also formed after the abolition of the gilds.

These, unlike the gild journeymen*s associations, were independent of

the employers. tfhere the political and self-help organisat ions were

valuable was in providing a knowledge of economic and political questions,

and experience of work of organisation. ">ranv trade union pioneers were

educated politically in the workers' associations, and it was these

liberal! y minded men who usually led the opposition to socialist agitation

in the trade union movement in the 80s." -J

1) Lindbom, op.cit. p 12 et seq.

2) Lindbom./ op. cit . p.16.
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Ihe first trade union formed, was the Printers* Association in

Stockholm in 1846, the year when the gild system was abolished- In its

early years it seems to have interested itself mainly in educational

activity and, although a wages issue arose in 1858, it was not till 1872

that the association put forward tariff proposals for Stockholm printing

works, arguing that as long as there was no tariff the conditions of

work could be arbitrarily determined by the employers. The immediate

reason for presenting the proposal seems, however, to have been the rising

cost of living. Better working conditions { re hours and overtime)
were asked for, negotiations with the book printers' society took place,

and the printers' society became a trade union in the sense that it

attached importance to the terms of employment . However, it was only in

the 80s that it began regularly to discuss economic questions. ' Other

trade unions were formed before 1830 among the bookbinders (1872), hatmakers,

foundry workers, painters (1874), gpLovemakers (1875) - an attempt was made

to make this Scandinavian in scope - upholsterers (1876), and

carpenters (1830). But on the whole trade union activity in the 1870g

was on a very modest scale. The associations dealing m&inly or in part

with trade union questions were very few in number, and all were in handi¬

craft or highly skilled trades. This is worth noting. It was the

handicraft workers, not the unskilled, who were the pioneers of the

movement and, as will be seen later, this was to leave its mark in the

forms of organisation of the Swedish trade union movement .

These early unions were on the whole protectionist, favourably

disposed towards employers and generally opposed to strikes. But that is

n©t~.ifo—aaythat the strike weapon was unknown. Pressure of a rise in

the cost of living often led in turn to handicraft trades submitting

proposals for increases in pay under the threat of a strike.

l) kkic&KxxJtx&Sbc Lindbom, op. cit., p. 18.
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There had been some sporadic work stoppages in the 60s, the first in the

harbour at iialsinborg in 1863, and a large one involving 3 - 4,000

workers in the tersberg iron mines in V&rmland in 1869 . There was a minor

wave of strikes in the early 70s. Of 60 strikes between 1871-75 which

Lindbom investigated, 25 were in handicraft trades and 35 among manual

and industrial workers. A noteworthy strike, the largest hitherto in

Sweden, took place among the bakers of Stockholm in 1873- About 7 -

8,000 bakers were involved with their masters over the issue of no night work

on Sundays. Formally; the bakers were not organised in a trade union but

in a journeymen bakers' association, but it was very successful in

establishing a united front, in preventing the importation into Stockholm

of strikebreakers and ultimately in carrying the day- After three days

of negot iat ions the masters agreed to no Sunday work, and this victory of

the workers attracted much attention. Subsequently the association

functioned as a forum for discussing trade matters and in particular as the
l)

defender of the gain3 of 1873 .

There was a clear correlation between the boom and high prices of

the first half of the 70s and trade union activity. The most active trade

union years in this decade were 1872-77, but the depression of 1878-79

put a stop to all trade union discussion and action, and the associations

that survived the crisis did so as social and support organisations.

"The trade union associations of the 70s offer too scanty material to

make any precise judgements over and above this. The activity was

sporadic in part, quantitatively insignificant, and never had time to

acquire any widespread influence in the handicraft trades or geographicallyt2

1) Lindbom. Op, Git. P.30.

2) Ibid., P.36.
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Why this was so, in spite of the strikes and wages actions of the 70s, is

perhaps explained by the fact that the masters were often too weak to

oppose the workers and the unions were not yet strong enough to survive

depressions .

A landmark in the development of the trade union movement, both

because the outcome showed the disadvantages of not having a trade union

and because the legal position of the workers was called in question, was

the Sundsvall strike of 1379. It was notable also because the military

were called in- This was the largest stoppage in Sweden so far,

occurring as it did in the sawmill industry in the north east coastal area

of horrland around the town of Sundsvall . It was not the first strike

In sawmills, but hitherto the stoppages had affected individual firms.

On this occasion, however, because of the industrial concentration

around 3undavail, a whole district was involved. ho industry had been

so sensitive to cyclical fluctuations as the sawmill ing industry and at

the time the industry was feeling the effect of poor prices. In fact

Parliament had just voted a loan of 3 million crowns to the industry.

This does not seem to have been a big enough rescue operation, however,

for the sawmill owners decided to cut operations and wages in the whole

horrland sawmill district . At the beginning of the shipping season in

the spring of 1879 the day wage was lowered by 15 - 2Qfi. The reduction

caused discontent and a strike began on 26th May which soon extended to

thirty sawmills and about 5,000 workers. On the evening of the 28th many

of the workers streamed into- Sundsvall and encamped on property

belonging to the local volunteers .

Two points should be noted at this stage. There was no trade union

organisation behind the strike. It was simply a spontaneous stoppage

of work:, spontaneous in response to the issue of a cut in what were already

considered to be low wages. The object was then to prevent the cut

being put into force.
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A settl ement of the strike waa brought about through the action of the

county governor, 'I reffenberg, ^ ) who was able to make use of two weapons

against the workers which were allowed by law, namely ejection of workers

living in houses belonging to employers and the invocation of the unprotected

provisions against the seasonal workers employed casually. After the

camping ground had been surrounded, 1'reffenberg set up a court of enquiry

on the spot, irx the sense that he conducted an examination of all the

workers in order to find out who was unprotected and who could adduce proof

of residence. This action led to a rapid resumption of work.

Opinions about the strike and the action taven varied, i'ingsten
Q

says ~) that it waa generally recognised, that the workers had the right to

strike, even though strikes were often considered disadvantageous and

dangerous to the workers themselves. But the state did sometimes intervene

in such a way as seemed to place its authority solidly behind the employers.

reffenberg, whose measures were approved by the government and praised

by a large section of the press, described the strike in his official repofct
3 )

in such a way that it appeared to be a matter of revolutionary action."
In this case of course the state was directly interested,naving just made
a loan to the industry.

1) Treffenberg incurred much odium for the action he took, and

it is usually overlooked that shortly after the strike he had

an enquiry made into the living conditions of sawmill workers, and

recommended the employers to think more about the welfare of their

men and to plan for the future in order to avoid disturbances.

See Olsson, Reinhold "horrlffoidskt Sagverksliv under ett sekel .pp.
97-118.

2) l ingsten, Ben svenska socialdemokrat iens iddutveckling, vol »1 ,p«51 *

3 J Ibid ., p .52
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liaHendorff considers that aa a wages movement the strive was badly timed,

for the curtailment of operations meant that plenty of workers were
1) a

available. Lindbom concludea that "the Bundsvall strike did not

lead to a settlement between workers and employers, but was a manifestation

of the power of the authorities to defeat attempts by the workers to
2 )

obtain better working conditions through striking with the support

of legislation and in defence of the common interests of the state and the-

employers"• ®)•
While the rise in the cost of living had provided much of the

impetus to such trade unions as were formed in the 1870s, it seems

paradoxical at first sight that in the 8O3, when the cost of living

declined on the whole, trade union activity increased greatly and the

establishment of the trade union movement as an important social and

economic instrument took place. Lindbom finds the main explanation for

this growth of unions in the 80s to lie in the influx of population to the

towns rather than in the rise of modem industry. Indeed, as we have

seen, industrial expansion was on a very modest scale until the 90s and

the trade union movement was until then a predominantly handicraft one.

But in the 80s the handicraft workers in the towns were forced to combine

in increasing numbers against competition from their country cousins - But,

again somewhat paradoxically, the wage level of the working class as a whole

did not worsen as a result of this competition, although in some cases

piecerates did fall 5)
But the rapidly growing influx to the towns was not the sole factor

in bringing about a growing interest in trade unionism.

1) Hallendorff, Svenska ArbetsgifvarefSreningen 1902-1927, p.10.

2) This is not strictly true of the Sund3vall strike, which
arose out of a out in wages.

3) Lindbom, op. cit., p .26
4) Lindbom, op. cit., p.39
5) Ibid., p.41 .
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Ihe workers' associations were becoming politically winded in the 70gt arid

both political and labour questions (e.g. strikes and the franchise) were

discussed at the first meeting of Swedish workers in 1879, at which the

representatives were mainly liberal in outlook and handicraft journeymen

by trade.

The next significant step in the rise of trade unions was a meeting

organised by the carpenters' union in December, 1881. This union had

been constituted the previous year and, in addition to the fact that it

placed emphasis on the trade union rather than the friendly society side

of its activities, its members had acquired some experience of direct

action in a strike in the Stockholm building trade in the summer of 1881,

although the union itself had not been involved. The December meeting

was addressed by August Palm, a socialist agitator and a tailor to trade,"1 ^
who was greatly interested in the formation of an independent socialist

working movement . A committee was appointed at the meeting to discuss

the formation of trade unions and worked out what it took to be the most

suitable lines of development for the incipient trade union movement. The

ideas wore expressed in the March programme of 1882, which contained concrete

and practical recommendations about normal trade union constitutions and

forms of activity. The unions were to look after the interests of the

trade and of workers and employers, help workers to obtain better incomes,

promote 3kill , and endeavour to prevent a shortage of work and also strikes.

l) Palm had recently bean turned out of Germany, and had begun

his agitation with an address in t'almB on 6th November, 1881. The

date is a landmark in the development of sooialism in Sweden.

Asking himself the question "What do the Socialists want?" Palm

answered in brief that they wanted a different form of society.

Tingsten is the best authority on the origins of social democracy
in Sweden. He suggests (op .cit ,, vol .l,p.23 ) that when socialism

.came to Sweden in the 80s it was in advance of its time, in that
it as inspired from abroad (primarily Denmark and Germany) before the
ideas had any background of general democratic and cultural radicalism
in Sweden.
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Provision was made for organised co-operation between employers and men,

although the main emphasis was placed on the unions being primarily

associations of workers for the purpose of looking after the material

interests of the workers by uniting all the workmen in particular trades.

This programme a'l so recommended the formation of local central committees

consisting of representatives of all the unions in the locality.

There was no great political and social radicalism about this <«areh

programme, in spite of the fact that Palm had been one of the leading

lights. The socialist disciples had at that time no great roots among the

workers in Stockholm. ^ Palm's one idea about unions was that they must

be socialist, but he advanced no coherent principles or plans for the place

of trade unions in the working class movement, their dufi/Bes mid objects.

"One has the impression that Palm had neither the aptitude nor interest for
2 I

practical questions of organisation." But he urged energetically that

the trade union movement must become socialist and as such also participate

in purely political activity. 'ven in ralm8, however, where Palm

exercised most influence, a "strictly trade union" movement had won the day.

however, a definite political side to the trade union movement was

suggested in the new year of 1883, when a central trade union committee was

formed in Stockholm. ✓ This followed the recommendat ion in the arch

programme, and at the time it was quite a natural arrangement to have

central committees for all the unions in one place, particularly when

problems of geographical isolation and the fact that many workers in a trade

were scattered over many small factories arid localities made national

1} Lindbom, op.cit., p.50.

2) Ibid., p .52 . John Lindgren arrives at ^uch the same conclusion.
Summing up on Palm he says { August Palm p.72;, "August Palm was

no leader. Nor was he an organiser. He was an agitator pure and
simple. And it. is as such that he has carved out a name for himself
in our history as the pioneer of socialism". But as an agitator he
did serve a purpose. And he did on numerous occasions attempt to
form organisations and found newspapers.
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co-operation somewhat difficult . However, the Stockholm central committee

went further than the '"arch programme, in that it definitely directed its

activity towards the promotion of political reforms for the benefit of the

wording cl ass in general and of skilled workers in particular. It

declared its objects to be those of uniting the various trades in a proper

labour party, and to work in unity for the accomplishment of such reforms

as were necessary for social developments based on national grounds-

Trade unions represented in the committee were to be entitled to appoint

representatives in proportion to their membership, a condition of

represent at ion being that every representative would sign and approve a

programme for trade union activity. This was set out in fourteen points,

and involved the unions in both political and economic issues- At this

stage, it should be noted, there was no explicit statement that the

political interests were to be those of socialism. Some of the points

covered in the trade union programme were shorter working hours, more

hygieaiic working conditions, pensions for old workers, labour exchanges,

state support for producers' associations, promotion of temperance, and of

good industrial relations through ad hoc conciliation boards.

Political reforms asked for were direct and progressive taxation, better

elementary education, revision of the criminal law, and adult male

suffrage for those of good character-

This was the first political programme declared by the organised

wo-rkers, and almost immediately thereafter the trade union movement and

the rising socialist movement became intertwined. Until the turn of

the century the problem had to be faced of whether the unions were to

engage in political activity, and what was to be the relationship between

the trade union movement and political, i.e. social democratic party.

The number of trade unions grew quite rapidly in the early years of

the 80s, from 7 in 1880 to 48 in 1884 and 105 in 1885. Of these 105
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unions 73 were handicraft unions, and all the manual and factory workers1

unions had been formed in 1884 and 1885. If the division is made on the

basis of skill there were in 1885 - 85 skilled and 17 unskilled workers1

unions . Total membership of unions was estimated, at between 8 - 9,000 in

1885, while the movement was pretty well confined geographically to central

and south Sweden, Skene having 30 unions, a feature explained by its

population density and proximity to Denmark. There were fewer strikes in

the period 1880-85 than there had been in the 70s, Of the 40 strikes

traced, 19 were in handicraft and 21 in non-handicraft trades, 11 of the

strikes took place in the building industry. Unly five of the forty

strikes were begun and carried on by trade unions. ^
The year 1885 marks a convenient dividing line in the development

of trade unionism in Sweden for, alt bought he re was stagnation in the

numerical development of trade unions in the years immediately following,

arising out of the depression which followed the building industry crisis

in the summer of 1885, there were significant new departures both in

thought and in the organisational structure of trade unions . Philosophically

differences of opinion were developing on the subjeot of socialism, its

pros and cons, while organisational developments were marked by attempts

to knit the individual unions together into werre efficient units, either

through the formation of national federations, central committees at the

local level, or through Scandinavian co-operation.

Politically, the change in thinking can be seen in the history of

the central trade union committee formed in Stockholm in 1883 - it had

rather a chequered career. Although moat of the unions in Stockholm joined,

it never achieved much by way of forming new unions • It had almostno"

financial resources and, as a body that was intended as an organ of opinion

and propaganda rather than an executive, it had no power to act on behalf

l) Lindbom, op. cit P .71.
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of or jurisdiction over the affiliated unions except in questions they

referred to it. At first it had nothing to do with the organising and

supporting of strives, tout as a result of changes made in the organisation

of the central committee in 1887 the rignt of decision in strives and also

the power to approve whether other member organisations would support the

strive was transferred to the central committee, whose power was also

increased through its functions toeing concentrated in an executive board

i stead of the previous representative council. But in respect of its

political functions, the committee played a much more Significant role.

The exact relationship of the trade union movement to development of

socialist ideas was a thorny problem in the StocVholro committee during the

winter of 1885-86, and the debate culminated in the adoption of a new

programme in 1886 which was r*uch more radical than that of 1883 .

This led to a fall in the membership of the central committee in

StocVholm, tout the deoline in membership which tooV place after 1885

in other towns where committees had been formed was due also to toad eoonomis

conditions. "To attaeb to socialist propaganda part of the blame for the

stagnation of the trade union movement mu3t toe considered unjustified,

particularly when the political strife was localised principal!y to

StocVholm, and the stagnation of trade unions was marVed throughout the

whole country" «1 ^ indeed the social democratic associations toeing formed

in the 80s were often the bodies that stimulated trade union activity,

particularly in localities where there v/aa no central committee. Further,
in -at least one instance, Gothenburg*, the social democratic association was

a member of the central committee of unions there.

1.) Lindbom, op. ext., p-116.
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ihy the social democrats were interested in the formation of trade

unions arid in having co-operation betYtreen the trade union and political

branches of the rising wording ci ass movement is of course a relevant

question, xhe picture was at that time a confused one and no one was

terribly clear what the exact relationship should be until the early 20th

century. In the 80s the issue was clouded to a certain extent by the fact

that many officials were common to trade unions and the socialist

movement, and trie attitude of most socialists to the unions was that the

party needed, members who could best to found among the of workers in

the unions. 'Ihe leaders of the rising socialist movement were also far

from clear about the exact relationship. Branting argued in 1886 that,

while the common goal of complete freedom for the working class should be

pursued by the political and trade union wings, the trade unions, which

tried to cover ALL the workers, irrespective of views and opinions, should

devote themselves to labour market questions, leaving the political

associations to carry on the political work of the movement . Unity was the

important thing. Danielaaon recognised the importance of the trade union

movement as a training ground for socialism, and grasped the importance of

organising unskilled workers. In 1888 he argued that although the trade

unions should be socialist they should have a separate form of organisation,

preferably in national craft federations*

When the social democratic party was formed in 1889, therefore, the

position of tne local central committees as bodies concerned with both

trade union and political que t ions became a matter for urgent debate, by

some it was argued that the formation of a social democratic party made

the central committees unnecessary, while others took the view that a trade-

union form of organisat ion for co-operation between unions on labour

matters would still be necessary, since not all trade unions would

necessarily affiliate to the political party. In the event it xvas decided
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in August, 1889, to dissolve the Stockholm central committee. By that year

there were central committees in ten towns, "but thereafter they declined in

importance.

The consequences of the dissolution of the Stockholm committee was

that unions that did not join the party came to lack a common organisation,

while the party was in turn strengthened by becoming the centre for both
1)

political and trade union matters- Bans3on considers that the

justification given for dissolving the Stockholm central committee was that

the unions would join the newly constituted political party, and that

this made co-operation between the unions old fashioned and unnecessary,

3ince it was generally recognised that if progress were to be made

association must take place in and through one large party. But, as will

be seen shortly, the rel ations of unions and party were not to be solved

by such easy acquiescence of the unions in affiliation, for affiliation

on certain terms might mean subordination. Until the Swedish TUG (LO) was

formed in 1898, and indeed later, this remained a problem.

However, it is not easy to argue that the relationship of party to

unions could be solved at one swoop when the party was formed. It was

hardly possible to form a party without the help of the unions in some form

and, indeed, most of the representatives at the constituting congress of the

social democratic party in April, 1889, were in fact trade unionists,
2 )

mainly from handicraft organiaations . Lindbom estimates that of about

250 - 275 trade unions in Sweden in 1889 about one fifth accepted the

invitation to the congress. The observations of congress on the relations

with the unions were very cautious. The unions should concern themselves

1) Hansaon, op .oil., p .28 .

2) Lindbom, op. cit p. 124
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with political question?!, "but otherwise congress limited itself to giving

practical advice on the many questions of trade union interest that were

raised by the organisations represented at the congress. This suggests

that the unions were in need of same kind of if'ather Confessor, some

guiding hand tohelp them with the problems arising out of their growing

pains.

Attempts had in fact already begun to solve the problem of trade

union organisation along new lines, .'/hen the Stockholm central committee

wa3 dissolved in 1889, therefore, it was not simply the case that the

unions were drowned in the party. They did become predominantly socialist

in outlook in the JOs, but already in 1886 the unions had begun to

develop a new form of organisation to match the growth in the movement,

namely national federations in each trade. The central committees had

seemed an adequate solution in the early years of the 80s, but since they

arose outof the desire to overcome the weaknesses of diverse units in

isolation, and in different trades in particular, this dissimilarity

soon bred discord and weakness when each trade began to grow in organised

strength and national loyalties to the craft were felt to outweigh local

loyalties to unionism at large. At the local level there e.;uld easily

arise misunderstandings of the problems of other trades. That is not

to say that the committees had not served some useful purpose as a locus

of workers' views when no other was available, for the discussions

conducted in and through the committees did help to spread a knowledge

of trade unionism throughout the Country. ^
fhe first national craft federations were established in 1886, in

the printing trade and among postal workers. There had beer/discussion
as early as 1874 on national organisations, when the foundry workers and

1) Casparseon, op ,oit . vol.1, p .24 .
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hatmakers tried unsuccessful! y to organise on a national basis, and earlier

in the year 1886 a general workers' meeting at ftrebro had discussed the

question of consolidating the trade unions into national craft federations.

In the same year the best form of organisation for the trade unions was

discussed at the Scandinavian workers1 congress in Gothenburg, and

solutions at the local, national and Scandinavian levels and the formation

of nation-wide organisations covering all the unions were discussed.

After a start had been made with the first national federations in 1886

others soon foil owed suit; and in 1887 the painters formed a national

federation, while in the following year the shoemakers organised

nationally and the iron and steel workers' federation began operations on

a modest scale. This last was to cover all workers employed in the

working of iron and other metals - a sort of comprehensive group of craft

federations - but fairly so on the foundry workers left and formed their

own small craft federation (in 1893), as did the sheet*"otal workers.

In 1889 a federation was formed among woodworkers • Here a problem arose

between the "craft" faction and adherents of the view that the "material

worked on" should form the basis of organ isat ion. Some delegates to the

first congress wanted to include carpenters only, but most of the

delegates reacted against driving the craft principle so far, and congress

ultimately agreed that the following trades were to be included in the

federation: furniture, building, machine, » ode! and ships carpenters,

instrument and carriage makers, building and ship construction workers,

turners and wood carvers . The tailors and tobacco workers also formed

national federations in 1389, and by the end of that year there ware 8

federations in skilled trades. It was of course mainly among them that

unionism had originated and had by then had time to gather momentum,

while the bonds of craft, solidarity were a positive factor that encouraged

national organisation• In two of the federations, iron and metal and the
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woodworkers, it was not, however, as easy to draw craft boundaries

as in the case of shoemakers, tailors and other crafts.

humerical affiliation to these federations formed by 1890 was

not very great, Lindbom's estimate being 6,000, although the total number

of workers organised in trade unions was put at 14 - 15,000. Wore than

200 unions were formed between 1866 and 1889 , but since a large number als<

became defunct during the depression Lindbom estimates that in 1889 there

were 250 - 275 trade unions, and of these 185 were in handicrafts. ^ )
The movement was thus still a predominantly handicraft one, and. organisa¬

tion was best in the trades where national federations had been formed,

from 1886 there was a considerable increase in the number of strikes,

and between 1886 arid 1889 there were 124 conflicts, including three

lockouts- The building industry accounted for most stoppages during this

period (25) and there were more stoppages (50) among industrial workers

than in handicraft trades (43). The first lockout was in 1886, against

dyeworkers in Gothenburg over wage increases forced through by the union,

and in 1886 also the first dispute about the right of association took

place.

There was a rapid increase in the number of unions and federations

in the 90s, and organisation on a national scale became the accepted

form of organisation. luring the nineties the trade union organisations

grew in strength and membership increased fivefold, the greatest increase

being between 1896-1899 . The development from local to national forms

of organisation continued rapidly, and between 1890 and 1900 more trade

union federations were formed in Sweden than at any other time, the

number increasing to 32. Thus within fourteen years 38 federal lone had

been formed. A shift in the character of the fe/derat ions formed is

observable from 1897. Prior to that year only two federations had

l) Lindbom, op .Git .,P.148
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been formed in work that was definitely unskilled, the General and

Factory Workers' Federation ^ (1895) and the Mine Workers' Federation

(1895). The Transport Worker#* Federation (1897) also aimed at a pretty

wide coverage.

The year 1897 is in fact a boundary line. Only one of the 13

federations forced between 1897 and 1899 was in a handicraft trade. The

explanation is on the one hand that by then there were federations in

nearly every handicraft trade and on the other the fact that the general

upswing in economic activity from the mid 90s and the growth of

industrial processes of production helped along the formation of federations

of industrial and unskilled workers. The number of organised workers

in indxjstry and manual work now began to exceed the number of organised

handicraft workers. Thus in 1900 there were 14 industrial and

unsvill ed workers federations with 33,891 members

15 handicraft federations " 28,555 members

and 3 federations for state
employees with 1,709 members.

The total number of wage earners at the turn of the century was

somewhat over 400,000, the total number ol trade unionists somewhere

between 65 - 70,000, and the percentage of organisation therefore

between 16a and 20a• As yet organisation was very weak among workers

in agriculture, forestry and trade.

1) At first it took the name of the Unskilled Workers'
Federation and was formed mainly of unskilled workers in
the building industry who could not aspire to the heights
of the skilled workers in the asons' federation, although
there were also ITome unskilled groups from other spheres,
such as dockyard workers, and some factory workers.
Gradually the fe/deration acquired the character of a mixed
federation of unskilled and factory workers f



There was no conscious plan or organisation of and demarcation

between the national federations. The idea of a conscious blueprint

that set out the recruiting ground of the respective federations is

something that emerges early in the 20th century, when 1-0 had gained

experience. This development is duscussed in Chapter VI1.

The objects and internal structure of the federations will also be

the subject of a separate chapter [ vl, and it is sufficient to state at

this stage that the objects were usually described as being those of

organising the workers in the trade or industry that the activity of the

federation covered, and of defending and promoting their common interests.

These objects were pursued through a hierarchy stretching from the

federation congress down through an executive board (and sometimes a

supervisory board) to the individual local trade union and its yrorvshop and

factory clubs. There were sometimes local combinations of unions in the

SAMS or closely related trades (not to be confused with the local central

committees, 3uch as that in Stockholm in the 80s) although they were not of

great importance prior to 1900.

The numoer of work stoppages increased considerably during the 90s,

particularly from 1896 . From 1890 to 1899 the total number of stoppages

was 840, and 306 (35/2) of these were in handicraft trades. Most strikes

were about price lists, wage increases, prevention of wage cuts and,

towards the end of the century, the right of association. The outcome
1)

of conflicts shows an interesting development:

Victory for workers -Defeat Compromise

1886-89 28 25 14

1890-99 225 82 • 131

l) These figures take account only of disputes where the
outcome was known (approximately half the total).
See Hall endorff, op. cit pp 17-18.
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What is significant about these figures is not merely the increase

in the number of worker victories, but in the number of compromise solution^

which was due more to the growth of orderly negotiations and good trade

than of formal mediation machinery. Settled forms of negotiation were

in turn the product of a growing trade union movement and the rise of

some employer organisations.

The necessity of the federation board to have authority to conclude

and plan the wage movements and strikes of the branches was soon realised

by the federations which had not secured such provisions from the

beginning. For example, the Shoe Workers had some bitter experiences with

this • To begin with, the board had no right of decision, only advice,

in wages and strike questions. ^ hut it was soon realised that planning

and leadership were being prejudiced by this lacv of co-ordination and the

independent action of branches, so in 1896 the rules were amended to make

the branches give immediate notice of disputes to the federation. ho

stoppage could henceforth be undertaken without first obtaining the

opinion of the board of the federation.

This provision soon became common form and by the end of the 90s
most federations had succeeded in getting the unplanned strikes under

control. By the fact that federation permission was necessary if

strikes were to be supported, wage movements and strikes could be planned.

However, it was not always easy for the federation to weigh what might be

justifiable complaints from individual branches against general expediency.

Attempts were usually made to arrange wage movements so that they were ©et

in motion successively, in order to prevent several branches being

dragged into the conflict at the aare time. This might be difficult In-

the case of trades which were accustomed to negotiate at particular seasons.

1J Lindbom . op .cit »,p .198 •
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Just as important as leadership and planning wa3 the position of

the federation as regards the financing of conflicts. /hen strikes

tended to become more than local in character, careful financial

preparations were also required. Organisation^ made it possible to give
regular support to approved strikes, but funds were often very small for

supporting big strikes since fees tended to oe low. Appeals and levies
were often the chief means employed for giving financial support.

The costs to the federations of strikes increased towards the end of the

SOs «

ho, of federationsUuJUay - &zqml—

1897 13 31 ,000

1898 16 109,000

1899 18 224,000

1902 25 more than 224,000

The amount of strike support varied considerably from one federation

to another, e.g.,in the horrland conflict of 1899 the oawmill workers'

Federation paid out 143,000 crowns • Lockouts were not so frequent, but

some were costly, e.g. in 1899 the Unskilled and Factory workers'

federation paid out H2,000 crowns.

j3oc.ial democracy and the trade union movement 1889-190,0. in the

last decade of the century the formative influence of the party on the

trade union movement was very great , while the unions formed the main

body of party members.

At the end of the SOs onl y one fifth of the unions had socialist

majorities, but in the 90s the influence of the party on the movement grew,

as the following figures show :
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ho. of unions • of unskilled workers'
affiliated. unions affiliated.

1895 TOO
f 49

1896 173

1898 343

1900 418 214

The total number of unions in 1900 was about 1,000. The party was

greatly dependent on the unions for its membership, and in 1900 over

43,000 (60/ } of union members were affiliated to the party through their

unions .

Tarty members. Unions as age of Union members as
member organs- /"age of total party

18S9 3,000

1892 5,600

1695 10,250 89.5 94 .9

1896 90.1 J4 .2

1898 94 .7 97.7

1899 44,489 96 .0 97 .4

The party only grew slowly in strength, and enjoyed a big growth

in me bership between 1900-1914. Total membership in 1915 was 86,000.
In spite of the fact that trade unionists formed the great majority of the

party membership in the 90s, the party was not entirely representative of

trade union interests. In order to see why this wa.3 so it is necessary

to glance briefly at the rise of socialism in Sweden • The early leaders in

the 80s were young theorists, intellectuals such a3 Brantling, Danielsson

and Sterky. "These and other theorists in the party were completely ~

captivated by the socialist doctrine they found in a number of foreign and

primarily German works, hone of the™ showed any marked theoretical
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independence. The socialist doctrine became a gospel for them all ..." * ^
It was on the ideas of arx that the; built their gospel for bvreden.

The first party program® adopted in 1889 was based on the German

Gotha programme, which was based in turn on ideas of yarx and Lassalle.
But just as arx was adopted automatically in the 80s, the Swedish

theorists were quick to adopt foreign criticisms of Marx. There was a changg

of emphasis by both branting and Danielason, and the first programme of

its own that the social democratic party adopted, at its fourth congress

in 1897, while based on ideas of the German Erfurt programme of 1891, also

contained some Swedish ingredients of a reformist nature. ^ ^ In the

course of a decade the trend was a rapid move away from revolution to

reform, a switch in the focus of interest from long term to short term

goals of reform. As reasons for the change T ingaten suggests the

contradictions in arxist ideology which experience and foreign

criticism revealed, the growth of the arty to be a strong peonies' party -

and working people wanted things done. The complexity of realities was

grasped» As long as the party was small it could be abstract, but when

it began to enjoy practical influence it had to be more concrete. The

growing trade union movement wanted immediate social reforms, and the

franchise was probably the biggest short term attraction for workers
3 )

becoming interested in the party. Other moderating influences on

original socialist dogma were the Swedish milieu of freedom, respect for

law and absence of censorship, and the interest of other political parties

in social reforms. The late growth of industry favoured greater

will ingness on all sides to avoid the social evils that experience of

1) T ingaten, op. cit . vol.1., p .148

2) Tingsten, op. cit. vol.1.,p. 143

3 } I bid ., vol .11, p .427 .
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indust rial ism abroad had brought .

In the 90s the trade union movement did proceed to dominate the

social democratic movement, primarily because the worVing class lacked the

franchise and had no channel for influencing policy via any of the

existing parliamentary political parties. They accordingly turned to the

unions, and the party found itself tied up with trade union problems.

At thesame time the party had to try to draw the unions into political

activity in order to gain numerical and financial strength for the

franchise struggle. This intimate connection between the political

party and the unions raised certain problems of function and of

organisat ion, but it was not until the third party congress in 1894 that

an attempt was made to clarify the situation by separating union and

political questions without, in the words of Lindbom, "removing the party

entirely from influence over the former" . * i Some atte pt was made to

define the authority of the party in relation to strives, and a complex

procedure ensuring it the right of co-decision was drawn up. This was of

importance for the party, which found during thr 9 Js that it was being

relied on to an increasing extent as a source o financial support during

the increasingly prevalent strives. The trade union federations had only

scanty funds, so it became a matter of financial importance for the party

to have strives controlled. There was also aproposal to create a central

board in Stockholm for federations and unions there, the idea being that

meetings would be held once a month to co-ordinate plana* l*hls was not

envisaged as a really strong central 'body, however, and in part the

explanation seems to be that the party and unions had to solve the dilemma

of not having the political side of the movement engulfed by the unions,

which must not become too strong and independent . The problem was still

that which Granting had posed - how to reconcile unity of aim with

diversity of function. The party and trade union movement had in fact
1) Lindbom .0|) .cit .p .225 -
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derived benefit from one another. The unions obtained support and the

party gained we^bers . "Thus the social democratic party was not simply

a unifying organisation for the unions affiliated to the party, but served

also as a sort of central trade union or the whole of the

Swedish trade union movement. Although thig relationship was criticised

and a change was considered necessary, the commitment of the party to

union activity was in the circumstances inevitable, and it was generally

recognised that the party gave the trade union movement valuable support

through its intervention in wages issues and conflicts." 1 ^
By 1897, when the next (fourth) congress of the social, democratic

party met, events had shown that a special and separate central

organisation for the trade union movement was essential. The trade union

federations at the national level were progressing rapidly. Just before

the party congress met a significant decision had been taken at the fifth

Scandinavian labour congress in Stockholm, namely that national

confederations should be established for each of the three Scandinavian

countries, the confederat ions to co-operate with one another and the basic

form of organisation being as far as possible national trade union

federations. Avery vague resolution was adopted on the relationship

between the trade union and political aims of'the workers which agreed that

the trade union movement should go hand in hand with the political

struggle of the workers for freedom, at the same time as no obstacle was

put in the .ay of non-socialist workers joining the movement. The unions

might be schools fir4 socialism, but just for that reason they should also
2 )

include non-socialists. '

When the party congress met soon afterwards the quest ion of

organisation was fully discussed. Historically, the party had been based

on trade unions for "natural reasons", but now trade union federations

1) Lindbom.op .cit. p. 231
2) Casparsson, op.cit, p.32, and Lindbom. op .cit .pp .225-6 .
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were growing and the party form, of organisation was not suited to this

form of trade union combination. ho detailed proposals were made to

congress about a solution of the problem, but it was proposed that, in

order to preserve the good relations between party and unions, the party

congress should Auf UGR1 the trade union organisat ions to arrange their

methods of co-operation in the best way possible, but in such a way as to

ensure co-operation with the social democratic party. there was thus to

be no question of a st>lit, and this was in any case unlikely, sine® most

of the delegates to the party congress consisted of trade union

representatives . The taav of working out a complete plan for the

organisational relationship between party and unions was referred by

congress to a conference of trad© union officials . it grew up

proposals for a central co-operating body for the tra.de unions - an LO -

which was to cover the whole country and be based mainly on trade union

federations. Ihe basis was thus, as the workers' congress had

recommended, national trade union federations. *he LG was primarily to

ensure mutual support to conflicts of such a size that an organisation

involved could not "go it alone" and, although local committees of

unions, which were to look after both union and political activity in

their areas, were to have a place in the plan, they were not to be

entitled, to approve strikes for which the trade union federation board to

which the union involved belonged had. not given its approval. One very

important draft proposal was that all. trade union organisat iona that

affiliated to the LO should loin the social democratic party within two

years.

Whan the proposals we re aent out in September, 1897, they met with a

cool reception. Of the 19 federations to which the proposals were sent

only 9 replied, and of these nine only two favoured the proposals.

Object iona were advanced to the stipulation that no changes could be made
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in the proposed byelaws. They must either be accepted in full or rejected.

Some thought that the local central committees had not enough power in

relation to the decisions about strikes, that the national federations were

being favoured at their expense. Less frequently there was criticism of

the requirement to affiliate to the social democratic party. However, when

the proposals received such a cool reception it was decided to hold a

national oongress of unions in August, 1818, and revised proposals were

sent out in ,,ray.

LO was now to be given a more independent position, in that

provision was wade for a congress, a representative council and an

executive council, and it was also to be more independent of the party,

since the compulsary affiliation clause was removed fro1"1 these draft

proposals, however, the ties with the party were to be retained by. two

party representatives being appointed to the executive council of HO.

Provision was made for LO being consulted in the event of its help being

invoked in conflicts. Conflicts to be supported were all lockouts and

strikes that could be anticipated to lead to a lockout, ihe local central

committees were given much the same position as in the 1897 proposals,

except that the opinion of the committee board had to be sought by a

federation if it asked for LO support for a conflict in a place where there

was a committee.

Before the congress met in August to consider the proposed byelaws

they were thoroughly aired, and much controversy developed about the absence

of the compulsory affiliation clause to the party. in addition, another

set of proposals was circulated by Alls iersson, the main amendments

suggested by him being that LO would support lockouts only and that the

local co-mlttees would have a stronger position. .Vhen the constituting

congress met to discuss these various suggestions and problems from 5th to

8th August, 1898, - 266 delegates from 24 federations, 13 Stockholm unions
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and 30 local committees, plus a fraternal delegate from Denmark, were

present . ^ '
A committee was set up to consider the proposed byel aws and it

reported to congress both on the purpose and duties of 10 and the question

of affiliation to the social democratic party. The focus of organisation

was to the federation. LG was to consist of trade fe/cle rat ions (by a

federation was understood a nation wide organisation covering a certain

trade or trades ) and of such individual uniona as had no federation to

which to affiliate, and all oX which agreed to the purpose of LO and were

prepared to follow the provisions of its byelaws. A congress was to be the

highest authority of Lo, while between congresses the highest authority

was to be a representative council in which every federation was

represented. This council was also to supervise the activity of the third

body in the hierarchy, the secretariat, which was to consist of 5 persons,

of whom Lg congress was to elect 3, the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, and the board of the social democratic party the remaining 2

members .

The purpose of the LO was to be as follows :

to obtain as complete a picture as poss ble of union activity

within the country through the receipt of reports and information,

through the secretariat to collect and act as a clearing house

for these reports and to give support to organisations when the

purchasers of labour attempted through L@CT'GUi'3 to prevent the work

of organisation or attempts by the workers to improve their wage

conditions, and also on all occasions when the right of association

was threatened and workers .vers locked out because of attempts to

organise, and when BXG cuts in wages took place. w 2)
l) See the account of LG's 1st congress, compiled by Sterky.
It is a very summary document, running to only 21 pages,

2} Gasparsaon, op .cit .vol .1 ,p-C3 • The "big* in the phrase
referring to big cuts in wages was removed by congress.
Herr Tholin, one of the committee ^embers, had made
reservations on this matter.
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LO was thus to function mainly as a central statistical bureau

and as an insurance office for the federations. It was to intervene only

in "defence conflicts", i.e. when the employers were the attaching side.

Charles Lindley of the transport workers' federation wanted support to he

given in cases where the unions were the attacking side 1 ^ as well, hut

when Blocsberg explained that it was simply a question of time before the

purpose of LO was extended in the direction Lindley suggested the

congress decided unanimously that the LO to be formed should for the

present not give support to strikes where the workers were the side taking

the initiative.

She provisions accepted were accordingly that LO would be prepared to

give financial support in lockouts if a federation or union had belonged
to LO for at least six months, and when the number of participants in the

lockout exceeded 5# of the membership of the federation or union. Indeed

support was made a right, provided these requirements were satisfied.

If the lockout was expected to be wide in scope the secretariat of LO had

to get the views of the representative council either by correspondence

or through calling a meeting, and the decision of the council would be

final • If the secretariat did not think it could approve a demand or

request for its support the federation or union could ask the represen¬

tative council to give a decision. Only conflicts approved in the light

of these rules were to obtain LO support . Where doubt existed as to

whether a conflict was a strike or a lockout the secretariat and council

decided, after the local committee of unions had had its say.

LO support was to be financed out of the ordinary fees payable to

it, 20 dre per year and member, and from special levies of (at most) 25

8re per member and week, made on thehall of the secretariat .

l) Lookouts in transport were rather* unusual, whereas strikes
x were quite common. See Lindbom. op. cit. p. 264.
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Voluntary collections were also allowed. Lu was only to give support after

14 days, the amount depending on circumstances but being subject to a

maximum of 12 crowns per week and member.

So much for lockouts . in relation to strikes the local committees

of unions had an important place . a formulation approved by congress (§3)
was that the unions affiliated to LO ought to fort local co-operating

X
bodies (samorganisationer) ) with the tasks of directing the worv of

organisation in the place, working for the formation of unions in trades

where they did not exist, and controlling and supporting the local

organisations in conflicts and other matters. Individual unions that had

no federation to which to affiliate to affiliate to LO through such a

local body where one existed in the locality. In the event of a union

planning a strike which might be anticipated to lead to a lockout on a

scale that made LO support necessary, both these local organisations and the

appropriate federations were to be asked for their views before the

secretariat of Lo decided whet her a strike wight be commenced. before a

strike broke out the local organisations were to investigate whether

negotiations had taken place with the employer and were to try to mediate in

disputes, including lockouts that had begun. The position being given

here to these local bodies was essentially a compromise between the

adherents of centralised control and the advocates of local independence.

The outbreak of every strike or lockout, including those on a minor scale

for which no LO support was demanded, was to be reported to the secretariat.

These proposals adopted as to the purpose and duties of LO received

surprisingly little deliberation at the constituting congress before being

approved. She reason was simple. Congress spread itself very liberally

1) The name was changed to workers' communes (arbetarkovmuner)
by the LO congress in 1900, to bring them into line with
decision of the scial democratic party a few days earlier
See the appendix to this chapter.

a
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on the great issue of affiliation to the social democratic party, There

was general agreement that the unions and party should be related somehow,

but the issue was whether affiliation should be compulsory or not. The

proposed, byelaws sent out before congress met had pot included compulsory

affiliation, but the committee within congress that considered the byelawa

proposed that unions joining LO were also to affiliate to the party within

three years! this being a condition of Membership in LO . After lively

discussion by congress Lindquiat, who was personally opposed to compulsory

affiliation, proposed a compromise formulation, that every affiliated

association ought to belong to the party, and the federations and local

organ isat .ions were to work hard to promote this affiliation? But when a

vote was ta'-en on the question compulsory affiliation was approved by 175

votes to 83.

This did not settle the method of affiliation, but congress decided

tcat the secretariat and the board of the party would make an enquiry and

present proposals to the next congress in 1900. ./hen in 1898 the

secretariat of LO sent out invitations to join it said that the form of

affiliation to the party had not yet been decided, but it would take place

either through the federations or local committees, or in some other way.

Congress also decided to have a brochure issued on socialism in order to

remove ignorance about the party and to promote its ends. As events were

to demonstrate, however, the issue of affiliation was not to be settled

for another ten years, and. there ia ample justification for Casparsson's

comment that "the congress had clearly over-reached itself on the

political side of its agenda." * ^

1) Caspars son Op. cit . vol. 1. p. 65.



When the secretariat held its first meeting in September, 1898

it actually had a party majority, for the two representatives elected by

the party attended while the chairman, St erky, who had been elected by the

LO congress, was not a worker and had only taven part in union activity

previously as a party leader. It was decided to issue invitations to

unions to join LO, but that the compulsory party affiliation requirement

might prove a stumbling block seems to have been realized by the

secretariat, for it stated in. its circular to organisations that those that

were not members of the party need not worry about joining for three years

i.e. much could happen in that interval. ^ Much did. in the meantime

compulsory affiliation served as one i*easori and excuse for not joining LO.

By 1st April, 1899, - 14 organisations with 28,000 members had joined, and

by 1st January, 1900 - 19 federations and 2 local committees were members,

and LO covered 39,000 workers (about half the Swedish trade union

movement). The reasons for staying out were many. Some federations were

new, awaited congress decisions, or were tooamall to consider joining. I'he

transport workers did not join oooause they had little to gain from

support in defence conflicts only. fhe Iron and Metal .orkers objected to

compulsory affiliation and to the financial obligations, and the

Compositors had stated already at LO congress that they could not consider

joining if there was to be compulsory affiliation to the social democratic

party. It was not long therefore before modifications were introduced int

the relationship between the party and unions, and the changes and later

position are discussd in an appendix to this chapter.

By the end of 1900 LO had 21 member federations and 43,575 members

and was becoming firmly established as the central focms~crf trade union

organisation in Sweden. Progress had indeed been rapid, for within twenty-

five years the Swedish trade union movement had progressed from a small

l) Casparsson, op. cit., vol. 1. p. 137
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number of handicraft unions via local committees and national craft

federations to a comprehensive central organisation. Subsequently, it is

this central body, LG, which has been the ^ain focus of trade union

organisation in Sweden, and later chapters will be devoted to a consider¬

ation of its internal forms of organisation and to the external relations

that it has developedWith other groups in Society. Because of the absence

of serious ideological or religious differences within the Swedish working

class BO has never had to face any serious rival for the trade union

loyalties of the workers. The syndicalists formed a Central federation of

Workmen in Sweden in 1910 after the big strike of 1909, but it has never

won very great adherence among the workers, its peak membership being

37,366 in the year 1924. how its membership is less than 19,000, and much

of its original significance as a body that was revolutionary in doctrine

and decentralised in organisation has disappeared with the acceptance by

the syndicalist sections of collective agreements. 3AF has always stoutly

opposed dealing with syndicalist groups, and, after an attempt to amalga¬

mate the syndicalist organisation with LO had failed in 1929, BO has also

set its face consistently against negotiating alongside the syndicalist

organisations. Only incidental reference will therefore be made to

syndicalist bodies in the subsequent chapters. ^
The difficulties of internal organisation that BO has had to over¬

come and the problems that arose through the growth of a powerful

employers' organisation (3AF) were, however, so many and varied that it

becomes impossible to see the problems and different aspects of labour

relations in a general setting. The emphasis after 1900 must

accordingly shift to a considerat ion of particular problemg. What

principles of organisation did BO adopt ? How did it adjust its

original constitution in the light of experience of negotiations and

conflicts with employers' organ i sat ions V
O

1) For an analysis of Swedish syndicalism, see Aman,
Valter, Svensk syndicalism.
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Such problems merit detailed consideration, and are ta>en up

in Chapters V to Vll, after an analysis of employers' and salaried

workers' organisations has been made. At this stage, therefore, all

that is added about LO is a picture of its numerical growth. As the

following table shows, the membership of LQ has grown steadily

throughout the past half century, with the exception of one brief

period of decline immediately after the strike of 1909, and in the

year 1921. Now LO has in fact almost reached saturation point as

regards potential membership, and emphasis lias shifted to employees

in the salaried or white collar range. But LO is still by far the

largest organised interest group in Swedish society.
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e^bferahit, of LQ

Year ho .of federal ions Branches Men Women ..

1/ 7/1899 16 664 37 497 26 37,523
31/12/1900 21 767 42 546 1 029 43,575
end 1901 25 852 41 187 1 142 42,329

19U2 24 797 38 255 1 290 39,545
1903 25 880 45 329 2 491 47,820
1904 30 1,172 75 713 6 023 81,736
1905 30 1,291 79 888 6 747 86,635
1906 30 1,726 132 003 12 392 144,395
1907 28 2,144 169 343 16 883 186,226
1908 28 2,172 148 990 13 401 162,391
1909 27 1,829 99 723 8 356 108,079
1910 27 1,576 79 461 5 715 85,176
1911 26 1,449 75 456 4 470 79,926
1912 27 1,392 81 200 4 322 85,522
1913 26 1,433 91 989 5 263 97,252
1914 27 1,478 95 693 5 514 101,20?
1915 27 1,502 104 652 6 056 110,708
1916 28 1,672 132 564 8 238 140,802
1917 28 1,953 171 744 14 402 186,146
1918 30 2,305 198 396 23 789 222,185
1919 31 2,652 230 994 28 002 258,996
1920 31 2,799 247 242 32 787 230, 029
1921 32 2,783 226 219 26 142 252,361
1922 33 3,207 267 733 25 134 292,917
1923 33 3,448 286 269 26 753 313,022
1924 34 3,810 329 283 31 054 360,337
1925 34 3,901 349 749 34 868 384,617
1926 35 4,042 376 703 38 155 414,359
1927 36 4,247 397 357 40 617 437,974
1928 36 4,386 423 810 45 599 469,409
1929 36 4,546 457 109 50 9 98 508,107
1930 37 5,064 495 649 57 807 553,456
1931 40 5,398 527 256 61 920 589,3.76
1932 41 5,783 547 490 91 103 638,593
1933 41 5,906 540 577 92 774 633,351
1934 41 6,043 556 712 96 619 653,331
1935 42 6,318 597 629 103 557 701,186
1936 41 6,622 645 273 112 103 757,376
1937 41 7,045 715 167 125 067 840,234
1938 42 7,407 762 631 135 315 897,947
1939 45 7,060 312 237 148 979 961,216
1940 46 7,862 813 199 157 904 971,103
1941 46 8,002 828 867 162 418 991,285
1942 46 8,137 855 502 167 637 1,023,139
1943 46 8,214 869 356 169 452 1,038,808
1944 46 8,336 896 202 173 085 1,069,287
1945 46 8,622 922 004 184 913 1,106,917
1946 45 8,787 951 696 195 319 1,147,015
1947 45 8,916 985 314 208 867 1,134,181
1946 45 8,950 1 ,010 907 227 655 1,238,562
1949 44 8,881 1 ,024 041 231 866 1,255,907
1950 44 8,886 1 ,037 986 240 423 1,278,409
1951 44 8,892 1 ,054 182 259 058 1,313,240
1952 44 8,915 1 ,074 685 264 141 1,338,826
1953 44 d,902 1 ,076 430 274 426 1,350,856
1954 44 8,640 1 ,075 661 278 965 1,354,626



Some landmarks may be noted briefly. In 1902 LQ was involved in

a demonst rat ion in the form of a political strike, the occurrence of

which provided an incentive to employers to organise in SAP • In 1905

and 1905 the trade union movement had experience of lockouts in the

engineering industry, but in 1905 formal recognition was given by 3VP

of the collective agreement as a means of regulating relations. 1 he

right of association and of negotiation was also recognised, and in the

following year this was made explicit for SAP*3 sector by a clause (§23 )
in its byelawa which also established the proposition that the employer

was master in his own house. Although collective agreements grew

rapidly in number and scope after 1905 a period of bitter relations

followed, culminating in the general strike of 1909. This led directly

to legislative proposals being submitted in the following year for a

law on collective agreements and a labour court, while LO at the same

time took stock of its position and endeavoured to revise its

constitution and to win re coon it ion for the form of trade union

organisation based on the industry. An organisation plan for LO was

approved in 1912.

Industrial relations were comparatively peaceful during the first

years of the 1914-18 war, but the immediate postwar period was marked by

much unemployment and bitter relations. The 48 hour working week and

adult suffrage were approval by Parliament in 1919. An enquiry on

industrial democracy was begun in 1920 and the mediation law of 1906

was expanded. Arising out of unemployment, wage cuts and conflicts

from 1920 to 1925, a labour peace delegation was appointed in 1926 and

its work culminated In 1988 in the collective agreement3 act of 1928

and the act setting up a labour court. In the sa«e year a labour peace

l) See Chapter Vll .
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conference was held, but this fruitful development was abandoned when

the depression hit Sweden and industrial unrest found a focus for

bitterness in the Jldal tragedy of 1931, when five people were kill ed

by the military during a labour demonstration. The bad industrial

relations of the depression, as shown by the ten months conflict in the

building trade in 1933-34, led in 1934 to the appointment of a committee

(the hothin) to look into problems of labour peace, and its report was

followed in 1936 by a momentous decision on the part of LQ and SAJf to

endeavour themselves to put their houses in order and to promote better

labour relations. In part this was the outcome of attempts to pass into

lav/ provisions ensuring the neutrality of third parties in labour

eonfl icts .

In 1936 too LG decided to co-operate with DACG (an organisation

of salaried employees in private employment), and the movement of white

collar workers towards attempts to organise began to assume

significant proportions. An act was passed to ensure the right of

combination and negotiation. 1938 saw the signing of a basic agreement

between LG and 3Ai* for the purpose of improving relations, arid

thereafter a change comes over the labour market scene in that, while

agreeing to differ, both sides are prepared to co-operate with each other.

The number of open conflicts has declined steadily since then. In 1939

the first index wage agreement was arrived at. In 1941 the byelaws of

LO were revised in the light of a report by the *15 men" who were

appointed in 1936 to consider the position of LO in relation to its

growing responsibilities as a dominant group in society. In f*ay, 1942,

the membership of LO reached l,GOG,OOG. An independent central

organisation for salaried employers (TOO) was formed in 1944.

The postwar period was immediately disfigured in 1945 by a long

strike in the metal working industries which involved 120,000 workers

for a period of five months, Hjfct apart from this conflict and a
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combined st rike-lockout in the foodstuffs industry in 1953f relations

have continued to be based on co-operation. In 1946 34# and LQ arrived atan

agreement by which works councils were to be set up. In 1948 they

agreed on certain principles in relation to work study. Another

important postwar development has been the emergence of a strong

organisation for university trained persons (SACu) . But the dominant

feature of postwar labour relations has undoubtedly been that of wages

policy in a full employment society.

It is as well to be quite clear thus early that the Swedish labour

market has not by any means been distinguished by peaceful relations

during the past half century of "regulation by organisation", the

statistics given in Appendix 1 for stoppages, days lost and amounts paid

out in conflicts show how troubled and disrupted the scene has sometimes

been •1 ^ At the same time the recent trend from. 1935 has been a

remarkable one, indicating that at some stage during the thirties a

change in the climate of opinion took place. Why it took place, why -

to put the matter more strongly - it BAD to take place and the results of

the change will form a major part of the analysis in Parts 11 and 111.

Some commentary on the bare bones these statistics for work

stoppages provide is called for. An important feature throughout has been

the readiness of SAF to mave us© of the lockout on a broad front, while

the workers have preferred where possible to operate on a, narrow front.

The years 1908 and 1909 were very bad for industrial relations,

reflecting as they did the strong arm policy of &AF in using lockout

threats to force through its demands in a period of bad business, and

the ultimate desperate remedy that the workers resorted to in 1909 in the

form of the great strike. Subsequently relations were more settled but,

as was to be expected towards the end of the first war when the cost of

living was very high, food was scarce and revolutionary ideas were being

1) See page 326a
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preached and practised in various countries, 1917 marks the beginning of

a period of bad feeling that lasted right through to 1926. The

legislation of 1919 on the 48 hour week at once raised the issue of

adjustments in pay, and the problems this engendered, together with the

very large unemployment in 1921 and 1922 (163,200 persons were

registered as unemployed in January, 1922), made for bitter conflicts

over wages cut a. In 1923 there was a six months stoppage in steel

foundries* Another big lockout in 1925 followed from attempts by SAF to

prevent the wage level of domestic industries forcing up wage levels in

export trades , ./age cut demands in 1928 also led to a lockout in the

paper pulp industry which was subsequently extended to sawmills and

paper mills. 45,000 workers were locked out. An eight months conflict

also developed in the central Swedish iron ore field, mainly as a result

of communist tactics. The early 30s saw the return of large scale

unemployment, the peak being reached in 'arch, 1933, hen 186,600 persons

registered as unemployed. "<Sag« reductions led to many conflicts.

One important conflict in building, which showed the responsible

attitude developing within LO towards its dominant position in the

economic life of the country, will be discussed in Chapter Vl . The almost

total absence of lockouts from 1933 reflects changes in the employers®

attitudes as well .

From 1935 an improvement in relations begins, in part because of

recovery from depression but also because the parties felt that society

migiit not again tolerate the bad industrial relations and trials of

strength that had characterised most of the 1920s and early 1930s.

Subsequently the parties have been helped in their attempts to negotiate

peacefully from strength by the policy and presence of full employment,

and only occasional outbursts of trials of strength have disrupted the

peaceful trend. At the same time such conflicts as those of 1945 and
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1953, and tne threatened lockout of 600,000 workers hy 3AJP in February,

1955 have served to show that both sides are prepared to co-operate

and to make concessions in material matters only up to a certain point..
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AFRiihDIX TO Ch-AlT-SiR 11

ggla&jUma-Jaa&sgm. tj-ie trade and ,t,us-aaaial-

democratic narty in the twentieth century.

There had been very close ties between the trade unions and the

social democratic party from the tine the latter was constituted in 1889*

the party membership consisting almost entirely of trade unionists at

first . The common background was the struggle by the various aspects of

the labour movement for political and industrial recognition* and in the

1890s this common struggle found practical expression through the party

and its local organs fulfilling many of the functions of a central trade

union authority. But although the intention was that co-operation with

the party was not to be prejudiced when LO was formed in 1898* a shift

in emphasis and organisation soon followed on the setting up of this

central trade union body, and it was not long before the issue of

compulsory affiliation came up again for debate Both the party and LO

congresses of 1900 discussed the problem.

In that year a new feature was introduced by the party into its

organisation, through the decision to make the primary unit of

organisation the labour commune, which was to be a district body

connecting the various local organisations with the central party.

Societies were to affiliate to the party through joining the commune,

whose task was to organise propaganda. All local associations of the

party, trade unions as well as political associations, could affiliate,

and the communes were themselves to be recognised as trade unions and

thus to be represented at LO congresses. This aroused crit ic i~gm- In- union

circles, and the woodworkers argued that the Communes should not

participate in decisions at LO congresses when they had perhaps only a

awall trade union affiliation.

l) Oasparason, op. cit .vol • 1, p. 148.
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The party eonferess issued a statement emphasising the unity of the

workers' movement and expressing the view that LO, although not a

political, federation, should declare for arid try to influence workers to

join the party.

When the LO congress met a few days later a resolution was put

forward "by Granting which proposed that LG should include among its

aims that of working "for the affiliation of every trade union to the

local organ of the party and through it to the party" . This was a less

rigid formulation of the link between party and unions than the

original compulsory affiliation clause of 1898. This proposal was

approved by 79 motes to 64, and was incorporated in the preamble of LO

bye laws • The compulsory affiliation clause was at the sa^e time removed

from §1. ILere was indeed the formality of a change. LO was to WORK FOR
the affiliation of unions to the party. Lindquist (who beoa^e

chairman of LO in 19GO) thought Branting's proposal was a very satisfactory

one in setting out the unity that existed between "both branches and

the movement". One other modification made in the LO - party

relationship was that the secretariat of LO, which would in future

comprise 7 and not 5 members, would not include any representatives of the

party. But in spite of the formal change the position was still obscure.

Was LO still to remain in fact a propaganda centre for the party ?

That the position is still unclear is reflected by Casparsson's comment,

that the new relationship was a decision "that helped to prolong the
2)

discussion and give rise to new and enduring irritation". The

reason why the party seems to have been prepared to relax its tight hold

on the unions was that it was gradually becoming reformist in outlook and

could afford to exercise its influence through its policy and its appeal

to the growing working class. ^ ) In part also there was some fear that

1) LO Congress Report, 1900, p. 25.
2 J Caspars son, op. oit . vol.1, p. 1403) Westerstahl, op. cit. pp.
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excesrrive pressure on the unions rnight throw them into the arms of the

liberals. But the trade union side was also seeing reasons for change,

with the growth in strength of the national federations and of LO,

The secretariat of LO had second thoughts on the subject of

labour communes by 1903 and it submitted a proposal to the congress of

that year for new rules that did BOT Include the communes as trade

union organisat ions. Motions 30 and 31 also proposed that the communes

should go, since they were political bodies and it was considered

dangerous to hare them represented at LO congresses • But congress

decided in favour of keeping the clause about communes (§3,1. On the

other issue, that of woking for the affiliation of unions to the party,

the secretariat proposed no change, and congress agreed to this by 106

votes to 2? . Both issues were raised again at the foil owing LO congress

in 1906 . A motion from the Metal workers' federation (no. 31) thought

it waa quite wrong that organ is at ions other than trade unions should be

represented in LO, while the board ofthe wood workers argued (motion 32)
that §3 of the byelaws ,on communes, was not now necessary, since the
communes were mainly political bodies and the political interest ought

to be furthered in other ways than through provisions in the byelaws of

the central organ of the, trade union movement. Although Lindquist

stated that§3 ha ' been necessary when LO was formed, the secretariat

agreed with the view that it was now unnecessary since no individual

unions affiliated t o LO through the communes and the communes had in any

case enough to do with their political activity. oreaver, certain

communes had intervened in trade union matters in such a way as to make

it wise to delete them. Congress approved this recommendation without

debate and the communes therefore ceased to be considered as trade union

bodies. This left a gap in the local trade union organisation which

was filled by local central organisations concerned strictly with trade

union affairs. (See Chapter V.) On the problem 0f working for
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affiliation to the party the secretariat proposed, but not unanimously,

that there should be no change in the position by arguing that it was

the PARLY congress that was entitled to ma^s decisions about the forms

of organisation it adopted, and until the party changed this the status

quo should be preserved. (Lindquist had argued in similar terms in 1900,

and was again to do so in 1909 .) Phis argument that "it is not our

conern", of passing the buck to the party was, says Oasparsson, "an

open confession that the leaders of the trade union movement felt bound

by decisions arrived at by a non-trade union association."*) In the

event congress decided by 257 votes to 161 that there should be rio change

in the rules dealing with the relationship between the party and LG,

or in LQ»a obligation to worV for affiliation of unions to the party.

It should be noted that there was no corresponding clause in

federation and union byelaws that required them to worV on behalf of

the party.

But at the 1909 congress of LO the Iron arid Steel workers'

Federation and the Woodworkers (the two largest federations) returned

to the charge (see motions 63-66) and again asked for the clause in 31

(Objects of LO) to be altered which contained the obligation for LQ

to work on behalf of the social democratic party. Again the secretariat

referred to the party, whose duty it was"to decide the form of

organisation of the party". Since the party had not made any decision

on the matter, the secretariat again recommended a status quo

decision. However, the party made a significant change (although
not in the forma of organisation) at it3 congress in the previous

year when it was agreed that individuala who did not wish to affiliate
to the party (through their unions) should be absolved from the

obligation to pay the party membership fee. In the familiar phrase,

l) Casparsson, op. cit . vol.1., p« l&G
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they were to be allowed to contract out. Casparsson considers that

this change was obviously designed to ra'-e it easier for LG to retain the

debated clause of its preamble about wording for the party, hut this it

did not do even though the secretariat argued that there was now no need

to change 41 until such time as the party decided on a change in its

composition, .For in spite of the status quo recommendation of the LO

secretariat the LO congress of 19u9 decided by a small majority (232 votes

to 224) to repeal the declaration formulated by Branting in 19GO.

Thus ended a feud lasting over a decade. The constitution of LO was

freed "from any suggestion that the organisation was not free and

independent in every way" *) The affiliated organisations now had

obligations only to one another and to LO. Since then there has bean no

provision in the byelaws of LO about co-operation between it and the

social democratic or any other party, but that did not mean that the LO

congress of 1909, any more than the trade union movement since, intended

that there wa3 to be no co-operation with the party, for congress

accepted by 36? votes to 55 a resolution formulated by Lindquist which

emphasised the solidarity existing between the party and the trade

union movement in the following way :

"In connection with the decision of congress that no provisions will in

future be contained in the byelaws of LQ that formally refer to co-oper¬

ation with any particular political party, congress wishes to avoid any

m.isint erpret at ion of the meaning of this decision by stating that it does

not mean any change whatsoever in the spiritual unity and solidarity of

the labour movement, which has from the beginning bound the Swedish

tnrade union movement and social democracy together. Congress considers

the Swedish social democratic party as the natural and obvious vehicle

for the political asppfations of the Swedish worVing class".

1 )Caspar98on . loc.cit. p. 152



Thi3 declaration, a1-; we shall see, ^ight very well have been written

today, for the co-operation declared by this resolution is still

cherished by both t,-e trade union movement and the party, formally the

position is that there i3 no official recognition in L0 or federation

byel aws of co-operation with the party, it is for the individual unions

affiliated to a federation to decide whether to affiliate collectively to

the party through applying for membership in the workers* commune in a

locality, and individual members of unions are free to contract out of

the decision made by the majority of the union's members, but what

should be stressed is that contracting out is allowed, BOT because of any

clause in the byelaws of trade unions, but because of the decision made

by the -social democratic party congress in 1908 that a person may contract

out of any obligation to that party.

The issue has by no means been a dead one since 1909, and has

tended to recur at successive congresses of Lu. A morion (number 21) in

the LO congress of 1917 wanted to have introduced into the preamble that

sets out the objects of 10 the phrase "and as a final goal to work for

the reorganisation of society on a socialist basis" . The secretariat

commented that this motion seemed to have the same object as the clause

repealed in 1909, arid that it would not be advisable to reintroduce a

provision in the byelawa that would give -tfc'se to new disputes. In any case

the well organised trade union movement still stood in close co-operation

with the social democratic party, "a co-operation that is based on

natural and more secure foundations than any eye law provision". Congress

agreed. In his speech Th. Zetterling suggested that the trade union was

the organ for converting society. In the workplaces they were, ho said,

working for control of prodijetion and dietribution. But there were

unions that did not affiliate to the party. Indeed, the fact that no



final goal for trade union endeavour was set out in LO byelaws was per¬

haps a big reason why a number of federations did not join I>0, he said.

-ut not all the effort at this (or later) congresses was directed

towards making the ties of party and unions closer, i'wo motions

(numbers 6 and 6) in the 191? congress wanted the unions to be politically

neutral, fhe secretariat commented that it was not possibl e to have

political neutrality and again repeated that it was the party that set

the rules governing affiliation to it and that individual members could

contract out . fhe secretariat statement was approved by 178 votes to

139, not too overwhelming a majority. Similar arguments for political

neutrality on the one hand (motion 59) and against compulsory

affiliation to political, parties on the other (motions 57-61) were

rejected by the LO congress of 1922. Again, however, there was not

complete unanimity of view that the trade union movement and the party

were heavenly twins* Hi1ding '% lander in fact suggested they were

Siamese twins, and recommended an operation to separate them as soon as

possible,

Objection to political affiliation to the social democratic party

as distinct from other wording class parties emerged clearly in the

ninth congress of LO, held in 1926. Whereas previously the issue had been

that of choosing affiliation to the social democratic party or to none,

the issue now became a wider one, in that there was now another working

class party, the communist . 1he XI runa branch of the kiriOworkerss

federation said that collective affiliation was possibly justifiable

"as long as the political branch of the labour movement was assembled in

one party*. (Motion number 47), but it could not be right to apply this

arrangement when several parties had arisen which recruited from among the

workers. But congress decided to agree with the statement (number 8 )
of the secretariat, repeating the well-worn formula that neither LO



nor the federations were affiliated to any political party, that unions

could do so, and that at the sane time members could contract out of a

union decision to affiliate to the social democratic party.

Thereafter opinion in the official organs of LQ began to harden

against communism,, for in 1928 Lu strongly opposed co-operation between

Swedish and Russian miners' unions in the big conflict in the Swedish ore

fields of that year, while in 1929 the representative council condemned

communist attempts to win control of the trade union movement . In April,

1933, the council again condemned communist activity in the trade union

movement .

This issue took the form at later LO congresses of deciding to

which political parties to vote funds. In the 1931 congress "otionl44

wanted the LO congress to grant funds to the social democratic party

in order to fight the anti-trade union propaganda of the conservative

party, io this the secretariat pointed out that the representative council

was empowered to grant funds, and suggested the matter be left until the

following (an election} year. It did as1- Congress to agree in

principle, however, to the proposal of the motion. Congress approved.

Motions 143 and 149, on the oilier hand, wanted congress to decide that no

funds be given to political parties. But congress agreed with the Comment

of the secretariat that it would be best if congress and the representative

council were left free to examine questions of economic support in the

light of the purpose in view, and whether they were thought to be of gain

to the working class. In fact 250,000 crowns were voted at this time to

help the social democratic party fight the threatened legislation.

In 1936 Sven^inderoth proposed to the LO congress that financial
support should be given in the coming Parliamentary elections not only to

the social democratic but also to the communist party. Albert I'orslund,

in giving the secretariat view commented that "The secretariat has said
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that LO nas wo connection, either organised or unorganised, with any

party other t;-an the social democratic party, in these circumstances

there is in our view no reason .for contributing to any other party than

the social democratic one. We are all aware of the co-operation that has

existed over the years "between the party and I.O, arid we have endeavoured

to ma^e it more intimate year by year " ^1 There had been times when the

trade union movement had had to borrow from the party, i'oralund proposed

that 550,000 crowns be voted towards the election funds of the social
made

democratic party. Congress was more generous, and it 400,000. Butfl

twenty delegates to the congress recorded dissent on this decision, most

of them objecting because the social democratic party AtOHS was to get

financial support .

Ivar, Olsson reckoned that no grounds existed for discriminating

between one workers' party and another. The trade union movement did

not consist entirely of social, democrats. Valter Anderaeon said much

the same. "otion number 70 in the congress of 1941 asked that, in order

to mave it possible for the trade union movement to carry on with its

rightful tasks, congress should decide to prohibit both ooll active

affiliation to political parties and the voting of funds for such
2 J

activity. The secretariat in reply repeated the old argument about

no compulsion and the possibility of contracting out, and went on to say

that it thought the motion was lacking in understanding in wanting a

prohibition made against the granting by LQ, the 'federat.ions and branches

of funds for political activity. The trade union movement was to a great

extent dependent on and must therefore be interested in political

developments in Sweden. For the demo c rati call y minded working class the

social, democratic party was the natural and obvious represent at ive of

1) Congress report, p .488 et seq.
2) £0 congress report, 1941. p.393 et seq.
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their political aims . As evidence the secretariat pointed to the high

social standard, and social legislation. It would thus he in the

highest degree irreconcilable with the interests of the working class if

the trade unions did not give their economic support to the social

democratic part;/ which undertook the task of looking after the interests

of the workers in the political sphere. Congress agreed to reject the

mot ion.

Two motions in the 1946 congress renewed the grand theme .

Motion 150 wanted the question of the independence of t: e trade union

movement of political parties taken up for discussion and, if possible,

settlement, while motion 151 wanted LG to try to get the social

democratic and communist parties to unite. The secretariat responded

with a statement. The trade union movement being open to all

workers, political differences could not be kept outside it. But the

trade union movement must insist categorically that the leaders of the

political parties did not interfere in or set up the line of action for

trade union activity. It was desirable that political factors should not

influence decisions on trade union matters {this view was obviously

inspired by communist domination of some of the federations in the

immediate post war years) but it was hardly possible to prevent party

viewpoints from arising even in the treatment of trade union matters,

since these were now so seldom purely trade union questions.

The secretariat saw no prospect of amalgamation between the social

democratic and communist parties, and in any case this was not a question

that LO had reason to busy itself with, individual members might have

their private views as to "the desirability el such co-operation and we me

free to worv for it. Congress agreed and the motions we re rejected

l) LO Congress report 1946 p.457 et seq.
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1)
Gunnar Anderson thought there was no prospect of amalgamating the

social democratic and communist parties. The communists must show by

action as well as words that the time was ripe. And in the past few years

they had been extremely critical of trade union leaders in their press«

Perhaps in a few years' time they might be prepared to come into the

social democratic party.

The voting of funds was again in the fore in this congress. 2) In

view of the co-operation between the trade union movement and social

democratic party, and of the work the party had done and was doing to

better the social position of the wording class, the secretariat asked

congress to vote 400,000 crowns to the social democratic party. This

congress agreed to, and it also rejected a proposal to grant 50,000

crowns to the QTHfiH workers' party, i.e. the cowunints. Congress also

agreed to support an election advocating "a labour victory, for

economic and social democracy, for the post war programme The trade

unionists should vote for the government's policy of reform. It is worth

not ing that this statement did not say out.right /hich of the two

workers' parties one should vote for.

by 1952 when there was an election to the second chamber there had

been no change in the attitude of LG to co-operation and understanding

with the social democratic party, for the representative council voted

600,000 crowns at its meeting on 22nd. August to support the social

democratic party and issued an appeal to the workers to support the

"workers' party". "Since its beginning the trade union movement has

co-operated with the social democratic party, which has been considered

Irj—eotrgr©aw^Report 1946 p. 461

2 } Ibid . pp 477-8 .

3) The Post War Programme of the social democratic party
advocated full employment, fair distribution of the
national product, greater security in the workplace and
a higher standard of living.



by the workers organised in unions as the champion of their political

views. In short, the aspirations of the trade union movement also have

a political aspect ..... social security in our country has been built

up by the energetic efforts of social democracy. This work has been and

will continue to be supported by the trade union movement " . 1)
Support here was quite definitely being advocated for one particular party,

for by 1952 LO was waging a war on communist infiltration into the unions.

An enquiry into communist representation in the boards of trade unions
2)

was made and the results, published in 1953 showed that the

communists had control of only 124 unions, a decline of 10 from the

previous year 3^. The number of trade union boards with communist

members had fallen from 488 to 388 in the same period. Although this

enquiry was not absolutely comprehensive, in that it covered only unions

affiliated to local centrals, or 6,000 of the 9,000 unions, it was

fairly accurate, since communist influence was greatest in large unions

and places, where in fact local centrals are most prevalent.

LO also supported the social democratic party in the local elections

of 1954. It pointed to all the social benefits that social democracy had

helped to win for the workers and anticipated that this work would be
4)

continued in such questions as workers' pensions and shorter hours

This of course at once raised problems that concern employers intimately,

and the Employers' Confederation argued in reply that such exclusive

support from the workers for a party that was not necessarily favourably

disposed to private enterprise tended to increase opposition of views

between management and men. ^
L) The aopeal was published, e.g. in Morgan Tidningen, 23rd Aug.1952.
2; FackfEreningsrBrelsen, 1953, vol. 1. p. 497
3) In the years immediately following the second world war the

communists were estimated to have control of the executives of
about 500 branches. See 0rgontidningen, 24/5/1953 . A further
drop from the figure for 1953 has been recorded in 1954, when the
communists had a majority in the boards of only 102 branches,
a drop of 22 from 2953 .

4) See EackfBreningsrSrelsen 1954, vol. 11. p. 143
5/ Arbetsgivaren, 1954, No. 14. p. 2.
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The employers' organisations could not be indifferent to political

matt ers either and, although their organisations were not engaged on

the side of any party, the individual employers would obviously choose

to support the parties that in their view looked after their interests,

further, asked *'r Hal din of SAF1 was there much to be gained via

political action nowadays that could not be gained via discussion

between unions and employers ? The logical consequence should surely then

be a disoceiation of the trade union movement from its political tie. 1)
Motions have of course been submitted to parliament on various

occasions asking for legislation to prohibit collective affiliation to

political parties. In 1934, for exa pie, during the active campaign for

labour legislation, motions were put forward in Parliament asking for a

rapid enquiry into and presentation of proposals for legislation to

prevent trade union and other trade organisat ions from affiliating

collectively to any particular political party. Other motions on the

subject of general regulation- of the position, organisation and

activity of the unions pointed out that membership of a trade union Could

be bound up with conditions as to a political viewpoint and that in this

way the unions were subordinated to a particular political party.

In its statement (ho • 52) on the subject of contracting out the

second legal committee commented that to register the member of a union

in a political party without his express assent did not seem to be in

accordance with the right of political self-determination that every

citizen ought to have. The right of reservation of the individual trade

union member hardly seemed to remove the disadvantages connected with

collective affiliation. A thorough enquiry seemed called for, and this

the committee recommended to Parliament, which approved, by 42 votes to

25 in the upper house and by 79 - 78 with 16 abstentions in the lower

house, that an enquiry should be made into the collective affiliation

l) Ibid. Ho. 16, p. 2 and p. 7.
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of trade unions or other trade organisations to political parties,

i'hia never reported, i'he la'# committee was not unanimous in its view,

however, the social democratic members headed by 3igirid Hansson malting

a reservation. They pointed out that freedom to contract out had

existed for the individual member since 1908, and no explanation need

be given by a person contracting out. It did not seem, that trade unions

or their members investigated the reasons for anyone contracting out.

At this time, 1934, 2Qfr of the unions were collectively affiliated to

the party and this seemed to support the view that there was no

compulsory affiliation of members to the party. On the other hand, the

fact that; the right to contract out had been exercised only on a small

scale within the unions that did taV© out party membership seemed to

hansson and to the others to be proof that this decision by trade unions

did not in general seem to be considered as an unwarranted intervention

in the freedom and rights of members, in their view proof had not been

given in the motions that made it necessary for society to intervene in

the manner proposed in the free system of organisations.

This reservation was quoted by LG in 1950 ^ when it expressed

its views on the problem of collective affiliation which had arisen out

of motions put forward by the liberal party ashing for an investigations

into and legislative proposals on this question which would have banned

collective affiliation of the members of organisations and associations

to political parties. Parliament did not tahe any action on the matter

this time. The social democratic members of the committee that

considered the motions said the aim clearly was to prevent the use of the

method that was applied to some extent within the trade union movement

and by which trade unions could affiliate collectively to the social

democratic party.

She percentage of members of the social democratic party who

are collectively affiliated through trade unions has always been and
l) Annual report for 1950. p. 142
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remains high. In 1912 80$ of the party membership of 65,000 were

collectively affiliated, in 1929 the percentage was 71, in 1953 - 67

and in 1939 - 58$, in which year the total party membership was

435,000. In 1943 over 60$ of the party's membership of 636,000

were collectively affiliated and in 1953 "about 60$ H ^ of the member¬

ship of 754,000 affiliated collectively through trade unions. In 1948

the right to contract out is estimated to have been exercised by some

10,000 trade unionists in collectively affiliated unions, or 4$ of the

membership of such unions • This does at least show the right is

exercised, but it should be noted that contracting out does not mean the

fee paid to the union is any less, although no fee is paid to the

commune or party for members who contract out. Fees are not collected

separately for a political levy.

Apart from the strong ties between the party and unions via

collective affiliation, co-operation is secured at the centre through an

informal council consisting of the leaders of the party and of LG.

This council was set up in 1940, and meets regularly to discuss questions

of mutual interest. There is also a strong tie in the party press in which

LO and the federations have large holdings.

Although a discussion of the significance and effect of these close

ties between party and unions is perhaps best left until the relations of

the state to the labour market organisations have been discussed,

particularly since the social democratic party has for the past twenty

years been the party in power and thus synonymous with the state in

action, nevertheless it is worth summing up the position. Political
action has bean used by the unions- but also by the employers to gain

desired ends when this was convenient, although LO is careful not to

become dependent and subservient, and SAP has no fixed political

attachments. It can be argued by the labour movement that-ope rat ion

l) This estimate was given me by the board of the
party in September, 1954
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is vital in order to retain the gains made, and it is the case that both

workers and employers need some organ to speaV on their behalf on

questions that co "e before Parliament, .h istorically, and. beginning from

a position of weakness, the unions and party have found in collective

affiliation a source of financial strength. While it may very well be

argued that collective affiliation is undemocratic in principle, though

the actual decision may be made democratically, i.e. by majority vote,

the practical reasons for it were no doubt originally sound. The end

justified the means. Whether it is strictly necessary now is another

question. One curious illustration of the dilemma wa3 provided in 1953,
when the Stockholm labour commune decided to introduce a represent at ive

council 1) as its highest authority in place of the general meeting.

General meetings had become quite unwieldy with a nembersnip in the

commune of 100,000, of whom 89,000 were collectively affiliated through

unions, and the remainder individually affiliated through trade clubs,

women's clubs and youth dubs. The proposed basis for allocating

representatives in this council was to be that the political associations

would have one representative for every 100 members, the unions would have

one for every 500. 25 would be elected by general voting and the

committee would be ex officio members. On this system and with

membership as at 1953 the political associations would have 110

representatives and the unions, with eight times as many affiliated

members, 178 representatives. It is difficult to see the democratic

argument for underweighting the unions in this way. When the proposal

was voted on by the members on 28th ay, 1953, 65.5$ of those voting

voted in favour of the new council, while 34.5$ voted ftgalnat.

l) The party congress of 1944 authorised communes having
a membership exceeding 5,000 to set up such councils.



Mo absolute figures for participation in the vote were given.

It is a pertinent question to ask how many colleotively affiliated

members voted to reduce their influence in the commune . 'Ihe intention

is not to condemn or applaud on this issue, but simply to point out

the position and the dilemma, between the advantage, mainly

financial, of having people affiliate in masses (while conceding the

individual the right to leave if he wishes) and the disadvantage,

particularly in the eyes of other political parties, and especially

the communist party, which also claims to represent the worker*, of

having one's flag nailed automatically to a particular mast.

It may be that, since adult suffrage was introduced in 1918, it

is now easier to keep unions and party apart, in that the general
o )

strike is no longer a political tool , and that the dependence of the

party on the trade union movement for its strength does actually make

the unions more independent. But this is a difficult problem to pose

and answer, i'or the party has been in power for twenty years, and it

is only human for LO to prefer to have a party in power with which it

knows that it can co-operate rather than to take any action that night

weaken the party. LO reaps the best of all possible worlds. But

collective affiliation remained none the less a live issue ,for example

when one finds the trade union mouthpiece saying that "our country
5)

cannot be ruled against the wishes of the trade union movement •

1} See Morgon fidningen, 29th ay, 1953.

g) A general strike was not always favoured by the union leaders.
The LO representatives in the labour committee of 1917 opposed
it, and a moderate view prevailed as a result. See b'esterstahl
op. cit., pp.228-9.

3) Fackf6reningsr8relsen, 1954, vol. li, p. 170.
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While the Swedish trade union movement has only progressed slowly

andempirically towards a somewhat compact form of organisation and

authority over the past fifty years, the Employers' Confederation (SAE)
offers by comparison a picture of a nicely co-ordinated body which

grasped very quickly what it wanted and planned its organisation

accordingly. Why this came about, and how, is the subject of the

present chapter. Just because of the streamlined organisation of SAE

it is possible to consider, if not confine , the organisations problems

of SAF in one chapter, but on a more general philosophical plane we

might first pause to ask what it is that makes employers combine, host

of us have no doubt learned from Adam Smith that tacit agreements

against the public are the frequent outcome of employers meeting in

conclaves but in Sweden the employers5 organi sat ions that deal with labour

relations deal with labour problems alone, and the public against whom

they conspire is, in the first instance at any rate, represented by

workers, who are usually organised in trade unions .already. Ideologically,

it is doubtful whether "private enterprise" is an adequate rallying ground

for persons who are j,n the popular belief inexorably embroiled in cutting
*

each others throats .Indeed it could be argued that in combining
\

employers recognise the practical inconveniences of private enterprise.
It seems in fact that some practical basis for employer co-operation is

necessary, such as the benefits of paying similar wages, cutting and

raising wages by the same amount, adopting a uniform attitude to the

cost item represented by "Labour", and leaving competition to find an

outlet in other ways, through quality, advertising and other economies

of the individual firm. Even agreemenihot to compete as to the price

of labour requires, however, two basic incentives for success?!
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a) the positive one based on mutual insurance and compensation for

stoppages, and b) the negative one of a strong workers' movement that is

exercising pressure foar uniformity . In 3weden both sides agreed at a

rather early state that there were advantages in having uniform terms

of employment settled by collective agreements. At one stage SA3T did

have some doubts about the advantages-, when the depression of 1921

suggested the argument that it was foolith to have wage costs fixed for

any length of time by collective agreement. But on balance SAP found

the following advantages that favoured the retention of a collective

front in relation to the woi'kers :

1) the syndicalists would profit from the abandoning of collective
agreements,

2) in a boom there would be a scramble for wages increases, and strikes,

3) the collective agreement bound not only the workers BUi ALSO

©/lPLOYBRS. "If there is no such agreement there would be a risk of

some employer acting in accordance with purely egoistical motives

and thereby disturbing the uniform wages level that constitutes one
N 1 )

of the aims of every organised branch of industry .

It is such practical arguments as these that underlie the growth

and development of employers' organisat ions in Sweden, at least as

far as the private sector of the economy is concerned. If one has one's

endeavours firmly fixed on some definite and also practicable objective

it is probably true to say that organisation is more easily harnessed

to the end in view than would be the case if one were pursuing an

abstract or ephemeral goal. As we shall see, SAJt knetfwhat it wanted

and it set out very early to ensure that its organisation was strong

enough to attain it . In essence,then, the employers represent~s~much

more simple group organisation that the workers' organisations.
In considering the historical development of employers'

organisations a distinction has to be drawn between self-help organisa-

l) K&Hendorff, op. clt. p. 156
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tions of employers such as burial iunds formed after the break up of

the gild system, associations for regulating production and exploiting

technical progress, purchasing and selling associations ,and

associations of employersdisigned to look after the interests of the

employers in relation to organised workers. It is with this last type

that we shall be exclusively concerned he •« . The boundarj?- is

comparatively easy to draw since SAJ? has taken the view that an

employers' association shall not concern itself directly with matters

other than relations to the workers. It is of course the case that the

different aims were sometimes fused, as in the Stockholm .brewers*
Association in 1885 ^, and, at least to begin with, in the Machine

Industry Association. In the early handicraft unions the position of

the master had often been rather obscure because of the vague boundary

that still existed between him and his journeymen. Many of the early

unions in fact showed an underat anding of the master's position and

were more concerned with removing "unhealthy* elements from the trades,

such as the middleman, than with opposing the employers. They sought

to improve the conditions of the journeymen AND to promote the

interests of the trade.

Before 1890 there are only isolated examples of employer

organisations. In 1873 a Bakers' Association was formed in Stockholm

after the defeat the employers had suffered at the hands of the

journeymen bakers. The increase in building production in the 80s led

to the formation of some local faster Builders1 Associations.

Organisation among employers was easiest in new industrial areas and

branches and, like the trade unions,employer organisations had to

overcome geographical difficulties. This explains in part why

organisation was always most successful in the early days in the fertile

south plain of Scania, where in addition employers, again like the

unions, benefitted from developments in Denmark.

l)Lindbom* op. cit. p. 216
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There were difficulties in the way of employer combinations in the

older Swedish industries, especially ironmining in central Sweden, for

there individualism was very strong and the mining villages were almost

patriarchal societies, i'here was on the whole less livelihood of

employers combining unless it was in defence of something, or as a

bulwark against something, such as trade unions.

Fairly rapid progress was made in the new industry of engineering.

From 1882 Stockholm engineering bosses held meetings on matters of

common interest and tried to establish a common front in labour
*

conflicts, l) The foundry workers trade union in Gothenburg was also

instrumental in leading the engineering employers there to organise.

A wages action by the union in 1896 led to a meeting in ay of

engineering bosses ^ ^, at which it was decided to forma permanent

association, the Machine Industry Association (Verkstadsf8reningen),
and in the same year this association completed the first collective

agreement with the local branch of the Swedish foundry workers1
3 .

federation. ) The organisation idea was soon pushed further and this

Association also became the most active section of the SWEDISH Machine

Industry Aesociation (SW),which was founded in July, 1896, at a

meeting in *-*alm8 and was organised in sections for west Sweden

(Gothenburg), the south, east and north (Stockholm). I'he purpose of the

SV? was to promote oom&m interests ai d the progress of trade.

1)Georg Styrman, in VerkatadsfUrening (2nd edition, p.56)
thinks the Sundsvall strike and the building industry conflict
in ItocVholm in 1881 had a greater influence in furthering
this co-operation than had the short sporadic strikes
experienced in Stockholm workshops thitherto.

2) It is interesting to note that the leading protagonist of
employer organisation was James Keiller, a Scotsman. See
Styrman, op. cit . pp. 66 - 69 .

3) The Iron and r'etal Workers' federation was established
in 1889 with 11 branches and 1,142 members, The foundry
workers established their federation in 1894. It- had 8
branches and 389 members.
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Xt could thus be as mu<h an organisation for purely economic

questions as a fighting organisation to counteract the workers'

organisations. Only the west section seems to have been very active

and it carried on agitation to have the plan of 1895 put into effect.

Styrman ^ ) says that even after BVP HAD been lorded there were still

doubts about the means of action to be used, insurance or lockouts ,

and also about the way in which to organise, whether by trade on a

national level, or locally in general employer associations The

organiser of the south section favoured the local method, and Styrman

considers this probably explains why it never functioned, Otherwise

there was every reason why the South branch should flourish, since

there the trade union movement had developed moat quickly,, As we shall

see shortly, 3W reorganised in 1902.

In other trades organisational development in the 90s followed

much the same lines as in the trade unions, from local associations

via - in some cases - district federations to nation-wide o rgani sat ions.

Handicraft trades, and the building industry in particular, led the

way, and by 1900 there were federations for master employers among

masons, builders and painters, master bakers and sheet metal employees.

In factory industries, national, federations had been formed in the

cigar manufacturing industry, among the Swedish sawmill owners (in
connection with the Aorrland conflict in 1899 and in engineering

through SVi . But the preference for local organisation was by no means

overcome. In 1898 a local "general" federation of Swedish employers

was formed in Malwfi, which seems to have been intended, as an embryo

national confederation of employers. The main basis of its

organisation was to be mutual strike insurance, but the financial

requirements for this were too great and it did not prosper. Bival
associations were formed in the following year in MalmB and in

Halsinborg • The latter association, the South $bdish Employers *
l) Op. cit», pp.71-72.
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Federation, had a full time official, Q. Falkenstrom ,who "became

director of 3AF in Aprii 1903» but nc"t include strike insurance

in the rules, which meant that its subscription fees could 'be kept

low. But the association never gained very great affiliation except

In Halsinborg itself, where it was fairly successful during its three

years of activity in spite of its small coverage and loose form.

Its experience proved to be of great value when meetings were being

held, in 1902 to try once more to form a nation-wide organisation for

employers,1", f0t it had found that there was opposition of interests

between large and small employers and between employers in different

trades, so that it was important in any national organisation to

have strong measures prescribed for sympathetic action and for the

prohibition of employers engaging workers who were on strike from

other firms.

A series of articles in Sveneka Xagbladet *) in 1902 discussed

the relative merits of various forms of organisation, and reasons for

and against employers organising at all. One view was that some

employers would always gain from a strike, just as others los4. How

then could, they be forced to stick together ? It could not be done

if the workers held together long enough (but note that that is also

a problem, though not for the employers). The employers had nothing

to set up against the unions, Uor was legislation in this matter

possible, although the writer in question did suggest an arbitration

act, with advantages for those who respected it. Another wanted

problems to be settled by consultation within the firm. A third

sag as tad. boards of arbitration wi thin the firm to solve disputes,

instead of leaving this to outsiders. He considered that the interests

of employers were too divergent to make employers' associations

successful. Those individualists who favoured local negotiation were

1) be© Industria, Ho. 8-9, 1952 PP*89-93



opposed to outside trade union participation, in the main "because of

the fear of socialism.

But the supporters of the employer association idea considered

that a centralised trade union movement would be a guarantee of peace,

and that it should accordingly be met on the same level, so that

collective agreements could be arrived at within a large sphere of

industry **> . The trade unions were now too strong an instit-ution to be

ignored, whoever their leaders might be. There were real reasons for the

rise of a trade union movement, ^aite apart from the connection of the

Swedish movement with a political party.

The good employer must learn to knew his workers. The employers

and. workers were advised by one employer writing in this series that if

they wanted a higher standard of living they must work intensively,

as in America, and in co-operation with one another. Some employers

were also doubtful about the usefulness of a national organisation,

though recognising the advantages of some form of organisation, tould

not BOCA L associations among both employers and workers be sufficient

to get rid. of socialism ? (This is begging the question, to the

extent that, as we have seen, national organisation was already-

flourishing within the sphere of jurisdiction of 10). The right of

association was also discussed*

Before the turn of the can tony- employers had frequently shown

disquiet about the growth of trade unions by attempting to persecute

•workers who did join unionsand towards the end of the century in

particular there we re disputes over the right of association, ^ •'
Between 1896 and 1899 thirty disputes arose out of attempts to

prevent the formation of unions. The biggest conflict on the right

1) Falkenstr&ra argued from the start that the only
guarantee of peace was negotiation at a national level.
As we shall sea:, the idea of collective agreements was
not very widespread within SAW by 1905*
2) This right was still debated <j>n the 20th century and only

recognised in law in 1938.It will be considereo in"" **
. . . 4 < .. *. ..... ju "i ~ ,««4 mIq 4*4 /•»«* «5 vi Pra r»4* 11 I. n



of association was the Norrland sawmill conflict in 1899 which arose

out of sawmill owners dec taring that they did not want to have members

of trade unions in their employ and that workers would te dismissed

who joined or remained members of the sawmill workers* federation.

Workers struck or were locked out. 10 supported the workers at first,

but when the conflict dragged on for some months the secretariat of

IO, which had. only recently begun its activity, announced that it

could not give financial support any longer. The sawmill workers'

federation also contemplated ending the conflict arid negotiations were

begun with representatives of the sawmill owners ..-ho, however, refused

to accept the offer of the workers that they should either leave 10

or that the unions concerned should leave the federation. The

employers insisted that the federation should net only leave 10 but

also change its bye.aws so that the 0rkers in each mill would be

entitled to negotiate themselves with the employer, and that

arbitration shou-d be resorted to in cases where no agreement could be

reached by negotiation. The outcome was that the trade union branches

in the funds vail district decided to cease their activity, although the

federation remained in existence and affiliated to 10.

Although one important factor in this conflict was that the

employers objected strongly to the fact that at the time one condition

of affiliation to 10 was the obligation to join the social democratic

party within three years, it should be remembered that not, all trade

unionists were agreed cnjtfhls issue either, and the real practical

bone of contention in the eyes of the employers seems to have been a

fear of the growing influence of trade union federations over the

workers. They ware prepared to accept unions locally, but: used

the right of" association issue as a tool to get at 10 and the

federations. At the sa e time it is n t difficult to grasp that

individualismtical iy minded employers wouxd consider freedom to
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combina in trade union® a dangerous weapon if it did involve the

unions decoding identified, -with socialism. There was, however, a

contradiction, "between acce ting the right of association at the local

level but objecting to it when it took on a national form. The

contradiction only resolved itself when it was realised from the

employers* side that conflicts over the right of association were

seldom profitable, since, as Ballendorff recognises,-) public

opinion would not in the long run have supported a campaign against

workers' combination. It was clearly along other lines that the

conflict must be carried on from the employers' side - organisation

must be countered by organisation. Hence H&llendorff considers that in

the long run the victory won by the sawmill owners on this occasion

was a fruitless one as long as t Swedish industry as a whole did not

unite in such efforts .

what finally precipitated action for the formation of a national

employers' organisation, however, amid all these arguments,

organisational experiments, and. conflicts was the political strike of

1902. The social democratic party programme had since 1894- included
a "general strike" as a means of political pressure. Palm was for

instance a strong advocate of a general strike in support of the adult

suffrage question, e.g. In 1896 and 1897. 2) An opportunity for

trying out the weapon presented itself in 1901 when the conservative

government introduced longer period® of military service and increased

taxes. This led. the workers to renew previous agitation for

franchise reform on the argument that if the duties of the citizens

were to. be increased in respect of defence why should not their rights,

in this caee to vote, be extended also. 3)
1 j Ollendorff .op. cit. p. 12. g) Lindgren.op.cit.pp.48-9.
37 The attitude of granting in the early 1890s to the question of

rearmament was that defence was a necessity: but the obligation of the
people to defend their country should likewise give them the right to
have a say in the fate of their country , {see Hordetrttm Fran den
svenska eoeialderaokratins genomb rot tsar pp. 65-89) ♦ So opposition

r f D- • * t v/ •
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Discuseions ware carried on throughout 1901 between and within

the party and IX) and, when no satisfaction was obtained on the

franchise in the -Parliamentary session of 1902 ,it was decided to have

demonstrations and stop.ages of work in protest. Demonstrations were

begun on 20th April, 1902, with a peaceful march through the streets

of Stockholm in which the police intervened, and for which most of the

press condemned them. As & result the authorities agreed with the

committee of the workers dea-ing with the demonstrations that the

.©risers themselves should be responsible for the maintenance of public

order during any further demonstration. Another demonstration took

place on 27 th April. On 9th May the party committee issued a statement

on the strike that was to be held while Parliament wa d is cussing the

franchise question. It was not to be a strike in the real seme of the

word but a political manifestation; It was not intended as a measure

against employers, but against the government and the Parliamentary

majority that was denying the people their rights. Agreements with

employers were not to be affected; and there would be no support from

union funds. It was repeated that workers were to keep within the

bounds of the law, and when parliament had reached its decision work

was to be resumed at once - irrespective apparently of whether the

decision was regarded as favourable or not.

In the event the franchise question was debated in parliament on

15th and l6th May, and the strike ended on 17th May; Casparsson
l)

estimates the number of strikers throughout the country at 120,000.

But the effect of this demonstration strike on the outcome of the

debate was not very great, although the upper chamber decided that

an enquiry should be made into questions relating to the franchise.
,, , , , . , context was the effect this strikeBut more important m the present
had on industrial relations. Although in many cases employers did

1) Car pares on, op. eit. vol. 1. p. 174-
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givs their workers perini scion to take part in the demonstration,

net air employers accepted the view that the party seemed to take at

this time, that political action could he considered in a different

light from industrial action by the workers. Of course the trade union

movement and. the party were still at this time unclear about their

exact relationship, and employers can hardly be blamed for seeing in

such a strike, despite disclaimers, an ultimate if not an immediate

threat to them. On this occasion it might be a political strike, but who

knew what might happen next time. M So employers in some cases played

safe by dismissing workers as a reprisal. The most significant

instance here for later industrial relations ws. • a dispute in

Separator Ltd. in Stockholm immediately after the end of the political

strike. Its later significance is that it concerns a principle which

later became notorious ae "paragraph 23" , namely the right of an

employer to decide whom he would employ. The workshop rules of

Separator provided that workers who were absent from their places for

more than two days without permission were considered to have left

their jobs. This company had refused permission to its employees

to take part in the political demonstration strike, and it

accordingly dismissed workers who took part in the three days stoppage.

To strengthen his hand John BernstrBm, the head of Separator, added

to his factory rules a provision that workers who tried either inside

or outside the factory to entice or threaten by force others

employed by the company to act in contravention of the rules determined

or announced b; management or otherwise to act a gains t the company^

interests would be dismissed at once. 2} The social democratic party

l)ln fact the party explained later that this 1902 strike was a
general pattern for a Rj$ L ssfcxike general strike, which might
eventually be necessary, „

2) Such a provision found sup. ort in the Akarpe act. Bernetrbm
objected to pressure being put by or-ajnieed workers on the
unorganised. There is a hint her® of the clause later inserted
in paragraph 23 that gave the employer the right to engage
organised or unorganised workers, as he saw fit.



then declared a blockade against Separator Ltd. Some of the firms

iij/fche engineering industry thereupon decided to begin a lockout if the

blockade was not lifted, but discussions between the Separator company

sand the workers, in the course of which Bernstrbm declared he was

not attacking the right of association, led to factory ru-les being

rewritten to the extent that the clause against the company's

interests'6 was deleted. The blockade was rifted and anyone could

apply for work with Separator.

After the political strike and the conflict at the Separator

company the bye laws of SVF 'were revised and definitely adopted in

Stockholm on 24/9/1902, The form of organisation adopted was a central

national organisation (some had wanted local associations of

eetabliehmente which would then combine in larger units), but the local

interest was provided for through £73? being divided into four (later

five) areas. The association now limited itself expressly to

questions relating to labour relations, although it was also provided

that questions relating to the promotion of the tranches of industry

in which the members were engaged, but which fell out-side the sphere

of labour relations between workers and employers, c uld ba taken up

for discussion within the association but must not be made the subject

of decisions .^^ The means to be used to protect the members was

primarily the lockout, but the insurance principle was to eome extent

allowed for, in that the central board (8 vers tyre lsen) could pay out

compensation (a maximum of one crown per day per worker). In relation

to the boundaries of authority of the association on the one hand and

the individual members on the other, it wa considered that some

compulsion was necessary for uniform action in certain cases, such a.

1) This provision is still contained in SVF bye laws (see revised bye laws
of 22/4/1953), § 32* After 1902 3Y3P did not in fact deal with many
questions affecting the general economic interest of the members, but
apparently this was felt to be a disadvantage, for in 1908 the chairman,
J.S. iidetrdm, proposed that SVi's activity be extended. This ied to a

P.T.O.
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lockoatB, lie01 oroic guarantees of 100 crov»ns per worker were provided for,

tout certain safeguards were also included against the centra* hoard

abusing its powers to decide on lockouts. If decisions on lockouts were

not unanimous within the central hoard, the issue was to toe referred to

a general meeting, whose decision on lockouts wcuud be final, if it
was arrived at by a three fourths majority oi those voting. Although the

actuax work was envisaged as being carried on through the sections, it

v«ag decided to set up a central office in Stockholm, and in fact the

leadership of 8VF coon passed to this central office and to the central

board of the association.

So mac for engineering. But what of other industries and the

plans for a confederation of employers? we have a 1 ready seen that by

1902 there had teen discussions of various forme of organisation, and

some experience had been gained of different forms thro ugh the various

geographical and industrial associations. At this juncture the

political strike discussed above seems to have precipitated action by

the amplo. ere to organise. Von Sydow, who was to become director of

the Employers Confederation (SA11) from 1907» considered the strike was

a pointer to employers. ~) He thought that previously employers had

doubted whether the trade union movement would become a real power in
o)the economic field. This 1902 strike convinced employers that they

must unite in counter-measures for "sheer self-preservation."

The strike was complete and utter aggression; it exceeded what a workers*

organisation had a right to, for it was a conflict ior a purpose that

was quite outside the relationship to the employers.4^ The social and

economic signif icance of the strike could not, however,—toe--overlooked.

1) Haliendorf f, op. cit. yp,25-26.
2) von Sydow, him den s.venska arbetsigvareftSreningen, dess...tt etc,p.5.
3) This is a surprising statement in view of the many conflicts in the

19th century and. the growth of unionism.
4} von Sydow, op. cit. p. 18.
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In part this emphasis on the 1902 strike as the primary factor

in the events leading up to the formation of SAF is exaggerated, for

there had already been talk of a national ernplo ers* organisation. The

Political events of 1902 were the occasion rather than the cause of the

employer© organising. The trumpet sounded, and they answered the call

to battle. But, whether the strike was in fact a weighty reason or the

last straw, or simply an excuse and good propaganda, there very soon

followed rapid action towards the setting up of an employers1 organisa¬

tion. It is perhaps understandable that employers should be slow to

unite against a rising trade union movement, when the disadvantages

that the individual suffers fro® a collective front probably outweigh

the benefits that can be gained by dealing individually wi th trade

unions that are not at the time toe strong. Psychologically ,

therefore ,the strike may hive tipped the scales in favour of

organisation. This individualism of employers and the action taken to

overcome it in Sweden is one of the most interesting features of the

employers?: confederation there. Paradoxically, just because they have

many conflicting interests employers in the game and related trades

have been brought under a very strongly centralised form of

organisation, while 10, covering many more individuals, tee had to

overcome great difficulties in order to win the central powers it

has , ."gain, at will emerge from our consideration of the emp. oyers'

organisations, there has never been any pretence of fighting

idealietically for some intangible cause, such a® economic and social

democracy, in the employers' organisations. It ha© simply bean, found

necessary and advantageous economically in terms of a uniform wage©

level to combine in common action in relation to trade unions. To

a study of these developments and thie situation we now pass.
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The constituting congress of the Swedish .Employers' Confederation

me held in September, 1902 in Stockholm, but this jus in fact an.

endorsing meeting, for at previous meetings of various employers in

Stockholm who enjoyed the advice of employers from Scania proposals ted

been drawn up, revised, and circulated. At the September meeting, at

which "about fatty" employers were present, the constitution w&s

discussed and approved, the name SAJ? adopted, ano an interxo boaro

of seven men and three deputies was appointed to take the necessary

steps to win affiliation to SAT and to call meetings when necessary.

This meeting laic the foundation, but the task of erecting the building

took some time. "It was rather a long organisation period".*
The main changes suggested in the draft constitution, and adopted

after discussion, dealt with the purpose of the association,

membership qualifications, the beginnings of lockouts on a large scale,

compensation to be paid in strikes a d lockouts and tie provisions for

calling meetings of the members. The byslaws have of course been

greatly revised since then, but it is worthwhile looking at some of

the provisions to see what the objects were, ana the means to be adopted

to fulfil the objects of SAF,

Objects: in the bye laws that were adopted the purposes of SAF

were stated to be those of promoting co-operation among employers, of

encouraging the formation of occupational and local federations

(such federations ha a themselves to adopt bye laws, -hi oh required for

validity the approval of SAP's general council), of supporting these and

individual employers in the settlement of disputes that ted ariseb
between employers and workers, and of giving employers compensation,

as provided in t e byel&wt , for lostes incurred through strikes or

lockouts. The organisation was based on the individual employer
. n .

or partner (delegare Y'-) and, since OA9 was to give financial

l) H& 1 j.endorff, op. cit. p. 42
2; The term covered both individuals and companies.
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support -when required, the economic relations between the partners

were settled in the form of a mutual insurance scheme. Jach partner

was to have a liability sum determined for him in relation to the

number of his workers, and these liability sums were to form a guaranty

fund which could be called upon to meet the extraordinary expenditure

of SAW, The liability sum for each partner based on the number of

workers he employed was fixed at a minimum of fifty crowns per worker,

and & maximum of five hundred crowns i . the employer cared to pay more.

The amounts set ;ere thus stiff, although not as high as hut! originally

been ..ropoeed, and they have of course been revised since, The

liability sums in the guaranty fund formed a reserve fund and were only

to be called in ror use on the decision of the general council and when

no other weans were accessible for carrying on the work of SAF.

further, it could only be called upon when required in maxima® amounts

of 10% at a time and only at six months' intervals. The liability sums

could also be withdrawn at six months' notice. If they were called

upon they had to be repaid as soon as possible, bo that SAP could once

more have the full amount of the guaranty fund at its disposal for

emergencies. This basic financial arrangement still distinguishes SAF

and is one of its greatest strengths, at the same time as the amount

of liability sum prescribed is a great barrier to small employers

joining SAF. Indirectly, however, the reserve fund ensures both

solidarity and strength as well as the direct benefit- of financial

support in conflicts. Apart from this reserve fund the ordinary

administrative expenses of SAF were to be met out of annual dues, the

amount of which was also based on the number of workers employed by a

partner.

Having these onerops financial burdens placed upon hi id the partner

reaped the benefit of the provisions dealing with strikes and lockouts, P*
l) lienee the term partner.
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He had the right or duty to inform the board of SAP of existing or

threatened strikes, and it was the duty of the board to give the

partner ail the assistance he might- require in order to sett e the

dispute. In limited conflicts that might call for sympathetic lockouts
r

IN THE SAi&iS BHAHCH OP INDUSTRY the partner, if he though he should

declare a lockout, was required to tell the board of SAP, which would

decide whether it was justified and whether to give its consent. Serious

lockouts, i.e. covering more than one branch of industry, were hedged

round with the safeguard that they had to be considered by the general

council. If i t was not unanimous a three fourths majority of the

general meeting was necessary for approval. In short the intention was

that serious lockouts would not be resorted to without the general

council having accepted complete responsibility for the action or,

failing this, the majority of the general meeting.

Discipline. Deci si sons of the general council or meeting had

to be obeyed by the partners. The provisions for compensation in strikes

and lockouts were important mainly for the provision that partners who

did not carry out the decisions of the board, or meeting of trade

federation authorised to make decisis one in lockouts lost their rights,

fhie meant that- the board (§ 1>) could repudiate the liability to pay

compensation "ev losses caused by a strike if the partner had resorted

without justification, or when economic conditions did not require it,

to measures tvat worsened the position of the workers ano this had

caused or promoted a strike, or if the partner refused to take the

action the general council required of biro to terminate the strike.

The individual partner was thus prevented from baiting workers. But

the partner was likewise prevented from engaging striking or locked

out workmen during the Period of a strike or lockout.

The highest authority was to be the general meeting, which was

to be held once a year. A general council of 25 was elected, by the

meeting for two years at a time, half the members retiring each
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year. This general council in turn appointed the Managing director

and the hoard members (of whom there were to be five, including the

director). The council was also to give such instructions to the Board

as it saw fit, and was always to have questions of proclaiming wide¬

spread lockouts referred to it.

On the whoie then the byelaws provided for a tight and concentrated

leadership of the organisation. The experience of the delegates from

Scania had great influence here, for they felt that for a central

organisation to be effective it must be more than a negotiating and

investigating body. It must a reo be armed and ready to fight. And

the leaders must have considerable powers of decision. The policy should

be to oppose the practical policy and tactics of the trade unions,

not the unions as such . The insurance clause wag given a prominent

place, lookout authority that might lead to considerable losses

for some employers wag vested in the leaders, and (although the bye laws

did not say go directly) it was clear that in fact the right of

association of the workers was not contested officially, since the

confederation was being created to counter the organisation 0f the

workers. "Everything indicates that the men who prepared and created

the new organisation had learned from their own and the experience of

and mistakes of their eolle%,gU9S in the preceding years, ut also that

they saw the future conditions of work to be so seriously overcast

that they felt bound to sacrifice personal ideas, individual freed on

of movement and even economic means." ^
The organisation developed slowly at first. At the beginning of

1903 there ware only fifty partnara. Thera was qui t# a lot of

l) Ollendorff. op. cit. p. 3^

2) Kal~endorff. op. cit. p. 41
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hesitation about joining, ./hat if the workers of an employer <5id not

"belong to a trade union? If an employer tried to persudd a a worker

not to join a union could he himself join SAF? Naturally too fears were

expressed about participating in lockouts, with the losses that such

solidarity might bring to the self denying employer. This in fact led

to a change being adopted in the bye laws from 1904, that partners .vera

not obliged to follow the decision of the general meeting or council

in the question of lockouts if the workers at their factories had not

joined trade un ions or given financial support to strikers in other

workplaces. 1)

Much of the early work .£ the board was in fact concerned with

preparing revisions of the bye laws , for the organisation bad to. adapt

its shape to conform to practical developments. In theory the general

meeting and council were the formal authorities, the board being at

most an executive council; but questions soon arose that called for

rapid decisions and the march of events led to the real leadership

falling into the hands of the board, which directed policy and. tactics

according to the shifting scene, for instance, the instructions

planned for the board were never drawn up. hot all this was

advantageous, for the concentration of power in the Board meant that

personal relations there became important and the original officials

were net always flexible enough in approach to keep pace with

developments. ^ In 1907, however, a new board was set up, and

thereafter the power was centred in the board both formally and in practice.

l) In 1920 this provision was again altered so that the lockout
applies to all workers of the partners affected by it unless
the board or the general council determines otherwise. It had
been found difficult td~distinguish the orgsat sod from the—
unorganised, ana there was a fear that syndicalists might
infiltrate if unorganised workers were kept on during conflicts.

2) Ha 11endorff. op. cit. P. 48
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Sose impetus to change c&sse from outside as well. Other employer

organisations had been set up in 1902. In Ma lists a general Employers'

Association was provisionally founded on 7th June and definitely in

December. It joined SAjj1 as a local (and the only one) federation in

1906. In 1902 also the Central Bureau for Swedish Handwork and

Industrial Associations mas proposing to split its organisation into

two sections, one dealing with better economic legislation and the other

with employer interests in relation to the workers. This latter was to

attempt to achieve co-ordination and if possible amalgamation with

employers' organisations already in existence. From these deliberations

there emerged in September, 1903 the Central Employers Federation (OAF),
mainly covering building and handicrafts, which agreed to co-operate

with the Malmo Association mentioned above and suggested that

employers should be so organised that a SIB'(JDS M&TIOMA L Body was set

up. But SAff felt there would be time enough for this when it had

developed its own organisation in full. But OAF returned frequently

with plans for amalgamation with SAl? or at least for formal co-operation,

and negotiations took place in 1904. 3AF rejected formal co-operation

with OAF, but wag in favour of developing co-operation in practice.

It stated that in future it would give CAf information about conflicts

that had arisen, and the names of strikers, when the beard possessed

such information. CAI would do likewise. But SAF was opposed to any

modification of its insurance principles which amalgamation might

entai 1.

One significant result of this w&s that in 1905 OAF issued its

circular to its partners on the subject-of collective.agreements, and

conflicts. The discussions between it and CAF fed shown that it was

desirable for both confederations to follow similar principles

in conflicts and collective agreements, even though at the time SAF
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did not attach great importance to uniformity in the provisions of'

collective agreements, of which there were in any case few among its

partners. (See chapter X1.X). Subsequently, frequent attempts were

made to bring about closer co-operation between CAy and SAF and,

a though these did not lead to the formal dissolution of CAy until 1919»
when the building industry employers affiliated to CAF then joined SA1;

through the Building Industry Federation, practical developments on

the labour market meant that in the interval there was much lively

co-operation between the two organisations from time to time.

One of the obstacles was that SAF was placing the emphasis on

covering industry as a whole, whereas OAF was mainly interested in

building. A similar problem faced the organisations from another

quarter, namely SYF, which dealt exclusively with engineering industry.

SAi1 was keen to have SYF in its fold, for it covered a large section of

industry, and since 1902 it had made much more rapid progress in

membership coverahe than had SAF ^8 September 1903 SAP decided to

contact SYF with a view to the latter affiliating to it. SAF was

prepared to alter its byelaws to accommodate SVT, but the suggestion had

no success. In fact it took another thirteen years for 8W to agree

to come into SAF, ory6ertain conditions. The reasons were partly

personal, for the Chairman of SV3?, Bernstrbm, seems generally to be

considered to have been rather obstinate, ^
As a result of experiences to date the bye laws of OAF were

amended in September, 1904, and made more systematic. The purpose

f the organisation wag expressed more fully. Previously prominence

l) la I9Q3 SVff had about 10,000 workers coming under its members,
who numbered more than 200.
2j In his pamphlet, Ota den svenska arbetsglvarefSreningen, dess,..n,
p.6, von Sydow says that it was a great pity for the Swedish economy
that at this time there wag no one vith sufficient authority and
strength and well known enough among t::_ employers for thorn to be .filling
to form one organisation for the whole country under his leadership.
In fact, however, the difference was not simply personal, for the
three organisations tod different interests and methods. SAF was
interested primarily in the Strike insurance weapon.
30 Hal i enrtnrff. on. r.-it.. n. 68. and J'J Sit^frid Edstrom. vol II. 0. 52.
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had been given to the individual partners, but emphasis me now shifted

to the .trade i eel orations . It was stated that SAP would operate

primarily through t'a trade federations in external reiations and

would itself concentrate on achieving a uniform policy and tactics,

collecting and looking after the necessary financial resources and talcing

measures to support the trade federations.

The provisions for procedure in strikes and lockouts were more

carefully expressed. In strikes arid lockouts the former procedure

(of ap lying direct to the board} was to apply to the "general group"

of employers, i.e. employers who could not he fitted into a trade

federation wi thin OA®. But for others the procedure was revised so

that if a partner in a trade or local federation wished to declare

a lockout he must apply to his federation hoard, which wag to inform

the hoard of SAP at once whether the step was considered justified.

The latter would then decide whether it ap -roved of a lockout and whether

the partner was entitled to support. The aim was thus to channel

contact "between the partner and SaF through the appropriate trade

federations. The trade and local federations did not themselves have

the right to 'begin lockouts, though they did have the right of appeal,

as had independent partners, to the general council, discipline was

to be strengthened by the provision that partners who violated the

lockout provisions could be assessed damages not exceeding their

guarantee sum. But far more drastic centralising measures •■ere put

through in the following two years, dealing a) with the powers SAP

had over the collective agreements concluded by its partners, and b)
the right the employers asserted to be "masters in their own house" y

both these developments found expression in what was to "become famous

as"Section 23" cf the bye laws of SAP. Jtert of this section will

be the subject of chapter XVII, tut at this stage we can note what, w&e
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prescribed. In relation to collective agreements the provision was

introduced in May, 1905 that if a partner in the confederation or a

trade federation wishes to enter into a collective agreement .nth a trade

union or federation or other association of workers, the proposals are to

he submitted to the ocard of SAF, and no such agreement may be entered

into without the aypprov&l of the board. The significance of this

clause fc-r latex* policy in relation to wages can scare ly be

overemphasised, for by it S&F came thus early in its career to have
1)

considerable ' formal control over the content of its partners' wages

agreements c).

The other significant provision dea-e with the right the employer*

claims - if he is a partner in SA? he is required by its byelaws to

assert this right - to be master in his own house. This too was

accepted in May, l$K->!?* although it was only from the beginning of 1$&ff
after the I-a camber compromise of 1906 with LO, that the issue of

inserting the clause in collective agreement vi»as settled, at least in

the meantime. The formulation which has since caused a lot of bother

was that the employers are entitled to lead ana allocate the work,

freely to engage or aismiss workers and to make use of workers,

whether they are organised or not . This clause has been so important in

later labour relations that it merits detailed coneideration in chapter

XVI1.

1) This formal control does not involve complete control over content.
There is in practice frequently a discrepancy, often deliberate,
between the wage set out in an agreement (often a minimum wage) and
the wage actual ;y paid to the worker. This is discussed in part V,
and in particular in chapter XIX.

2) In I905 it was estimated that 107 partners (44 ) in 3A. were
covered by 46 collective agreements, a 1 though this is perhaps a
conservative figure. See SAP report for 1905» P.3*



'•laving laid down t- ess principles 2-A"" found not only that it bad

plenty of opportunity to fight for then hat that its organisation would

benefit froi;< even wore streamlining. In 1906 there were many conflicts

over §23 atad in Ucvemter the board of SAP was strengthened. But since the

old board continued to meet and the new strengthened board could deal with

certain topics the organisation became a bit twin-headed. In 1907

therefore the board was enlarged and von 8yd ow became the managing

director and some thing of a controlling power in SAP, since he was

entrusted along with two board members with the task of running the day

to day business of SAP. ^ In November, 1907, new proposals were put-

forward. to strengthen further the fewer of the confederation through

&) consolidating the financial position, b) making the lockout

weapon more flexible and easier to use, and. c) improving rela tions
2 )with other employer organisations. '

The board proposed that in future handicraft employers should not

be admitted to partnership in SAP since they operated in small and

heterogeneous trades and were a weak factor in the event of lockouts.

But this was no t accepted. To strengthen the inances a higher

minimum was set for the liability sums. On lockouts, revision was made

in the previous procedure for extensive lockouts which had required

unanimity of the general council or reference to the general meeting.

This often caused da .'.ay. The board therefore thought that a four

fifths majority of the general council vicu d be sufficient for the

declaration of a lockout. This simplified procedure was accepted.

An attempt -was also made to ensure solidarity among employers in the

event of a lockout by requiring the employer to get 'workers who were

kept in employment- during lockouts on the grounds that they did not belong

1) vonBodow subsequently became something of an ogre in the eyes of the
trade union movement, as the man who was prepared to lay about him with
the lockout club with great ruthlessness. But for a. somewhat mere
favourable picture of him see J. Sigfrld Edstrftm, vol. 11. pp.6o-6l.
2) ifellendorff. op. cit. p. 92
3) The presence of such partners in SAF had been put forward by 3VF as
an obstacle i the way of closer co-operation between it and bAF.
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to and would not help unions or their members financially.

These changes towards increased power at the centre were due to

the growth in the number of partners and in the affiliated

federations. This was very rapid between 1906 and 1909, and reflected

SAP's energetic attempts to become a strong organisation both in
"V.V

internal and external affairs.

By the beginning of 1907 SAP had six affiliated federations,

mainly in textiles, the steel federation, and wood manufacturing

industry, but curing the course of 190? thirteen federations joined,

and in 1908 seven new federations were recruited. By this year too

SAP had. far outstripped the other employer organisations in respect

of the number of workers employed by its partners : it covered about

150,000 workers, while SVF covered between 30 - 4-0,000 and CAJ ted

na&rly 50»000 workers in its sphere of influence .

Membership of SAP to 1908: ^

Bate Partners .'Jo. of workers Total liability
declared XiuQUUt j

5/ 3/1903 78 21,065 1,908,150

31/12/1903 101 23,924 2,153.200

31/12/1904 134 31.937 2,855,700

31/12/1905 236 44,443 3» 773,050

31/12/1906 453 65,420 6,063,000
31/12/1907 997 127,126 10,682,100

31/12/1908 1,258 153.722 13.043,250

This tightening of SAP's organisation was reflected in part in

the fact that in 1908 theoxficjal fiaur_ee for disputes show a

relative increase in the number of employer successes and a decline in

the number of workers victories. The number of workers affected by

1) Oource: OA3? A11 ua 1 reports.
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different results shows the importance of compromise solutions, For

about three quarters of

both sides, 1 •'

the workers concerned there ware concessions on

Mo. of work
stoppages
1903-07 1908

Mo, of workers
by stoppage

1903-07 ...

af fee ted
0

19p8
tiesuits

Ho. % $ Ho, . Mo. %

E® oloyers' c0nd xtions 290 23

_

94 31 26 ,208 <5 8,953 22

.■/orkers de®ande 393 3^ 80 27 21,902 20 2,4-79 6
C omp romi s e 389 34 115 38 61,193 55 28,984 71

Unknown 76 7 1-3 4
. 2.617 2 341 1

1,148 100 302 100 111,920 100 40,357 100

A11h 0a gh th e r e had by no weans been peac e on the labour market in

1907 - there were 312 conflicts - most of the conflicts were on a snail
o ^

scale, over 23,000 workers being directly involved in the disputes,' 1

But 1908 was a year of depression arid, bad trade, and both 3ff and BW

were involved in bard bargaining with 10 federations, -here L<.& already

been experience of the lockout weapon in the engine®riug Industry in

190 3 and 1905,and for SAT the Uscswbar Compromise of 1908 had been

preceded by threats of a general lockout,' but the year 1908 found SAP

digging in its heels and endeavouring to toll up conflicts into one issue

by using the lockout weapon on a. broad front.' In July a lengthy conflict

in dockyards was settled only after a lockout was threatened, 3) Later

in the year an extension of a lockout in the bookbinding tra*. e was

threatened for paper,' pulp,' textiles and even sawmills and wines.'

l) Arbe tss ta ti s ti k, 3*2,- Stockholm, 1909. fuoteO in 1% 11 endor if. 0 p.c i t,
pp., 102- 3. See also appendix 1, table 1,

2} In Xecewber 1907 LO accepted the demand of SAF that sympathetic
action should be allowed curing the period of validity of an agreement,'
See alsp Sart 11,
3) The issue her# was § 23. Hot before 1919 did the transport workers'
federation succeed in getting a modification to this paragraph written
into its agreement for dockyards.
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This tactic raised the question of whether such drastic action wag

necessary ©vex one dispute, but 3A -'e view then as later -me that it

was not roe rely a strike insurance office to he buffeted about by

the workers. In fact it could be and was aggressive, and in 1908 it
had been able to take the initiative, because of the bad economic

conditions, its own strong organisation, and the weakness of the

workers 'unions when questions of combined action arose,

Bor was SAf alone in being aggressive. Both OA]? Alio- SVF threatened

lockouts in 1908, and there 'was some co-operation with SAF. In 1905

in fact an amaIgaraaticn between SAP and SVF almost went through, but

SAP failed to give the assistance it hud fainted at in SVF'e wages

negotiation dispute a 0 relations were for a period strained.

But in practice it w&s not easy for SAP and SVF to steer clear

of one another. In 19O6 for instance the Steel Mills Fed era ti on

joined bAF ag a trace federation after some minor modifications had

been mace in the bye laws of SAP. This affiliation meant that the

practical ties between SAP and SVF were tightened, for i' e close

connection that wast exist between steel mills and the engineering

industry which usee its raw materials and products Is obvious.

Organisation on the basis of trad® federations in fact showed itself to

be the most suitable forts for SAF ag it had realised in its byela-ws

revision of 1904. Ag SAP became more widely known the number of

affiliated federations grew, party through new federations being

formed and through the affiliation of existing federations. The trade

federations came to supersede the form of combination attempted in

part at the beginning, that of local federations. One local fee era ti on

was created within SAF in 1906 by the affiliation of the General

Employers' Association in MalmS, but since then no other purely local

federa ti oris have joined the Confederal.! on.



SAF, SVF and cAF agreed in 1907 to propose measures to IjQ for

ending some conflicts, and the interna 1 consolidation SAF brought

about in the same year led to discussions with the other employer

organisations. SVF even took the initiative in proposing closer

co-o pe ra ti o n between it and SAF, ^ )
Ag regards relations with the workers, however, the year 1909 was

one of warfare on the labour market, in which several conflicts

ripened into one gigantic clash. At the same time it pointed the way

to-ward 8 a more peaceful future, for the parties worked off a tremendous

backlog of ill-feeling and disputes that had festered since 1906, Since

the dispute was not without its effect on the workers' and employers'

organisations it seems best to consider it here.

The disputes that were tie immediate forerunners of the lockout

that -was proclaimed and the big strike that followed it were all

fairly limited in scope, involving in all about 7,000 workers organised

in ID, Of these, 5»7a0 were locked out. The series of small disputes,

ten in number, led however to 300,000 workers being directly

involved while indirectly the ..hole Swedish population wag affected.

In six of the 10 disputes the workers took the initiative in

stopping work, while the employers were responsible for the other four.

SAF took the initiative in trying to force a solution of the

disputes by declaring that a lockout would be commenced on 26th July,

and extended to other trades if necessary, SAF addressed its statement

to 00, which so far had ted nothing to do with the primary conflicts.

1) One instance of the difficulties in the way of close co-operation
however was tha t when SAF be came i" inaneia lly responsible for the
journal "Industrial in 1908, an attempt to get SAF and SVF to issue a
common publication failed. SVF wanted its own mouthpiece.
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The statement was a "declaration of war", which demonstrated the

be lligerent a tti tube of the employers ^ no lees than their confidence
the the ~ \

in effectiveness of lockout weapons

The representative council of LG discussed the situation on 19th

and 20th July, nindquist was critical of the fact that the workers did

not yet grasp the need for internal co-operation and co-ordination,

tut since the feeling among many workers now was that a "big strike"

might bring big gains many wanted to wrest the initiative from the

employers and adopt aggressive tactics. 3) The secretariat accordingly

took the view that thelockout should be answered by a big strike. The

representative council agreed it could no longer stand aside but, in

order to avoid losing the element of surprise that would have arisen

from a constitutional reference of a proposed strike to trade union

members, the council decided that if no settlement had been reached and

the lockout ted begun the secretariat of LG was to be empowered to make

a general appeal to workers to stop.vork from 4th August. Thus 10 wae

given powers of decision for the occasions which were not envisaged in

the constitution. The reaction came at the 1909 congress. ^

1) Ifallendorff, op. cit. p. 106 suggests that the more complete organi¬
sation and preparedness of the employers made them in fact more
hostile and less inclined to compromise. This was accentuated at the
time by the bad economic conditions prevailing.

2) Casparseon, op. cit. vol. 1. p. 269,

3) liansson, op. cit. p. 121

4) See Chapter VI.
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Both the lockout and the strike began as scheduled, but after

intervention both by the conciliators and the government had failed to

bring about a solution 10 agreed to recommend a return to work with the

exception of places of employment that came under SAP, Thus the front

ms to. be shortened on t: e basis of this "logical division"

(as it wag termed) between SAF and other employers' organisations,

LO explained that it had decided it wag its duty to try to find a

solution in view of a strong government statement on the conflict on

30th August, On 12th September the conciliator was asked to form a

board of conciliation to try to settle all the existing disputes

between SAP and .10 ana to draw up a settled negotiation procedure

between then for the handling of future disputes. By this date the

conflicts had been reduced to the original disputes, Negotiations dragged

on, however, ever questions of drawing up a procedure designed to

promote labour peace and emphasis was shifted from the settlement of

the disputes to questions of principle. On 12th November, SAP lifted

some of the lockouts, and the conflict in fact ended without any

"peace treaty" being agreed upon, Formally, sAF did net lift the

remaining lockouts until Bee ember, 1910,* it had kept them going

apparently for the purpose of influencing 10 in arriving at a settled

procedure of negotiation. But this did not succeed, and the initiative

passed to the government. 1)

The cost of the conflict in days lost was estimated at over

11,000,000, of which lockouts accountec3 for 36$ and strikes for 64$,

Membership of 10 in particular suffered as a result of the stoppages,

while for SAF the slight decline in the number of partners was of: set

to a great extent by an increase in the number of workers covered and

by the increase in funds.

l) See Chapter 3CX.
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There was a decline too in the number and scope of conflicts

after 1909. In part this is explained by the return of favourable

economic conditions in place of the bad times of 1907 and 1908 which

had dona so much to embitter industrial relations in those years and.

feed the flames of the culminating conflagration in 1909. J" ^

work stoppages begun Ho. of employers Ho, of workers
a ft'ec ted. affected.

1907 312 818 23,540

1908 302 1,424 40,357

1909 138 8,188 301,749

1910 76 146 3,671
1911 98 1,920 20,576

1912 116 789 9,980

1913 119 204 9,591

1914 115 247 14,385

In the yea. s of lull after the 1909 strike SAF tried, both to

make use of the experience gained for the organisation of SAF and to

follow future trends carefu ly. The bye laws could, for example,

cause considerable difficulty on financial issues, since the repayment

of guarantee earns as soon as possible after an emergency was past

could mean a millstone for years to come, especially after such a
p |

costly conflict as that of 1909. ' A dispensation clause sag

therefore Introduced and in addition it was provided in 1913 that from

that year no repayment of sums (plus interest) paid in by a partner

on his guarantee bonds wag to be made when he left SAF. This

1) For complete figures, see appendix 1, table, 1.

2) It will be recalled that SAF had based its activity on the
insurance rlnciple. In the conflict of 1909, for example, about
7 million crowns was paid out to the partners in compensation.
At the beginning of the conflict a credit of 8 million crowns on the
security of the guarantee bonds of the partners had been obtained
from the banks, and this was repaid by 1912.



constituted quite an incentive^albei t a negative one, t_ stay in SAF I

As to the other results of the 1909 conflict, the "main victory

went to society, since it repulsed the attempts to interfere with
" i )

vitai social functions. x> But the employers also gained, thought

Hallendorff, not least because the bitter experiences of 1909 were in

part responsible for the relatively peaceful development in the years

following. The events of 19^9 showed how interdependent society was,

and they opened up new possibilities for employers and workers to meet

without first indulging in a clash. However, it could be argued that

this relative calm was just as much a victory for the trade union

movement - but what Hallendorff1 s point really is is that the

achievements of these years depended in no small .part on the way in

which the victors - the employers - made use of their superiority.

It had often been argued that the employers were trying to crush the

trade unions, but what in fact the employers with most experience were

striving for as something worthwhile was rather a situation in which

both sides, pretty well counterbalanced one another through strong and

coherent organisations, and could negotiate with one another on the

basis of orderly procedure and without having a series of endless

guerilla wars. The 19^5 agreement between SVF and the Iron ana Metal

Workers* TUF seemed to point in the right direction, for it had given

peace which it was reasonable to hope might continue. SAP was in fact

fuily conscious of the advantages that such a settled, way of

negotiating could bring. After the reorganisation of SAF in 1907

R.F. Berg had asked for a programme to be worked out for the work of

SAF in the immediate future, and had suggested a central agreement

between O and SAF, under which all other agreements would fall.

The central agreement would, he suggested, contain provisions on

l) Hallendorff, op. cit. p. 124



a) negotiation procedure

la) general issues, such as 1) the employer's right to take charge
2) the freedom to associate
3! employment and dismissal
4) right for loremen to leave trade unions
5) arbitration in every matter relating to

existing agreements, and guarantee of
certain negotiations before a stoppage
of work may take place over the renewal
of an agreement of work.

This proposal did not lead anywhere, for Berg died soon afterwards

But that he Viias not alone in hie views is fehown by the submission of

lars YngstrQm to the Board of SAi? in 190$. In part he discussed the

bookbinders' conflict then in progress, but on the subject of

negotiation he argued that "In order to prevent hasty stoppages of

work it would be desirable to have a negotiation procedure between

SAF and 10 drawn up in the main on the principles that for® the basis

for the negotiation procedure in force between SVF and the appropriate

traae union federation. By this means the outlay of 3AF on strike

compensation could be considerably reduced. Jhen a disputed question

between employer arid worker must pass two or three instances the

prospects of being able to avoid a conflict ought to be considerably

more favourable than otherwise". ^ ^
Full discussion of thi£ submission was delayed by the big

conflict until 1910. But it helps to show that a fixed negotiation

procedure was considered as a central issue for settlement before the

conflict began. Indeed, this is not surprising, when we recall

that the Leceraber compromise of 1906 had pretty well ended the state

of nature existing between the two sides, and involved the

acceptance of certain definite rights, e.g. to associate. It was

merely a logical development to wish to have ah orderly procedure

for negotiations. There could well be disagreement about the subjects

l) Ha 11 endon f, op. eit. p. 124
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to be discussed, but a form for discussing issues in a definite

manner could very well be taken up. Yet the workers were suspicious,

and the most suitable body with whom to negotiate - 10 secretariat -

was hardiy anxious or in a position to add to its difficulties with such

a tricky issue. But the question surely became a relevant part, if not

of' the peace treaty, then at least of the peace conference, and we have

Been already how it figured in the demands of' the employers for a

settlement. But O was impotent t. do much about it, in view of the

structure of its side of the labour market and the impending congress.

(See Chapter VI.)
The big strike strengthened SAF*s position considerably as the

leading association of Swedish employers. There was close co-operation

between 8A.F and other employer organisations during the conflict and

this continued afterwards and led to important agreements.

In fact when the big strike began negotiations had been in

progress since 1907 between SAF and SVF, on the initiative of the

latter, for formal co-operation along definite lines. But there were

difficulties, in that SVF did not wish to abandon its position of

independence, while SAF was dubious afeout giving SVF a position

within its ranks different from the other organisations. The question

also arose during these negotiations of co-operation with other

employer organisations, vis., CAF, the shipowners, private rai Iway

employers and farmers.

SAF invited all theee organisations to meet to discuss a proposal

for constant common representation for all the associations, but the

private railway employers rejected the proposal, whereupon the other

five employee organisations met on 28/6/1910. They agreed to forma

consultative council, in which the associations would be represented

in proportion to th ir coverage. Bye laws for this council were

approved and later confirmed by the Boards of the separate



associations, by which the council was made an advisory, not a

deciding instance, its object being to promote what w&© best for the

employers' associations, and to preserve their interests in relation

to the workers' organisations. The council would accordingly follow

closely everything: that could influence the relations between

employer and worker. It was empowered to express views to public

authorities on behalf of the associations in legislative and similar

public issues, It was also to work for planned organisation of the

employers in bweden, and for the drawing up of systematic and planned

statistics on wages and working conditions. In the event of a serious

conflict threatening or arising in the sphere of activity off any

of the member organisations the council bad, on the request of the

organisation concerned, to take up the question for examination and

present proposals lor the measures that might be called for from the

side of the associati on, i)

Although thiscounci 1 hardly became the focal point it was in the

beginning intended it should be, it was destined to promote

considerably the co-operation between and common interests of the

various organisations through its practical work, The constantly

recurring projects for combination show how it was felt to be obvious

that the employers should be in one organisation, although some

considerable time would still be required before the time was ripe.

SAF was now in the strongest position, and showed very considerable

interest for these combination projects. But these were symptoms

rather than anything else, For example, between 19H and 1913 CAP

considered the prospect of coming into OAF, but decided at its annual

meeting in 1913 to retain its independent position. In any cose S&3P

had not approved of the way in which CAF handled its building conflict

in 1911.

l) Hallendorff. op, cit. P. 129
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There were important internal developments within SAF as ./ell

in these years. Attempts were made to organise industries systematic¬

ally according to th.ir activity - by transfers from the General

Group, and by amalgamations and combinations. In 1912 SAF set up

a statistical bureau and a new clause was introduced into § 9 of the

bye laws ty which "every partner is obliged to give the statistical

information that the Board may require". (How clause 40 - 195!;.)
The fact that SVP was outside SAF and the Steel Masters in it

could cause difficulties. .Alien SVF came to negotiate a renewal of its

national agreement in 1913 it was agreed between it and the Steel

Masters that on certain conditions e.g. that SVF would join SAP, the

Steel Masters would help SVF with sympathetic loc-kout measures if SVF

could not get its new agreement through. But this led to nothing,

since agreement was reached without open conflict. But a solution of

the SVF-SAF anomaly w&g reached in 1916 for, after SVF had told SAF

that the biggest obstacle to its joining SAF was the entrance fee,

negotiations took place and it was agreed that SVF would join SAP as

a trade federation from 1st January, 1917, its members being excused

the entrance fee into SAF. The rapid leap in the number of partners

in SAF and its financial position in 1917 shows the effect on SAP's

finances of SVF coming into the fold. But the consolidation cannot be

truly assessed merely in those terms, for from the strategic point

of view the inclusion of this fundamental sector of industry in SAF

was vital. In 1916 further consolidation took place when CAF was

dissolved and its members were allowed to join SAF through their trade

associations without having to pay entrance fees. By 1919 therefore,

./hen SVF and CAP had been safely absorbed into SAF, a uniform organisation

had been created for industry and, to a lesser extent, for handwork.

But handicraft employers have had difficulty in staying in SAF, on

account of the high fees and their traditional spirit of individuality.
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Saf has continued its endeavours to consolidate, and aires at the

principle of having employers belonging to the same trade in the sane

trade federation, ./ithin its mfake it triad in a revision of the bye laws

in 1920 to form related trades into trade groups in order to make fee

closer co-operation between them. There were in that year 27 federations

in SAF each 'with a. coverage of less than 3,000 workers, so some sort of

administrative co-ordination seemed desirable. But the Board did not

think at this time that this concentration could be achieved by force.
1)It merely recommended it. ' At the same time the somewhat unwieldy

"General Group*, which had been a refuge for ail the misfit employers

who could not be fitted into a trade federation for one reason or

another (e.g., there are extremely few sugar refining plants in Sweden),
and which had previously bean under the direct control of the Board,

was given a position of its own as a separate federation, with its own

officials, it was thus no longer directly under the board of 3AF,

Another new feature from 1920 was that conferences on policy were held

once a month between the officials of the federations and the

directors of SAF, 1928 was however the year in -which real emphasis

me placed on the formation of allied trade groups. A Committee of

1925 reported in 1928 on the question of improving the organisation

of SAF and changes in the bye laws. The proposed changes fell under four

ajain heads :

1) to promote closer co-operation between trade federations that

carried on activity in allied branches. Consultation in important matters

was now to be made compulsory. Trade groups were set out fMf'fe
would be entitled to Prescribe. These groups -were not to have the right-

To make decisions in relation to the activity of member federations,

Reliance was to be placed on internal co-operation, but the fjg&'ee&Tions

i) SAF. report for 1920 pp. 6 - 7.
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in the groups were to he obliged to consult with one another (and with

SAF) before arriving at important decisions. The groups -were each to have

a consultative council. It was hoped that grouping would take place

voluntarily, but the board of SAF -was to have the final decision.

Five trade groups were formed in 1929. sis. in the printing

industry, in mining, in iron and metals, in textiles and clothing

and in wood processing industry. A sixth group was begun in 1930 *n

the building industry and extended its coverage in 1933*"34 to include

electrical installation and plumbing. These groups still exist within

SAF and there is now a seventh group, in stevedoring.

2) It had been felt there was not enough contact between the

individual federations and partners and SAF. To enable them to take

part in discussions and decisions on the actions of SAF on important

matters it was decided that in future, instead of the Board, being

appointed as hit erto by the general council, it would be chosen by the

general meeting. The managing director would in future be appointed by

the council after the board had made nominations. But at the sa e time

it was felt that the general council was growing too large, and a change

was nade b,y which each federation would be entitled to a minimum of one

representative in the council plus one representative for every 19,000

(now 2o,000) workers covered.

3) To strengthen the economic position of SAF the fees were doubled

(to 20 crowns per year per adult male worker.) This increased fee,

although a somewhat stiff one (almost 3°/~) not have an adverse

effect on the membership of SAF, In 1929 70 partners resigned (64 had

done so in 1928) and 269 joined.

4) In the event of large ecaie lockouts it had sometimes happened in

the past that reference h&u to be made to the general meeting. This was

now to be cut out altogether, in order to increase the possibility of

rapid and effective action by SAF when the need arose. The general
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council now to have the FIfiA h say, a two thirds majority of those

voting being required. The significance of this change for the constitu¬

tional powers of SA* ie too obvious to require any coroent.

This may be a convenient point at which to consider the present

method of choosing the board and other governing bodies. How the

majority of the Board are ap o in ted thr ugh the trade associations that

cover more than 15,000 wage and salary earners each appointing a

member. The remaining merafefcrs whoi are appointed by the

general meeting do not exceed one half the number of those appointed

by the trade associations. At present the board has 21 members.

The managing director is employed by the board, and ho takes part in

a email working committee of four within the board. The council is

elected as before with the change that extra members are allowed for

every 20,000 employees. Voting takes place in the council on the basis

of number of workers employed. The general meeting conducts its

voting ^ on the basis of one vote for every 100 crowns of liability

sum, but it is not completely ''genera 1" as a meeting in that it ie the

trade associations that are entitled to speak and to vote through their

reoresentati ves. Emphasis is thus still placed on the individual

partner channelling his viev/s through hie trade association. This is

discussed at greater length below.

In 1937 £AF v&b forced to do some hard thinking and consider what

its attitude wag to be to the rapidly growing organisations of salaried

employees. Its attitude hitherto had been that it supervised the

collectivisation of the conditions of work of employees in firms that

.had affiliated, to 8AF for the purpose of strengthening their poci tion in

relation to the manua 1 workers. How was 8k.F to react now to attempts

l) except the election of a chairman, which is by per capita
vote oi those present at the general meeting.
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frota whi te collar organisations to improve the lot of the non cianual

worker who, at least to the employer, was much more in a position of

personal trust and intimate coniidence than the manual worker ? SAF

answered the question by deciding in 1937 that it would HOT deal

with the labour relatione questions of partners other than those

that referred to workers for whom the partner had gained affiliation

in Sal* or for whom the question of such affiliation had arisen.

Affiliation arose v^hen an organisation of workers had asked, the

partner to negotiate with it, which by OAF bye laws obliged the partner

to affiliate to SAF for them. However, SAF was free to decide in

each case to what extent the partner was to obtain affiliation for his

employees. Since it was assumed also that relations with salaried

employees would be peaceful the partner oid not get any share in conflict

insurance on their account, although this was offset by the liability

sum for salaried employees being set lower at $0 crowns, and the

annual fee at 5 crowns. At the same time 8AF set up a department to

look after employer interests in relation to salaried employees, its

task being to help in negotiating© with organisations of salaried

employees and to give advice and help in such matters.

So far the approach was still somewhat tentative, but a more

settled attitude to salaried employees organisations, reflecting

essentially their rapid growth, was determined upon in the revision

of SAF bye laws in 1948, when the scope of a partnership was widened

1) This somewhat negative attitude me also shown by Gustav Sdderlund,
then the managing director of SAF, when he sat as a member of the
_cotrani ttee whose deliberations led to the act of 193& by which the
right of association and negotiation was guaranteed in law. Thi©
SSderiund opposed. See SOU 1935:59$ and also part 11, chapter DC,



to include all salaried employees employed by the partner, ./hereas in

1937 the partner could, wi th 3AF approval, affiliate for his salaried

employees (and many did so), the 1Q4& provisions eat out that the

partner cannot join SAP merely in order to cover his manual workers.

He must also allow his partnership to cover salaried persons in his

employ (see § 27).

It is worth while to consider some of the main features of the

byelawe revised in '1948 and still in force, for they emphasise how

little SA? has changed its basic purposes and forms of organisation

over a period of fifty years, A t the same time they help to summarise

what SAP means in terms of a cohesive organised group of employers.

The liability sums for salaried employees were raised to 200

crowns in 1948, and for female workers and minora to 3^0 crowns.

(The present liability sum for adult male workers is still 400 crowns.)

Other financial changes made In 1948 were the abolition of the

entrance fee, while the annual dues for the various categories of

employees are still based on^i percentage of the liability sum.
This arrangement is oa.de more flexible by providing that the fees are

to be fixed annually. The aggregate liability sums constitute SAP's

guaranty fund, which is still essentially a reserve fund for use in

emergencies. The original provision still exists that only a percentage

(now instead of the original 10?') of the liability sums can be

called in at six monthly intervals. In addition, each, partner's
liability is limited tc- the amount of his liability sum.

In return for his obligations the partner gets strike

compensation of one half of one percent per day (i.o. 2 crowns)

of the liability sum for adult male workers ior any loss arising out

of a strike, and two thirds of one percent for females and minors

(i.e. 2 crowns), ^
l) Compensation is paid first out of the Insurance Fund which is
formed by that part of the dues of partners that is not required for
meeting the administrative expenses of SAF, and then out of the Guaranty
Fund formed by the liability sums if necessary.



Ho provision ie Btated for compensation in the event - admittedly

unlikely - of salaried employees going on strike. In emergencies,

however, atnoroml compensation grants may be paid, and the hoard can

authorise payment of compensation for strikes "called by labour

categories other than manual workers, as well ag for any other

offensive action collectively taken by labour". ( 32, clause 5.)
This strike insurance compensation my not seem much to an employer

who may be suffering big business losses through, a stoppage, but it

should be remembered that in part the payment ie meant ae a mora. 9 builder

Aggressive employers are torpedoed by the provision that if the partner

takes unjustified measures (undefined) that impair the position of the

workers and thereby causes or furthers the strike SAj? is under no

obligation to pay strike compensation, while this applies also to

"blacklegging" employers who refuse to carry out measures they are

requested to take in order to prevent or end the strike.

Similar principles apply for lockouts approved by the board or

council of SAP, or ordered by the latter.

what of the procedure in the event of a strike or lockout?

In the event of strikes breaking out or being anticipated the partner

is given no power to act alone, but must report the matter to his trade

federation which tee to take measures calculated to prevent a strike.

The board of SAF must also be informed. Lockouts, in which the

initiative is with the employers, are more significant. Ho partner can

ca 1.1 a lockout on his own initiative. Her can the trade association of

which he is a member. In all cases the board of SAP must be consulted

and it has the power to declare a lockout except .in ca&egishe-e a

proposed lockout would cover associations that have not approved of i t.



Then the general council must decide, by a two thirds majority,

lockouts ordered or ap roved by the general council or board are binding

on all member associations and partners. The sanction here is a

formidable one, either expulsion with loss of all claims on SA2P, or

assessment of damages The general council can assess damages ovfi.

member association, while the board is empowered to do so in relation

to partners. I'or partners with liability earns exceeding 7,500 crowns

damages may be assessed up to the amount of the liability sum, while

other partners may be assessed a -max!mum of 7,500 crowns in damages.

The. board can sue if the damages are not paid.

A similar sanction exists against employers who disobey the

orders from the top on matter© other than strikes and lockouts, on

matters that ie to say which aro summed up in the notorious § 23,

(which, because of its notoriety, became § 35 in the bye laws revision

of 1949). le shall have occasion to discuss them later in detail,

since they intimately affect the C0HTJS1TT as well as the form of the

employer-worker relationship, but briefly they comprise the following

requirements :

1) all collective agreements entered into by partners or trace

associations re qui re the prior approval of the board of SAP.

This dates from 1905• A new provision introduced in 1948 gives the

board powers to issue binding instructions about the AptilGATIOII of the

agreement, about working conditions not so regulated (a wide field),
and the procedure to be followed by the partner in managerial questions

to which the beard attaches major importance,

2) The partner must bind himself in hie collective agreements to the

man- gemant prerogative on engaging and ci ©missingof workers, direction

of work, ano employment of organised or unorganised labour as he sees
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3) During a strike or lockout the employer is prohibited, against

the decision of the Board, from "either directly or indirectly

extending work or giving any other support to labour involved in the
H

strike, lockout or otherwise affected by the dispute.

This constitutional set-up is thus a very tight one, covering

as it does collective agreements, and including strong control over

the partners and the power to assess damages. The reasons are not

far to seek. The essential purpose of B4F is to help employers in

labour relations and labour relations alone - namely, to consolidate

employers and organisations of employers into one joint body, to

further good management-labour relations, to assist affiliated

employers and/or organisations of employers in negotiations with

organised labour, arid to compensate affiliated employers for damages

caused by labour conflicts. The purpose is thus essentially practical ,

and almost from the start there hag been an insistence that the only

way to have a strong policy was to have strongly centralised powers,

not simply for external relations bat also for the purpose of ensuring

solidarity within the confederation, ^uite succinctly, the bye laws

provide that the employer partners are obliged to pay dues in return

for the strength the solidarity gives and are entitled to receive

compensation for loss suffered through disputes.

Organisational problems were solved in principle as early as 1904

by the provision that the partner joins through his trade association,

which is organised along SPECIFIC OCCUPATIOHrtP IfElfES. Ho problems of

craft and industrial demarcation lines can therefore arise in principle,
the oniy problem being to arise at practicable boundaries.

This is aided by the provision that the board can establish joint trade

groups in related fields, and that such groups must consult among them¬

selves whenever action is contemplated by one group t'at may affect other

groups or the whole confederation. This is similar in idea to the
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carteis within 10, arid, like the cartel idea, dates from the 1920s,

hut in SAJ the organisation of such groups is a matter for uetermination

from the centre, and is not left to the convenience of individual

trade undone federations, as in LO, ^
Prior to 1948 SA3? did not concern itself formally with the

individual's right t. run his "business in his own way other than by

insisting that he himself should insist on doing so, and that the

content of his collective agreements should be approved. The

powers of intervention in managerial decisions are now made greater

since the bye laws revision of 194-8.

Although the trade federations are not liable for the

financial obligations f their members to ^AF, the federations are

nevertheless held on a pretty tight re • n by SAF. Their constitutions

may not conflict with that of SAF, they must as far as possible be

uniform, and include the obligation on the employer member to follow

the provisions of SAF'e bye laws. The trade association bye laws must

be approved by and cannot be altered without the approval of SAJf,

•./ithin the framework the trade associations are free to promote the

interests of their members as they see fit in questions of labour

relations. Since their bye laws in all important respects, e.g. in

wages negotiations and conflict procedure are essentially reflections

of the wAi" constitution it is unnecessary to discuss any trade

association bye laws in detail. The associations of course base their

activity on the fees thay levy and they can give economic support to

their members in addition to that provided by SA3?, After it began to

streamline its organisation in 190* SAP man© much use cf the lockout

on a wide front as-a meThe d both of defending itself and of attacking

the workers' sice in order tc push through ideas it wanted brought
to fruition, defensively, it can cs argued that "the counterpart of

to crganiseo strike is the lockout . If this were not possible a

l) See chapter vll.



strong trade union movement could kill one strong firm after another".1)
This is certainly true, for it will quite frequently be tactically

advantageous for a trade union to try to fight along a narro w front in

order to conserve its resources. ' 3) It then becomes difficult for

the employers* side not to counter attack by rolling up the whole

front, and widening the conflict as much ag possible. Offensively, it

is also true that SAP was perhaps somewhat reckless in its use of the

lockout in the early days, alive with the sure and certain, knowledge

of its own control over its partners, and keen to show potential

members 'what it could do, there was doubtless some excuse for dAF's

desire to obtain uniform agreements and settled negotiation procedure,

whereas the trade union movement would find difficulty in overcoming

the parochial and democratic ideas not nly of unions but of trade

union federations. The conf lict of 1909 showed the difference in

approach of the two sides. In later years the first aggreeive use of

strength gave way to moderation, moderation which it became easier to

practice on both sides when the trade union movement also grew to a

position of strength, though never one of centralised control to

match that of the employers organised in SAP, The growth in the number

1) Industria, 1928, p. 600
2) The foodstuffs conflict of 1953 raised all the strategic questions
of strikes on a narrow front and retaliatory lockouts on a wide
front.

3) An alternative to a lockout is provided under § 3^? clause 5> which
empowers SAP to pay compensation in excess of the normal amount in
case of emergency and for other valid reasons. This method could be
used if a lockout was considered too expensive or likely to meet with
public disapproval, for it simply involves subsiding an employer
who is attacked. It represents an atlernpt to counter the workers'
narrow front by keeping it narrow from the employers' side as well.
Obvious iy this could not be carried on indefinitely, but-the provieion
does show that the lockout is not always an inevitable sanction.



of collective agreements was of course a factor making all the time for

greater co-operation toe twee a labour and management. At the same time

this co-o ©ration bred internal consistency ox policy. &&F was quicker

than 10 to realise the advantages of discussion among member federations

oawage« policy for the corning year, e.g. in 1916, 1920 and in 1924.

Monthly conferences on important issues have teen hold since 1920

between the board oi JAJ? and. officials of the member foaera ti one. hven

in euoh a strongly centralised organisation ag 3AF it has thus teen

realised that a strong and uniform policy is more easy to develop and

support if the policy is evolved from discussions among the employer

groups concerned instead of through the beard imposing its will on its

members by use of its sanctions. In short, SAF may have the power to

keep its members and partners in line, but it lias been realised that the

sanctions must only be a last resort. for ultimately of course the

power to change the board and its powers rests in the hands of the

members and partners. That they have agreed that a strong hand should

guide them is because it tea been felt on balance that the disadvantages

that may spring from uniformity and co-operation are less than thoso

that might follow from the isolation of inde.cnde ce. This is not to

say that S»F need have one hundred percent coverage of cm layers in

industry. It is sufficient for it to dominate, since independent

employers tend to follow the line SAF tries to set for determining

the level of wages.

In summarising the historical development ana position of SAS1 the

main feature that emerges is the speed with which jAF realised that it

must have power over its partners and strong economic resources if it

was to be ah effective instrument of labour relations. Thus it is

hardly true to say that there has been any trend to centralisation

within SAF in the sense that new principles have been introduced an d
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developed through the years in the light of experience. Since 1905

the essential features of control control have been evident, and the

changes made in the light of practical trials of the administrative

machine and of clashes on the labour market, for instance in the

power to decide on lockouts, have been introduce simply for the

purpose of making the machine run more smoothly. The changes made in

the bye laws in l$4ii reflect this, for they are largely technical

in character rather than novel i s-rineiple.

That SAF was able to develop a strongly centralised organisation

from the beginning is cue also in part to the fact that it graceded

the vast majority of its member groups, unlike O. be;.an fr.rn

scrattdh and had to show practical, results. Other factors contributing

to its strength have baen tb exclusive emphasis on aspects of

labour relation®, which has prevented dissipation of resources in

other ways, and the emphasis on national trade organisation® in

preference to local organisations. This has also influenced the other

side, for much of the pressure for industrial unionism within jO

reflected the attempts of the employers to establish national agreements.

This is disouseec in Chapter Vll.

In term® of financial strength and numerical membership

fa? has shown a very steady upward trend with the exception of the

Period immediate ..y following the strike of 1909 and the early 1920s.



Heve'lopment of the Swed i sh .ilmp loyers* Confederution

Year

5/3/1903
knd 190^-
End 1904

Huffiber of
par tners

1905
1906
1907
1908 1

1909 1

1910 1

1911 1

1912 1

1913 1

1914 1

1915 1

1916 1

1917
1918

1
2

1919
1920 0

1921 3
1922 2

1923 2

1924 d

1925 2

1926 2

1927 2

1928 2
1929

f.

d

1930 2

1932 3
1934 ■3

J

1936 4

1938 P
1940 6
1942 6
1944 7
1946 9
1048 10
I95O 10

1951 11
1952 12

1953 12

78
101

l\t
453

Ho. of
fed era tione.

^71
332
274
209
201

174
157
555
944
2P
389
681
306
£58
155
112

145
199
282
4365^0
969
265
755
308
449
114
817
886
210
392
496 xx
559 xx
005 xx

12,4^0 xx

28
27
27
30
32
35
40
42
42
40

38
37
38
37
37

I$
3C

3^
37
3^
39
40
41
40

41

No. of workers
covered.

21

23
31
44
6 5
127
153
162
158
!57
160
166
172
171
187
253
270
282
293
292
2i7
214

231
d 44
253
259
a

287
306
200
259
320
398
440
462

I}}
632
692
714
720

665
924
937
44-3
420
126
722
793
915
127
241
521
970
636
^36
980
212
432
167
865
806
016
103
777
409
486
223
028
520
735
536
041

834 x
552 X
237 X
171 X
800 X

486 X

916 X
005 X
800
{145,300)

740,000WO

(147,500 yj

Liability sum
to ta Is
(crowns )

\l)

1
2
d

I
10
13
17
16
16
16
17
18
18
19
26
28
30

43
42
42
44

45
46
49
51
54
49
4$
5^
e»8
75
73
81
185
199
23?
24o
248

908
J53855
773
063
602
643
632
064
734
965
576
2d0
229
890
656
620
062
197
463
679
933
504
924
879
909
1.54
051
2 99
747
969
140
221
549
946
845
019
951
722
576

150
200
700
050
000
100 (1)
250
350
4-c0
650
250
650
150
750
700
800 (2)
450
000
850
600
200
150
000

900
800
100
800
000
Quo
900
800
500
450
300
400

845
240
400
300
200
700

254,880,500

1) Mini®urn liability earn increased in 1907.

2) S.V.F. joined S4F in 1917

x Figures include non-roanuai workers.
xx a partnership covering raore than one federation is now counted as one.

3) Figure in brackets is for non-manual workers.
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The 41 federations of which SAF consisted in 1954 cover mainly

manufacturing industries. The Machine Industry Association (SVF)
had the largest number of employees (206,000), but transport

employers had the largest numcer of partners (3,7°l). Next in sire to

the machine industry by worker coverage was the General Group, with

65,000 employees, followed by the Steel Mills Federation with 55»°00

employees, and the building industry with 52,500. The smallest

federation was that covering employers in the peat industry, which

employed, only 350 persons. The following table shows the number of

federations in different ei-e groups according to the number of

employees they cover.

Mo. of employees 1!o. of fed era ti 0ns

50,000 plus 4
40,000 » 1
30,000 " 0
20,000 " 1 4
10,000 " 8
5,000 M 8
1,000 " 13
1,000 - 3

41.

Although the group .,000 plus accounts for the largest number

of Organisations (1,3), the four largest employer organisations

(those mentioned ab:ve) actually account for over 5°'r of the

employees, or 37b,500 of the total of 745,000 employees in 1954.

Nevertheless, SAP has quite a tail of small organisations covering

leBe than 10,000 workers each.

Xdkewaise, a division of partners by size of firm in

relation to the number of workers employed shows that the small

firm tends to predominate, :
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Bivision of oAi Partners by eiase of firm according
_ to number of jiuployees. 1)

2Jumber of employees Partners
ef7s. .

ilmployees

x w y

10 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 299
300 - 499
500 - 999

9 3.6

1,000 - 2,999

10
6.9
5.7
1.2
1.0
0,4
0.1

14.9
10.3
19.0
10.2
14.4
14.4

3,ooo - 4,999
5,000 plus scvan firms only

1) 2asec cm Industria, 1992 lio.6-9. p.48 «t seq.

liost partners, $2,6$, operate on a very small scale, employing

only 3.6$" of the workers with whom 3A1? is concerned directly, while

84.7 of the partners employ <oss than workers each. The total

number of employees covered by the middle sized groups of firms is

fairly evenly dispersed, the heaviest concentration being in firms that

employ between 100 and 300 -workers. Yet these firms cover only 5.7/
of the partners. Thus 3AF is a confederation of small rather than

medium sized federations and email and Media, si asd firms.

SAF has not ae .vide a "worker coverage" as 40, The two

organisations do not ba 21nee symmetricaily and f orm a nice chess board

on which the gallant knights on each side can carry out their

skilful outflanking movements, not to mention chivairous actions,

during the course of the annual wage skirmishes. BAF is not the only

employer organisation. It covers mainly manufacturing induetr; .

State enterprises are net organised in employer organisations, local

authorities are extremely independent bodies in spite of their

common he actiatifig bodles for wages, whi 1 & e0:pioyers in agriculture,

trade and commerce stand outside, a ..though they co-operate with, SAJf,

The next ©tap therefore is to consider hew far SAf does dominate the

employer sice of the labour market arid what the quantitative
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significance of other groups is. The following table sets out the

various groups of employers according to the type of economic activity

carried on, and arranged in accordance with the number of persons

they employed at 1st July, 1952

lame of organisation Ho, of members Ho. of employees
. emPloved . co^egffgT"- \L

1, Swedish .employers' Confederation
(SAf) (41 associations) 12,100 744,000

Federation of Counties 2 5 ) 12,000)
2, Federation of Cities 26i ) 1,096. 100,000)

Federation of Local District ) ) 147,000
Councils 6lO ) 35»OOQ)

3, Agriculture and Forestry 10,351 137,000 (i)
( 4 association®)

4, Trade, banking and insurance 7,479 94,021
( 9 aecociations )

5, State wages Board 78, 5^0 (2)

6, Communication!! (8 associations) 17,820 67,420

7, Consumers Co-operati vee. (ilFO) 780 51,700

8, Handicrafts etc. (17 a gee ciations) 19,695 48,498

9, Hotels and restaurants,
(7 associations) 1,637 36,458

10. Printing etc. ( 2 association®) 180 20,122

11. Housing ( 2 associations ) 6,355 12,300

12. C herr.i e ts 414 5»900

13. V&xel stations
(contractors to Telegraph Service) 3,200 4,000

14. Wage Board for state-owned
companies _ ..6 3.5 00 „

81,113 1,451,219

( Source : Indue tria 1952. ho. 8-9. )

1) Annua 1 average. To ta 1 va ri es eeaeom 1 ly.

2) Comprises workers on collective agreements only.
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SAF comprises about of &1I the organised eraploysrs in ^aeden,

and about 35/ if the three employer organisations (in trace, ehi ping and

agriculture) -nth >ihich it forms a consultative council and included with

it. % itself fill covers Slightly more than half the employees covered

by employer organisations, and if the organisations comprising the

consultative council are included the percentage coverage rises to just
2 )

over 60. In terms of employees therefore SAF has a predominant share

in the labour market, and a very important one in the ranks of org*: -ieed

employers, however, as will emerge in the course of this thesis,

quantitative significance alone is not exclusive of .other factors that

weigh in the scales of importance for labour relations. As tho above table

shows, state and local authorities play an important part numerically,

but qualitatively the state gains in statue us a model e; -pioyer and as an

employer that does not use the lockout weapon, "gain, the consumers*

co-operative movement- employs over $O0QQQ people and, since it is

motivated by different eccnoiric incentives from those spurring on 2*■:

partners, it has a qualitative importance which cannot be measured in

terms of si se alone, 'hie was amply shown in the foodstuffs conflict of

1953« However much -AF, the local author! ties, the state wages board,

and the co-operative movement differ in worker coverage the mo in difference

will be seen to be in the principles on which they conduct their activity.

Her does the above numerical tab -e indicate the relative importance

of particular employer organisations in certain sectors. Of the two

associations in printing, the private employers' organisations covers

60a of the workers and employers in the industry. Again, the vast

majority of the 10,351 employers in forestry and agriculture are

actually in agriculture, while 89 forest employers cover the large total

of 70,000 w0rkere.
1) This council was established in 1910 "to promote the common interests of
the employers' associations represented in it", but in practice it coe» little
more than maintain employers* representation in certain public bodies e.g.

the labour Court.
2) P.T.O.
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CI&9TEE IV

ORGANIC,, TIalT 0.V ;E> IEEIEO K r OYSKS

One of the rocst distinctive features of the Swedish labour market

in the past twenty five years has 'been the rapid growth in the number of

salaried employees, and in the strength and number of organisations

claiming to represent their interests in relation to employers. In 1920

there wore some 240,000 s&l-ried employees in Sweden, forming 9> of the

total income earning population. Manual workers (l,775.000) constituted

70f of the income earning population. By 1950 the number of ea •aried

employees had increased to 850,000 (27. 1>- of the working population),
while the number of manual workers had fallen to 1,070,OCX), or 53*5/- of

the working population, liven throughout the 19406 the change continued

rapidly, as the following table shows. The increase in tie- number of

female salaried employees is particularly large:

Economies ily &e ti v e population.by sex and occupationa 1 status
-ource: S ta ti s ti..;k arsbokda 1953. 2. 29 Tab lo 27-

Number O'erc an tage I nd ox
«•

1940
100

1940 1945 1950 1940 1945 1950 T945' ihjfo

hales.
Employers
Salaried employees
wage Earners 1

538,690
348,213
,302,841

513,494 5)8,027
395,201 409,599

1.332,329 1,308,369
24,6
15 9
pr 0 <
y y ♦ J

22.9
17,6
SX Q (X
y y • 7

22.6
20.4
57.0

95
113
102

96
135
100

Total: 2 ,189,744 2 , a 41, CE 4 4295,995 100 100 100 102 105

Ferra les
Employers
Salaried employees
./age Earnera

111,050
254,682
443,850

89,712
303,?4<)353,406

86,919
376,707
360,223

13.7
^'654.8

12.0
40.7
47

10.6
45.7
43.7

81
11°
80

7§148
81

To ta1; 809,782 746,866 823,849 100 100 100 y\ r*

9* 102

Grand totals
Employers
Salaried employees
wage Earners 1

649,740

,746,691

603,206
698,949

1,685,735

604,946
846,-306
2,668,592

21.7
20.1
58.2

20.2 19.4
TyA -T[. I
56.4 53.5

r£
97

93
149
96

To ta 1; 2 ,999,526 2,987,890 3^19,844 100 100 100 100 104
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The reasons for this growth, both relative and absolute, in the

numbers of salaried employees are many and complex. Croner, the leading

Swedish Authority on salaried employees' organisations, classifies the

causes under four headings - industrialisation, rationalisation,

commercialisation and socialisation. 1) Obvious.y, a partial explanation

does lie in the shift from a predominantly agrarian to an industrial

and manufacturing economy. Other changes in tv,a structure of the economy,

with a greater emphasis being placed on trade, transport and other

service industries - the tertiary Industries employing what Adam Smith

would no doubt have considered "unproductive workers" - have led to a

growth in administrative personnel, as well as changing the meaning of

the concept of a salaried employee. In Sweden t e late anc rapid growth

of industry has helped to highlight the change. The growth of state

activity and the extension of public control over social and economic

life have brought a big increase in the administrative personnel in

government service. Since the 1920s the number of civil servants has more

than doubled, and now amounts to about 200,000. The rise in staff has

been marked in public service industries, such as railways, telegraph

and postal services, while national defence, health and social welfare

services and education have all expanded in the scope of their activities.

In industry proper too there has baen a very conscious trend to more

rational production since the 1920s, and this has required larger

numbers of planning, costing, administrative.accounting and technical

staff.

But the growth in the number of salaried employees is due riot only

to such structural changes as these. The term itself has lost much of the

flavour attached to it in the nineteenth century , when the salaried

employee, the white collar worker, was very much the boss's man,

l) See his b'ook Tj&nstemannaldifren 1 det moderna earnhJ.Het, and two
articles (in ialnglieh), one in International labour Review, February,1954
PP.97 et seq., "Salaried Bmpioyees in Modern Society", and
Tjitneteiiannardreteen Bo. 6 ,1953 "The Swedish /hi te Collar .Yorker".
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occupying a position of personal trust and dependence. Rationalisation

and mechanisation, with its accompanying specialisation of function, has

removed much of this personal link, and the term salaried employee has

suffered a change in the process. Many of the new specialised office

tasks are simply routine jobs, and the term salaried employes has come

to cover net- only the all round man who is in intimate contact with the

hose but also the employee engaged in routine work for which no

particular academic qualifications are needed. livery salaried,

employee no longer carries a managerial baton in his knapsack. Prospects

of promotion are less, although even the slightest prospect of

promotion nffiy serve to make the salaried employee feel he is in some

way "♦different" from the "ordinary" worker.

The growth in educational facilities has also weakened tee superior

position of the salaried employee, at the same tine ae the process of

democriea t-ien in education has increased his numbers. All this has

combined to reduce the social and economic status of the salaried

employee. As the numbers grew so his worth as an individual lost its

special monetary reward. The gap in wages (or salaries) between

salaried and ordinary workers closed, as the workers union strove to

obtain better 'wages and general conditions of employment for their members.

One of the greatest incentives to salaried employees to organise

has been the levelling down process, ./hen they became quantitatively

greater and socially less distinguished, the salaried employees found in

the 1930s that they wouxd lave to organise, just because others were

organised and because they would be unable to gain a re©unable share

of the fruits of increased production if they did not combine. The

.. act of 1936*' by whioh the right of stssujniation atld of negotiation

me guaranteed in law in Sweden acted as a tremendous stimulus to

organisation by salaried employees - indeed the act was aimed primarily

l) The act is discussed in Chapter IX.



at them - since it provided net oniy s guarantee of these rights out

also provided that oniy organisations of employees couxd negotiate with

employers. The process of organisation has not, however, teen a uniform

one in ail sectors of the economy, in part because of employer opposition

to such organisations *) but aigo because of the vagueness surrounding

the precise meaning to be attached to the term "salaried employee1*.

Some light on trie organisational difficulties and the prevalence of

small but significant groups within the broad sweep of the term salaried

employee is thrown by a consideration of what is meant by a salaried

employee.

There is no cefini tion in labour raw of a salaried employee in

Sweden. The collective agreements act of 1928 makes no special

provision for salaried employees as distinct from others, arid trie act

of 1936 solves the problem of salaried employees by extending the term

previously used in reference to employees (arte tare) to arbetstagare,

which is a more comprehensive term for someone who is employed ag distinct

from being an employer. The only special distinction mace in law is

for the group of responsible officials in state and local authority

service who have tc fulfil* certain obligations cl service, (dee Chapter

X)

It is fairly easy to arrive at a practicable if imprecise up: er

boundary for salaried employees, for the distinguishing feature is

that they are employed, nt the other extreme, however, the boundary

problem is more complex, as is shown by the fact that over 100,000 persons

2) In an article in Industrie in 1935 142, axel Brunius pointed out
that SAl? haa tried for a very long time to exorcise its infxaence in
suctydl way that the demands of salaried employees for better status art)
salary conditions should ce met. This was net philanthropy, but
simply wise industrial policy, ukrhsr it had been argued (ibid.p.14
et seq.) that the economic position of salaried employees eou.d be
improved, and that it was not necessarily wise policy on the part of
an employer to pay the lowest salary possible to qualified salaried
employees, iaruniue had set out certain points in 193° about salaried
employees; a) their position of trust required give and take on both
sides in both status and pay questions b$ the salaried employees

2.T.O.
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who are generally recognised as salaried employees are organised in LQ

and not in TCO. The size of income, period of payment, by month of

week, method of negotiating salaries, are all unsatisfactory criteria

at the lower end of the salaried employee scale. Eights to resort to

direct action are also a precarious criterion, for within the salaried

employee group these rights vary considerabiy, depending on the sector

of the economy. In practice the boundaries are drawn up on a somewhat

empirical basis, what is used as a rough criterion is, In some sense,

what the employee in question POJSS. .Broadly, one can say that a wage

earner usually carries out manual taeke that require no great inteilec tua

effort, although tbi§.6an never be a rigid criterion. Compositors, the

oldest trade union group in Sweden, are highly skilled, much more so

than office typists. Yet one group "naturally" belongs to X) and the

other to TCO. Croner takes a functional approach to the problem of
•*.

distinguishing the salaried employee, and bases his definition on the

DUTIiaS of salaried employees. In this functional approach he

distinguishes four different types, engaged respectively in managing,

planning, administrative, and commercial functions. S ten a land 1)
takes a somewhat similar approach, in that he identifies the salaried

employee in private employment by the job he does - managing,

controlling and technical work in industry, administrative and accounting

work, and office and distributive work, excluding retail trade. At the

same time the salaried employee occupies an "in-between" position in

production, and this is decisive for settling his economic and social

posi tion.

Although the nature of the employment can be taken ag a good

approximation, nevertheless the boundaries may still be obscure. As has

been suggested, a manual -worker may be more highly skilled than some

1) Tjansteno^nnens ekonomiska och sociaia problem, p. 17.
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salaried employees, and higher education in such, cases becomes worthless

dividing line. The differences are often a different, but not

necessarily higher or more theoretical type of training. Yet the

distinction that- manual and non-manual is the watershed persists. The

advisory Committee of tho I.n.u, on Salaried .Smployess suggested in 1938.
for example, that the best procedure to adopt in defining salaried

employees in each country would be to formulate a general definition

based on the predominantly non-manual character of the work performed, l)

In sum, one can say negatively that the salaried employee does not <30

manual work nor produce goods directly, while positively he is in some

sense concerned »vi th technical, administrative, commercial or

adminietrative tasks.

A special position is occupied by civil servants and municipal

employees, many of whom are employed in accordance with a wages plan and

not a collective agreement, just because they have been considered to

hold such responsible posts that they wore debarred from striking.

But state activity is too wide in scope to allow of a demarcation
2)

between wages plan and collective agreement employment. '

Inflexible rules for demarcation are net possible.

The onxy satisfactory solution to the demarcation problem, if the

nature of the work were accepted as the sole criterion, would be job

evaluation along scientific lines. This hag been hinted at for civil
3)

servants " , but there is little prospect yet. of this being attempted

on any scale in the private sector of the economy. The rough and ready

solution adoptee is that the boundary line between o-'ganiufttiers is one

of convenience rather than principle, and is frequently determined by

negotiation^ e.g. between TC0 and W federations. -The- paradoxical"

l) International "abour Review, June 193&» P-7&4. "The Problem of
Befining a Salaried Employee.n

2} This is recognised in an official investigation into the problem.
See Lftneplan eller kollektivavtal. SOU 1992:3.

3) Ibid. Chapter IV.
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criterion some times adopted nowadays is in fact that of whether one is

a member of an LO or TCO federation. For example, a statistical survey

recently made Of voters in Stockholm uses the rough criterion that

members of 0 are reckoned as wage-earners, while members of TOO are

, 1)considered salaried employees.;

This empirical approach is also adopted in the agreements on

enterprise councils that were concluded between LO and SAF, and between

TCG and OAF, in 1946. In the latter agreement no definition of a
is

salaried employee is given. The assumption that uO and ICO, through

demarcation agreements, will have solved the problem in some way.

a similar empirical approach has been used to set the foreman

apart from the manual vvorker. An important decision taken at the meeting

of the representative council of IjQ in December, 1907» aas that trade

union federations were to be allowed to concede the demands of

employers that foremen should not belong to trade unions, provided the

provision was arrived at by mutual agreement and negotiation.

The definition of a foreman accepted in this connection was as follows ;

"A real foreman is someone who is employed as the special representative

of the employer in relation to the workers, and who receives wages as

such , preferably a fixed annual or monthly wage, and who exercises

authority through the task of leading and. allocating the work, who does

not himself participate in the work except on isolated occasions and

who never has a share in the surplus from piecework."

The committee on industrial democracy appointed in 1920 asked the

trade union federations whether they considered it was desirable for

foremen not to be in workers' unions and the replies, although they did

not give a uniform picture, were summarised as suggesting that foremen

lj See ICO tidn^ngen, Mo. 2, 1955.



who took part in the work could remain, although difficulties arose if

higher levox foremen, i.e. foremen mainly concerned with supervising

work and receiving a fixed remuneration per month or longer period,

ho longed to workers' unions. The definition of a foreman suggested by the

13 man. commias ion in 1934 aid not include as foremen those who TOOK

iSuiT in the work of small groups of workmen, but 10 considered the

concepts could still overlap. The act of 193° which guaranteed the right

of association and negotiation adopted the practice of SAF , which

generally expressed the wish of employers that foremen should not be in

workmen*a unions, an agreement in 1935 between GVF and the foramens*

union understood by a foreman someone who had obtained permanent

employment and had the task of reading, allocating OR supervising

work that was carried out by workers under him. The principles under¬

lying this agreement wore that the fore,.an is the representative of the

firm, which aeceesi t'i tea loyalty on his par t en behalf of the employer!*

interests. It requires also that the forenun should have a secure

position as a safari ad employee and enjoy the trust and support of the

employer. The relations between thorn must be based on mutual

responeiDili ty and trust. Hence an agreement for settling disputes.

The "in-between" position of the foreman was early recognised in

fact through t' 0 development of separate organisations for then.

The foramens and ^supervisors' Union formed in 1924 was developed

from organisations f-r foremen that had been founded in 1905 ant 1919.

This Union now has a membership of over 34,000, most of whom are

foremen employed in manufacturing industry. The members of the union

organise in about 400 local branches, i rwes pec ti vg of, li 3 i nr: u 0 tr i e e to

which they belong. The union is a prominent member of TOO.

l) The act of 1936 uses the phrase "lead, allot AlFD control the work",
but this has been interpreted by the labour Court to include lead
allot OR control the work. See Judgement He. 87, 1939.



It ie not easy to specify .vhy salaried employees have formed

separate organisations instead of joining -0. -art of the explanation

lies in the feeling that tasks do differ, anc) this ie related to the

whole problem of training, historical developments and the high social

position occupied by salaried employees at one time. Traditionally,too,

such social differences have found expression in the fact that salaried

employees have had individually determined and different terms of

employment from the wage earner. longer holidays, sickness pay,

retirement pensions, as well as the fact that -ayment is usually by the

month, have made for different problems. Possibilities of promotion

have meant that collectivisation in the case of salaried employees is

less tinged by ideas of uniform rates of payment than are the 0

federations. ifest salaried employees also occupy a different position

fro© the workers in the event of a dispute. Such differences have all

contributed to putting the salaried employee in a position where his

problems are seen to be different from those of the wage earner, when

in addition it is remembered that salaried employees long had difficulty

in organising, because of employer opposition and the lack of a

guarantee in law on the right of association, while the unions of workers

were able to press on ahead with their work of organisation, separate

organisations for salaried employees appear quite natural. In the case

of foremen a further factor making for separate organisations ms the

opposition of SAF £o foremen being members o wage earners* trade unions.

From their earliest beginnings organisations of salaried employees have

also tended to be politically neutral.
1}

Although Ma line tr bra argues that it is dangerous to try to find

a genaral .wa tershed between -salaried employees "and' wage earners in such

things ae differing philosophies of life, their vim of society, use of

1) Vab tr Da CO ? p. 25
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different methods of organising, since such differences are not general

enough to provide an accurate dividing line, it is nevertheless true

that it is just such factors that Maltastr&m mentions that have led to a

separate movement. Although salaried employees have many ends that are

similar to those of IX), such as better wages ana conditions of employment,

not only do the means of attaining the ends differ but- many other

problems are considered to be so different as to justify an independent

trade union movement for salaried employees. And it is on the peculiar

features, structural, social and historical, that, the salaried employee

organisations have built.

fc&rtly because the concept of "salaried employee" covers a vast

multitude of personnel, the organisations that have bean developed

have not been homogeneous or integrated under one central organisation

corresponding to 0. The reasons for this will be considered after

the development of the largest salaried employee organisation, TCO, lias

been ana -ysed.

There are of course eariy examples of salaried, employees becoming

organised 3 or trade union purposes. A Marine Engineers' Union was

formed in ib48, the Bank Employees' Union dated from 1887, A Journalists

Union me formed in 1901 arid in 1903 a Union of Chemists was formed.

Foremen began to organise in 1905. An organisation for the salaried

employees of privately owned railways dates from 1914. Hot much

attention was paid on the whole tc salary conditiens for the right of

association and of negotiation and general conditions of employment

occupied much of the associations' interest. In the 1920s it was

gradually realised, however, that not only was it important to

orraniae in ordar bo ne?o tia te wi th err.v1oyers on c0ndI tions~of employment ,

such as pensions, holidays, sick pay una termination of employment,
but that co-operation BET./JSEH salaried employees' organisations would be

advantageous. In 1921 the Bank Employees' Union triad to bring about
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inter-union co-operation, while in 192$ a number of salaried

employees' organisations combined to submit their views on pensions

tc the government. In 1926 an unemployment committee was formed, and

in 1927 a Pensions committee, covering seven salaried employees*

0rgani sa ti on$, .vae set up.

Co-operation on specific topics soon led to the formation of a

central organisation for salaried employees. In 1931 ikiCO ^' vjas

formed, consisting at irst of eight organisations and about 20,000

tnerafefes. The initiative in forming DA CO lay largely with the organisations

of employees in raiIvjays and "banking. UACO was to be a central

co-operating organisation for associations of professions... employees

and me designed to look after the common interests of salaried
%

employees in questions of employment and in both internal and international

work for social and economic legislation. i-ACO sag not given any great

powers &e a central body apart from those of trying to bring about

co-operation between member organisations, but by 1936 the need for

closer internal co-operation was being felt, for in that year the

consultative council of DACG stated that member organisations ought to

consult and inform the secretariat about matters that might affect ether

DAc0 organisations (e.g., in relation to communications with public

authorities). 'likewise since it was never a matter of indifference to one

IA CO organisation how other PA CO organisations behaved in relation to

employers, and what concessions - both in principle and in kind-they

obtained during negotiations, the organisations should keep DAGo

informed of the course of important negotiations and discuss with it

questions of tactics end aiso principles. It pointed cut the dangers of

salary cute in one organisation having chain reactions through the others.

It »ke not the case ag yet, however, that it could be definitely said

l) D© AnstSl^das Centralorganie&ti onen.
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whether and when BAG0 would cot>-e to exercise a direct influence on the

negotiation work of the affiliated organisations and whether it eight
l)

even control and direct it fro® the centre. '

tn ite external relatione BACO was also weak in that it covered

organisations in the itilVAT£ sector of the econoey only. The question

of creating a common central organisation covering all the groups cf

salaried employees in Sweden had been discussed at various tires in the

1920s, and the lorrnu tion of DAGO was preceded by negotiations between

representatives of salaried employees in both private and public

service: But the employees in state and municipal service were hesitant

about joining a comprehensive organisation. They felt that co-operation

within their sector ought to ae greater before the wider loyalties

of ona organisation for all sularied employees were put to the test.

Thus iirtOQ covered employees in private employment only, however, its

original membership of 20,000 was no mean start, particularly since it

included the largest salaried employee organisations -t the time, the

foremen's union and the machine industry salaried employees' .

association (which extended its coverage to the -whole of industry

ana called iteself the union of clerical and technical employees in

ind us try from 193^).
In 1933» however, a committee consisting of representatives from

14 organisations was set up to consider the possibilities of a

national organisation for employees in the ?UBUC sector, and its work
o)

led. to the formation of TCO ' in 1937 &e a central organisation,

consisting at first of eight organisations and 40,000 members. Immediately

thereafter a collaboration com it tee was get up between la CO and TOO.

As well as dealing with boundary disputes, ana questions that either

B"CO or TOO suggested for common Discussion and the other was willing

1) Ma imstrbai, Vad fir OA CO ? PP. 34-35

2) TjSnstero&nnens centralorganisation
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to take ap, o..e of its tasks vr&e tc look into the prospects for no re

forma 1 co-operation. So thing came of this at the time. So formal

arrangement for co-operation could he agreed upon.

The growth in membershi p oi both DA CO and TOO made contact hatween

them inevitable. -Cne of '©AC®'s main preoccupations in the early 1930s

had "been the problem of the right of association and of negotiation for

salaried employees - which was by no means fully recognised by employers

at t'e time - but the growth in the number of sa-aried employees induced

the political parties to find a solution in t" e law of 1936, by which

the right of negotiation and of association was regulated for the private

sector,' In the foil owing year (the year in which TOO was formed) the

right of negotiation was conceded to civil servants, and an ordinance if

1?4C granted the right to municipal employees. TCO was thus given a

stimulus in i^dts attempts to organise the public sector of the economy.
In 1942 L'jACQ invited representatives of 'BIO to discuss with it the

question of amalgamating the two organisations. 4 Committee was

appointed in April, I9^3i ari£* in December, 1943 it submitted a report

with proposals for the bye laws of a new central organisation, to be

called ICO. The main object in araalgamating was to create a uniform

and strong trade union movement among salaried employees. "In present

day Swedish society it is inevitable for a group, if it wishes to

advance and maintain its interests, to do so through organised co-oper¬

ation. It has been a great disadvantage for salaried employees in the

past that their organisations were split. The differences of view that

have existed between salaried employees in private and -ublie service

have been a direct hindrance to their obtaining the proper appreciation
n

that they would probably otherwise bavo enjoyed, *) The proposed bye la we

of this new BCO wore -confinedat the constituting congress of 11th

June, 1944.

1) DAGO-TCO Kommi ttens Betftnkande

2) Ibid., p, 15.



As a resu.. t of t-.e amalgamation a large organisation was created

which hag continued to grow rapidly. The following table illustrates thi

Year

. ,3111 ^ 01? TCu,
source.:. TCP's styxaIsensmoch revieorernas bercittaleer.„19jU.

iiembership as at 3.1/12.

Ua c o ^1 Old 10 O2'

3/5/1931
(Daco (fionstituted

1931
1932
1933
193^
1935
1936
11

11/6/

1931
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

GOO constituted)

1944
1945
1946
1947

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

c:a 20,000.

20,322
23,967
2$, 121
57,714
29,580
39,396
46,562
49,607
53,b4l
59,185
64,210
72,193
77,070

c:a 77,500

c:a 40,000
" 50,000
1 55,ooor 62,548

74,967
82,250
94,462

c ja 95,000

c;a 87,000)
" 100,000)
tt 109,000)
121,733)
139,177)
154,443
171,540)

c:a172,500)

180,427
204,653
222,053
238,053

■

271,802
291,546
308,008
313,102

ijFigures for 1532-36 include memnere of organisations that
joined BACO on~"l/l in the .following year.

2) Figures are for l/l of the following year.

3) Combined membership of CAliO and olc TOO prior to
the constitution of TOO are given here too.

This new TCO is an organisation that covers many heteregeneous

groups, as the following list of member organisation shows.
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TCP jiuailiBE-l OiiC-Al-ISATIOHS -u/i/i-m

Capital
Fen ./omen Total holdings

. ' QOQ cr

Mainly orivate service

Union of clerical and technical
employees in industry
Foremen's and 0upervisors*Union
Commercial Employees
Barik Employees
Insurance Employees
Navigation Officers etc (sea)
Marine Engineer Oificers
Hotel and Restaurant Employees
Journa lists
Sto. te A icoho 1 1 ono po ly Braployees
Ben ta 1 M ar s e s

Agri cul tura 1 a upervi sore
Fq reman in ters
W1 Ik Contrc Hers' Ascietan ts
Thea trica 1 ris j 1 oyee s
Ship Stewards
Ben ta 1 Mec hanl c s

lain ly put lie service (state and
munici pa l)

Muni ci pa 1 Em ployees
Civil Servants
Infant School kistresses
Burses
Armed Forces 33 on -Coram. Officers
Civilian rtaployeee in armed Forces
Elementary School Teachers
licemen

Elementary School Mil stresses
Fema 1 e Telephone 0perators
Handicrafts Teachers
Junior Officers (2arrant)
Customs Officials
Ra i 1way Clerks and Foremen
Most Office Employees (Office)
Sta te~wa terpower dept. Employees
Organists and Choirmasters
Telegraph Service Office Employees

(femaIs)
Ghi Id Burses (l idwi ves )
Elementary School Head Teachers
Gymnastics Teachers
Hi lots (sea)
Beopies' High Ochool Teachers
Mighthouee and lightship personnel
Teachers of the Deaf and Burnt

53.732
33.595
10,760
5,642
2,646
3.524
2,732
1,005
2,234

871

1,517
1,064
697
350
628
2 32

12,932
7,3H

10,215
6.877
10,756
7,743

1,717
6,086
3,410
2.373

1.0

1,5*3
1,567

918
228
595
348

-9.758
500

7,477
2,791
3,6.10

13

1,693
272

1,143.
1,679

5

246

170

13,401
9,191
12,645
12,194

4,309

41

8,195
5,890
4,412

• -

369
176

2,392
566
140

1,716
1, 314
-17
3*3

164
X

*!L

73.508
34,095
18,237

l-M
3,537
2,732
2,698
2,506
2,012
1.679
1,522
1,067
705
596
628
402

26
16
12
12
10
11
10

I

J.-S<

302£45
194
215
186
756
784-
195

129

779
5*9
402
109
707

73.6
314
935
571
595
Pi
278
ML

16,945
11,079

764
3,007
1,180
2,358
1,880

2 77
558
170

is
417
22
28
204
16

1,927
179
612

1,067
948
410

1.866
356
922
89
445
490
269
186
47

14-9
20

34
85
22

3*

48
18

196,213 116,889 313,102 49,306
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4s the following table shows, TIE has quite a considerable tail of

small organisation with less than *1,000 members, but the trend in the a st

few years is in the direction of having more organisations in the group

10,000 - 50,000 and in the 1,000 - 3,000 group. This last group of
course derives the immediate benefit of any marginal" increases in the

membership of the very small groups.

Year

11/ 6/1944
3V12/1944

1945
1946
1947
194b
1949
1950
1951
1952
•1953

Bo . 0f Orga ni sa ti 0ns Ho. of organs wi th
in TCG hem bershi 0

Over 5o,000 10,000- 1,000- ie ££ tha n
50.000. :: ,000 „

1.000.

3o
38 4 9 12
ra
mJ s

fX
/

11 12
40 6 10 11

50 5d 13 19

47 1 6 11 16
42 1 7 10 12

43
•5

1 7 11 12
45 1 b 12 i3
45 1 9 13 13
42 1 9 13 10

If the membership of TOO is divided among sectors cf t e economy,

then private s erviee accounts for about 150,000 met. ers, civil servants

|[in 23 federations) for 115,000, and municipal employees for 48,000. If a

division of the federations is made among the four functions of man ging,

planning, administrative and commercial, then the managing group can -c

said to cover supervisors, foremen, officers, shop managers, nurses,
plarring includes engineers and technicians;

warrant officers; /admi^##trs.%ion induces civil servants, municipal
employees, police; while the commercial function takes care of the

federations catering for salesmen. This last group has boundary problems

with W. TOO hue not developed in accordance with any plan. The groups

are sometimes very he teregeneous, unci have le:r, formed whenever a group of

employees felt the need of some trade union form of organisation. »t tea. ts

are now being made to organise more rationally in accordance with a ,kn

of organisation, meet cf the federations are vertical in scope

(corresponding to industrial federations in the LG sphere). The union of
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jlerical and technical employees in industry aims to cover all salaried

smployees in industry, irrespective of their duties, training or rank.

Jertain senior employees belonging to management are by agreement

excluded from the organisation. At the other extreme,the foremen's anion

is a craft union, horizontal in structure and comprising those who direct

and control v<ork carried out by subordinate personnel, and in which they

do not themselves normally participate. It covers industry and transport.

The nurses also comprise a horizontal group.

TOO is described in its bye laws as an association of the country's

organisations (individual members affiliate directly to their cm

federations) of salaried employees. Its task is to exercise the central

leadership or: the movement and to look after the collective economic end

social interests of tho salaried employees. In order tc fulfil this task

ICO has to work for the formation and. continuance of effective trade

union organisations, and to draw up a plan of organisation, to safeguard

and develop the right of association and of negotiation as the 'oasis for

its work, to look after the collective interests of the members in relation

to the state, to represent the affiliated organisations in matters of

common interest, to protect the basis of the salaried employees'

position, to co-operate in investigations into the conditions of work and

employment of the salaried employees, and to promote tho education of

salaried employees. It is thus concerned .a th trade union matters.

The JjACO-TCO committee considered that the new organisation and its

-affiliated organisations should be politically neutral but did not

—consider it was necessary to state this explicitly in th* bye laws, hu^t
the eomisittee emphasised, at—the same time that IOC0 shouId supoort the

a^terrjocratie forces in society. Political neutrality meant that TOO must

^101 support a political party in any form, nor roust it get- mix .d up in

political life in any my by expressing support for a party at election

s^>r at other tiroes. This did not prevent TCO from trying to contact the
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various political parties and getting their interested in the salaried

employees' point of view when questions that .vera of importance to the

salaried employees co-we up in Parliament. Hoi* were officials of the ICO

prevented from engaging in politics themselves. Indeed the committee

stressed that salaried, employees should participate actively in

political life. ";
The organisation of ICO was based at first on congress, a hoard and

a working committee, tut from 194-6 the three levels of cor etent authority

beca.re congress, a representative council, and the board. Congress is

the highest authority. To begin n th it met every ye&r but since 1946
it has a«t every third year. It consists of 200 delegates from the

member organisations, which, -along with the board, are entitled to

submit motions to congress. The representative council consists of 85

representatives appointed by the affiliated organisations. It usua l :.y

meets twice a year, the second (autumn) meeting being for the purpose

of discussing questions of salaries and collective bargaining.^
The board hes consisted (since 1946) of a chairman and eight members

appointed by congress for the period until the ne;:t congress. The board

employs the director, secretary and other officials. It has the usual

functions of a day to day supreme authority, but one of the most

significant is that of giving help in negotiations to or„unisa ti one that

wish it in the manner and to the extent the board finds convenient.

Negotiation help may only be given , however, if the organisation binds

itself not to accept proposals for solving the dlsput that are

rejected by TOO. 7rom 1949 the addition has been ruuee that the

initiative for participating in negotiations need not o or: o from—the—

Bfoo"""of the member organisation, for the board now has the power to bike

1) In a statement to the L-birliataentary motion in 1956 on collective
affiliation to political parties, TCO stated (see TOO Annual Report 1956,
p. 102) that the principles of political neutrality sot out in 194-4-
had been taken as a guide by TCO and its member organisations in their
work, and had also been considered to involve a clear prohibition against
the organisations or their local organs deciding on collective

P.T.Qr



part in the negotiations of the organisations in matters of principle

or of general importance and where the results of the negotiations affect

se eral affiliated organisations directly or indirectly. A cor esponding

obligation is placed on the organisations to invite 'ICO to take part

in such negotiations. Since 194-6 too the organisations have been

obliged to inform the board before notice of a conflict is given for

spheres in which other affiliated organisations aiso lave members who

could be expected to be affected by the conflict, directly or indirectly.

In part this centralising tendency so short a time after t e setting up

of ICO is a product of post-war phenomena such ae the wa^eo freeze.

ICO has come to play an important part in collective bargaining, e.g.

through its salary conferences and information activity. : t recommends

the factors to be torn in mine ano the line to be adoptee.

However, TCG has not moved solely towards centralisation, for in If4-9

the independence of state salaried employe s within ICC &'<&s increuead.

•»/hen TOO was formed in 1944 a separate section was established for

civil servants to look after their 'particular social, economic and legal

interests, Organise. ticne within it 0 that cover civil servants are

obliged, to join this section. Prior tc 1946 the bye la m of this section

were separe te from those of TOO, cut since 194-6 they have been

incorporated, and t e section is led by a board of 11 members chosen

from among tie representatives of civil servants' crtunieatione in Its

ICO representative council, Prior to 1949 the chairman of TJG had the

right to take a -gutter that wag being raised in the civil servants'

section to tie board of TCG if he felt that it raised i-c portaat matters

of principle for the whole body. But in 1949 the bya la ws ware

amended in order to indicate mere clearly the independent, position oi the

l) Prom 1995 i t is proposed that notice of any direct action
proposed should be given to the board, ih ch can decice .v: ether to
approve and support it.
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section in matters that refer ij0CCLU8IVi£X3T to the econcrnic, social and

lega* interests ot civil servants, The section now decides each isai tiers

indepenc ently, although the chairman and director ox TOO still remain

entitled to be present and to epe&k at the section hoard meetings.

This unique position is a reflection of the special structure of the

conditions of employees of civil servants, where the elate is the sole

employer and conditions of service are settled fee a rule by regulation.

In questions that affect other groups the section fal^s into line.

an attempt u*»be to bring about gr ater control within the sphere

oi employee® of local authorities in 195>1» when a committce, fCO's

Municipal salaried caployews' Committee, was set up within ICG to look

after quest!one oi common interest in negotiations in the sphere of

employment of local authorities, 1 '< The committee covers salaried

employees in municipal service®, together with the more specialised

categories of nurses, policemen, teachers of ewrfte, and r.iowivee. The

arrangement naos here ie that the individual organisations ure not

entitled to arrive independently at final decisions for presenting

negotiation proposals, nor to accept or reject such proposal® from

employers, in setters that are ot cpmaon .interast to se vera, I or*•-•-nilions.

They can, however, a. rive at decisions on questions such as the petition

of certain types of work in the wages plan r.-tOVIX-.kL these are not of

importance i or members of the other organisations represented iu the

committee. In such matters the committee is to be informed,

Prior to this innovation an attempt had bean made to relate the

state sphere of activity more closely to that of local authorities by a

Parliamentary decision cf 1950 to set up a co-operation board on the

employers' side between the state unb the three federations of local

authorities for discussion,at a preliminary stage, of the problem® of
wages that were of common interest. Such co-operation had previously

1} In 1952, for example, it considered problems of senary bonuses,
new condition© of service regulations and norm 1 employment provisions.
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been informal, In the same year the civil servants' section of TCQ,

believing that it was important to have contact between state and

municipal employees, had invited representatives ci the general salaried

employees, police, and nurses in municipal employment to attend its

board meetings, so that the e might be mutual information about current

problems in their respective sectors. This ofier «vas accepted. Thus

there is co-operation on both the employer and employee side ui thin and

between the sectors of state and municipal employment.

Between ether federations wi thin TOO there are some arrangements

for co-operation. In 194-7 a military cartel was forme., covering four

federations, two of officers and two of civil personnel. Its togk is

to loos after questions of common interest where a united rent is

desirable. An Bngineers' Council set u, in 1949 as a crart

organisation not tied to any specific organisation, but designed to look

after the common problems of engineers within ICQ. a committee for

salaried employees in private service was also formed, in October, 1953.

whiie Tdu does not expect to become as unified as 0, it will be

seen that the arrangements made for collaboration among various groups

within ICQ are designed to overcome the weakness inherent in such a

heterogeneous organisation.

The private sector covered by TOO has a gya rente- fund ,

whi c h 1 & B i :t *3 Jirect success or ox BdCu's guarantee fund. It i •

administered cy a board electee at the representative 00unci i jaeetings

of TOO. The fund consists of liability guarantees, -organ: sa ti one

belonging to ICC whose members are mainly employed, i private service

are obliged to belong to this TOO guarantee fund , other orrani we tiam

besides those in private service OfB, it they vish, belong to the turn,

but no compulsion is places upon them. The object ox this fund is

l) It is to ce dissolved from let bane, 1955.
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to ensure the carrying out of measures for the defence of vital

interests connected with the rela tionehipe between the employers on the

one hand and the membferg of the organisations taking part in the fund on

the other, economic support in the form of interest free loans can be

given to an organisation or organisations that have taken or ui» to take

steps to prevent a general lowering of real wages or other serious

worsening in terms of employment ,

to protect the right of aesooi&tion or to take action ..palnet

f Igra n t re £ u&<a i. to nego ia t-e,

to meet a lockout or oppose notice of termination of employment

that ie to be considered &e direct actios,

to secure the acceptance of proposals submitted by a conciliator

or board of arbitration, and which the organ, au ti .n hog i tselx

accepted.

It i$ thus a sort of fighting fund,

until 1953 the guarantee euro mt 10 crowns (sine© then 5 crowns)

per member for each affiliated organisation. Tin tunc cues not grow

it« siae therefore beyond the increase in membership, since it is riot

cumulative, not based on &n annual eubecription, but simply a pledge

made w*ch year to supply 5 crowns per metaber if required. That is

the guarantee. The growth of the fund is shown us follows i

Ho. of organs. assets
raffi iiated

_ (c rovme)
*1/12/1944 14 736,132
31/12/1945 14 §30,270

1946 13 3o6,440
1W 15 1,059,810
1948 15 1,171,180
1949 16 1,257,440
195$ 16 1,297, TOT
1951 ig 1,382,620
1952 18 1,505,780
1953 18 811,570 (Xj

(l) the guarantee sum reduced to 5 crown® par member.
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On various occasions the board of the fund has decided to

^ut the whale of the fund at the disposal of federations

that might need financial assistance in the event of a conflict,

e.g. the bank employees' federation in 1946 and 194-8.

TOO is not, as this table shows, terribly strong financially.

A proposal at the Apri1 meeting of the representative council in I947

suggested setting up a support fund more acnera 1 in character that tie

Guarantee .Fund. iiut the boaro thought that the first- step should be

for the affiliated organisations to raise their fees in order to increase

their funds. In that way a future TOO guarantee fund would not be the

primary source of support, tut the main brunt would fail on the organisations,

The congress of 194-9 did decide to -Hot certain funds to a

support fane, and by the end of 1953 this amounted to 800,000 crowns

(which is juet about equal to the amount by which the guarantee fund

fall in 1953 as 0. result of cutting the guarantee subscription by half).
The intention is that if a conflict arises organisations are to be

entitled to ask for and obtain help in cash or a loan from this support

fund, Ag mentioned, the guarantee fund will cease to operate frets

1st wune, 1955.

.Tees to TOO have been and still are light. The following table

shom tha c ave 10 gotent.

-annnag foes
__cer ..or0-ni sa ti on

1944

Raised 194-7

Raised 1950

Raised 1953

50 tire

1 crovra

3 orowns

6 c rowtas

50 crowns

50 crowns

50 crowns

50 crowns
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Individual federations are in fact frequently "batter off financially

than TOO. In 1953 the union of clerical and technical employees in

industry had a capital holding of almost 17 rail lien crowns, while the

Foremen* e and Supervisors1 Union had about 11,100,000 crowns. Pees to

individual federations vary considerably, but in general they are

higher for federations in the private sector of employment than in

state or municipal employment, since the private sector is mere exposed

to, and must therefore prepare financially for, conf.-i.cts through

accumulating strike funds. The average fee for members in the private

sector w b y3 crowns per .annum in 1$52, and for state <*nd r>unicj r,i

employees 66 crowns.

To date there bu s beon n great need for conflict support i undc-

wlthln 'if-0*t sphere of activity. Threats of direct action in t'e fcru,

of strike notices are frequent enough, but only in isolated est see have

open conflicts actually broken out. In 1921 the marine engineers

etruek-for four months, and in 1946 a vary big conflict threatened, in

the banking sector over the principle of collective agreements and

salary scales, A mediation commission solved the dispute, .-.merger.cy

legislation has in the past teen threatened against public servants in

TOO, e.g., the policemen, and nurseb. One small but noteworthy dispute

in 195^-52 £ h Chalmers provnings-ansta.': t in Gothenburg led not only to

the use of strikebreal:ere but to sympathetic action by an 0

federation (the transport workers') in support of the strikers, who

belonged to the civil administration federation in TCG. -'part from this

action, and a strike Of 300 employees of the state tobacco monopoly,

the on,y noteworthy direct action has been the recent strike, in

February-l arch, 1955» of the distributive employees in vie ironmongery

trade, in which over $00 employees struck over sickness, pay benefits.

Both blockading by the strikers and Viae" listing by the e; -Uysrs

occurred. This conflict is considered in some circles in Sweden to nark
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th a beginning of a more aggressive policy of direct action on the part

of TCO. The steps being taken to "build up a support fund support this view.

Membership of ICO is not open to organisations as of right.

Provided an organisation of salaried employees is a national one, and is

not carrying on its activities in spheres already covered by § ICO

organisation, it MAY be granted membership of TCO by the board. If an

application for membership is refused an organisation may appeal to the

representative council and as a last resort to the congress of TCO.

Member organisations must aiao fulfil certain obligations when they become

members and in order to remain members. Besides the usual and obvious

clause about paying cues, the bye laws of ICQ require member organisations

to recognise the principle of the open shop for persons employed, in their

sphere of activity ana to obey the pi&n of organisation. The board c£

TCO m.ust be informed about important wages negotiations and disputes.

As we have seen already there ie some central control in relation to

v«Lges in the requirement that the board of TCO must be inf .reed in

advance of proposals or statements that are of consequence for other

affiliated organisations, and of proposals in wages negotiations that axe

important for other affiliated organisations, directly cr indirectly.

In this last instance the onus is placed on the member organisation to

invite ICO to take part in the negotiations. Organisations must also

tell the £ ard of TCO before giving notice of conflict.

Although no great stress is laid in the TCO bye is. we on the sanction

by which these duties of member organisations are enforced, it is clear

that expulsion is the deterrent to any -waywardness. The representative

council can expel organisations, although there is a right of ap,>©ui

to congressT"

Apart from these requirements of its member organisations TOO

does not prescribe any normal bye la wa for them, and there ie considerable

variation in t e content of the federations' bye laws, depending on tie
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peculiar circumstances of each federation. In general the federation is

controlled by congress, and the daily working is exercised by the

executive board. As with uO federations, t e branch is the local unit

of rganisation, although there may sometimes be district or county

organisations instead of, cr as organs for co-operation between, branches.

The branches must promote the recruitment of members, carry out and obey

the decisiEons of the boa re , collect fees, statistics and other

information, and. generally act as tie local focus of the federations

activity. The branch frequently represents its members in local

negotiations with employers.

Special local TCO committees, to act as propaganda anc contact

organs, rather along the old DACO lines (and these of the hQ local

central organisations) hove teen formed in certain places. TC 0 aces not

take any initiative in establishing there i.e. they are allowed to grow

where ICC; organisations feel the need for such contact organisations

in the locality, but the bye laws of these local committees have to be

approved by TOG. A minute on the subject was issued by the board in
1)

19)44 | which is in part a directive to the local committees that they

-rauet not engage in party politics nor represent locai branches in purely

uni on questions that are looked after by the organi ea ti one. Special normal

bye laws were drawn up in 1945, and at the congress of 1952 an enquiry

was proposed and begun into the activity of these local committees.

Their development is shown as f'afbo./s :

formed formed

n jut3V'l2/4£ 3." 46 24 18
» 47 ' 33 _ 25
"

48 46 21
49 64 13
50 68

TT~

VI

tt

f*

J*-

51 6 7
67

53 71

XXXX or in process of being formed.
1) TOO report for 1944.0.16. See also Tjiln8temannar$relsen, 1953ITo. 6 pp. 13cf Vi vi 11 inte e antra idirieeras. bv Sv«n G Sftria^bni.
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A plan of organisation for TOO hag been one of the urgent problemE

to "be solved since TCG was formed. In 1944 work me begun on tills and

in 1946 the board was able to present to congress proposals for

rationalising the organisations, and in articular those in state service,

where it me felt there were too many small organ! sati one. The board

suggested for instance that there eh ,u .6 be one federation only for

civilian salaried orni.'loyeos in state administration. The board was

instructed by congress to work for the rationalisation it suggested.

A t the congress cf 1 -4-9 a committes me appointed to work out a p .en of

internal organisation in time for the 1952 congress and at the same

time e board given certain powers in relation to t" e settlement

of internal organisational disputes. (Pee§l8, subheading b,} The

organisation plan committee presented some proposals in the 0 ring of

1952 e.g. that certai n organi e& ti one should amalgamate. The board

aporoved the changes, and these, With mo.ifications, were subsequently
approved bv congress, ^he 1952 congress also appointed a new plen

coram i ttee along much the same lines as the previous ones, and problems

of organisation were discussed at the 1955 congress of TOO. Here the

board proposed that the principles that the cornel ttee bad 0raen u for

a pjan of organisation should be referred to the re or es e n ta ti vc

council. *' It should perhaps be mentioned at this stage that TOO is

at present having to face an attempt to form a breakaway union of

policemen, some cf .'horn were discontented with the agreement reached by

TCC and the policemen'e federation with the government in 1954 un

conditions of pay.

fix t a r n'- 1 \ g unc- a ry pr ob 1 egs. JVie t because there exists no watertight

definition of a salaried employee, boundary problems arise in many

sectors of the economy between 0 and TCO federations. In 1944 a

1) See TCU, tidningen h0b. 5 and 6, 1955
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prelimimry agreement was reached on boundaries of racruitaont in trade

and industry between the DO and D organisations concerned ( this broke

down in 195® when an attempt was made and failed to bring about a more

defini te settlement). The problem in trade has always been acute, since

there are two competing organisations, one affiliated to O and one

{in the old days) to BAC 0 or now to the new 130. An acute boundary

situation existed between TOO federations and the cartel of state

servants in 10 in 1944. The latter said it wanted no direct co-operation

with TOO in wages negotiations (which made the negotiations on the

provisional salary oonus very complex that year), and in 1954 5GC0 asked
f|

10 for negotiations on this problem. A committee was appointed, but

it proposed that the organisations directly concerned should try

themselves to settle their bounoary problems. -Proposals were out forward

in 194?, but, after they had been c iticised and rediscussed, the

committee found it was not possible to carry cut a complete delimitation

of boundaries in the whole of state administration at once. So it

decided to adjourn, adding however that this need not prevent competing

organisations from themselves agreeing on solutions, which should be

submitted to the committee and then to 10 and DO. The competing organ¬

isations should not make use of methods that accentua ted differences

in their attempts to win members. In 1949 a collaboration committee

was set up between LO and TCO, one of whose tasks is to deal with

boundary disputes. 1' The committee has had some success. In 1952

it recommended and obtained acceptance of agreements ar ived at between

the respective 0 and TCO organisations in agriculture, the entertainments

Industry and in toe local authority sector, (bee Chapter Vli^)
The work of TCO in wages policy will be discussed in fart V, but at

this stage it can be concluded that within a remarkably short period 110

1) There had been a committee of co-operation between IX) and 0100 from
1936 for dealing with demarcation disputes and questions proposed for
discussion by one side and which the other -was prepared to tale up
for consideration in common.
2) See p. 318 et seq
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had risen to a position of first class importance in the structure of

the Sedish labour market. It is the third largest organisation,
J*

has members in every sector of the economy, and - perhaps most significant

of all - hag the greatest untap.ec. and potential membership (assuming
the definition of a salaried employee does not change too much) on

which to work and strengthen its already formidable organisation.

'ICO is not the only central organisation of salaried employees,

although it is certainly the largest. In the light of its bye laws, there

seems at- first sight no reason why it should not cover all salaried

employees, since it says it is an association of the trade unions of

salaried employees in Sweden, with the task of exercising the central

leadership of the salaried employees and locking after their common

economic and social interests. That is comprehensive enough in aim and

it does cover employees in both government and private employment. But

it has been found toe comprehensive. -As ,/e have seen, the concept

"salaried employee" covers a wide variety of personnel and training, and

not all salaried employees have consented to enter into the vertical

structure that ICO aims to become, .preferring in some cases to organise

in small but significant groups.

The largest group of salaried employees outside TC 0 is that coming

under SAGO , which was formed in 1947 as an association of interest

organisations for professional workers who have passed examinations

at a university or institution of & similar character. It also includes

organisations of other persons who have so...a form of specialised tranlinng

based on the matriculation examination. SACO is essentially a "craft"

-group, organising^according to a specific principle- based on academic

attainment. .'/hen it was constituted SACO consisted of If organisations

representing about If,000 people, by 195° it had 23,00° members in 24

organisations, and at- the end of 1952 its membership was 37,118 in

1) Sveriges nkademikers Central Organisation.
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36 organisation??. Of those members 46% were employed in the service of the

state, 2J toy local authorities, 20% privately, while 1 If were self-

employed ,

Another central organisation, SR , caters exclusively for senior

and middle grade civil servants. It was formed in 1946 through the

organisation of the Civil Servants' Board which dated from 1917

and two other organisations. SR is the central organisation for federa¬

tions and associations of civil servants in the higher and middle salary

of the civil service, via. grace 19 and. above. The basis of organisation

is thus position in the salary scale {although this cannot be divorced,

from the related criterion of res ponsitoi li ty), but the criterion is not

absolutely rigid in that lower ranks can be taken into sb. if, for

example, an affiliated organisation covers them. se is not no./ a

flourishing organisation, ./hsreas it had in 1952 about 21,500 members

in 53 organisations, it had at the end of 1953 - 15,386 members in 44

organisations. It lost a lot of members to SAC 0 in 1952.

BE claims as its main virtue homogeneity. The main reason for

forming such a centraj. organisation /as the deteriorating salary position

of senior civil servants, and SE is concerned with looking after the

interests of this small ana compact group. The object is, in greater

detail, to promote .the social and economic interests of the members

through this central association of BAtioHAL and departmental ly

organised associations of civil servants. There is a special branch for

individual members who cannot affiliate to such organisations, provided

Sft does not thereby lose its character as an organisation for middle trade

and senior civil servants. Membership is granted by the board,

-SE- repr-eaents- the aff i 'tinted organisation in negotiations with

the government on matters of common interest to all the members, or on

l) Statstj&nstematnnens RiksfOrbund
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important matters and matters of principle. In matters affecting

individual federations, however, the organisations concex'ned conduct

negotiations themselves, although they are entitled to ask SR for

assistance, ff this matter is one affecting several organisations,

however, they must inform SR, which may decide to take part. The organi¬

sation of SR is the usual tripartite structure, with the annual meeting

(a representative assembly) as the highest authority, and the board

(of 12 to 16 members) and an executive committee cf five as the executive

authorities. Each organisation has a contact man whose task is to foster

contacts between the board and the organisations throughout the year.

This is in part a reflection of the small size of SR.

But size is a problem that does net seem to worry SR too much.

In spite of to fact that in 1953 ~ 15 of its member organisations

had less than 25 members each, 12 fell in the range 26-100, and only

two had more than 1,000 members, and that total tnemnership fees to

SR in 1953 amounted to only 74,000 crowns, SR still bases its policy

on the theme that "no group of personnel ie too small, no question tc-o

slight, that OR will not support it, if justice can thereby be

obtained for the members and the result is beneficial for working".

At its annual meeting in March, 1954, SR said in fact that it had

no reason to propose any changes'in its structure. It had gained the

confidence of the state as a body competent to speak 011 behalf of the

grades of civil servants it covers. It is of course a non-political

organisation. The problem of co-operating among salaried employee

organisations will be ta.-.en up after we ha/e looked at 3AC0.

Academically trained people were the last group of employees

to begin organising in owed en, but weighty reasons led to a group

of young university graduates forming an organisation (SfRCO) in 1943,

In the inter-war period the costs of study had teen rising, the ratio

of highly paid up ointments to low paid jobs worsened, the cost of
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living rose and tax policy was made deliberately progressive

and redistributive. One institutional factor peculiar to Sweden is

that there are very few scholarships or local authority grants for study

at universities, and students must perforce botrow in order to finance

their studies. In 1940 it was estimated that 42% of all university

people trained in the 1920s still had study debts. That organisation

came first of all from the young group of graduates was due to the ve ry

bad conditions that secondary school teachers, doctors, lawyers and

curates, had during the early years of their probationary period.

A secondary school teacher, for example, was paid no salary during his

probationary year.

To combat this bad and deteriorating social and economic position

a central organisation (SYACO) of the organisations being formed among

young graduates was set up. SYACO was formed in close consultation with

the Swedish National Union of Students which was entitled, to be

represented at SYACO meetings. It was a modest organisation, never

very strong, but it did have some success, e.g. in persuading the

state to set up a special study loans board in 1946. The formation of

SYACO soon led to the idea of all graduates, not simply the young fry

among them, becoming organised. The young lawyers took up the question

of reorganising in order to cover ALL lawyers, and changed their nat®

to the lawyers^ association in 1947.

a central organisation for all academically trained persons,

old and young, was accordingly formed in 1947, and called Sveriges

Akaderniker Central Organisation (The Central Organisation of Academics

in Sweden) - SACO. This organisation has enjoyed surprisingly rapid

development, as the membership figures axready mentioned show - from

15 member organisations and 15,000 members in 1947 to 37,118 members in

36 organisations by the end of 1952, covering about three fourths of

the active university graduates in Sweden.
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SACO is non-polltical, and the most Important principle

governing i ts activity is that it organises onja HORIZONTAL, a "craft"
tesie. The criterion of eligibility is academic attainment, and within

that group each "craft", ail the doctors, lawyers, dentists and so on,

organises as one association irrespective of the place of employment.

The reasons for organising on this principle are many, in part it

was because xt professional groups were being squeezed out by wages

developments that they took this rincipte of organisation, since

3ACQ believes that the horizontal principle gives strength. Small

professional groups might be sacrificed in large vertical organisations

in the interests of the Large group. A narrow front is considered

a good bargaining unit in order to induce the employer to pay more,

another reason ie that the horizontal groups are not always stable in

composition, e.g. dentists may practice independent!;/ at one time, and be

employees of tl e state at others. Finally, SACG member organisations

are not orn.y trade union but also HIOFE3GIOE4 p bodies. Besides being

interested in getting a fair share of the cake for its members, SACO

is concerned to promote good education and training, and sound

professional practice. It thus covers a variety of functions, from the

humanities to veterinary surgeons, but all organising in their craft

groups on the basis of academic education and training. This principle

of' organisation has been criticised ag being unrealistic, and it is

argued that b^CO dught to ream from the experience of manual workers'

federations in ~Q that the industrial federation principle has

] 1
replaced t a era* t principle, which was found to be confusing, '

In fact, however, that is no vaild criticism, for 3.0 still contains

-craft-groups, equaFiy ahuious as SACO to preserve the skill d fferential

that is felt to be the reward of higher training, academic or

otherwise, on this sao chapter Vll.

1) Fackfbreningsrdrelsen, Vol, 1, 1952, p.129
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The objects of SaCO are set out in 1 of i te byelaws, which states

that :

"The Centx*al Organisation of Academics in Sweden (SAGO) is a federation

of interest organisations for professional workers who have passed an

examination at a university or other institute cf higher education.

Other organisations for professional workers with special training of

another kind based on"studentexamenw may also belong to SAGO,

The aims of SAGO are

to safeguard the economic and social interests of the affiliated

groups and to work for general improvements in their conditions of work;

tc promote good development in everything concerning the training

and professional practice of academics;

to work for the full use by society of the special know-edge

of academics;

to work for the appropriate organisation of all academics and

for the affiliation cf these organisations to SAGO;

to work for the co-ordination of the efforts of the member

organisations and for joint planning of their trade union wcrfc

to represent the member ..rganieations in questions which are

of common interest or which have been referred to 3AC0".

Or^ani eati on

The activity of BACQ for the purpose of achieving these aims

is carried on through tour organs :

1) The Congress, which as the ultimate policy-making body administers

the affaire of SAGO, JSach member organisation appoints representatives

in a certain proportion to the membership of the organisation. The

congress meets at least once a year.

2) The Representative Council, which consists of the board and one

member from each member organisation, irrespective of sire, together

with two membere appointed by the "Junior Council". The Representative
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Council meets as a rule once a quarter, and the Board then renders a

statement of activities and an economic report. Questions of importance

are discussed at the meetings of the Representative Council, and the

Board obtains advice for its further activities.

3) The Board, which consists of the chairman, first and second vice-

chairmen and si;: other members. Five of the members are appointed by the

Congress and four by fee representative Council. The Board is the

executive organ of chCOt its duties include those of looking after the

interests of member groups,

deciding, in close contact with the member organisations affected,
on measures which are intended to promote the aims of 8AC0;

keeping the member organisation® continuously informed about

important matters;

engaging and dismissing the employees of the organisation,

prescribing instructions for them,and supervising their work. It

normally meets twice a month.

4) The consultative bodies which, with the permission of the congress,

can be set up for safeguarding the special interests of certain groups

within 8AC0 . The Janitor Council is a consultative body that occupies

& special position in that the rules say that it shall exist. The

rules state :

"iivery member organisation is entitled to appoint from among

its young members one member and an alternate for him to a consultative

body for safeguarding the interests of the young academics in special

questions*. This idea is a legacy of SYAC0, from which SAGO grew.

This Junior Council usually meets once a quarter.

Membership in SACO is open to the founder organisations and to

such organisations as congress agrees to admit on application. There is

also a general group for the heteregeneous members. It wag formed in

1951, but is not very large, having only 120 member® by the and of 1952,
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At the ©nd of 1952 the 36 f©deration© of SAGO were divided into

the following size groups by membership

Ho. of
federation.

5,001 plus
1,001 - 5,000
501 - 1,000

7
5

101 - 500 14
8less than 100

Of these federations 11 are completely state service.

SACo is thus composed predominantly of small organisations, and

an organisation committee was sat up eariy in 1953 to look into the

possibilities of amalgamating small organisations which covered

similar jobs.

The activities of the academic orr-anisations.

The three largest academic organisations today are the national

Association of Secondary-School Teachers with 7,400 members, the

Swedish Medical Association with 5,400 members and the Swedish Lawyers'

Association with 4,500 members. (More than 6,000 engineers are organised,

but as yet they are not united in one organisation.) The first paragraph

in the rules of each of' these organisations gives an idea of their aims.

The rules of the Teachers' Association state :

"The national Association of Secondary-school Teachers is a union of

teachers in the higher schools in Sweden and those studying at universi¬

ties who intend to become teachers in each schools.

The aims of the association are to safeguard the economic and

professional interests of the members and to work for the beet iorip of

education and the mnataaarooriata higher usctroo 1 eye tain, for TSe"

maintenance of a wei l~qualifted and responsible body of teachers in

the higher schools, and for co-operation and understanding among

teachers in various forme of echco s, and between school and home".
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§ 1 of the iulsE of the Medical Association reads:

"The Swedish Medical Association is the professional association for

registered physicians in Sweden.

The aims of the organisation are

to uphold a high ethical standard within the profession,

to safeguard the social and economic interests of the members,

to promote the appropriate development of health services in

the country,

and to further the activities of the members in social medicine

and scientific questions".

It should be noticed that those studying medicine who have passed

the basic examination in medicine are members of the "juniwr section"

of the Medical Association.

finally, the purpose of the Swedish lawyers' Association is,

according to its rules :

to safeguard the economic and social interests of the members,

especially as regards conditions of employment and ether relations

to employers and the conditions for the free exercise of the legpl

profession. The association will work for co-operation and

undere tand ing among lawyers in various spheres of activity and for

the maintenance of a weil-quaiified and responsible body of lawyers.

The association ./ill aiso promote the interests of the members

in co-operating with other professional organisations".

Ae these extracts show, gACQ's member organisations are

both professional and trace union bodies.

The member organisations are independent, in^hat they are free

to lQckraXter the interests ot tho'ir members, but they must ensure that

they do not harm SACO or other member organisations in their activity.

The member organisations are likewise required to include a provision

in their bye laws that binds their members to be loyal towards their
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organi sa tion, to follow its acvica and respect agreements into which

it enters. The member organisations are required to keep SACO

informed of important matters and of any direct action to which they

have resorted.

The congress can by a three fourths majority expel organisations

that do harm to SACO or other member organisations and which have not

obeyed a -warning from congress. Organisations can also be excluded

if they have a very small membership or do not carry on very much

activity, Lember organisations that are represented at negotiations by

SACO are obliged to respect any agreements into which it enters on their

behalf ( $). It is in fact becoming increasingly common for SACO to

do the negotiating on behaif of its member groups. Centralisation on

the employers' side has made a centra i organisation to some extent

inevitable, and the trend to centralised negotiations, besides making

a central organisation and negotiating body for the salaried employees

necessary, means in consequence that the individual federations will

have less eay in future in negotiations, SACO also helps member

organisations in negotiations in which questions of principle are

involved. Since 194-b meetings have been held once a month between the

secretaries and officials of SACO organisations to promote contact and

co-operation among them.

This does not mean, however, that sACO is concerned t„ build

a huge fighting fund and to become aggressive (although it has been as

we sharl see), for it considers that it is a more realistic policy for

member organisations to build up reserve funds, Since a central fund

is of use, however, it was decided in 1953 begin an emergency fund

at the centre, to which in 1954 every individual member contributed 2

crowns (with a maximum contribution of ^,000 crowns for each

organisation). The particular object of this fund will be to help small

and weak organisations when they themselves are unable to conduct

conflicts because of insufficient economic resources.
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,/hat of the relations between such organisations as ICG, SACG

and SB. ?

When the formation of 3ACO was being contemplated, TCO expressed

its interest in the trends of organisation of graduates and their

relations to ICO, for of course many graduates were (and still are)

organised in ICC. "-Discussions took place during 1947 between SYACO

and TOO, but no progress was made,and TOO made clear its position by

issuing a communique in August, 1947:
* #hen DACO and TCO amalgamated in 1944 to form a common central organ -

now ICO - this was a most important step in the direction cf creating

a unified Swedish salaried employees1 movement. Since 1944 too the

increased affiliation to TCO and. the rapid expansion of the organisation

has clearly indicated that this effort is meeting with sympathy in the

widest circles of salaried employees, when now the formation of a

special organisation for salaried employees with university training

is being planned, this means a departure from the line that the movement

tee followed and still follows, namely that salaried employees,

irrespective of the sphere of employment, training or salary position,

ought to co-operate in a common movement if they are to have any pros¬

pects of preserving their interests affectively, 'ICG de. ores the step

that certain university trained salaried employees seem to be prepared

to take and is unwilling to share responsibility for the isolation

in relation to the who. e salaried emoioyees'wovernent which these Salaried

employees groups are thereby exposing themselves to.

After SACQ had been constituted, dfecusei one continued between

ICO and GAG 0 into the possibility of solving the problem of organisation

and creating uniform organisetional relationships. TCO proposed that

some academic groups should affiliate directiy to TCO in separate

feaeratiens. e.g. secondary school and university teachers and chemists,

while other employees such ag lawyers and civil engineers, ought tob e

l) ICO report for 1947, P.45
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in T.C.O's vertical organisations %e Indl viduamembers. It .vae assumed

in these last cages that the graduates would continue their profasslcna3.

associations on a separate basis, and that ICO organisations would

co-operate with these. The governing principle would in affect be that fa*

trade union purposes, only one organisation would represent one and

the same group of salaried employees. But no agreements could be

reached by early 1948. In November, 1948 SACG said finally that it

could not agree to the TCO proposals, but anticipated that there could

be co-operation between the organisations.

TCO tried to persuade OR to join it for a period of three years

ag a member federation, but 311 refused. TCO was willing to co-operate

with SR on specific cases and issues, and some co-operation did take

piace. Between SR and i&CO relations were a t first good.. In 1948

a scheme was agreed upon whereby 3AC0 organisations could affiliate to

SR for such of their members as were eligible for i er.foersbip of SR,

and vice versa, But this proved of doubtful wisdom, as we shall gee.

In brief, ICO considered that the splitting up of salaried,

employees among three top organisations couid not be for the good of

the salaried employees on the whole. In effect, SACO and bit did net

dispute this - but they were not concerned with the whole. but with

^arts, either graduates or senior civil servants. There was thus some

opposition ox view between ICO and the other two organisations about

organisation principles. TCO favoured the vertical or industrial

approach, the ether were interested in the craft groups. In 1951 and

1952 the two clashed.

The background was the decision in 1949 to wake a survey of

salary gfsdas in state <3mpioyment, ano to wake adjustments for groins

that had lagged behind in relation to the cost of living. A general

salary increase was not anticipated, negotiations took place

between the state committee that deals with the placement of
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1952 that two of its groups in particular>senior secondary school¬

masters and some administrative officials,were being - in its view -

badly treated by the proposals for salary ad j us tments that the

committee was prepared to put- before Parliament in 1952. The problem

was complicated by the fact that salary principles were arrived at

separately and. in advance for very senior civil servants. This set a

ceiling to what other grades could obtain if differentials were to

be maintained. SACO asked the negotiation committee for further

negotiations for these groups, with the ultimatum that, if a positive

answer had not been received by 9th February, SACO would then consider

itself "free to take such steps as are considered advisable for

furthering the interests of academically trained and other senior

civil servants." The committee replied on 8th February that it could

not depart from the general salary levels it had put forward as a

basis for negotiation, but that it was willing to discuss their

application. SACO responded by giving notice of direct action in the

form of notice for 187 secondary school teachers in 14 schools, and

a further 112 officials - civil engineers, lawyers and others - later

gave notice. The medical association and veterinary surgeons* associ¬

ation and others later declared, a blockade of new employment in the

service of the state, and on 3^ March SACO declared a blockade of

employment in the service of county councils. Other minor incidents

followed. The government somewhat aggravated the situation by including

in the proposition to parliament which wag to give a crisis bonus

on civil servants' salaries for 1952 a clause to the effect that this

15^ salary bonus would not be paid to "employees belonging to

organisations that give or have given notice, or resort or have resorted

to direct action in connection with salary negotiations. " In order

to gat the bonus civil servants were required to sign a declaration
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ttet they did not belong to SAGO federations. In the meantime, too

TOO and SR accepted the salary revisions proposed by the service

committee, and they were able to accuse SACQ of being recalcitrant in

resorting to direct action, since there had been agreement among the

organisations when negotiations began with the committee that no diB ct

action would, be taken on these salary questions while they were

negotiating. ^
Ultimately, negotiations were resumed between SAOO and the

committee, after SACO had requested and had had discussions with the

government and prime .minister on 6th and 7th larch, and direct action

had been postponed (it had not yet begun, because of the usual one

month' e notice clause). SACO claimed that the ultimate outcome was

improvements for it, and that the strong action it threatened had
f' \

paid off. *' .But TOO and 3R condemned the SACO attitude and denied

it had gained by it. It is difficult to decide which group was

correct, since the discussion i. vetfy polemical and savours of

"what a clever toy am I". One fact is, however, indisputable. SACO

gained in organisetiouai strength and in membership, and in particular

it wen over completely the secondary school teachers, who tec

originally been organised in SR but ted a double metoberehip in tACO

as well from October, 1951. Kegoti^ ti ons were - fc first carried on in

common for then by a SA00-SU delegation, but after 31 CO threatened

direct action and coupled teachers with scne state officials. SR

renounced all c -.aim on the teachers for fear of the consequences to

its other member groups (whom it had pledged to peace luring the

negotiations). :f CO thereafter declared its op., osition tc double

membership, n nether consequence ./as that re bartitxrHrRpetvveeii f-RfQ—

1) Eesuitat utan konflikt, SR brochure,p.9.Bee axeo "Vab gSlior striden",
a SACO brochure on the conflict, and "Statstjflnstem&nnews ;'^rtendlingjar
1951-52 - papperen p£ bordet", a joint publication by 3U and 'JO 0
setting cut the "facts" of the dispute.

2) SAGO Report for 195*-52. P. 3^".
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the other top organisations of salaried employees became very

strained, and in subsequent negotiations with the state on annual

salary bonuses SACO has ted to el t in Coventry and negotiate with

its employers in a separate room from the other three groups, ICO,

Sit, and the ..0 state employees' cartel. Nor does there seem any

likelihood of this Gilbertian situation ceasing to amuse the outsider

and inconvenience the organisations SACO endeavoured to stretch out

the hand of friendship to ICO in January, 1953. •vhen it suggested

co-oparation on the 1953 salary negotiations, but TOO refused, a) on

principle, and B) because it had discussed the matter with 3 i and the
1)

cartel .. 8*CQ has always claimed that it is not interested in

empire building, that it does not wish to weaken individual values

for the sake of collective ide&s of unionism, that it is prepared to

co-operate with other organisations, and that all it /ants is to

organise salaried employees where academic qualifications or other

equivalent competence are the natural criterion for recruitment.

The implication it draws frcm TCG hostility, and its determination

to organise graduates, is that the final goal ought to be an

association in every state department for dealing wi th internal af fai ra,

and affiliates to no organisation with tra.de union aims. Instead,

such associations eh uld have trade union sections, such a® s. SAC0

section for graduate? and other senior officials, and a ICO section, and

perhaps aiso a section for the LO carte 1.(There is no mention 3R, which

SACO has presumably incorporated under the heading of "graduates and

other senior officials".) SACC is therefore pushing ahead with the

formation of SACO associations in state departments.

1) On this see OA CO report (stencilled) for period 1/12/1952-28/2/1953.
appendix 1, where letters exchanged between SnCO and TCO are
reprinted.

2) Ibid, p.2.
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Some form of co-operation does seem advisable, and it is ciear

that the group that is most vulnerable is SR. SaCO is on the make,

but SR has been reduced to a haro core. However, although i t has

declared its willingness to co-operate with other groups, 3- has not

been daunted by the loss of secondary school teachers to SACO in 1952 >

arguing that it has a function to fulfil for the special civil servants

whom it organises. But beyond that it is difficult to see SACO and TC0

ever coming to the stage of amalgamating. For here a conflict of views

that is a very fundamental one exists - whether organisation should be

by craft or industry, horiaonta. or vertical. In a sense it ie .0cause

graduates were being squeezed between workers and the lower salaried

employees in TCO that they organised at all. Having done so with some

success there seems little likelihood of their giving up now. TCO cn

the other hand is an empire builder, anxious to incorporate all salaried

employees. Technically, it is competent to take them, since it covers

all three sectors of employment - state, local authority, and private.

But in order to lure senior employees into TCO it would have to promise

then) that the email groups would be looked after by their Big Brother.

In the meantime it cannot be denied that this disunity is particularly

unfortunate for the public sector, where so many groups have interests

and are entitled to negotiate. It is also quite confusing for any

coherent discussion of salary questions, as is recognised by SAP 11.
a

It is argued that it would make for more objective anc differentiated

salaries' policy in the light of tasks performed if organisations were
r\ \

vertical.*' (At the same time it is recognised that it is for the employees

to decide how tc organise), /ith a mixture of vertically and horizontally

organised groups one group is immediately made conscious of relative

scales, not in terms of tasks and qualifications but in terms of the other

groups who are organising salaried employees, and which may then become

1) See Tj&nstemannarbrelean, Mo. 1, 1954 and Arbetsgivaren Ho. 1.1954.
2) This is of course related to 3al<,fe preference for indue try-..id e

bargaining for manual workers. See chapters ¥11, and XIX.
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fit Bubj «c te for emu la tine . . . , . „g• This la taken up In Phrt V in
connection with wages policy.
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.ft' T j n; j^o

In this and the oliov/ing two chapters some of the problems of

organisation and power within DO will be tai en up for examination,

beginning in this chapter vd th an ana lysis of the place the trace union

federations occupy in the structure of the manual .sorters' trade union

movement, Almost from the earliest foundations of a trade uni on movement

in Sweden the federations "began to develop as an important form of

organisation, particularly in craft and. skilled occupations, and at a

time tess* when the number of unions and organised workers was very small.

Thus when the first bye,a we of CO were formulated in 1898 it was the

federations that were made the central focus, as is shown by the provision

that D was to consist of federations and of such unions as were unable

to affiliate to federations belonging to CO. The purpose of the present

chapter is to demonstrate the position of these federations as the

nucleus of the trade union movement,and to analyse their structure and

re j-a tionehi p to L0, and to the individual members who constitute the

basic element of and indeed justification for a- trade union movement at

all. .Jut first some genera, data on the size and strength of the

federatione.

In 1953 CO had a membership of 1,35°,856, organ^d in 44 trade union

federations with 8,902 branches. The largest federation was that of

workers in the meta _ industry with 227,953 members, followed by the

building workers' federation with 123,5^3 members, the local authority

workers' federation with 98,444- members, the trade and commercial workers'

with 78,223, the dai lvvaymen with 67,977, and the factory workers' with

62,489 members. If we divide the 44 federations into various size

groups the following picture emerges :
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ITo of members Ho. of -0 federations,

Less than *,000 d

! ,000 - 5,000 cr
w

5,001 - 10,000 6
10,001 • 20,000 15
20,001 . 30,000 2

30,001 - 40,000 4

40,001 - 50,000 3
50,001 100,000 5
ore than 100,000 2

By British standards the federations are not inord inataly -arge in

member ccv#rag« ana, what is even more significant, there are only 44

federation, in BO. Moreover, it is in these federations and not in

their member branches that power below the LO level is centred.

From the beginning of LO's activity emphasis was as stated placed

on the federations composing LQ, and indeed Lo was simply a gLorified

type of insurance office wi th very little real power over the member

federations. Things have of course changed as a. result of fifty yeas

of experience, as will emerge from the discussion in this and the

following two chapters. A convenient standpoint from which to view the

present position iE the year 194-1, when important change# were made in

the bye laws of -0 and its member federations. ' The structural set

up of If) remained the same in that its activity is still carried on threug

the tripartite structure, congress, representative council, and

secretariat adopted in 189&. Congress is the highest decision-making

body and consists ci three hundred delegates who are appointed by

the affiliated federations (after the manner they decide) in

proportion tc their membership. At present Congress meets every five

years* actions to congress can be raised by every federation and by

branches* Membership of tha Representative GnunciT, wfricfT Ie'~the

hi&hest authority between congresses, is determined in proportion to

1) The financial strength Of the W federati :nS is set out in
wppenr ix 2,f at page 32bA et seq.

2)"Hormal" i.e. standard byelaws were agreed upon for 10 in 1931
ana for the member federati ng in 193 .
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membership,* ano the members are appointed by the organisations

immediately after congress for the period until the next congress.

The Annual ordinary meeting is held in April. From 193& the

secretariat had consisted of 11 members (until "195x> when the number
was increased to 13) of organisations affiliated to AO. Four of the

members, chairman, vice-chairman, secretary and treasurer are elected

by congress and hold office until further notice They are ex

officio members of the secretariat, while the remaining nine are

elected by congress for the period until the next congress. Besides the

requirements introduced in 194-1 that the members shall reside In

Stockholm or its suburbs the nine members are, in accordance with a

new provision that dates from 195*. "to be elected from federations that

carry on their activity in different sectors of industry and trace and

of the labour market. This is to ensure a balanced composition of

the secretariat that reflects different sectors ae far as possible.

Since the duty of the secretariat is to exercise the day to day

leadership of BO its duties were considerably extended in 1941 as a

result of' the centralisation that was then brought about,

Fri or to 194-1 the bye laws of LQ provided that every federation

that consisted of workers in one or several allied industries

(industrial federation)., trade or craft (craft federation) and

associations for whom it m& not possible to affiliate tc federations

of these types had a r i &h t to membership of IjO , provided they recognised

l) On the following formula: Up to 10,000 members - 1 representative
10,000 - 20,000 members 2 w

over 20,000 members - 2 " with
one more for every
a d di ti ona 1 20,000
members.
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the objects of 0 and. war® willing tc obey its bye laws. The only other

condition of entry was that the federation collected a certain

minimum fee from its branches for each member. However, in practice hO

did not necessarily restrict itself to these criteria, for it also

took into consideration such things as whether the federation could be

incorporated under the industrial federation plan of organisation.

Under the new bye la we adopted in 1941 there is no expressly

recognised right of entry. The relevant clause (§11, clause l) provides

that federations and a.so associations (unions) that cannot gain

entrance to a federation MAY obtain membership in 0, on condition

that they inc ude in their byelaws the provisions given in clause 2,

and of course observe the rule© of IX) in other respects. Membership

is thus conditional.

from 1941 there were three, and from 19^1 there have seen four,

compulsory clauses that a federation must inc.. ude in its bye raw© in

order to be able to .join and retain membership in LQ, They are very

significant as reflecting the trend to centralisation and the

tightening up of organisation in an attempt to achieve a certain

amount ox uniformity. They are in brief the following :

1) right of entry, or the open shop

2) right to transfer membership

3) obligation tc transfer membership and

4) power of veto of the board of the fe/deration.

,/e shall consider these in turn.

1) Right of entry to trade unions. The clause provides the right

for every worker employed in the sphere of activity of the organisation

concerned to obtain membership in the organisation, with such

exceptions as are dependent on the free right of examination by the

board of the organisation in cases where some circumstance that
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can lead to expulsion in accordance with the bye laws of the organisation

can he adduced against an application for members hi p.

This prob em has never been of outstanding importance in Sweden,

with, the exception cf a period after the first world war. The

committee on industrial democracy when it discussed the problem of

reserving work and employment of workers to those organised in trade

unions, considered that it could be said -without hesitation that

there was no such pressure or procedure in Sweden from the side of the

organised against the unorganised in order to prevent the latter from

being shut off from work. It was on the other hand the rule that

unorganised workers were exhorted by their organised comrades to join

the organisations and, a 1 though this constant pressure did exercise

some influence on the composition of the body of workers, it could not
f-V \

be said to touch the question of employment. Some agreements did

provide that preference should be given to organised workers, and

sometimes there wag compulsion on both sides to organise, A g we shall

see later, however, such clauses cannot be inc uded in agreements

concluded by partners of SAF, the largest organised group of employers,

since §23 of SAF byelaws reserves the right of the employer to make use

of workers irrespective of whether or not they are organise .

Unemployment in the mid 20s brought the problem of restriction

of access to work to the fore, however, and the 10 congress of 1926
had a significant discussion on the problems this raised. Motion 36
pointed to nonopoll sing tendencies, such as prevention of new

recruitment to a certain trade or discrimination against workers from

1) SOU 192 3: 29. f. 109.

2 ) Demand.e for legislation against trade unions on tais score
were frequent in the 1930s. See hart 1 , chapters If and XIV.
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other areas, and saio. these were far mora effective than employers'

black lists in keeping workers out of work. The motion considered that

trades ought to 1st Qpeit to workers who wanted to join them, on

c one i ti one that they asked for ana obtained the rate a no. benefits for

the job. It proposed therefore that congress should decia e its

opposition in principle to attempts to m-nopoiise in the trade union

movement and in favour of t' e policy of the open shoo.
l)

The secretariat pointed out that in t' e past there had generally

•: een an o pen shop policy, giving the right of affiliation to a il

workers employed within the sphere of activity of a union. The

t ockyard workers had mads exceptions to this to some extent when they

tried to limit the number of members in the federation and to control

the division of work among members, hut now agreement had been reached

between employers and unions on a permanent cadre of workers. In

other groups attempts had for various reasons been made to regulate

the supply of work, e.g. through apprenticeship clauses. Such

restrictions were based on the fact that some employers had tried to

•isploy only apprentices. Some employers had likewise gone past

organised workers aria employed unorganised workers from other localities

at wages below the collective agreement rates. This had led some

trace union J.edsratione to write provisions into collective agreements

ensuring that workers dwelling and taxed in a particular place should

have priority to work. Other federations ted tried to establish

procedures governing dismissals - last in, first out - iri order to

prevent employers victimising union officials.

In sum the secretariat considered that the measures adopted by

the unions for regulating the sup -ly of work seemed to have been

lj Congress report, 1926, statement Ho. 4-.
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justified arid to be necessary. It was necessary for the unions to try-

to protect individual members from unjust treatment by management, BUT, l)

all such measures for regulating the free movement of .ahour must be

handled with great caution so that this did not lead to e new

and troublesome problem. For there were dangers* It was dangerous to

make apprentice provisions too restrictive. If the "last in -< first-

out5' principle of seniority were always to be applied t" are r ight develop

a**proletariat of vagrants" , which was dangerous for the young.

Some time a shortage of work had led to disputes between trade union

organisations as to the right to certain kinds of work, and the disputes

had even been taken as far as blockading work for the members of other

organisations in order to monopolies it. This was to make a use of

the blockade weapon that could not be reconciled with the general

interests of the trade union movement.

The secretariat then recommended congress to accept its view that

a closed union policy conf ided with the principles of the trace union

movement and was not reconcilable with democratic ana socialist

philosophies. The movement ought accordingly to continue to pursue &n

open anion policy and concede the right to affiliation to all workers

who worked within the sphere of activity of a union. In working to

maintain agreements in force the unions ought not to resort to measures

that prevented the free tncv went of labour other than those that

were necessary in order to maintain orderly relations in their

respective industries. It a aeo declared that unions should try to act

in such a way that Internal disputes between organisations about the

right to carry out certain work were avoided.

Congress approved this statement by the secretariat, Sigfrib

l&nsson stating in the debate that he though it was a Pity that the

l) Ibid. p. 162
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1922 congress had not attended to this question. In principle the trade

union ms a socialised phenomenon in society; it was not the private

property of a specified generation or groups tut the property of all.

The proper line to take was in his view that the trade unions should be

open to all, ^' On the right of entrance to an association the He thin

c ohm it tee reporting in the year 1935. considered that monopolistic

attempts in the trade union movement - towards closed shops - were

not merely irreconcilable with a democratic approach "but also

conflicted with the principles of the trade union movement and the

usual bye laws of trade union federations. If it proved to be the cage

that euch organisations could not themselves prevent such monopolistic

attempts rules would be to be devised to make it possible for a parson

wronged to obtain justice. This discussion areo 6ea.t with restrictive

practices in trace associations, closed shops and monopolies.

Prior to 194-1, however, this dec xu rati on in favour of the open

shop 'was not made explicit in LO bye lawe. The 1933 normal bye aws did

entitle every grown worker employed within the sphere of activity of a

federation to membership in that federation, but this was not a

compulsory provision. "There wag no direct obstacle in the way of a

federation including in its bye laws limitations on t e right of entry

of a purely monopolistic nature. It wag true that by 194! there

were probably no such limitations, but "the provision now Introduced

has aimed at preventing even the possibility of this happening"-''. The

15 men had considered that "the trade unions are and. must be open to all

workers and employees who wish to joipftheir comrades at work in a loyal

-and honest attempt- to serve common Interests on a democratic bag! s,"4)

1) But this was subject to a qualification discussed be-ow.
2) Sftlven, .wandsorgani s&ti onens ny& s"tadgar, 0,29
3) Ibid., p.29
4) Fackffireningsrfireleen och n^ringslivet, p. 195.
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In the opinion of the committee the matter wag of such fundamental

importance that an organisation that did not recognise this ha sic tenet

could not obtain nor retain membership in LG. The question of the

individual's right to affiliate to an organisation that was striving

to promote the common interests of the workers in his sphere of

activity ought to he guaranteed hy a declaration in principle in ID

byalaws. The right to membership must not he dependent on economic

or other fluctuations.

The problem of the 1920s, when the trouble developed about

monopolistic practices by certain federations, was in fact closely

bound up with the unemployment issue. In the 1926 congress August

Carlseon of the unskilled and factory workers' federation pointed

out the danger of having completely open unions - that all manner ef

unemployed might have to be accepted into membership of that particular
1)

federation . This point was reflected in Hansson's consideration

that it was going far enough, as the secretariat ted done, to allow

entrance to a union when the worker had obtained work. The idea is

also echoed in the 1941 formulation, that the worker is MPIjOYSD- III

THE SPHERE OP ACTIVITY OP T.IE QRMISATIGH before being entitled to

join. It is necessary to have a Job in the craft or industry or trade

before being entitled to membership. Even then, of course, membership

is conditional upon minimum age requirements, and membership can also

be refused on grounds that would lead to expulsion of members.

Although the attitude of employers affiliated to SAP must be

that no exclusive bargaining rights can be given to organised workers

it is nevertheless considered that it is better to have workers

organised in unions for purposes of negotiations on collective

l) If) Congress Report, 192&.P. 167.
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agreements. Outside SAF employers sometimes insist on their workers

being organised in order that an authoritative body can represent the

workers and their interests and accept responsibility for

agreements being respected. Exclusive bargaining right for particular

unions exists for instance in the consumers' co-operative movement.

An attempt was made at IjO congress in 1946 (motions 49 and 00)

to have collective agreements changed in aueh a way that workers who

took jobs in a workplace where there was a trade union should be

obliged to join it. The secretariat pointed out that it was not

possible for it to take the initiative here; where provisions of this

kind were felt to be necessary it was a matter for the parties to the

agreement.

One motion that crept into the batch on organisation questions

in the 195 ^ •&) congress was number 92, which asked that 1X3 congress

should examine the question of the desirability of asking BAP to

introduce an "organisation clause" tn national agreements where this

was considered desirable* The motion had in mind a general

recommendation to which parties in various sectors could agree. The

argument in favour of this motion was that when an individual

federation wanted the organisation clause introduced into an agree¬

ment, it was usually quite hopeless, in view of § 23 of SAlfe

bye laws (although in some spheres an organisation clause had been

accepted) . Behind the desire for the organisation clause was of

course the usual argument that unorganised workers were benefitting

by the efforts of the organised workers, and yet refused to become

organised.

l) Knut Lareeon said that the object of introducing the organisation
clause into an agreement was for the purpose of protecting the right
of association of the workers against any employer who attacked it.
Instead of using the provisions of the act of 1936 (see chapter IX)
the unions used the method of the organisation clause where employers
tried to exclude organised workers. If, he added, these employers
be longed to SAF there was little difficulty in obtaining its co-oper

T.O.ation against employers who opposed, organisation among their
employees. See LG congress report. 1951. p.
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The secretariat stated in response to this taction that it did

not see any reason for going into the question of principle. There

were, as the motion pointed out, divided opinions in the trade union

movement itself as to the desirability of such a clause. It was

sufficient to point out that SAT1 still stuck to the principle that

employers retained the right to employ workers, whether organised or

not, and at the same time SAF still continued to demand protection

for the negative right of association i.e. protection for persons

against measures aimed at forcing them into or out of an association

against their will. So the secretariat asked that no action be taken on

the motion. Strand (the LO chairman } said that,in the view of the

secretariat, if any federation found it was advisable to try to have

an organisation clause introduced then it would do so, quite apart

from any special recommendation from congress. In any case it was not

possible to discuss these questions at a central level, since the

employers c-ung to their paragraph 23 (now §35) with tooth and nail,

As stated above, it is very frequently the case that employers prefer

their workers to be organised, but they cannot make express provision

for this if they are partners in SAF. (see chapter Xvll.)
In principle then SAF is opposed to the closed shop, but not to

trade union organisations, while ID declared ag early ag 1926, during

a depression, that the closed shop was not in the interests of the trade

union movement, provided employers were not felt to be exploiting
xabour. In practice the position at present *■) is considerably

1) Bu£°£he problem in the 1930s se® part 11, chapters IX and XiY.
LO was then violently opposed to the workers having the right (and
protection in law) to remain unorganised. The right of association
regulated by the act of 193^ &QQB not therefore cover questions of
sush rights aflTHOf workers' or employers' organisations, but only
the right as existing between individual workers and employers in
relation to the other side. Further the act regulates only the
POSITIVE right of association. The right xto remain unorganised ie
not protected, and the unorganised worker or employer has no legal
protection against organisations on his own side who press him to
become organised. In brief, LO opposes the closed shop but wvants IOC#
organisation coverage. For an expression of this argument see
FackfOreningsrbrelsen. Ho. 7. 1954. P. 1211 et seq.
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influenced by the policy of full (and overfull) employment, where

the trade anions have little to gain from restrictive practices on

work and employers are desperately anxious for labour of all kinds.

Apprentice agreements are now more common, and provide a protection

against exploitation of cheap labour. Some individual restrictions

on output paid by the piece have bean alleged to me by individual

employers* But undoubtedly the general conslusion must be that the

whole climate of opinion in the Swedish labour market, geared as it is

to the positive encouragement of productive efficiency and

rationalisation, favours the open shop* Trade unions are of course

interested in 100;"- membership - but this they almost have in any ee.se

now - but the attitude on both sides is overwhelmingly expansive

and not restrictive in relation to production.

2) The second conditions for federations being members of IX) is

the right for the individual member of one affiliated organisation who

has found employment in the sphere of activity of another organisation

to transfer his membership to it without payment of any special fee.

In 1951 the addition was made that he had the right to transfer from

one organisation to another as a result of decisions made by the

secretariat of 10, This clause was clearly directed against federa¬

tions that refused to give up members, and was designed to make easier

the execution of the plan of organisation of 10. The clause as

formulated in 1941 gave rise to some difficulty subsequent to 1941.

The 15 man committee did not consider that the rights and obligations

of individual members should be regulated in the bye laws of LQ, ^
which is an association of federations, and so they excluded the pre-

1941 bye la we provision (§ 16, clause 2.) that did provide an

1) See Congress report, 1941, p. 433 a speech by B&gaar Casparsson.
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obligation for members to transfer. when the congress drafting committee

of 194-1 discussed the proposed new bye lawe it agreed it me possible

to have provisions making it obligatory for the federations to

transfer members, but it would not agree with Foreland's propoe&l ^
providing for the obligation for members tc transfer to another

federation if they found, employment within its sphere of activity.

It did propose however that the affiliated organisations should be

obliged $o co-operate in Hiving such members transferred, and this

was carried (§14, clause 1.)

3) There was a fuss at the 1951 congress, however, arising out

of the fact that individual members were not constitutionally bound

to transfer their metnberehipe. They had a right to do so, but

■were under no obligation. This anomaly led to the insertion in 1951

of the third "must" in the bye laws of a federation that wishes to

join and stay in 10. It involves an "obligation for a member who

has gained employment in the sphere of activity of another

federation or who shall otherwise belong to another organisation as

a result of a decision by the secretariat of "CO to transfer his

membership to it". The secretariat pointed out ^ at this congress

that a case ted recently occurred where certain members of a

federation ted refused to accept the decision of the secretariat and

the board of the federation in an organisation question. This

situation ted shown there was a deficiency in the present constitution

of LG which, were it not remedied, could make it more difficult to

carry through the plan of organisation in future. The secretariat

continued : "It is clear that neither in the bye laws of 10 nor the

1)lbid., pp. 158-160.

2) See W Congress report 1951. -

P.9° et seq
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federatioms can provisions be Eade that GD&IIAHTJaSB that a decision as

to a change in the organisation to which a member shall belong will

be respected by the members affected, so that they would SKblK IX) JOIN

the federation to which, in accordance with the decision, they should

belong; there can be no legally binding method of compelling transfers

of members to another federation. The object simply is to create a

basis in the byelawe for expelling the members concerned from the

federation from which they should, in accordance with the decision in

the organisation question, be transferred, in cases where they do not

abide by the decision. For this purpose it is necessary that the

federation bye laws make express provision for the obligation to respect

the decision, In this connection it is not enough to introduce a

provision into the normal byelaws and then leave it to the federations

themselves to decide whether this provision should be incorporated

in the federation byelaws or not. The provision must be given a

compulsory character by providing in the byelaws of 10 that it shall

be a condition for the affiliation of the federations to 10, in the

sat»© way ag applies already tor the rules as to the right to join, the

right to tranefer, and the right of veto. The provision ought further

to cover the obligation to transfer not merely for the person who

had found employment In the sphere of activity of another organisation

but also for other cages where the secretariat may decide that a g© rson

is to belong to such another organisation." ^ i.e. in accordance with

the plan of organisation. This new provision in the byelaws tee

of course its counterpart in the normal byelaws for federations

( § 10, clause 3- )

l) 10 Congress report, 195P. 92.



4) The fourth requirement in federation byelaws is that the hoard

(or council, if there ie one) of a federation has the right to mat® the

final decision in questions concerning the termination of collective

agreements, acceptance or rejection of proposals for such agreements

or for resorting to direct action. This means that voting among the

members on such issues is only aovisory in character. From the

beginning the federation bye laws lacked uniformity, although they

tended to become more uniform with the growth of experience. The

original bye la we of the metal industry workers' federation included the

provision that support from the federation could not be counted upon

for strikes that were not submitted to the board for examination and

approval. From 1898 the board had to approve strikes if support me

to be given and obtained. Most of the industrial federations that

were heterogeneous in composition had similar centralising tendencies,

anc this right of veto was written into the normal bye laws passed in

1933-

The Be thin committee considered that the acceptance of the

normal bye law provisions of 1933 would mean a significant step in

the direction of preserving labour peace, although it feared that in

a really critical situation a federation board might hesitate to gp

against the views expressed by a bote of the members. It did not

consider that it was very proper that a proposal that had been

approved by negotiation delegations of the parties should be made the

subject of voting. It was desirable from every point of view therefore

that both sides should be represented by delegates who had powers

tc arrive at definite decisions. The organisations should be left to

solve this question themselves and it would probably be in their

~ wn interests to do so. Otherwise, and here the Boihin G oirnntttaa

rather emphatic 1 , it would probably not be possible to prevent

1) sou 1935: 65. p. 109
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the passage Into law of more adequate voting rules than those of

the organisations. This would be as a last resort. Questions that should

be discussed in this connection were : the voting procedure itself,

entitlement to vote, the majority required, whether the results of

voting should be published, and the provision of guarantees that

everyone entitled to vote did so tm as far ae possible.

The 15 men found that by 1940 all but four of LO's federation

had expressed or implied recognition of the right of veto of the
l)

board , What wag new in their recommendation that passed into the

bye laws was that the right of veto was now to be a condi ti on of

membership of 10. The federations that had been able to carry on

their activity without the right of veto had been those that had

uniform negotiation and agreement structures. For them centralisation

had not been so necessary as for heterogeneous federations formed

along industrial lines. The 15 men did not think it wag possible to

present final proposals for model byelaws for the federations, in

view of thejvariatione in structure, but it pointed oat that it wag

important that the basic principles of the trade union movement ,

such as the right of veto and the right to membership, should be

expressed in the byelaws of the federations. If LO was, ae me

proposed, to give support in future in All conflicts it was necessary

for the procedure dealing with decisions on conflicts TO BS TPS SAMS

FOR ALL FSDSiiATIOHS, On this basis they recommended the veto

formulation that congress accepted. Bot it has proved no sleeping

dog, for the questions of voting and the ri ht of veto always involve

a clash of views ag to whether it is democratic to toe guided toy a

majority vote or the decision of the democratically elected officials

of the trade union federation. Thus the problem has recurred in

subsequent LO congresses. 2 )
1) The four were: the masons, foodstuffs, pa per,and

telegraph and telephone.
2) FackfdJreningsrbrelsen och n&ringslivet, pp.202-8.



Seventeen motions (noe, 1-17) were presented in the congress

of 1946 asking for the removal or modifications of the right of

veto clause®. The secretariat could not find that experience of tie

application of the right of veto since 1941 had been such as to justify

it abolition ^. The original reasons for approving it were still as

valid. In reply to the view that the final decision should rest with

the vote of the members the secretariat pointed out that the hoard of

a federation would obviously only exercise its right of veto in

exceptional circumstances. It would clearly take note of the opinion

its members expressed through their botes, August Lindberg, the then

chairman of LO, argued on a somewhat philosophical plane that the

question of working forms for the trade union movement had nothing

to do with the question of democracy. The movement had representative

democracy. The basis of democracy was the freedom cf speech of the

members, freedom to organise, the right to put forward proposals in

the trade unions, the right to vote as one wished. But it was

representative democracy, and this was proof of the maturity of the

Swedish trade union movement. Se instanced the syndicalists with

their direct democracy as a bad alternative. The motions were rejected.

Motions 1 to 11 in the 1951 congress raised the problem of

the right of veto again. All except number 11 were very critical of it.

In general the complaint was that it was undernecratic for the board

or council of a federation to be able to go against the wishes of its

members in accepting agreements, the result being that the members

were in many cases losing interest in tiade union activity. The only

cure was to give the members more power. Some of the suggestions were

l)LO congress report, 1946, pp. 113-5
a) Ibid., p. 122.
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that each federations shoaid be allowed to decide for itself whether

to include the veto provision. At present federations could hide

behind the bye laws of 10 and say to their ©emIters "It is not our

fault but the fault of 10 that we must have the right of veto in

questions of wages agreements and direct action". Some proposals

suggested that the board or council of a federation ought not to be

allowed to overrule a vote of the members on© way. Motion 9

objected to agreements being arrived at "at the table" and proposed

that no agreement shou-d be arrived at in this way, but that all

proposals for agreement should be sent out to the members for their

vote, the result of their voting to be decisive one way or the other.

Motion 10 thought that the present system whereby most federations

used a two thirds majority rule sho a to be replaced by a simple

majority vote of the members voting .

This motion raises the important point, that while the

norami bye lawe provide that proposals far agreement are to be submitted

to the members affected by them for their examination this provision

is not compulsory, liach federation is entitled to decide for itself

the way in which the views of its members should be obtained, by

general vote, a conference of delegate© appointed for the purpose,

or possibly in other ways. The secretariat commented on the motion

that it saw no reason why it should issue arty directive in this

matter.

In contrast to the other motions, number 11 took exactly the

opposite view, and argued that the wages policy of recent years made

it essential to have greater powers for the secretariat of JO. Since

the secretariat proposed to take the matter up in the discussion on

wages problems which bulked so large in the 1951 congress it Seems
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toast to consider it in that connection. Subsequent discussion is

therefore considered in connection with wag©® policy in Part V,

On the negative notions on the right of veto, the secretariat

argued that it me met ;n@c#,gsary to develop the arguments for the

power of the boards of federations to have the right of veto, since

nothing had been advanced in the motions that .had not been before

previous W congresses. The secretariat wished simply to emphasise

that even before 1941 the right of veto was established in the bye laws

of the vagt majority of federations, and was thus not as a rule

dependent on the 1941 1.0 congress for its origin. And if this

arrangement were considered necessary in earlier periods it must toe

considered still more Justified in view of the more and more complex

character that now character!eed t e problems of wages policy, and of

the greater demands in respect of economic insight and understanding,

uniform Judgement and planned co-operation which developments were

placing on the authorities responsible for the wages policy of the

trade union movement. Further, the demand for repeal of the veto

provision did not seam to be general within the TU movement, for the

sum total of members covered by the branches from which the motions
J

stemmed was lees than one half per cent of the total membership of ID*

Again it drew attention to the 1946 statement by the

secretariat that a federation would take account of the outcome of

a vote, and oniy in exceptional circumstances would it exercise

the powers it had under the veto right. So a rule for voting was

not realistic. In any case, it was the federations who had the

power to decide what their vo ti ng requi remen ts were e.g. a

qualified or simple majority. The secretariat therefore proposed that

these motions lead to no action by congress, which decided to
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consider the question of the right of veto in relation to the

discussion of wages policy (See ?art 7.)
In addition to the four obligatory clauses there are certain

other requirements that federations affiliating to 10 ( and unions

that cannot join a federation) must observe, e.g. that the whole

membership of the organisation shall affiliate, that the fees

due shall be paid. v. tc, But the four conditions are the most

significant, the others being technical in character.

There was a general tightening up of responsibility of

federation to BO in other respects from 194-1. In wages policy,for

instance, the extended obligations with which 10 was burdened in

relation to conflicts of all kinds lad naturally to a revision of

the federation bye laws in the manner described above and also in othei

ways. The whole problem of centralisation and of wages policy will

merit detailed consideration in later chapters, a t this stage we can

note that all the centralisation was reflected in the prevision made

in 194-1 that BO may now expel affiliated organisations that

flagrantly disregard the byelaws of BO or decisions arrived at by

its organs on the basis of the byeiaws and which, in spite of reminder

fail to take corrective action without delay. There was no express

recognition of this right prior to 1941, although the BO congress

of 1936 assumed for instance that expulsion measures could be

directed against federations that refused to co-operate in the
1)

industrial federation plan of organisation. ' The re is a right of

appear against expulsion through the representative council to the

In spite of the centralising tendencies, however, the federa¬

tions still remain the hub. This is brought out by a change made in

l) Sblvjn, op. cit. p. 36. BG'e plan of organisation will
be analysed in chapter Vll,
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in
hO teyeiawe 1951. *he normal bye la** accepted in 194-1 had set out

that W see to work fcr the workers in » certain industry or cioeo-y

related industries or certain trades being o/£united in local organi*

*ati .mt trad# unions, and fcr these unions to be joined its nationwide

organisations i.e. federations. Jot in 1951 there a move u *»y f&sm

the empimsie en loos • orgsniafction unite, the federations no* esing

stressed as the a*in unit of organisation. This of course su. posted

mors centralisation at tar as local teranc' eg are concerned, although 1©

«»P»T| anxious not to press to® each on the fejdoratioas in &

centralising; direction. At n«©r rate the secretariat felt in i«$l that

the taphasi« on the 0 ranches in ths 1941 toys lass did not agree wi hh

the orlncipa.es of organisation which dec tared X© to tee an feosooiation

of federations, So* wee it in practice the case thai -U) m@ active in

forming local unions, This was typically a fedoratl n task. further,

the 1941 bye laws spoke only of workers in incus try and trade, Bat

cots red large groups of msmnere who same under neither of t;«se

headings, iior did the 19^1 Oyslawa contain any indication of the

suan of organisation of if). In 0*0or to remedy these defects the

secretariat proposed that the clause concerned oh aid be atsesifed fcu

read that W should mtk for t

aor-ere in priests, stats and local authority cervfet teeing •onl-insd

in nation wide organisations (federations) ehioh aero active at the

looa .©vol through teranoi.ee (trade unioas) in accordance with a pa»

decided upon by congress, That is to say that the federations sere the

hate, and their respective spheres of activity would tee determined in
_accordance with tnp p.an of organisation of if). Congress accepted this
formulation,

do much for the compulsory provisions that the federation must
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respect before being allowed to join and stay in 10. J us t how far

independence is sacrificed is a matter that will be taken up later,

particularly in chapter VI. But it is clear that empiricism has ag

always guided 10 away from the adoption of too rigid a set of byelaws.

It was clearly recognised by the fifteen men that different federations

would require slightly different bye laws, depending on their tasks

and spheres of operation. "The federation must have the right to make

provisions for special circumstances in the trade". Thus wi thin

the framework of compulsory and normal bye laws there are some devia¬

tions in the precise formulation of bye -awe as between federations, but

none of these is so vital as to affect the fundamental assumption that

there must be no rejection of basic principles but only adaptation to

the circumstances of the case. Let us now look at the federations in

greater detail within this framework set out by 10.

The federation is an association of ail the workers employed in

an industry or trade in Sweden who should, according to the plan of
o )

organisation of 10, ' belong to that federation. Xte tasks are to look

1 jFackfbreningsrSrelsen och n&ringslivet, p. 207.

2) lot all the federation toy* lawe include this phrase. Some content
themselves with setting out the types of workers they do organise,
irrespective of the plan of organisation; for example the foundry
workers' federation aims to cover all moulders in iron, steel and metals,
the compositors' federation aims to cover all workers in the printing
industry, the associated federations says it is an association of
groups of workers employed in the technical chemistry, rubber, leather
and glove industries &Ware la ted. groups, the agricultural workers'
federation says it covers all workers in agriculture and subsidiary
occupations, related activities and gardeners. The masons' and brewers'
federations also specify whom they think they are organising. All
these federations mentioned are definite craft or otherwise homogeneous
groups or, in some cases, groups that are not in the plan of organi¬
sation at all (such as the foundry workers and associated federations)
and which can hardly be expected therefore to mention such an
inconvenient - to them - thing as a plan of Which they are not part.
The Factory workers' federation compromises by stating the categories
of workers it covers and who, in accordance with the plan of organis¬
ation, are to belong to it. The postmen's federation says it covers
white collar workers and workers employed by the post office who
should, according to the plan of organisation, belong to it. This
implies that XX) has reached some sort of boundary agreement about
spheres of influence with TCO.
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after the interests of the members on the labour market and in

industry and trade, and in so doing and otherwise to contribute to the

development of society on the basis of political, social and economic

democracy: and to give economic support to members affected by a

labour conflict in accordance with the provisions of the bye laws.

Some bye laws provide for help in other cases, mainly unemployment and

(for example in the case of the compositors, one of the most

aristocratic and wealthy of the federations) assistance for removal,

invalidity, tuberculosis, sickness and burial and other needs.

The norma 1 bye laws also provide for help to be given to members in the

event of legai proceedings, actions against and persecution by

employers.

Some federations go beyond the normal bye laws with regard to their

tasks. The compositors state that they aim "to promote the trade

union, economic, social and Intel iec tua i interest of the workers, to

work for the attainment of industrial democracy, and consciously to

foster the workers in the struggle for the transforiaation of society

on a socialist- basis and to direct work for the socialisation of

production". (This raises at once the issue of affiliation to the

social democratic party.) Th: brewers include the busk of working for

the right of co-decision in management and of supporting the demands

for socialising production. The agricultural workers include

extended right of co-decision in the enterprise as one of their aims,

while both the foundry and metai industry workers' federations favour
,co-decision %

greater right off and support demands for socialisation. l>

1) The present position in relation to such- demands "is "
discussed in chapter XV111 on industrial democracy.



Th© masons aim to work also for extended inf . uence in industry

and support the demands for the socialisation of production; they

a,.so dec; are their opposition t over time and get ae a farther aim

shorter «no regular hours of work.

The organisati one ox the federations is based on the foilowing

hierarchy (in order of descending authority): congress, fees ration

council (sometimes called a representative council or supervisory

hoard), federation hoard, and branch hoard (with possible safe -

divisions into sections or other local units. Congress, the highest

authority in the laceration, meets once every few years, ge erally
from thre to five, a 1 the ugh extra congresses ray be called.

In between congresses the council is the highest authority, and. it

consists of & certain number of members, appointed by congress

(the metal worker© have 33 members) for the period until the next

congreee from among members working within the sphere of activity

of the federation. Some councils consist of the board plue a numb®

of members. ^ ost byelaws specify that the council members are to

represent oifferent districts, branches of activity and. ©isa of branch

in order to secure a really representative body. The main duty of

the council, which usually meets at most twice a year, is t©

supervise the day to day administration of the federation, which is

in the hand© of the board. The council also appoints the

fadexa tierce represent#tives in the representative council ef tOt

In matters of principle or of economic importance the board is not t

entitled to arrive at vt 0 0 fc*t o ^ jfc h 0 u t prior coasu; t&tion with the
■ ■

—— ? '• •- ' ■

council. It is thus a kind of .fetehe'og supervising the activity of
v.

the boa rd.
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T'he board, which is responsible for the day to day running of

the federation, usually consists of about seven to ten members, tie

chairman, secretary, and treasurer all being full time officials.

These three hold office wit'out having to be specially re-elected

by each congress, though they are of course elected by congress in

the first prace. The other board members who are part time officials^
are chosen by congress for the period until the next congress from

among the working members in the sphere of activity which the

federation covers. Hatjirally the board meet© rather frequently,

usually at least once a week, and a large federation like the metal

workers provides that four of the five ordinary board members are

selected from the branch where the board has it seat- i.e. Stock h^ja,
while the fifth is to represent workers in iron foundries,

liecieions are made on the basis of more than half the T0T&L board

members being agreed. Apart from teving a casting vote and

being the person who conducts the meetings of the beard, presents

subjects for discussion and accepts the responsibility for the

decisions of the congrees, supervisory board and board being carried

out, the chairman is not endowed with any dictatorial powers.

Obviously the strength of his position will depend less on formal

powers laid down in the bye lawe, which are essentially responsible

powers, than on his own personality and guiding influence on the

board, iiut ultimately he - and the board - must answer to the final

policy making body, the congress. Most federations have full time

officials who deal with negotiations, education, industrial

enterprise councils and other tasks. They are appointed by congress

and in some cases, e.g. , the metal workers' federation, by the

supervisor;, board, and are engaged for an indefinite period of time
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wi th six months notice on cither side.

One important point is that ail voting is open except in the

election of the council a«c the hoard, which is roaofey secret

feaiiot unless congress decides unanimously that the voting is to

fee public.

The relationship between the individual member and his

federation is based on the principle that, apart fro® the compulse? y

provisions affecting the relationship - right ©f entry and of

transfer, and obligation to transfer - the relations between them

are regulated fey federation byelaws. On© of the member*s greatest

rights is that of feeing entitled tc raise motions in congress. These

travel via the branch, which can approve or reject there but cannot

block them, since provision is made that even if the branch does

reject a motion the individual member hag still the right to agit

that the motion be put to the federation board, itgain, the individual

member is eligible for election as a delegate to congress, he ie

entitled to vote at the constituency elections (constituencies

consist of one or more branches), and. to fee present at the counting

of votes. The measure of democracy afforded to the Individual members

in considerably circumscribed, however, fey the compulsory provision

that empowers the board of the federation te arrive at definite

decisions on wage® agreements even after the proposals for agreements

have been submitted to the members concerned for their views. At

this stag® the intention ie simply tc rocor© the fact that this

limitation exists. It will be discussed in relation to wages policy.

retailed provisions on the fundamental 'topic of right of

entry to a federation 'provide that this is open to every worker
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within the sphere of activity of the federation, subject to an

age qualification, provided he is net ineligible on the grounds that

would lead tc a member being expelled (for which see below). Some

federations, e.g. masons, foodstuffs, metai industry, railway,

compositors, that have sickness benefit and/or unemployment funds

require prospective members to join it at the game time. Application

to join a federation is made through the branch, and final

acceptance into membershi p or rejection: rests with the board of the

federation. If membership is refused the individual has an

ultimate right of appeal in the provision introduced in 1941 that

the matter can be referred to arbitration. Arbitration is also"

provided as the ultimate resort in cases of expulsion from the

federation and, for settling internal disputes between the federation,

branch, board or member thereof, or individual members. The

arrangement for all three types of dispute is that they are referred

to arbitrators in accordance with the provisions of the arbitration

act. This provides for five arbitrators, two appointed by each

side and the fifth appointed jointly by both sides or, if agreement

cannot be reached,by the secretariat of O. This arbitration

procedure is much quicker and less public than that of referring

disputes to the public law courts. Hot all federations have adopted

the normal by e la we on this point, however, 'for instance the

moulders, brewers, masons and agricultural workers' federations have

a© the highest court of decision and appeal the council of the

federation ®#?its equiva lent,-.the board,
^

This arbitration procedure wae introduced into the normal

bye laws in 1941, Jri or to 1941 the metal workers* federation had an
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arbi tration procedure for cases of expulsion of members for breach

of the lays laws which provided, (as at i/1/1939) ( § ^3» clause 4 and 5 )
that members who had been charged with a vd. ex pel led for breach of the

bye laws of the federation could, within two weeks, ask the branch

board that the question be decided through arbitration, The party

making the change could also ask for arbitration, ch side appointed

two arbitrators, and these in turn selected the fifth, who served as

chairman. If the parties could net agree on this fifth member the

board of the federation was entitled to appoint him. Clause oix

provided that when the matter had been examined by the arbitration

board, the board of the federation made the final decision. (There

.res no provision for arbitration on any other matters in these

bye laws. §4 provided, on the subject of joining the fed era ti on, that

in the event of a dispute arising as to the right to membership

the board of the federation wag to decide).

flaiORto 1939 the bye laws of the metal industry federation

proviaed (e.g. as from 1/1/1936) under §13, clause 4, that if a

branch expelled a member he could appeal to the board of the

federation within two weeks, and the board made a final decision

on the matter after it had been examined by a board of arbitration

on which the two sides were equally represented,

Apart from the grounds for expulsion that existed prior to 1941 -

such ag failure to pay membership dues (where expulsion '//as automatic),

making false statements in order to become a member, strike or

blockade breaking, or otherwise infringing the bye laws, //here the

initiative lay with the board of the federation, usually after an

enquiry , a new ground for expulsion wag introduced in 1941 which

provided that a member might be expelled for "carrying on or
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supporting activi ty that is irreconcijable with the purpose of the

organisation or (who) otherwise behaves in a disloyal way". (At

the discretion ox the federation the member may alternatively be

deprived of certain membership rights for a period). The background

to this new provision deserves comment,

Birtiy as a result of the Russian attack on Finland in 1939#

the representative council of LQ decided in December, 1939 to issue

a statement advising the trade unions not to allow themselves to be

represented by communists. Ag a result of this the communists in

the trade unions were to a great extent rooted oat of official

positions. Some federations went further and expelled members belonging

to the communist party^ and the metal workers* federation and the

painters decided for example that members belonging to the communist

party wer not entitled to hold office in the federation or its

local organisations.

The new provision introduced in the byelaws of TO in 1941 was

in line with the democratic objects of the trade union movement as

these are understood in Sweden, namely "to work for the development

of society on the basis of political, social and economic democracy

Members supporting what the trade union movement considered was

anti-democratic activity (admittedly a vague phrase, although made

more precise by some federations) could now be expelled or of, *

course alternatively refused membership. Membership of an anti-

demo era tic -.organisation does not automatically disqualify from

membership^ ?) 0ther cases , the boax'd of the federation

decides. This discretionary right of examination differs from the

statement made by the eongress of LO in 1936, that persons organised

1) 10 congress report, 1941. p. 262

2)Sftlvftn, andsorganisationens Nya stadp-ai. 3r<^ edition p. 6l
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in national socialist organisations could not be members of feci era t-ionE
1}

affiliated to jO. The 1941 ap, roach is wider, in that it does not

restrict itself to any particular anti-democratic philosophy. Sdlven

adds that the new grounds for expulsion were introduced as a direct

consequence of the activity of anti-democratic organisations.

Certain federation bye laws still provide, however, for the

prohibition of national socialism e.g. the byelawe of the foodstuffs

workers federation in force from 1st January, 1952 ( at p. ll)

provide as one reason for expulsion "membership of a nationalist

socialist association". The bye laws of the com posi tors' federation

provide also for expulsion of members who "for example belong to the

ifezi party or other comparable party, organisation, or association".

Motion Ho. 31 to the congress of this, federation in 1952 asked that

this provision be deleted, not because it was felt $asiism was

necessarily dead but because the provision had outlived its useful¬

ness and wag undemocratic in character. The motion did not know

whether the provision had ever been used, but the supervisory board

pointed out that the reason wny congress had decided in 1944 to

introduce the provision was that they had just lost a legal cage

and been obliged to readmit a member whom they had previously
2 )

expelled for being a l&zi. Ife-d such a provision been in the

bye laws the case would probably not have bean lost. They did not now

1) It should be noted that this decision by congress was made
against the advice of the secretariat. It was an illogical decision
in that it did not deny membership of trade unions to persons
who supported dictatorships other than national socialist ones.
Hence congress had to introduce a more general formulation in 1941.

2) See Schmidt, Kollektivarbefrsr&tt. p. 77.
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share the view of the submitters of the motion, that the provision

had outlived its usefulness and «as undemocratic. There were still

many signs of Saziism in the world, and a democratic organisation

like the compositors* federation had to guard against undemocratic

philosophies. It did not agree that the provision was undemocratic,

since it had been introduced in order to protect democratic

interests. Congress agreed, and the motion was rejected. So the

clause still stands.

To return to the norraal bye laws of the federations, a new

ground for expulsion from a federation wag introduced in 1951

to meet cases where immediate action was called for against members

who clearly and deliberately flouted the bye laws. Here there was a

case for being able to take action quickly - (the normal framework

and procedure, with rights of appeal, for dealing with proposed,

expulsion usually took some time and, while it guaranteed objective

and careful consideration, it was not always a clear cut case 5 -

when workers decided perhaps on a wildcat strike or wilfully

refused to obey a decision by the board of the federation as regards

a return to work. In these cases action wag necessary, and at once.

The new procedure allows for departure from the usual procedure in

cases where members clearly and deliberately flout the bye laws, or

provisions arrived at by congress or on the basis of the byelaws, and

who, IN Sri TB OF MB.JMQ FROM TIM BOARD OF TUB SMDSHA TIQff, fail to

obey the byelaws or provisions within the time prescribed. The usual

notification procedure of expulsion can also be bye passed here, in

that notice my be given through the branch or by public announcement,

(Normally the member would be informed by letter). There is a right

1) See i^rotokoll Sveneka typograff$rbundets tjugofftrsta ordinarie
K ongross i Stockholm, 1952, p. 128.
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of appeal against this extraordinary dismissal in the normal bye laws,

to the Council of the federation and to arbitration.

As an alternative to expulsion the board of a federation may decide

that a member shall lose certain rights for a specific period, these

being the right to become or remain an official or member of the board

of the federation or branches or to hold other poets. There is a

right of appeal here also to the council of the federation and then

to arbitration. The main object in introducing this alternative of

suspension of rights seems to have been that of covering cases where

there is an organisation clause in an agreement providing that a

worker must be organised before he can be employed. In such cases

expulsion would be equivalent to a sentence of dismissal from

employment.

In the light of this careful procedure for regulating entry to

and membership of trade unions in Sweden, and in particular of the

declared open eho'p policy, there is little by way of criticism that

can be advanced against the unions on the subject of the rights of

individual members. One criticism is that the arbitration procedure

can be "hush hush" and not necessarily aired in public, which might

give cause or excuse for charges of bias, J3ut the real charge made

against trade unions and their membership policies in Sweden in the

past has not been criticism of the open shop, but criticism of

pressure being put on individuate to join. The bye laws provide

nothing about the right NOT to join the® which is perhaps

understandable, but neither do they set out any procedure for

members leaving of their own free will, or through giving notice.

The outlet here of course is to stop paying dues, and to be expelled.

But the problem of being outside a union and being left unmolested

to do so is one that has caused troub e in the past and has
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intereeted legislators. It is taken up for discussion in Part 11 in

chapters IX and XIV.

Members of a federation have of course duties ae well ag rights.

They must work for thf harmony and development of the federation, obey

the provisions of its bye laws and decisions arrived at on the basis

of the byelaws, and be loyal towards the board of the federation and

others appointed to represent the organisation. Since 1951 they

have become obliged to transfer their membership if they find

employment elsewhere or if, in accordance with a decision of JjO ,

they should belong to another federation. Members are obliged to

supply on request statistical and other information as to wages and

working concitiong and must, before taking a job in a new workplace,

obtain information from the branch of the federation about the

conditions and terms of employment there. Express provision is made

in the r&ilwaymen's bye laws that both on and off duty the workman is

to be sober and a credit to hie organisation* Here the private

conduct of the member is made a matter for the concern of the federa¬

tion and of a member's comrades, who are enjoined ( § 13, clause 3)
to report to the board of the branch members who "let the side down"

in their behaviour.

So far we have looked at the principles on which the relation¬

ship between a member and hie federation are based, and now we look

at the more concrete aspect of the fees actually levied by a federation

on its members. These vary a great deal from federation to federation,

depending on the types and scales of benefit the federation gives.

l) The fees considered here are for full (defined usually as adult
male) v.embers. Half-paying members are usually mlee under a certain age,
females, and partially incapacitated, workers. The figures given are
for 1950» although these are now partly outdated by the fact that
many federations have raised rates of contribution (and benefits)
to keep pace with rises in the cost of living.



Firstly, entrance fees to federations are in general fairly low, the

highest being 10 crowns. Only two federations charged ae much, and 30

of the 44 federations in LO levied three crowns or less. He-entrance

fees varied much more between federations, and also varied with the

nature of the offence for which the members-was expelled: for railwayman

the amount varied between ten crowns (in the case of neglecting to

pay fees) to a maximum of 100 crowns for more serious cases. In most

federations the ordinary re-en trance fee .which is fixed by the Board

of the federation, MOT the branch, did not exceed 10 crowns.

the ordinary fees also vary considerably, as the following

table shows :

Annual amount in ordinary fees paid by full members
to federations.

Source: BO annual report, 195^# 99 270-275.

Amount in crowns Ho. oj. federati0ns.

Bess than 3^ 1
" 40 7

50 10
" 60
" 70
n 80

90 1
" 100 1

More than 100 5 x

x fhe highest was that of the compositors, 249*60 crowns,1'' the

book binders coming next with i$6 crowns, and lithographers third with

143 crowns. The chimney sweeps paid 130 crowns and the painters

104 crowns. Mote that these are all craft groups.

The branches decide when and where the dues to the federation

are to be collected. The federation board can raise fees a) in the

event of a conflict- it is obliged to support, b) when IG imposes a

levy, and c) where its funds fail below a certain level, eviee have

l)The largest part ox' this was for the federation's social benefits
f und and the i nva li d i ty f and ,

2) Fees to LO are discussed in chapter VI, p,p 276-7.

8
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now become less common, but when labour relatione were much more

militant levies often reached large amounts. In 1920, for instance,

the foundry workers! federation levied JA- crowns on each of its

members in addition to annual fees of 40 crowns, and in the same year

the masons levied 123 crowns, the annual fee being 44,20. Exemption

from the payment of fees is usually granted to elderly members over

60 who have paid dues continuously for 30 years, and exemption can

also be granted for illness, studies, military service, old age,

conflicts or unemployment.

In addition to the fee it collects on behalf of the federation

a branch is empowered to determine for itself the fee it will charge

its members for carrying on its own administration. This gives the

branches a certain amount of scope and ^besides administration the
fee they charge covers such things as affiliation fees to the social

democratic party and to the local central trade union organisation.

They can also impose levies on the branch members,

financial support is given by federations to their members in

certain circumstances, via. in the cage of strikes ap roved by the board,

in lockouts,and when the workers are involved in work stoppages in the
sphere of activity of other federations. Support is also given if a

member is dismissed because he has been carrying on activity on baha .f of

the organisation or as a result of persecution by the employer. Legal

aid can be given in the event of a member or branch having to take

legal action against employers in order to protect the if interest©.

Some other cases are allowed by individual federations, e.g. the

rai lwaymen*s federation may give support for cases not covered by the

above provisions if the member is in need as a reeul of his activity

on behalf of the organisation.
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Th© wain condition to bo fulfilled in order to qualify for

support is tnsaberehip of the organisation for three months, except

in tie case of conflicts on the right of association, where support

is paid at once. Jformal. y there is a waiting period cf six days

before support is paid. The amount of support is settled by each

individual federation, and is at present on the average about 8-9
crowns a day. The amount paid, in support pay can be reduced by the

federation whan the conflict is a big one or when several conflicts

are being carried on at the same time. The support is paid out

through the branches. Members involved in work stoppages afe also

obliged to seek work elsewhere, and they my be refused support for

the period of the work offered if work offered to thera is suitable.

The branches.

The branch of a federation is the local geographically based

unit through which the activity of a federation is carried on at

the local level. Some times there is more than one branch in a place,

depending on the trade or industry, but in general the branch comprises

all the members 0. the federation employed in that particular place.

Its tasks are to work for affiliation to the federation and internal

harmony among the members, to carry out the tasks and decisions

communicated to i t by the board of the federation, and to look after

the interests of the members in relation to their employers in

accordance with the byei&ws. for the purpose of fulfilling these tasks

the branch has to carry on work of organisation and agitation, to form

and maintain craft clubs, workshop clubs and group organisations, to

deal, as provided in the bye laws, with questions of joining, leaving

and expulsion, to collect and account to the federation for duee^to
collect and submit to the board of the federation wages statistics

and other infoxvaation it may require, to pay out support to members

ag provided in the byeiaws, and to support them in negotiations and
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agreements about conditions of work.

In relation to the federations the branches are dependent local

organisations. A branch can therefore neither leave nor be expe- led

from a federation. Only individual members can. The ©juy way in which

the relationship between the federation and the branch can be

terminated is through the dissolution of the branch, and this requires

the permission of the board of the federation. But if a branch fails

to carry out its duties to the federation or refuses to obey the

bye laws or deeisixons made in the light of the bye la we the board of

the federation may decide to dissolve the branch and expel

recalcitrant members. In such an event the assets of" the branch fall to

the federation.

The business of the branch is carried on in accordance with

the bye laws and the decisions made by the board of (usually five)

members consisting of a chairman, secretary and treasurer plus

ordinary members. The board members are elected at annual meetings;,

the chairman and treasurer being separately elected. All elections

take place by secret ballot, unless the branch members agree

unanimously that voting is to be open. In other branch matters voting

is open and by simple majority of those voting .unless the meeting

agrees to have a secret ballot. However, as the federation bye aws

provide ( $ 14), when issues voted on relate to wages and negotiations
8

ana stoppages of workAT//G THIRDS majority in a BSCRET ballot is

necessary for terminating or agreeing to a new agreement or any other

change in conditions of work, and for decisions about stoppages of work,.

Even than the federation board hagythe final »ayt *

l)Tbe specific procedure set out in the federation bye laws for
wages negotiations has been included in chapter XX, on wage
negotiation procedure.
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Mea tings of branches are usually held once a month. Soon byel&ws

provide for a representative council to take the place of the meeting

ag the supreme decision-making body but this is not usual, since it

is more common for the branch to be small enough to allow of branch

meetings being open to all members. It is usually left to the branch

to decide whether it wants a representative council 1 ^, although the

bye laws of the metal workers' provide for representative councils

in branches wijjre the membership exceeds 5,OCX). This is an obvious

necessity in such large branches,where direct represents-tion of all

members at meetings would be unwieldy. Instead there is this indirect

system of representation, each workshop club J or team having a

member of the council for every hundred members it has.

In view of its very subordinate position in relation to the

federation, the branch bye laws naturally form part of the bye laws

of the federations. --trovieion ie made for transfers between branches

as well as between federations. A member who obtains work in the

sphere of activity of another branch is to transfer his membership

to this branch. The member fulfils hie obligations in accordance with

the bye laws by reporting his removal to the treasurer of the branch

he is leaving. Immediately on arriviaj. in his new place the member

is obliged to report to the local branch in the place.

Although no provision is mad© in the norma i by©laws for an inter¬

mediate organisation between the branch and the federation, it is the

case that some federations do have district organisations. This is

in part the result of geographical circumstances, where by the

nature of the employment of its members a federation does cover the

1} See the byeuaws of the foodstuffs, compositors, and postmen'&
federations and of the associated federation and the civilian
defence personnel federation.



whole country. The bye lawe of the agricultural workers* federation

provide for example for district organisations, whose objects are

to prepare wage claims, in consultation with the federation board

(the necessity for close co-operation is stressed), to plan agitation

and educational activity and to promote in other respects the economic

and intellectual interests of the members, and to deal with questions

that do not demand the immediate attention of the federation. ^
The dietriv. ts are based on county or provincial districts.

There are similar arrangements in other federations. The

compositors have national craft sectione with roughly the same tasks

as those of local craft sections, but in this case they also keep

the federation advised about special trade problems. Tho sub post-

rasters have a national branch within the postmen's federation, which

also has annual district conferences of a purely informative kind. They

have no powers^in order not to tread on the toes of the individual
2)

branches. ' The byexawe of the federation for civilian personnel

in defence establishments also provide for district organisations,

the objects of which are to help the federation in matters of

organisation and to conduct propaganda for affiliation to the branches.

The telephone and linesmen's federation and the railwayman's

federation also have district organisations. The factory workers'

federation, which consist® of many heterogeneous industrial group®,

provides that branches that have members working in TIBS SAMS

110)OS TRY can join together on a voluntary basis in co-operating

bodies which are to look after the interests of these members in wages

1) See Bye laws, 1951 edition pp. 35**?

2) Postmen's Congress, 1952, P. 12?.
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negotia tions and other questions of c oraiaon interest, always however

within the framework of the federation bye laws and in consultation

with the board of the federation, which ie entitled to be represented
■1

at conferences of each bodies. The local authority workers* federation

also teg loca or county co-operative bodies, of which the branches'

must be members and which act as watch doge over the branches, ard as

contact organs between the feaeration and branches,and conduct

negotiations. In general one can say that such intermediate organs

are necessary where the federation is by its sphere of activity a nat¬

ional one (in the geographical sense) or covers heterogeneous groups.

In the other direction, that is beneath and subsidiary to the

branch at the local level, there are certain other forms of organi¬

sation, such ag sections, clubs, workshop teams. These, depending on

the nature of the federation, may cover the workers in one factory

or workshop within the branch, or one craft within the branch. Craft

sections can be formed to look after the interests of particular

trades within the branch, e.g. with respect to training, advice on

the particular problems of that craft etc. This is important when

there are craftsmen in industrial trade union federations. Sections

can also be set up in places that are not large enough to take a

branch - e.g., the masons have such sections; they are not independent,

but come under the branch. The Postmen provide that their local

sections can negotiate direct in questions of purely local interest.

They a^go have personnel clubs, e.g. for each post of ice.

hare the branch consists of members from two or trap re firms,

factories or companies, there ten be set up factory c ubs or work¬

shop clubs. Their tasks are usually to spread information about

and conduct agitation for their federation and branch, in order to

have all the workers affiliated, to work for the promotion of good
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comradeship among the members, to see that the members help one

another in trade union and. other matters and that everyone works in

the interests of the member®, to prepare demands and seek to settle

conflicts, to provide a;l the information about the workplace that

the branch or federation may need, to see that machines are protected,

to see that hygienic conditions prevail in the workplace, and, in

certain cases, to appoint the member of the protection committee or

a delegate. The board of the club deals with all questions that

are submitted by groups or Individ ua ; workers, and prepares -wages

demands, always observing the bye laws of the federation. It

represents the worker® in negotiations with the management, and

endeavours to settle disputes that arise between members, and

between members and management. The beard has further to carry out

instructions it receives from the federation or branch and in all

things look after the interests of the organisation. *■)
Another form of local organisation is provided for through

local committees set up to provide a focus for ail the branches

./ITKTJJ a federation in a particular locality. The idea was mooted

at IX) congress in 1906 when 14ndquiet said that if there were a

number of branches of the same federation in the same place or a

number of unions belonging to allied trade® or industries, such as

building, then it would be convenient for them to have some form of

local co-operating body. The various local unions could arrange

for such co-oyeraticn but always in consultation with the beard

of the federation, which would also have the final say on question®

discussed by such local bodies. ^
1) As this implies, there is HO shop steward® movement in Sweden,

2) U) congress report, 1906, y.6o.



In fact most federations have only one branch in a place, but in

building there are for instance loca eerteie within the framework of

the federation. In 1953 the factory workers decided to introduce

provisions, allowing (i.e. they are not compulsory) such local organs

of co-operation between branches in order to strengthen local

administration in this federation, which is faced, with a peculiar

problem of organisation on account of the many diverse industries

the federation, covers,The tasks of these local co-operating

bodies are mainly those of promoting co-operation between the

local branches, agitation and propaganda and information activity.

These forms of local organisation internal to a federation

are to be distinguished from local forms of co-operation

BSfyaiiH federations, to which we now pass,

Provision for co-operation between unions covering workers

in different industries and trades is made at the local level

through the establishment of local central organisation® for the

branches of all the federations there. The basis of organisation ie

thus geographical. In part they are the equivalent of the old

co-operating bodies at a local level that existed before and iatme&i ately

after 10 was set up, But the significant difference is that the old

bodies were mainly political in emphasis - it will be recalled that

10 dels ted the communes from membershi p of ID in 1906 because of

their great political emphasis - while the modern committees are

decidedly HOT political , But their present position ie the outconaa

of c&refui regulation by ID to ensure that they did not become too

political in their activity or develop into rivals to 1,0 itself.

At 10 congress in 1906 a proposal by J, Enberg to have local

bodies consisting of all the branches of federations in a place was

turned down by congress. At the time it was only on certain

1) Pabrikear be tarefBr bbnd«t congress report, 1953, p.88 at seq.
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specified conditions that tindquiet favoured local co-operation

even jiiiMjS a federation or related federations. But at the congress

of 1912 findquist asked congress to endorse a proposal (which it did)
made by J.is. K&ll about the desirability of having local co-operation

between the branches of federations belonging to 10 in a locality,

especially in ©attars of agitation arid information activity, and for

strengthening and making ©ore effective solidarity during labourlT
conflicts. But it was stressed that each co-operation must not

be undertaken in such a way as to interfere with the activity and

rights of federation as set out in their bye laws or with decisions

arrived at by congress. They would in other words be a useful adjunct

in propaganda and information matters and encourage local unity,

but they must not become or try to become rivals, /hen it discussed

reorganisation and the industrial federation principle this congress

also rejected the idea of giving increasing ioc&l emphasis to the

movement by allowing these local co-operating bodies to affiliate

directly to 10, That would have been to weaken the national frame¬

work.

Congress again emphasised in 1917 that these local bodfcs must

not become rivals, although the need, for local co-operation wag

stressed, A motion (ho. 30) asking that these iocai. organs be

represented at congresses was rejected. The secretariat stated

th&t it was the branches who would b© represented at congress as

through their federations. A check on these local organs -was provided

by the fact that, as stated by lirnet SMerberg 2the secretariat

of W usually examined the proposed byel&ws of these local bodies

so that they might have a certain uniformity and thus not encroach

on the work of the federations. On the proposal of B.iirikssoa (Lund)
1) LO Congress report, .1912. p. 53
2) Congress report 1917. 9. 84
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congresfi authorised the secretariat to give the local centrals

economic support in their organisation and Information activity,

although the secretariat was to ensure that this activity was conducted

in accordance with the spirit and constitution of 1.0 and was of benefit

to the aims of the workers. After the 1922 congress the secretariat

worked cut model bye laws for the local centrals and submitted them to

the representative council meeting in April, 1923. The proposals were

discussed at lepgth but the council decided by 26 votes to l6 to take

no action in the matter. More definite action was taken in the congress

of 1926,

Motion 35 proposed that there should be some directions for

the activity of local centrals, since some included only unions

affiliated to 10, while others allowed unions outside 10 to join as

well. The secretariat (statement He. 3) shared the view that there wag

now a greater need for provisions regulating the local centrals than

had perhaps been the case earlier. The greater the? inf luence the trade

union movement had and the more it spread Its activity the more must

attention be paid to the forme in which the work was carried on. The

secretariat emphasised that wages negotiations and conflicts and

related questions were matters for branches and boards of federations,

but educational, information and agitation matters were on the other

hand matters with which the local centrals could with advantage deal.

It was however a defect that they had no central authority where the

principles for making their decisions could be discussed. So congress

set about establishing a framework for the local centrals by providing

that in places where there were two or more trade unions belonging to

federations affiliated to 10 these could form local central

organisations. On request the secretariat of TO could also give

permission for branches of federations not belonging to 10 to
become affiliated. The task of these local organisations was, said
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congress , to curry on agitation, educationsAJlaf orm&tion activity, to

look after the trace union taoveiaent in the locality as far as «ag possible

(this clause has no* been altered), to report to the secretariat any

unsatisfactory circumstances that arose and which could be considered

to h&rui the trade union movement, and in time of unemployment to support

the unemployed in word and deed (this last provision was dropped in lf4l).
./hat they must not do was to concern themselves with questions that fell

within the province of the trade union branches in accordance with

federation bye laws. Byerawe drawn up for local centrals were to conform

with normal bye laws drawn up by BO'e representative council and were to

fee submitted to the secretariat for its approval. Becieions arrived

at by the local centrals that were outside their sphere of competence

or conflicted with 10 decisions could be vetoed by the secretariat. The

local centrals were empowered, to collect fees for the purpose of carrying

out the activity set out in their bye laws, the fees to be fixed at so

much per member. In exceptional cages the secretariat was empowered,

after examining the circumstances prevailing, to grant small sums to the

local centrals for the purpose of carrying on agitation.

formal aye laws along these lines were drawn up by the representative

council in 1928, but when 10 congress came to ratify them in 1931 it had

reason to introduce provisions us to the purpose and conditions of

membership of the local central®. These were to oe strictly enforced,

because certain local centrals had exceeded their authority, e.g. by

allowing syndicalist*organisations to join, and by declaring boycotts

and blockades, notion 43 wanted affiliation to the local centrale to

be made compulsory for branches of federations affiliated to W and also

wanted the local centrals, instead of the secretariat of LG, to have

the power to admit branches of organisations outside LG. But the

secretariat (statement 2) wanted to keep membership as a right, not
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an obligation, both for its own branches and for those outside if it

me agreeable to their joining. But it me not prepared to concede this

power to admi t outsiders to the local centrals, since this might have

allowed syndicalist bodies to come into and split the Movement. 10

wanted to keep the reins in its own hands in relation to outsiders. In

view of the breaches of authority by some of the local centra !_ a congress

repeated that they must not concern themselves with things that were the

due province of branches, and that they accordingly had no powers

to make decisions on blockades, blacklisting, and. other measures in labout

conflicts in which decisions were made by the boards of federations,

again it was repeated that if the local central organisations did make

decisions outwith the ephei'e of their activity or which conflicted with

10 decisions the secretariat could revoke them.

Congress agreed to the request of the secretariat that it be

empowered to intervene against local centrals that transgressed the

bye laws or congress decisions of 10 or of affiliated federations, by

providing that local centrals that refused to obey instructions from the

secretariat of 10 that were in accordance with its bye laws could be

dissolved. For this purpose the secretariat was to have the power, in

conjunction with the b ard of the federation concerned, to instruct a

union affiliated to the federation to leave a local central that me

1)
carrying on disloyal activity. This provision is not in the bye laws,

but is still in force as a guiding principle.

»/hen the bye laws of LQ were revised in 1941 not much change was

necessary ag far as concerned the local central organisations, since the

basis of compulsory and unifoi*m provisions dated from 1926 and 1931.

l) LG Congress report, 1931* *35 •
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The 1941 provision© state that the bye la ws of a local central must he

approved by the secretariat of 10 in order to bo valid, and changes in

or additions to the bye lawe can only take place at the annual meetings of

the loea 1 centrals. Those oust also be approved by the secretariat.

The right of veto was also extended in 1046 to provide that the secretariat

can countermod a decision arrived at by the local central if it lies

outwi th its cowpetenee or conflicts with the by® laws of LG, or (since

1946) of the local central itself, or with decisions mie on the basis

of the bye la ws.

The tasks? are set oat in il. The local central iu an association

of trade unions and is to carry on TBABB UJJICI? agitation, education

and informs tion activity, to further local co-operation between the

affiliated associations and ensure that their trade union activity is

carried on in agreement with the bye laws and decisions of u). It has

thus supervisory functions as a local watchdog but- is not a policy making

body. It must report- to the J£i secretariat any improprieties that occur

which it considers could harm the trade union movement a .id which it has

not been able to remedy through its own intervention. It is not

entitled to d#ai with questions In which the decisions rests, according to

the bye laws, with the federation or branch, and so is not entitled to

participate in wages negotiations or arrange cr otherwise give rise to

direct action of any kind.

hembership in the local central is still open as of right

to every trade union within the sphere of activity of the local central

1} Motion id in .10 congress of 1946 wanted affiliation to be made
compulsory. This issue had been raised in 1931, but the secretariat
still took the view that the local centrals should continue to bo based,
as from the beginning, on the yoluntar?;- prinoi ole , There seemed no good
reason for interfering with the right of the branches to decide for
themselves in this matter.
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that be long 8 to a federation affiliated to ID, Einee 194-6 previs lor: hat

also been made for a sec ti ok of a trad a union formed in a place ether than

that she re the union is active tc have the right to join. ho is also

empowered, on the request of tne local central, to alio* other trade

unione than those specified above tc join, affiliated unions are

represented at meetings of the local contra Is by tie legatee. flee tings are

now he id at .taa§ t one a a quarter (once- a year prior to 1946), ami since

1946 too tcembers of unions or sections affiliated are entitled to be

present at the meetings, but not to speak or submit proposals. ISxcept in

questions of elections and dissolution decisions at the meetings are

arrived at by simple majority and voting is public unless sec rat ballots

are specifically asked for. da elected board carries on the work of the

organisation.

jiioonomioally, the local central is financed out of the annual foes

paid fay eaeb member union for its membership. But that this is not

adequate is reflected in frequent motions la IX! congresses asking for

funds. In 194-6 two motions (18 and 06) wan ted greater financial support,

but the secretariat thought it me preferable to retain the existing

system of granting funds to the local centrals after each particular case

had been examined on its merits. The annua 1 votes tc the local centrals had

in fact risen since the 10 propaganda council began work in 1945.

The secretariat also suggested that the fsos for the local centrals Right

be raised. In 1991 the secretariat again took the view, in response to

a motion (Mo, ^4 ) ae ing for a per capita contribution to the local
;jc<

central organisations, that real need me better met from case to case

.through the propaganda council examining each application for assistance.

la local propaganda bodies the central organisations undoubtedly

served a. useful purpose in the trade union movement. They serve the

essential purpose of bringing members of different federations



together and, since they ee&l with general trace union ©utter® are

act aiioae} to develop tote rivals to federations or unions, they are

not faced with aay epecial problems of particular union and trade®.

a common for© of activity is for & to arrange inform ti m taeo tinge

for repreieutativee of the lofeaue at variou® place® throughout Sweden,

•i> paying coets and expense© and supplying ®p«*iere, The trend ha® a 11

the tie® been to give these local bocioe general and -United function©,

The following figure® f >r the number of local centra:® in recent year

indicate that numerically they have shem a steady iacreage, until

in 1953 About i# 1OQ0,OOQ of -0*e member® «er© affiliated to leeul
centrals. Further ex genet on eeec® unlikely therefore, if on y for

ceog*nphica1 reegone,

>:®*t M*

end 1944 281 end.
1945 21*6
1946 p8
iw 320
1948 92 7

isfl.

1949 33?336195U
Wl 324
195-2 327
1953 327

arising out of the difficulties federation® in related occupation*

and sectors of the economy any encounter in c.ay attempt© to «nalga^te«
a loone for© of in ter-f00era11 en co-operation uae etc - vod in thelS2Qe.

"Cnttel*", or agreement® to co-»op®rate on matter® of comma internet is
related occupation®, were set up in 1923 in the printing Induetry by

the throe federation® involved; by the pa or, forestry, timber floating

and easwai 11 worker® in 1925» aieo by the saetai industry workers*
and foundry corker®* federation* in 1925* a building industry cartel

1) For emmy*#, one of the problem® that would arise if the three
federations in t*e printing industry were to amaigaisate w©u to fat
of t"e differences in member®* fee© and in benefit®, Th© ©artel
4*rrangeiaent eneure® co-operation without micing such delicate is., use.

ruch ieauoc are not in ease cueoe ineyurmouatable. iite e.g., the annuai
report of the aeft©elated federation®, 1952. PP.4i«6p, whore plan® for the
amalgam®tion o* tMe federation with too ©there are diecuscod in dettii.
This amalgamation did not go through,h wever,becauee of an neveree vote
bv the welter®. See chapter Vii.
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was formed in 192»# and in 1929 the foodstuffs workers' and distributive

workers' federations fortsad a cartel (which now incudes the hotel and

restaurant workers' federation ae well.)

The federations in these various cartels have co-operated in wages

©attars and in disputes arising during the period of validity of

collective agreements. At first IX) looked on these loose forme of co-oper¬

ation &s being transitional in the progress towards industrial

federations,but now it takes a different view. ^ In any case cartel

co-operation is frequently between wholly industrial federations that

simply find it convenient to exchange view© and keep each other informed

of developments in their related sectors of the economy, let us look

at a typical example.

The cartel formed by state employees coming under IX) *&e formed in

1937. It consisted originally of eight federations but now comprises the

following ten federations affiliated, to ID that have members employed

in the service of the state : the railwayman, telegraph and. telephone

workers, civilian personnel in defence establishments, the postmen, road

workers, state hospital personnel, personnel in civil administration,

the electricians* federation, prison warders, and employees of tie public

waterfalls board. In 1992 the ten federations involved had altogether

182,362 members, sc forme of co-operation among them represent &

significant feature of labour relations, The bye laws have been somewhat

amended since 1937 •

The object cf the association of these ten federation is; within

the framework of the federation bye laws, to promote the activity of the

affiliated i'ederations in questions of cowmen interest througa.no-opera-

tion and mutual support. All the members of the federations employed by

the state are affiliated. The affairs of the cartel are run by a

l) See Chapter Vll. p. 31©
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representstive council and a board consisting of the chairman and vice

chairman, tre&eurer and secretary and vice-secretary of the council.

Provision is mad© ior the exchange of information, through circulars

and annual reports, this being based on an obligation on the part of

the federations to provide any information the board may require,

ithen individual federations within the cartel plan w&gee negotiations

on a large scale they are to tell the board, After taking into account

the position in the cartel as a whole, the Board ioakaeM&ny statement

to which the situation gives cause*. If a conflict threatens to arise

while wages and agreement issues are going on, the federations affected

are to tall the board and await its views before resorting to direct

ac ti on.

It will be seen that there is no great compulsion based by

sanctions in this arrangement. The whole setup is consultative, /hexe

suasion does exercise borne influence is, however, in the provision that

federations following the above provisions are entitled to the moral and

economic support of other cartel federations when necessary, economic

support ie given in the form of grants and interest-free loans.

Proposals for sympathetic action that might have serious consequences

for the affiliated cartel federations are to be submitted to the council

for examination. Federations are not entitled to byepaes a statement by

the council by asking for or resorting to sympathetic measures of such

a kind. If they do they get no support from the cartel.

In sum, the affiliated federations are always obliged, when they

made decisions about and discuss wa,. as agreement and conflict action,

to take into account the consequences that, such action may have on the

remaining federations, Boundary disputes between the federations; are

settled fey negotiations, failing which by the board of the cartel, or,
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as a last inttaues, the I© set fa turi&t.

Sach cartel egveewentB ofceioueiy for® a useful aoci tlsn to the

machinery for later-federation cental tailon and ee»eperation, They are

not given enough power to fee©owe rival®, hut ©en exereiee w«ml

authority that it do«gne6 to wake for mitmmit of attitude la labour

market leeuen, ui thin the see to? of the ecomtxj that they covey.

The ?;troe tare of the trade uni on movement fenced on the fe6e*ntteae

can he euwaarieed In the following diagram 5

Cartai

Federa ti on a" ed e jt* tlon

district
urgent age tlone
(occaeiomliy)

bom 1 centra le oca I
Central® / Centra in
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Although the federations are held to a very strict disciplinary

code on certain fundamental natters by the requirements 3.0 imposes upon

then for membership, there is some flexibility of organisation in order

to meet the particular requirements of individual federations.

There is considerable variation in fees, depending on the scope of the serv¬

ices with which a federation regales its members.

within each federation, emphasis is new undoubtedly placed on tin

uniformity and subordination of the branches. The federation board

has considerable powers. In part, as we have seen, this centralisation

and uniformity has been the outcome of the centralisation of power

within 10, But centralisation has not stopped at the federation level.

Power has been centra Used beyond the federations, and the secretariat

of 10 has now a dominating position. The next problem for invest!g^ti on

is accordingly the constitutional authority that 10 tee developed ova?

the years, and this is the subject of the next chapter.
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vlh&ii '10 ms set up in 1898 it was provided that economic support

would be given by it only in cases where the workers ware the side attacked,

the reason being that W would have \»4 to enjoy a more secure economic

position than was possible in it® infancy,and greater powers in the

planning and control of conflicts than the federations, themselves stl 11

small and weak, were prepared to hand over to such a young organisation.

The emphasis was very much on the federations, hut . the growth in

numerical and financial strength of W and the federations, the

disadvantages of not co-operating against employers in conflicts, the

centralised form of organisation of SaS1, and the later development of an

aggressive wages policy and then a responsible social attitude have all

contributed to wake the problem of the power© given to LO as the central

authority of the Swedish trade union movement both a fascinating and a

fundamental one.

A t the congress of 1900 ID was still considered by 74ndquiet, the

new chairman, to be in a state of development and to have quite enough to

do in busying itself with the tasks it had been allocated under the

bye laws of 1898. The congress of 19°3 did reduce the percentage requirements

»for receiving financial support from 10 in conflicts from 5 to yl which

Seems to suggest it was feeling stronger, but no decisions were taken at

the 1906 congress which would have mads ID a more powerful body in

relation to its member federations or more agg.ret.sive in its external

relations. Hut 1909 brought a complete avalanche of problems of

organ!eaticn. ureat weight was still attached in the trade union movement

to the independence of the craft groups, and the rights of individual

federations to decide upon and carry out courses of action without

regard to the interests of others were jealously guarded. I® was



obliged only to support federations if they ware attacked, and this left

the member organisations free to initiate much action without being subject

to any sanctions, from the side of to. One defect of the original- support

provisions had been that they made no provision for bringing recalcitrant

organisations to heel by withdrawing support*

Although it could perhaps not be expected that coneti tutivimi

developments would, keep pace with the isapid growth in the uumoer of

organisations and their activity after 1900, there was nevertheless some

tendency to contra ligation inherent in the nature of the organisation

of the trade union movement. Any efficient organisation of the lockout

insurance service W supplied would clearly bring 10 into the centre of

disputes, willingly or otherwise, as soon as the dispute developed on any

scale. Likewise, the very rapid centralisation of power in the employers'

organisations, which allowed their leaders to arrive at agreements binding

on all their members, was bound to react on the constitution of the workers'

central body as soon as it had to negotiate on any scale with SAP, In

1907 and 1908, for instance, 10 took part in negotiations along with

representatives of trade union federations on disputes that had led the

employers to adopt the technique of threatening, lockouts on a wide front.

In its annual report for 1908 SAP said "It has been shown that the

organisations of the workers have not become sufficiently strong to be
■v

able to take up a conflict with the existing employers' organisations, at

least when economic conditions are not absolutely favourable to the

workers,". It went on to say that to had realised this, but had the

greatest difficulty in persuading its affiliates to toe the line, e.g. in

Malfflb, where "there had been open revolt against the union leaders. SAJP

blamed this on tie lack of moral authority and influence of the truce

union leaders over recalcitrant elements^. But there was more to it

than that. Organisation too was defective.

1) Hallendorf f. op. cit. P. 102



1909 «ag a year of la to ur .va rfsrs in which a series of conflicts

ripened into the large scale clash of the "big strike and in which 10

did. in fact exercise leadership which it did not formally possess. The

pessimist" t-lmt defeat engendered in the labour movement found expression

in much soul searching, about the structure of the trade union movement.

The workers were lacking in experience of social and economic questions ^
SAP had come into the field lecond, hut had achieved a more homogeneous

system of organisation and control. /hat was to be dona in the trade

union movement to remedy the weaknesses it had shown against the organised

power of SAP ? Changes of many kinds were proposed in the organisation

of 10 in the congress of 1909. Some wanted constitutional change giving

strongly centralized right of decision, others favoured local

decentralisation with LG being based directly on the local associations.

There were no fewer than 48 motions dealing with forms of organisation.

The minutes of the congress give "a disheartening picture of t^e

difficult position of the trade union movement, of the distrust and. the

internal conflict of views. J/ Motion ho. 1 proposed, for instance, that

10 should become the common federation for all, and that the existing

federations should come under it as branches, Motion 3 wanted all the

federations to be amalgamated into one organisation which would be

divided into districts, all local branches' being amalgamated to give one

branch for each place. 3ach trace group would be entitled to form

sections within the local branches if it wished. Motion 41 wanted 10

to have a more central position: it ought to lend support when the workers

were attacking as well as when they were the defending side, after such

action had been approved by the secretariat of 10 which would thus bays
: — r

1) Casparfc-con, op, cit. vol. i, p. 329
2) This decentralising tendency vv&e in part responsible for and the

product of the syndicalist movement which developed formally
from 1910 in Sweden.

3) Gasparssotf", loc. cit. . „
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the right of deel si on (plus a'ieo the obligation to answer for its decisions

to the next congress!). Motion 44 from the factory workers5 federation

wanted an enquiry into the suitability of doing away «ith the federations

and of direct affiliation of branches to ■£)>

the secretariat of 10 also put forward proposals {motion 48) for a

new constitutional framework and forms of organisation which involved a

very far reaching ^centralisation. It asked to be empoewered to work

out new bye laws for W, uni form byelaws for all federations af .mated

to 10, and for all branches of federations: that 10 should be responsible

for ail conflicts approved by the secretariat or the representative council

in consultation with the federation boards: that termination of agreements,

resort to work stoppages, and decisions as to when they would end

s ho a id rest with the secretariat. The final right of decisions in

questions of wages and conflicts must be placed in the hands of the

secretariat. The secretariat agreed ^ that opinions were divided as to

where the final decision or. these matters shoa;d be taken - some wanted

the federation boards, others the local central bodies, yet ethers the

members and (finally) others the LQ secretariat, to have the final decision.
2)The secretariat thought it should, decide, in conjunction with a

representative council, on important matters. The only way to reform

was for JO to become an"attackingworganisation, in the sense that it

should be responsible for AIX conflicts This would naan that the

secretariat ought in future to administer the conflict funds,

As to having direct affiliation of branches to 10, the secretariat

considered that this was unthinkable, for conditions varied too'much

from branch to branch of the economy. It would in any cane he a retrograde

step towards the early days of the trade union movement. It would be

1)i) ho Congress report, 1909, p. 68

2) Ibid, p, 70
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folly to return to the loose forme that existed prior to 1898 ;f or that
would lead to 'weakness, the only thing to do in order to increase the

fi -feting strength of the trade union movement was to centra rise the
1 5

organisations and create a respectable fighting fund.""'

.♦righting words. iJut. in fact the secretariat wag not ao clear¬

headed a%: this extraction of the juice ox its motion suggests, and was far

from unanimous th&t reorganisation vtee necessary . The long argument of

the motion is neither clear nor well written, ; and seems to have been

a compromise among different points of view . In fact the congress had to

say SOkSTHIIU about organisation; in view of i s large number ox' motions

and the happenings of recent years it could hard ly corns emptyhanded to

congrese. Everything in the garden was not lovely. The secretariat

recommended that congress should discuss the motions and the problem,

although it stated that its examination of them did not indicate anything

new or very advantageous to the trade union movement. The attitude seem

to have been that "Oh, well, we had bette- discuss this, since there is

such a fuse about it*. In fact, in spite of its strongly centralising

proposals, the secretariat considered that the Mpresent arrangement has

been the happiest one for the Swedish labour movement1*. 3) But none the

lees its conclusion was that "there ought to be a reorganisation". It is

not easy to see the logic of the deduction frost; the satisfaction

expressed with the status quo! Some light on the confusion seems to be
4 }

thrown by the fact that find quiet stated at- congress that a change in

a cantraii-ing direction 'aas necessary in view of the general views

that seemed to prevail §¥§ng the members. ^or U0d8 "'vi:Q secre i«riat
seem to have expected that its centralising proposals wou,.ci necessarily

l) Ibid. p. 85
2/ das parason, OP. cit. vol. 1, p. 335
3} kotione, 1909 congress, i>. ?0
4) Congress report, 1989, P. 85
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ba accepted if they were not popular, for it adaed that a decision

about reforming JO could not be made at once - the fed era tione must

approve the changes, Thus only a preliminary treatment was contemplated

at this 1909 congress. The proposals could be discussed by the federations

before the next congress, after which it could be decided what form the

reorganisation was to take, depending on what the most popular

proposals were. The secretariat was thus putting forward iqvy strong

proposals in favour of centralisa tion on the one tend, whi le on the

other leaving it to the organ!satins to decide by democratic process

which line ox development would be the one adopted.

The congress debate showed there were in fact thro - possible

choices - status quo, decentralisation, or centralisation.

On 4f the arguments in favour of decentralisation was that it would give

a broad democratic foundation, - Gottfried Bjbrklund cons ids.red that

it ms best to have some form of organisation that avoided big conflicts.

If the federations ted the right to decide whether support should be

given in conflicts the employers would think twice about extending a

lockout for fear of incurring public odium. This would in all probability

keep the front narrow and prevent such a spread of the conflict as ted

occurred in the big strike. Lindquist*s view of dseentraui sation waa

that it did not necessarily follow that the employers would folio,/ suit

if the trade union movement .vera to decide to centralise. In contrast to
A

Bj 5rk land's strategic arguments, those of Otto and eras on (0 ue of the

founders of the syndicalist movement in 1910} .vera more tinged by

syndicalist theory. He argued the organisations ought to he :;uaad on

completely ayndica list pari net pies, where no regard was paid to idi 0 tyf n

interests. The local bodies were in his view the moat eui fcp oie as

fighting orga.nl a&tions. Hi la fores ot1 thought ttet decentralisation vould

not favour the worst placed groups, that the centralising proposals of
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the secretariat were too drastic , and that the existing^or© of organ¬
isation wcuxd not toe && toad ae many people thought, The "best oecieion

in his view would 'be for congress to decide in favour ei the existing for

out at the same time tc decide to have an investigation maue into the

matter, the reau.ts of which could be presented to the next congress.

Congress adopted this last una, decided not to arrive at any definite

decision about the forms of organisation of 0 ant determined that a

eommi ttee sbou.d be appointed, along the lines ?ers»oa ted proposed, to

lock into rhe constitutional powers set out in the byelaws and forms

of crganis*.tion.

But this did not end the somewhat confused congress discussion of

bye laws in -i909» fcr item If of the congress agenda took up proposals

for revising the bye lawe that ted been submitted for disc use ion before

the committee of enquiry was appointed. In a word, it seems strange that

congress should now pass to consider amendments to the bye laws which
IjL

were shortly to toe the nuejac t of an enquiry. This would toe in a

sense to forestall the results of the committee's work. But it was not

until rather late in the debate that this was explicitly recognised,

by Ernst Biowtoerg, who said that these motions and proposals could not

toe accepted, because of the decision previously arrived at to refer*
l)

the problem of organisation to a committee. But congress nevertheless

did discuss and reach decisions on the motions (Hoe. 67-92) that

discuses*; the question of greater powers for the representative council

and secretariat. The secretariat res ponced to the motions by making

comments and suggest!ens itself, healing with co-operation among

fed e ra fci one on we gee issues the secretariat said it thought it w&s r Ight

and necessary for the representative council to have the right to

begin eytjputhetic strikes when employers attacked with a lockout,

and that CO should give support to such strikes. This was approved by

l) Congress report, 1909•P. 1
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congress after- reference to the drafting committee, and was incorporated

as § 7 > clause 7 to read "On occasions when an attack in the form of a

lockout bj the employera* organisations ie made against organ!eati one

affiliated to 10, the representative ^council has the right, in

consult tior. >vith the "boards of the federations and with the branches

concerned , / to decide on ail the measures that may he ©on.eidergiu advisable

h.v reason of the circumstances prevailing*. This became §'?, clause 6
in the 1912 bye laws). 11 will be noted that the initiative still had to

come from the employers' side, the workers had to be attacked. This

did not moan that 10 had double-crossed itself, although it had argued

earlier in motion 48 that it should become an attacking body and give

support in all conflicts, for amid the jumble of motion 48 it had said

that it did not expect this reform to be carried through before the

next congress. However, still further confusion was created through

congress accenting by 259 votes to 170 a proposal by J, P. Pehrsson

that JjO should' be altered in constitution to be both a defensive anJ

attacking organisation. Lindqaist commented that this decision had

muddled matter® a bit, but since it could clearly not be the intention

that LQ should at once become an attacking force Pahrs&on's proposal

must be considered to be a guide for those who were going to work out
1)

the reorganisation proposals. But he thought that the byei&ws as

amended in the secretariat proposals could be drawn up inda pendente

of" this. Her© seers to lie the ciue to the muddle. The big strike

had. : aught J.C 'without sufficient powers and so, although the

problem© of orgenteat ion were te be looked into, in the meantime the

central body must have greater powers. 33. SBderberg (10 secretariat)

also stated that when the secretariat decided in favour of these

bye law changes the object was to investigate during the transitional

1) To Congress report, 1909. p. 177



period whether it would be advisable to have attacking conflicts.

However, the additional powers granted to the secretariat were

not great for, ap&rt from §'/, clause 7 discussed above, the control

given to the secretariat on the other important iscue, of "emu¬

lating wafre® negotiations» was not very great, fhe secretariat

proposed that§ ?, clause 3 should provide that when one or several

federations' that had members employed in the a&a<e craft or industry

or with the same employer planned wages movements, either independ¬

ently or conjointly, such co-operation wouxd always take place between

them as to lead to agreement in all the federations en the demands to

be put forward, Thie became §7, cxause 7 from 1912, Congress accepted

this formulation. Negotiations on -wages agreeaerts would always take

p^ace in common and include representatives for every organisation,

affected by the issue, while decisions on all agreement proposals and

on beginning and terminating conflicts would be made in common by 411

the federations concerned and the wages movement. But thie «aa not obser¬

ved in practice, as the 1917 congress discussion and the 1933 building

conflict show.

Neither the secretariat nor the representative council iae thus

given any specific influence on negotiations that federations curried

on, or in Questions of strategy and tactics, fhus not much was added

in fact to the powers of HO by thie congress of 1909, ar.u the problem

as to whether in fact HO should become an attacking a© *#e 11 as a

defensive organisation was shifted to the 1912: congress.
took

vfhan it reported the reorganisation committeeya k ta tuc quo
atti tude to th« problems of 0 en tra ljga.ti on, favcuri ag ae i the :c the

centralising proposals that the secretariat had ;,ut for-.*xr 0 in 1909

l) One new obligation ad op ted was that the federations should report
to the secretariat of '-0 - if they were receiving support from LO
{a big: qualif ication! ) - the state of a conf lict and send a report
to the secretariat when it ended.
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no deeen tra 11 nation in order to give the x ©derations compete ioGepen-

denoe in conflicts, This last Una «sab favoured by four of V e esmtfiteei,
bat the aftjoTi^r took the view that there should bo mutual economic

sup >©rt between federations through /jO. This sa^ort us© *6 however

bo Hmi tod to defensive conflicts and the oweant of euuyort was to bo

fixed at a level that made the fedstations boar the burden »s tauch a©

poeeib-e* f -'roE uraabljf this mj d take. there ore sa^sicli; In

deciding whether conflletc couid be supported financially.) Aa re® rde

fonse of activity, the eoantttse said the fedora tloa forss she aid

bo retained* The federations f.mti the erasc* and the cm-it too

considered that meet ©f the worker® favoured their retention, The

congress of 191? r:ftd© its decisions in accordance with the view of the

eoMRittoo aajorlty, In reply to wot ion© (no* 6, ?, ID and 19)

suggesting, e*g« that .1) should be both an attacking and defensive

organisation {motion 6), and that all wages ©ovscaente a at- other

oloputes* both of an at tactlag and dei'eaeiv© nature, sh.uld bo carried
on by £0 (motion 7), the secretariat replied that this u&» something.

that coofjeees caul© not approve. The consequences ,.f each cedes n?

would bo to introduce the strong centra use ties sketches{by the

secretariat in *909 in response {note) to the may taction® on the

subject ia that congress* but which had ^siaed m adherence* The fee ling
of the organised wor: ere eeetsed by no means to be each a© to favour the

Strang centralisation of trace union activity that such proposeie a©

those of 191? wanted.

In th« congreec discuse ions en the motions, «.a. JdSil th^aght'Hb&t

eonf-lets on a large ififtle ware the likely form oi labour dispute

in the future and that ID should an» far it accordingly* r;bftvite .lad ley'

did not go as far a© K«il but he thought it proper that the support

obligation of 10 should be extended to cover strike© that h»< to ce
resorted to in order to regulate national agreements, though he



though ha did not think it wag possible for 10 to give support in all

conflicts without its having greater powers ana in.-. vuenee an the

origins of conflicts. 14 no <;u1 at a&id timt it it had. boon t-1 ail possible

the secretariat would have agreed to support the propoca In for making

.'•"O an attacking body, But this was simply not possible at that time,

although hs thought developments woulo. make it poc-si'bic to arrive at

decisions along the line® suggested in the next congress, In that event

the seertari&i aact be given greater influence over conf lifts.

Congress supported the secretariat toy ICO votes, against 53 votes in

favour of Li ad ley * $ proposal, to give strike support when the issue a t

stake wa.a the regulation of a national agreement. In the end,therefore,

not much centralisation emerged from the criticism that had swept

through the trade union movement in I9@9. The period of self examina¬

tion hud not produced any important changes in the powers of the

secretariat. In part this »vas the product of the dec line in membership

and of the general ennui that pervaded the trade union movement in the

years immediately foflowing 1909. There had been a crisis^ an^ the

period of reaction had to take its toll. But equally important was the

fact that the syndics list movement had been founded in 1'jlO, and to agk

for increasing power at the centre when membership w&e in any esse

falling and a bright new organisation ad v oca ting de centre- iisati on wag

looking for recruits would have been a tactical blunder or. the part

of .10, But sometime the problem would have to be faced, if for no other

reason than the fact that when the employers presented a united lockout

front on any ieiuc the trade union movement w&t at an immediate

died vantage because of the lack of a central supra-federal body-

em powered to make decisions in conflicts, «nd the problem was to recur,

•de it did there emerge! a gradual shift in emphasis, away from the •

negative stress on defending oneself from attacks by employers to a
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positive approach which etreated not simply the requirement t-^t 0

should to® &b<e to «td«k tout ale© that centra f control ^cale lead to

greater material mages benefits arid a mere altruistic policy en the

part ©2" iadlvibaui federations.

In the 1917 ©©agrees motion 33 wanted § f# clause 7 {©» consults*

tioa between federations on mg@& issues) to be revised in tach & way

that It mm an absolute condition that federations covering workers in

the earn# trace or industry or working far the safes employer should

consult on# another, and that none of the fade rations affee ted in this

mj wig t complete its wages negotiations antil uniformity had bean

reached for ail the federations affected. Congress agreed with the

secretariat view, however, that it mu unnecessary to prohibit

federations arriving at separate agreements and eight even be injur lens,

e.g., when it «ae advantageous for one or seremi fed*mil©no to arrive

at agreements even when thie could not be ©one for *4.A.

In the 1922 congress the issue of hO becoming *& attacking body

that obliged to give support in both strikes and lockouts m*

again raise©,** and the secretariat replied that not only would fees

have to be raised but "the right of self determination of the

federations mmlb have- to be restricted an© the right to examine and

deol©e upon the beginning of sages movements end conflicts, which the

beard® of the federations now had, would have to be transferred to the

ii) secretariat. It Is act impossible that a trace union soveaent

centre iised in this way could, under a wise and cautious leadership,

in economic advantages for the members at less sacrifice than is the

cue® at present, but the system puts terrific demands on the

discipline of the members and their ability to eubordl».<to their own

interests to those of the whole. This consideration does net see© to

have entered Into the motions, on previous axsa&lnations of this

1) See motions 62-73 an<^ 22-36
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question the federations and their members have tried to defend

their right of decision and definitely opposed a revision involving

increased centralisation, everyone wishes to have the greatest posc-lbis
n i)

freedom in his own sphere of work . For this reason the secretariat-

did not think, there was any very widespread view emon# the starve?s

in favour of a revision ©f t'->@ bye laws of LO in the J • recti on

proposed. But the work of the movement « aid aadsufcteiUy gain if

there fas greater co-opsr&tion in conducting wage* ne..oti&ticns »rte,

in vie© of IX)*s existing support obligation and the effects one

federation might have on ©there in mages itiutt, it seeded to '15 that

it ought to be in the interests of the federation® to ©©•operate

with the secretariat by discussing important via gee agreement questions

to a greater extent than me now tho case, C©agree* approved this

approach, and also empowered the secretariat to HR&e an enquiry into

the economic effects on tie federations of introducing a partial

obligation on li> to give support in ail conflict*. This w&e at least

a »tsp away fro the vis# that opposition to centralisation was a

matter of principle to the other point (lees frequently stressed),

that it mts equally a problem o.; the financial resources available.

This last had indeed been a predominant fee tor waking for a limitation

of 10 support when the original bye laws were dram up in I89&.
In this congress too a discussion was begun on -wages policy which

recurred in cons.ection with the ©elate on the constitutional powers

of ID in later congresses. Consideration 0. the details of the

proposals will be best postponed until the discussion of wages policy

In its full scope (chapter vUj, bat in the present connection the

part played by considerstione of wages policy In the constitutional

debate cannot be overlooked, kotiea ]44 argued that under the existing

l) ftutement by the secretariat He. 3» centres* report, 1925.p. 159
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eye tew of v&Agee negotiations the gain? of one group of workers often

reacted unfavourably on the position of others, and if any vea 1

iaspreveisent me tc take place they must press* forward on ». cowmen

front and forget group and gilt points of view. The raotlen then asked

congress to eio abaciee that activity should be directed towards helping

the worst paid groups of workers to obtain better conditions. This is

the beginning of what later became known &e a wages policy of solidarity.

The secretariat agreed with a request in the motion tijM; the relative

wages position of groups of workers should be taken into account in

deciding, on Questions of support in conf licts, by asking c mgrssa to

agree tha t preference would be given, as far as cireura t&'ieea permitted,

to the lowest paid groups of wo reel's in deciding whether to approve

conflicts. The earns problem cf wages solidarity was discussed in 1926

in motion 7, and the problem cf the f.ra of organisation and constitu¬

tion necessary to put it into effect w&s raised. The motion argued that

the existing cstun did net make a wages policy of solidarity possible,

since the various federations themselves, planned and determined

their wages issues to a very great extent. The question of centralisa¬

tion ought to be examined and, although the branch was not blind to

the difficulties; of creating such a strong leadership, it considered

this wag the only way to obtain an effective and. flexible trade union

movement. It suggested therefore that the federations shunlc become

sections in 10, that support activity should be concentra ted in ..hole

or in part to 1.0, that decisions ofi terminating and taukic.-i proposals

for agreements should be examined and approved by the secretariat, and

tfaa. kfLQ- f; tc approve all conflict ceagu-x sa. Ths eecre tayja t aaid

in reply ^ that the motion wag obscure but t 3t it seemed to want

the leaders of 10 to be given dictatorial powers in relation to conflicts,

l) 10 congress re pert, 1926, p. $6.
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Other motions, less altruistic, were presented in 1926 (nos. 1-9)

dn the familiar themes of giving support both when conflicts were

defensive and attacking, &nd on whether the whole scheme of organisa¬

tion should become centralised in character. The secretariat answered

them by pointing out that greater support obligation for Q would

involve infringement of the freedom of movement and right of decision

of the federations, and to this they were unwilling to submit. So the

secretariat recommended, as it had done in the past, the preservation

of the status quo. But congress took a different, view, rejected tin IX)

statement by 131-127# and decided, on the proposal of irik -Andereson

and others, to agree to the appointment of a committee in order to have

an investigation made into the whole background to the problem of

revising BO in such a way that it became an attacking body, and to get

the views of the federations in relation to the wages policy of

solidarity th t motion 7 had raised. The wages policy aspect was thus

the main problem emphasised when the 193* congress discussed the

centralieation issue yet again.

The se retariat doubted, on the basis of the enquiry it had made

as a result of the 1926 congress decision, whether in general there bad

been any change in the trade union movement away from the status quo

line of 1912. It was doubtful too whether centralisation for the purpose

of a mora consolidated wages policy would necessarily give the simllar-

i ty in wages that ted been expressed as desirable in 1922, It did agree,

however, that the congress decision of 1922 to give prior consideration

to federations representing lowly paid groups of workers when deciding

on conflict approval wag .a correct one.

, On a more concrete plane, the secretariat ted also worked out the

fees to X) that w„uld have bean required for 10 to give support in a 11

conflicts - strikes and lockouts - in the period 1913-1929# and the

l) JO Congress report, 1931, P, 5*
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restiit showed that it would have been necessary to charge on the average

13.39 crOsvna, In lact the federations had been charged 3.02 crowns

on the average for full paying members, and levies had averaged 5,12

crowns. The conclusion was that if 10 was to support all conflicts a

big increase in fees would be necessary. As always, however, these

figures are not the last word, A e Hjalmr Lundgren pointed out, this

calculation gave no indication as to future trends, nor could it show

what wou d have been the position if 10 HAD been giving support in all

conflicts. There might not have been eo many if LO had had greater

control over wages changes! But the secretariat came to the conclusion

that the reorganisation committee had reached in 1912 - preservation of

the status quo in respect of the co-operation of the federations,

co-operation within if), and the obligation of 10 to lend support in

defensive labour conflicts. The representative council had taken the

same view* In the debate Charles Lindley warned against trying to

preserve the status quo too long. But on the conclusion of the debate

the statement of the secretariat was approved by congress. Status quo

was also the verdict on the new bye laws for DO that the secretariat

presented in this congrese. (A request for new byelaws for LO and

the federations had been raised, by the stoneworkers* federation in the

representative council in 193°)«

By the time the next LO congress met in 193^ there had. been

considerable movement away from the status quo approach. Three

different elements contributed to the change, namely the building

industry conflict in 1933~34# "k'a<3 government committee (the Ho thin)
x)

on problems of industrial relations, ' and the change in the attitude

of the trade union movement to society and what it understood by social
i f - >

responsibility. This last was in part the result of the other factors

l) See SOU 1935: 65 and 66. This report in discussed in so??!©

det&i 1 in cha p tar Xv .
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and of the rise to power of the social democratic party, but it me

also the product of a more mature attitude to problems of industrial

re la tions.

The conflict in the building industry in 1933"3^ one of the

most significant disputes in the 30e in Sweden, for not only did it

considerably temper the government in its policy of stimulating public

•works during the depression but the matter of settling the dispute that

had to 09 resorted to r&ieeu aowe fundamental issues as to the

constitutional problems of the Swedish trade union movement. These

were in part taken up by the Ho thin committee, and the effect of the

building industry conflict viae also reflected in several of the demands

put forward for labour market legislation, many of which sprang from

the feeling that groups in society must not be allowed to hold society

to ransom and, in this particular case, to upset economic policy,

particularly when it appeared that much of the trouble lay in

contradictory and ill-formulated bye la we of these groups.

The strike in the building industry began on 1st April, 1933

after negotiations had broken down over the terms of a new collective

agreement. The employers' side, represented by the building industry

federation, wanted cuts in hourly and piecework rates of wages, while

the three federations (unskilled and factory workers', building

woodworkers' and masons' ) representing the workers' side asked for

shorter hours, ion ar holidays and other improvement©. The employers

began to apply reduced rates from 1st April, before agreement had

been reached, and the workers downed tools successively in different

l) -The- problem has already arisen in 1928 in the lockout in the paper
and pulp industry, where the pulp industry workers refused to give
powers of attorney to their representatives to arrive at an agreement
"at the table", and other workers' federations accordingly had their
members locked out by S&3?, .60 came out then in favour of arriving at
an agreement on the spot, in spite of the adverse vote of the members
of the paper pulp workers' federation. See Cas arsson,op.cit.,vol. 11.

P. 101.
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work places until after a few weeks there was almost a complete stoppage

of work for the organised fcui Id i ng ■ masters. fio settlement had teen

reached when the prime minister and minister of social affairs called,

representatives of the disputants together on 20th September and urged

them to take note of the seriousness of the situation. The stoppage of

work was preventing important public relief works from being commenced,

A proposal for agreement was also presented which involved cuts in "b oth

hourly and piecework rates of wages. The employers rejected the
X)

proposals as being insufficient, although the workers' side did vote

in favour of the government's mediation proposals.

In January, 1934,3A$" brought other unresolved disputes, in

plumbing, electrical installation, and stone work into the disagreement

by saying that these would have to be solved, along with the building

industry conflict. This brought three more trade union federations into

the picture. The conciliation commission said it was prepared to

put forward proposals for a general settlement on condition that both

sides accepted them. Meantime LO had been advising the building

industry workers' federations to make strenuous efforts to reach a

settlement, while SAF told the commission that a lockout (which would

have affected about 200,000 men) wouxd be declared from 6th February, 1934,

if no agreement had been reached. The representative council of LO met

on 3rd February and decided to approve the recommendation of the

secretariat that the conflict should be settled on the terms of the

conciliation commission proposals. By this time the funds of the

trade union movement had been drained tc such, an extent that it was in

l) It is suggested in J. Sigfrid hdstrfcm, Vol. 11, p , 63 that
the employers opposed, government in ferventfan In rtrinofple, and
ale® consr&ered the government proposals mere disadvantageous to
them than those of the conciliation commission.
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no state to meet a M| lockout* Ikewise t? ere ap^rehenei n

about the prospect of %' a government intervening *ith & m empaU

sory arbitration ti a eolation eat not reached noon. The federation®

involved In the oenfilet mm given a fee hour# to decide whether to

agree to the propoe&ie, and eventually they ail old, aithough the

jnaecne only agreed to rocotn<end the ssfopeea.it to It# neubsrt lor

acceptance on the understanding that this eat on t!-o direct exhortation

of the U> representative council. The proposal® were then sent out for

voting.

On the 5th the secretariat of 10 published a coBtsunlgue to clarify

the situation unci Justify the intervention by the representative cenneiI,

which hopeel that the workers ornaaised in trade anion© would attferatftno

and appreciate its natives* Bat the result of the voting In the various

federations wee that, although a majority vote for approval eat

obtained If ail th© vote# of the federations involved were tukon

together (20, 633 to 14,899)• two fed©ratione, the ssetai worker® aoe
the gestae had, when taken separately, a vrMerity vote for rejection.

The saetai workers pre., en ted no problem, for the federation mtseaaaed

that elnee by lit byeiawe it hud the final «&y la m'&im decision® of

this kind it had decided to accept the propose#, i.e. to override the

adverse vote. The means {with 2,908 noee and 2»04§ aye© ©id not

hoeeve* ih..nb that the hoard could go against the aristae expressed fey

it© ©staters, and it stated tlat ii intended to info its the 6mmi»vim

that the propoeai® could not be accepted * What waft to fee dsn© now f

ai thic tine the provision# of 0 byeHum introduced la 190$

aria confirmed in I.;l2 provided for co-operation aweng fe orations in

wage# actions in which they mm mutually involved, sad alee for

decisions feeing tends ju co^.: m by all t: e federat-ene effected ity

the ciatter if the beginning &w termination of a conflict v&e

contemplated. There m§ no provision la so amy eerde that bead*

were to fee counted, but the representative council argued that the
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byel&ws Mould not make cense if this were net the intention, and

that the provision useless if it could not be used in just such,

a ease ae this, forsilShb in lac t argued that the 'byslaws of the

masons' federation seemed to conflict with those of W, and the latter

should clearly take precedence, particularly since § 3 of the
bytlawe of 10 required prospective members of 10 to recognise the

purpose of 10 and be silling to follow its bye laws. But oven apart

from constitutional arguments, could the trade union movement in

fact afford to have a minority, as the masons were in tills case, going

a gains t it ?

The eventual outcome was that the representative council of 10

decided unanimously (although three members asked it to be recorded

that they had not voted) that "The voting on the mediation proposals

put forward by the conciliation commission for solving the building

industry conflict has resulted in a majority in favour of all the

federations taken together. The proposal has however been rejected

by a ea&lX majority in the metal industry workers* federation and

the masons* federation, On the basis of §8,^ clauses 6 and 7 of

the bye Is. we of 10, the representative council enjoins the federations

affected by the conflict to approve the conciliation proposals on

the basis of the total vote". The agreement was signed the same day,

14th .February, and tho ten months* conflict was at an end at last.

This conflict had clearly directed attention towards the need for

a revision of the bye la v.-s of LO inn centra ui sing direction, LQ tad

already gone some way towards obtaining uniformity in bye haws. At the

meeting; cf the representative council in May, 1930, the board of t he

stoneworkere4 federation had asked for a revision of LO and federation

1) In 1909 and 1912 the relevant provisions were included under§£.7,
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byelaws, since it fext the existing byai&.y position s equivalent

to ancient times when every province in Sweden had its own laws.

So the council instructed the LG secretariat to set up a committee,

and as a result of its deliberations the LO bye laws were ap -roved

in status quo form in the 193A congress, while the federation

bye la we, after being passed to the federation for their views, were

ultimately a p. roved at a meeting of the representative council in

.November, 1933. The aim was to obtain some Uniformity in the bye-

laws, to have a "normal" form for them. But this attempt to introduce

uniformity came too late to have any influence on the building

industry conflict although, as chapter V showed, it hue since had

the effect of introducing a large measure of uniformity into

feb a ra ti on by e lawe.

among the welter of motions submitted in Parliament in 1934

on the subject of labour relation several raised issues of the

prevention and settlement of conflicts that threatened vital social

functions, and their settlement by arbitration or prohibition,

mediation proposals, emergency legislation, and the structure,

position, organisation and activity of the labour market organisations.

It is with this last problem that we are immediately concerned,

although ft was only one of the subjects that were to be tackled by

a three man committee - the He thin committee - which the government

appointed on 3-i.et December, 1934, to make a preliminary

investigation into the subject of intervention by society in

certain spheres of economic life. Besides discussing problems of

production, social legislation, income distribution arid, wages, the

report of this committee ' discussed the organisation of

associations and questions relating to protection of the right of

1) SOU 1935: 65 and 66.
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association and of non-association, -ere specifically, in relation

to labour peace, it took a? questions e.t toting in the trade anion

movement, centralisation of the right cf decision and the competence

of associations to make decisions.

On these and ether matters the committee recommended that, before

attempts we re made to ; ogi slate, the possibilities eheulcl he

investigated of whether the parties on the labour market were

interested in making intervention t y society for the purpose of

ensuring labour peace unnecessary through arriving afc voluntary

agreements themselves. The onus was thus placed fairAy and squarely

upon the organisations on the labour market and elsewhere fcc put

their house in order - or e .ee. hut the threat was not negative,

for the committee did suggest ways of improving the system of

organisations and their powers. It argued that increased centrali¬

sation of the associations in relation to their individual members

and affiliates was desirable so that the labour mark31 organisations,

and particularly those of the workers, were in a position to control

themselves and their activity. In the view of the committee a strong

system of organisations was the test guarantee of social peace.

The more specific recocraendatione on particular points that the

So thin committee made will be discussed in relation tc the new

formulations W devised for its bye laws in 1941, but it is important

tc note that the committee ted a powerful psychological effect on

the organisations. One result of the report me the setting up ofi

the labour Market Committee by .0 and SAP in 1936, the deliberations

of which culminated in the Basic Agreement oi 'December, 193§» '

but in relation to the constitutional problems of u) it also

contributed to a new urgency within the movement to devise more

l) See Chapters XT and XVI.
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appropriate c ons ti tuii on®- i forms.

The influence of the iiothin committee report is not iar^efilat® ly

or direcviy recognised in the fundamental discussion of const!tution&l

reform that took place in tne .-0 congress of 1936. The emphasis there

is on social responsibility that hasf. emerged ae a result not simply

of the ho thin report but of a growing awareness that the trade union

movement w&s now isature enough to be responsible and had ic be

responsible in outlook now that a social democratic government ma» in

power. likewise, en the probiea. of wages solidarity the c one ti tuti ona 1

power issue goes tack to the motion of 1922 on the subject and ie of

older vintage than the lothin Committee. But the Committee did give

an added push in the direction which the trade union movement had

become increasingly aware it crust follow. It might even 03 argued

that it provided LO with a welcome lever with which to convince any of:

its individualist federations of the need for greater power at the

centre, for the earlier debate had shown that 10 itseif did not always

oppose centralisation, but feared it would lose the support of

federations if it did try to dictate action. A) In 1934, however, it

had had to dictate the trade union line in the building conflict and

this too was bound to precipitate & discussion of constitutional

problems in the 1936 congress.

l)3igfrld Hansson, a prominent historian of the Swedish fcxv.. 3 union
movement, was still ac*e to write in 1935 vih SOU 1936: 66, p. 47$
at eeq, ) that it -was the federations that we :e the hub of the trade
union movement, and that W was only the formal head, In speaking of
centralisation he considered it only in relation to what he called the
far reaching powers of the boards of the fenerations, not of TO.
He expresses similar view® in M&ckmyra till s& 1 tsjftbacen, p, 23.
This point of view expressed by Hansson was quoted by Torvald
Karibobi in the X$4X congress -of 10 to s uppur t iriirtfS9!Isa ti on arguments.



Many of the motions submitted dealt with technical questions- of

organisation, but others raised fundamental issues, much as the purpose

of 10, the objects and duties it should have, e.g. that TO sh uici

become an attacking as well as a defensive body. A g motion Sc. 5

pointed out, the decision to give support only when the employers

attacked may have been very admirable when the trade union movement

was weak, but now the number of lockouts ted fallen and strikes had

increased in number.

Lockouts Annual Average Strikes Annual
_ ______ A vera Re

1903-1909 131 18 1,243 177

1910-1Q28 169 8 4,590 241

In reply to these motions the secretariat of jO said that the

question of the constitution of LO, its task arid objects, should be

made the subject of a thorough enquiry, for there were a lot of factors

that could not be treated in isolation. If, for instance, O became

obliged to give support in all conflicts it was clear that fees must

alec tes revised., for the greater demands then made on LG would

necessitate a strengthened financial position. Obviously attempts

should be rracte, thought the secretariat, to achieve greater uniformity

in the question of wages negotiations and conflicts. It therefore

proposed a comprehensive enquiry, the purpose of which wag more

ciose.y defined in relation to an extremely important motion (llo, 224)
submitted by the board of the Metal industry workers' fe eration.

Much of the motion continued to harp on the theme that "he taI one"

had first announced in 1922, the policy of wages solidarity, and the

detailed aspects will be continued in chapter XXI on wages policy.

Here only such points on wages policy ag were relevant at the time

to the constitutional debate will be taken up.
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The motion seems to have been the fruit of committee work in

which all the industrial federations in uO participated, i; and it

was presented under a consideration ox industrial life ano wages issues.

It drew attention to the increased influence of the trade union movement

in society arid to the strengthening of the political position of the

wo riling class. This inc eased inf uence brought with it ins reacted

responsibility for the we 11being of the whole, A movement that carried

out reforms and sought to remould society on the basis of solidarity

could, not weaken this foundation through considering that it itself'

stood apart from society. Instead it must consider the point of view

of society in its actions, overcome sectional points of view, and work

in a positive way to strengthen society in order to make possible a

decent livelihood for the whole people. It must devote its collective

energies to making the country a leading one in social and economic

matters. From this it followed that the trade union movement must

co-operate in the sound development and strengthening of economic life,

for this was the sine qua non for obtaining better social and economic

conditions. To this end the trade anion movement myst concentrate

its energies on the following objects : eoei&i. control over the economy,

and influence for the employees in the management and running of busi¬

ness;*^ social policy measures to preserve a reasonable standard of

living in certain branches of the economy; and a social (with the

emphasis on co-ordination) wages policy that aimed in the first place

at helping the lowest placed groups of workers.

Although this motion constitutes a landmark in the development

of a positive attitude to social and economic problems, it was mainly

1) See A ibin wind , Snlidarisk I&nepc 11 tikss*, p. 8

2) The development of this aspect is dea^t with in chapter
XVI11 on industrial democracy and enterprise councils.
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in relation to wages policy that it discussed the necessity for greater

constitutional powers in sjO. At present, 11 argued, the possibilities

LG liao of exercising an inf- uence on wages negotiations eere
e

extremely slight. There was nothing to pijyent all tne trade union

federations from terminating their agreements at one time, and having

the right, in accordance with the support provisions of the bye'laws

of W, to demand economic support from LG. Moreover, it was only

when a strike or lockout broke out that the federations were obliged

to report the fact to LO, -Again, federation bye laws were not uniform

ia tii©i r provisions on voting for the begin ing of stoppages. Some

prescribed a qualified majority, others a simple majority. "In matters

relating to the common strike fund it ou, ht to be reasonable to have

1)identical provisions in the bye raws on this matter" . lack of

plan; ing of wages negotiations should be replaced by provisions that

made it possible for LO to have cieouesione with thqXjoardg of the

federations concerned before important wages movements were begun. The

secretariat of aO ought also to have the, constitutional right to be

represented at major negotiations, for SAl? was represented on such

occasions. To achieve all these objects the motion accordingly asked

lor a committee to be appointed. An objection to this was raised by

Sven Lketrd {of the foundry .forkerg), who said that If the enquiry

-vers undertaken it would not disc use the question wlISTHBH or not 10

should have more power but only HD.v it should have it. Congress was

binding itself in advance to give more power to JjO if it accepted

the motion, hut his viewpoint was rejected.

...In its comment# on the motion the secretariat said ^ it shared

the view that the trade union movement had now won such a position in

1) . G Congress report, 1936. p, 450
2) Ibid, p, 454, secretariat statement &o, 13,
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eociety that it had a duty to intsreet itself in economic problems in

a aider context It had a positive interest in good living conditions

for the whole people, nut not in group and gild interests, anymore

the tl capita lis t private interests, obtaining a dominating influence.

It was also important for tbfe strength and unity of the trade union

movement th«t the wages gap txtweon better and worse placed groups of

workers should not be vii&ened . A just and purposeful wages policy

posed greet difficulties, but a necessary condition of the trade union

movement*?; ability to master the social and economic problems involved

was undoubtedly a change in the constitution of LO, The competence of

the secretariat was extremely limited according to the bye laws than

in force. In practice IX) was only a form for the insurance of the

federations against economic visitations. But in the public consciousness

10 occupied quite a different position. In conflicts people were

always netting for the leadership and views of LO. Greater uniform! ty

in relation to wages negotiations and conflicts could on~y be

created through a thorough revision of the powers of the secretariat,

but this it was not prepared to recommend (cf. its attitude 1909 '.}

without a detailed investigation of all the circumstances relating to

the question.

One or two speakers to the motion put interesting points.

It was a sign of the maturity of the movement that the question

was to be taken up. Although the trade union movement had influenced

developmei te in the past this had largoly been a byproduct of

attempts to obtain a more just division of the national cake. Kow

attempts must be made consciously to influence developments in a

definite direction. Time and again it had been demonstrated that

disputes among federations had at bottom been based on the wages

situation in different industries. It was anarchy for each federation
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to operate independently, for this weakened the whole trade union

movement.

.Vi th only four diesentiente congress decided to dec.-.are in

principle in favour of a revision ox the by a laws of 10 a ion g the lines

proposed, .nc the secretariat me empowered to appoint a committee.

This f du y done on 1st February, 1937. Fifteen members were

appointed and, besides its formidable agenda on questions of pfenning

wages negotiations, workers' influence, the attitude of the trade

union movement to the state, the organisation of the economy, the

committee took up, through a sub-committee , the constitutional

questions involved, when it wag published in 1941, therefore, the

report of this 15 man ccraai ttee included proposals for the bye la we

of 10, of the fedsratione affiliated to it, and the local central

organisations. It was felt that it was necessary to indicate sore,

precisely in the bye laws the obligations of indi vidua Ijtfsderations
to one another and to the trade union movement united in 0.

In the view of the committee the bye laws should express the

basic principles of the trade union movement, and in their preamble

they explained that the trade union movement wished to promote the

interests of the wage earners on the labour market and in industrial

life. In. carrying out this task if) should strive to ensure that the

affiliated organisations carried on their act-ivi ty along uniform lines

and in co-operation with one another, taking account of common

interests, individual rights and the juet demands of society, It wag

therefore inevitable that it should be made possible for jD to

influence and tuue an active part in the plum ing and execution of

operations that might be found suitable and well adap tea to the end In

view. A united front and better planning of wages negotiations and

1) Fackfttreningsrftreleen och nSringelivet, p. 193.
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labour conflicts could be achieved if the central leadership of the

movement had authority to take an active part in discussing such

Clash®® of interest as night be. expected to lead to conflicts on the

labour market. It did net take the view that bye laws that did not

take account of special circumstances/ should be foisted off on the trade

union movement, although gome obligatory provisions were advised on

fundamental issues in which uniformity was required.

At a three day meeting in June, 194-2, the representative council

of LQ ap roved the proposals of the 15 men dealing with principles and

bye laws, in spite of opposition from the compositors and Sven hlcstrttn.

Thereafter the federations were asked for their views, and the•»
. '

secretariat presented the proposed new bye laws to congress, A number

of motions (1-36) were put forward asking for rejection or alterations,

and in fact the bye law proposals raised much mors discussion at

congress than all the other matters that the 15 men had discussed, for

example, Slgvard Cruse (of the compositors), one of the main speakers

against the revised bye laws, said he had no great objections to tba

principles set out in the 15 men report, but did object to certain of

the bye law proposals, particularly those that aimed at removing the

right of decision of the federations under §15. In fact most of the

criticism was levied at § 15, which dealt with procedure in the event

of conflicts and in wages negotiations, the three percent rule etc.

After a number of changes had been proposed and a proposal to let the

matter .rest until the next congress had been defeated, the proposals

(with amendments) were remitted to the drafting committee which

suggested some changes in the original proposals. These were

accepted by }2C votes to 17, with "15 abstentions, even Cruse saying
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tftat ho w&e now gaits happy that the laocifica tione wuM ra-ove the

dangers that had led Mrs to oppose the original proposals ag a threat

to the independence of the federations tc carry rut their o/n inten¬

ts one when this could "m done without r©j utHcing the ri; tful interests
1)

of others,

leser the lees, the revision of t e, bye la we v^-e very comprehensive,

for besides purely technical changes there a©re &lt#.r&tione to take

account of the new emphasis in wage# policy and the . rowing position of

10 as a powerful group interest in society, * ii thout express reference

either to the one or the other (wages policy and racial factors) of

these aims the adherence to the centralisation line has been dicta ted

toy the general interest in having oloser co-operation an? consolidation

in the movement, particularly in view of the centra ligation on the
>< 2)

employers* side." c Tc the congress Sftlvfcn argued t! at cl further reason

for extending 10*s powers was that, thie would snake it «ore possible

to avoid intervention toy society in the freedom of the nevessent.

There wag no point la having a Basic Agreement with a chapter ? on

socially dangerous conflicts ii there were only paper ran teas

that the decisions of to would be respected, 3>
The rew&inder of this chapter Mil be devoted to »•« analysis

of the by©laws adopted in 1541 (with later amendments included)
at the end of the long period of evolution described in the earlier

part, we consider the objects of to, the machinery fcy which it

operates, and the powers placed in the hands -of the executive part

of the machine.

The objec te of W were set- out with greater cmKdmeie on the

political aspects than had been the case since U) severed the explicit

1) W Congress report, 1941, p, 442,
2) SBlven, ianceorganieatione tie Hya 8 tadgar, (3rd edition), p, 10,
In 1941 the ciioate in favour of planning and discipline and co-ordir
ation was greatly favoured "by the acceptance and experience of the
wartime index wages agreements and the Basic Agreement of 193®»
3) to Congress Report, 1941. p. 229.
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connection with the party in 19O9, How ( § x) 310 w&s said to 'be an
association of the trade union organisation© in the country, with the

task of exercising the central leadership of the efforts of the

movement to look after the interests 01 the wages earners or. the labour

market, and in this and other respects of working for the development

of society on the basis of political, social and economic

democracy. The emphasis on political democracy was new in principle ,

reflecting the action (Mo, 224-5 in the 1936 congress on social and

political democracy, although in fact co-operation with the social

democratic party tea always remained close. For the purpose of

promoting these general objects certain more specific tasks were laid

at the doer of 10, such as seeing that, the trade union activity of

the affiliated organisations was carried, on along uniform lines and

with due regard to co-operation (consolidated wages policy), while

taking account of common interests, the rights of the individual,

and the just demand s of society. Other functions of 10 we re to look

after the Interests of the wage earners in legislative and social

poliey-taaiters, and to collect and work up statistical arterial in

order to obtain a picture of trade union activity and general

conditions on the labour market. This last was of course not new,

tut has gained in significance with the growth of economic thinking

and planning in terms of macro concepts. 14) wee also to promote the

education cf the sgembers in political, trade union and cultural

matters, promote international contacts, and provide financial support

In conflict?: on the conditions prescribed in detail (and discussed below)
a result of the bye law revisions, the secretariat of LQ

now has the job cf supervising the union, policies of affiliated

organist-tion&? and works for the uniform planning s-nd execution of

this policy, a duty that follows of course from the tasks of UQ as
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ag set out in 1, '.<hieh include that of pursuing a consolidated

wages policy. It has a so routine taaks, administering t'.e assets of

L0» prolactin international contacts, and shaping LO policy in

relation to legislative proposals. The revised tyeitug a.Uo latxcd acad

certain obligatory clause© for the bye la .vs of affiliated organisations

(discussed in chapter V) together wi th revised proposals on three

(since 1951 four) topics that constitute the tseat of the centralising

policy, namely :
1) the organisation plan (implemented in 19*?l)
2) interna j. disputes
3) wages policy and negotiations
4) procedure in conflicts and grounds iox

f imnc ia I s uopor t.

It is worth considering these separately, for they are of

prime importance in the discussion of the manner in. which © keeps

its house in order.

1) T^e of organisation. Ag from the 1951 congress the secretariat

became e cowered to examine and settle questions relating to the

interpretation and ap lication of the plan of organisation of w. this

nao. only keen catered for expressly in the bye laws for cases where

such questions were the subject of DIS'.hTTCS between federations. In

the secretariat argued that questions relating to the

interpretation and application of the plan of organisation could

arise without there being any specific dispute, and that this vjae

such an important matter that the bye laws ought to e»y so explicitly.

This was agreed to in 1951-

2) Internal di cputoe. Since the revision of the bye laws In 1941 the

secretariest of 10 is empowered to examine and decide, upon (previously
"try to settle") disputes that arise between the affi listed -

organisations, and to work for staunch and loyal co-operation between

the organisations. This on the other side involves general duties

l) Per the debate and organisation plans for IjO in
general see chapter Vll,
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on the part of the federations, which are considered in § 14 of

the byelaws of W, There it is provided that when a member has

obtained employment in the sphere of activity of another federation,

the organisation must co-operate in having his membership transferred

to the new organisation. $ l6, clause 2 of the pre 1941 bye laws

provided that workers should be organised in the federa ti oris in whose

sphere of activity they ware employed. A member who had obtained

employment in the sphere of activity of another federation was

obliged to shift his membership to that other federation, which had

no power to refuse the transfer. From 1951 this obligation on the

individual member as well as the organisations was reaffirmed and

extended to include, besides the cases where a worker had obtained

new employment, cases where, by a decision of the secretariat of 10,

the member was to belong to another organisation.

Under the old bye la we DISPUTES that arose between federations

should, on the request of either party, be referred to a board of

arbitration especially appointed for the purpose, the secretariat of

DO having the right to appoint the odd member if the parties could not

themselves agree on this. By the 1941 byelaws, disputes that arise

between organisations affiliated to LQ ASM to be referred to the

secretariat of 10 for its examination and settlement. The secretariat

is to decide on the disputes referred to it as quickly as possible

and. at the latest ten days after the matter is referred to it or,

where the secretariat finds negotiations advisable, not later than

ten days after the negotiations are ended. The secretariat is a board

of arbitration it; such cases. There is no apnea-, against its

decision. The main reason for the change adopted here was that,

since most inter-federation disputes refer to bounds of activity



and ex-i&iii cation w&ttere, it ~mu better to have one body staking the
beeistonis than fcrtaitcue boards of *rfeitr&ticn got up for u*.«h

occasion,

.1L. ■fedv,0g...-^di\.cy, „&,pe . t |ay Otis. The by&'mm re as* inad tie sane in

stating that the secretariat had , when cireusetance* so required, to

git® support to the affiliated organisations in negotiations on

conditions of work and wages, It mt •iso empowered ( §i{5, oaauee 2)
to taiks p&rt, there it considered necessary, through ons or more

delegates in the wages negotiations of affiliated organisation* This
/- i)

®8 not new but, as Sftiven points out , although the secretariat

had pretiauexy been entitled to participate in negotiations on its

ewn Initiative, it had been the rule that the secretariat took part

only when the federations requested it to do so# ./he.t «6

conetitailanally sew «&e that the secretariat «ae now empowered to

present propose 1» for an agreement to the organisation® affected by

the negotiations, though it fine not been prevented from doing so

in the past fonaai recognition wa» now given to this right, »

sauction was aieo introduced ( § 15, eiaaee 8), providing that if
a proposal a&be by the secretariat is rejected by the federation

concerned, and it is receiving conflict support, the representative

council (froic 195^ the secretariat, which illustrates further

centra u cation I my decide to withdraw it. Lush a decision requires

a two third® majority of all the Members of the secretariat ( -which

norsmliy wiwi at its decisions by a simple majority vote of ail

the stemtoere), i&ewever, this decicioi. to withdraw support ie

qualified to the extent that it cannot be taken una ess the conflict

causes or can be fyarad to cause considerable inconvenience for

other affiliated org/toeleatieae, fox the truce union twvmmX ac a

1) op. cit. p. 46
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whole or for vital social interests. ^ There is a right of

appeal against such withdr&wai of support to the representative

council and to congress.

On the subject of' wages negotiations, an addition was made to

the old prevision stating that if several affiliated organisations

that had members employed in the same industry or trade intended

to begin wage8 negotiations for them there should be such co-oper¬

ation between them as would lead to agreement on the demands to be

presented. But there had been no provision as to what was to be

dona 1,. different decisions were arrived at, as some times happened.

The addition now provided that such co-operation should take place
o \

under th@ 1aadarghi p oi the secretariat , ' a further new-

provision is that this should also apply when it is the employers'

side that begins the wages negotiations.

The secretariat has the duty of providing continuous

information on important wage agreement negotiations and disputes

to the affiliated organisations that are affected or could be

expected to be affected by them, /hen the question is one of wage

agreement negotiations or disputes the course or result of which

may be important in principle or be of wide practical significance

for several affiliated organisations, the secretariat of 70 is

obliged to call representatives o them together at a meeting for

information and discussion.

Affiliated organisations arc also obliged to keep the

secretariat Informed %bout important wages issues and labour disputes,

1)This last clause has been reframed in this my since 19$i, for
reasons explained below.

2) The ftothin Committee had suggested that when a wages conflict
affected several federations in common the secretariat of 10
should have the iinai decision, 000. 1935: 65, p. 109
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and (sine® 195 *) ar« obliged to indicate the number of members

affected. Thebo obligation© now apply irrespective of whether a conflict

hag in fac t broken out.

4) for commencing a strike and. receiving su^crt.

Increased central inf • uence over the conduct of conflicts formed

an important part of the bye law revision©, not only be cause it w&e

decicod that support would ce extended to cover strikes (i.e. "attacking"
v 1)

conflicts}' - and for this purpose increased control from the centre

was necessary - but also because of the social requirement that LO

should be responsible in its attitude to the press are that strikes

put on society. The 1941 bye law revisions were not absolutely clear

on-this last point and have subsequently been clarified .

The original formulation on strike permission in 1941 ms

that an organisation affiliated to must not resort to a strike

embracing more than 3$ of the members of the organisation without

first obtaining the permission of the secretariat, iatrikes on a smaller

scale tian those covered by the $ rule might not be resorted to if

they could be expected to lead to a lockout ox more than J: of the

member© of the organisation ££ of members of other affiliated

organisations.

Her© two questions were somewhat muddled. The provisions take

account of a question of fact - whether y,i of the membership are

affected - ana also a question cf probability, based en likely

developments and expectations, loth these questions were raised

in the 1951 congress. In connection with the yi rule Motion 7

wanted modif i c& ti ops such that affi lis ted federation© and tranches

had greater freedom to deal with issues relating to wages and

1) In fact LO had in recent years given support to an
increasing extent in conflicts that were in reality, though not
formally, attacking conflicts.
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con tract nogot!a Lions, while motion 8 a eked ior repeal, Mc tion 12

took the opposite view, ant. asked tlat the ru-es on strike

permission should he changed in such a way as to mie it compulsory

to obtain the permission of the secretariat oh -£ he fore any strike

was resorted to, fine not merely those that affected at least 3$ of

the wetitourr of a federation. The main, reason put forward for the

proposed change ma that federations that had national and branch

agreements could hardly ever hope to make use of the 2$ rale. The

secretariat agreed in its statement on these motions that taction

number 12 drew attention to a very obvious defect in the constitution
i)

of if). The secretariat recalled that it had argued to the

congress of 1941 that it would have been most logical to istu:e the

right to strike dependent on secretariat permission in aj.l cases,

particularly eir.ee the support obligation of W me being extended

to cover all conflicts. The reasons why they had net gone so far
3 )

were because of the prao tlea 1 difficulties JJ in the my of the

secretariat taking in hand the very small conflicts and, in particular,

be cause it was generally only the larger conflicts that had such an

effect on the trade union movement as a whole that they justified

control over the© in the bye laws being given to the leaders of the

whole movement, Nevertheless, the secretariat had very seriously

considered asking the 1951 coxt.-ress to extend the rules to cover all

strikes, just because, for ens reason, the $" rule had such &

different effect on different federations, depending on their eize,

and a lac (a/, jd hare we pass to the question of probabi li ty^be cause of
1) 1^3 Congress report, 1951. PP.74~5 .

Ti. erinololy then the secretariat old not like tig rule. It
took the same view in 1951.

2 j See a speech by august 14ndberg (then chairman of aX>) in DO
Congress report, 194-1, pp. 118-9,
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th© great difficulty that existed in estimating in advance whether

conflicts might lead, to a lockout against wore than Jf of the

federation's members or against members of other federations, or

whether it would result in considerable inconvenience outside the

sphere of activity of the federation most directly concerned. Those

©ere tricky rules to interpret in advance, ±>ut eventually the

secretariat had decided not to propose an extension of the rules to

cover all strikes, for the same reasons as it tea advanced in 1941.

However, it pointed out that the 3^ rule did not mean it hud no

influence on federations when issues arose that fell outside this rule.

.For the secretariat was entitled in EV!RY conflict to present to the

federation involved proposals for agreement, anu the representative

council (changed in 1951 to the secret&riat)had the right to decide
to withdraw conflict suppor^from a federation if it rejected such

a proposal.

1)
However, the secretariat did not think the formulation of

the strike permission rule wag compretely satisfactory. Formally the

rule did not prevent a federation from resorting without permission

to a strike which did IN FACT affect more than 3$ of its aembere,

if the number of members primarily and directly affected by the strike

did not amount to 3$ of the membership. Strike© could bo begun for

example at certain key point© which resulted for technical raft©one

in other branches of an enterprise being affected, and this might

result in personnel hiving to be released {"laid off1). Hor .311 the

rule prevent such a "email" strike being begun even if it could -a

anticipated to lead te the la.vi.n-.-' off {the 1941 bye law provisions

only envisaged locking out) oi/mSff.feffsfoneratlone. hbviousiv, if etch

strikes mra begun with an awareness of these possible consequences,

this w&e not in keeping with the meaning of the rules, even if it

1) LO Congress report, 1951. PP.
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did not c oni lie t with their wording, this could not be tolerated,

and the secretariat therefore proposed an addition to the bye laws to

maka such procedure impossible,

John Chris tense on cobplained that first of all the secretariat

had said that it could not agree with the taction aeking for the 3$
rule to be removed: but now it was i tee If proposing something

which was essentialiy the same, in that it meant that the three

percent rule would be removed, It was seldom if ever the t a conflict

did not mean the t some one or some members of another federation

could bocetae unemployed or be laid off. He wanted the rule to be

such that of the members of another organisation h®<- to be affected
2)

by consequential laying off. tranc- pointed cut in reply that

the 3' X'ule was meant to excuse the secretariat from having to deal

with sw&ll ocnfliets. But if a federation began a conflict that

could be anticipated in advance to develop a wider seeps ho thought

that they could, agree to let the secretariat consider such a conflict

right from the start, irrespective of Its else. Chris tense on

replied that if this was what Strand meant it was the same ae he had

in mind. Chris tense on asked therefore that the congress drafting

committee should consider the question, in order that the clause be

clearly formulated in accordance with the intentions of the secretariat.

Congress agreed to this, and the committee considered the clause an,

presented it for approval later

The only change it made was that a strike embracing mare thhn

y* of the members of the organisation,or smaller strikes if they could

be expected to lead to a lockout- of more than yf of the members of the

"1") "W Congress report, 19b'1. P. 113.
2) ibid. P. 117
3) pP. 209-10.
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organieatien or of members of other affiliated ©rganieatione, or

(and this «ag new) If the strike could be foreseen to lead to the

laying, vff of a bliailFICAjfT SXMBIH Of TKB Ymmim of other affiliated

organisations* mut not fce rr tor ted to without the permission of the

eocret&iia t- being; obtained). The coiatsittee eld not deny that$,a

eignifi &■'n 1 numfcer" wao & bit '?ague but» iri view of the vayying effec t

it would have♦ depending on the else of the organisation involved,

it v*-£ not possible in its view to arrive at any precise percentage.

Congress agreed unanimously to the formulation the committee drew up,

which thus ru.vvdr ; *or if the strike can he foreeen^lo lead to the

laying off of members who, taken along with those directly affected

by the strike, constitute more than 3." of the members of the

organisation, or can also be foreseen to lead to the laying off of

a significant number of members of other affiliated organisations.*1

Another tricky provision of the revised bye lawe of 194-1 was

that dealing, with strike permission. If the rule were satisfied,

and the organisation© had asked for permission to resort to smaller

strikes, even if they could be expected to lead to lockouts against

more than three percent of the members of the organisation or members

of other organisations, it was provided that permission to strike

could not be refused 18132323 the strike or lockout to which it gave

riee could be PUAIU2D to lead to considerable inconvenience outwith

the sphere of activity of the organisation concerned.

This clause again leaves considerable discretion to the

secretariat, and the exact scope of the 'secretariat's competence

and the weaning of the clause were not maae clear (in so far as they

can bo clarified with precision) until the congress of 1951.

l) This Implies that the organisation could from the beginning
reckon with a possible layoff iron work as an inevitable consequence
of the strike, and there ie thus ©till room for considerable
difficulties of interpretation.



The n®« tum'ji&ttm atioptotf in iff X stated is per® ase&ct terra®

what ihi position tti. Instead of «|A4iag "feared to lea a to

CQatidexafeX® tuooavooionc* autwlih the sphere of activity of tnt

organisation eoneornea*, the cl*u®e «&• formula ted to "feared

to lead to eeneitferuble i tie devonian©® for ether affiliated

er0*ai®aii®a®# fat th® tawJo anion ei.voretnt fee & whei® or fat vital

eoel&l Th® «oqp® i« thee breedeae4« The intention is

iW eee»e» beaw,to have tmn to give '0 very wide p© ai« «r

control in order to aliea it to esiereit® eoeiai reepoRSlbllity in it®

WU«I* Th© original 9*9999* i« oi the 15 ®«n anf the ©eoretariat in

i$MH agd® it clear tint, i® deciding ebethe* pensiteicm **© to fee

givia to ii^ia a aiiiiMtt the secretariat and representative e ©uoei i

00aid im&e lain consideration mt r&er®»y the tmm&xmt* consequences

of the conflict e® such, bat ale© the indirect tffeete oa other

yfomm of sorters* Aether &a «©neuters 01* ©or it®re. Bat this eas

catered boon in ft?® congress datiat® to git® a ee&pro-^ise solution

that oatiefioo the adherent® of feuemtion iti&teMteeace*

ahi le it was recognise© that the secretariat oaght to hate an

influence on comiiote that sou14 obviously ieac to socially injurious

of foot® outsit® the sphere ©i the federation MiutaNt, aat that "it
i® ®»ti*#iy correct that an individual federation should not pursue

It® omi interest®, to the ox tout of injuring other feaesuti-snc or the
,5?)

trad® union ocvewent a® a «h©le, *" aevertheless st^ia federations *

th® compositor® for itu'tance, ae a© ha?® seen * #®ro afraid of their

independence. Bo a ees-promits formulation ©©erged that proviesc* that

strike persistion cauifi not be refuse©, or support eitMraaa, unless

"the ooaflict could be anticipate© to give rite to considerable

inco sentence ^atsib® the sphere of th® federation iMMNtiattl;: concerned.

i} StHv&n , op. cit.» p. IX,

2) LQ congress report, 1941, p. 137. I'roru a speech by
Sigv&rd Cruse.
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SBlven said ll in the course of the congress discussion that

the revising commi ttee thought it me so obvious that the meaning

of the 3$ rule ma that of ensuring that attention me paid to the

consequences (besides lockouts) of conflicts, that they did not need
2)

to say so explicitly. Lennart rJckerstrSru had earlier proposed a

rider to the effect that an organisation must not injurl ously affec t

other federations through its wages act J one, and Sttlvfen thought this

would both clarify the ieeu#n£ enable people like Cruse to accept

the formulation. In fact, Sblvfen said tn&t the adherents of federation

autonomy (Cruse and Ekstrftci) did not seem to have any different

opinion from the remainder, namely that the secretariat ought to have

influence over conflicts that were obviously likely to have injurious

effects. Sblvfm then proposed the formulation accepted by congress

(with the exception that the drafting committee inserted "considerable

inconvenience" in place of SBlv&n* s choice of "considerable inj urious

ef fee ts".

SB Ivfen endeavoured to clarify the arrangement in his commentary

to the new bye laws 3) and concluded that perm i aft ion to strike could

be refused when a conflict, without being detrimental to other

federations, could be feared to harm the common interests of the trade

union movement or the general interests of Society. It seems clear

that this was the intention for, although the wages policy issue wag

the main one in the setting up of the fifteen men committee, neverthe¬

less social considerations came to play an important part, in view of

the Basic Agreement and the outbreak of war, and the threats of

legislation that the trade union movement had had to face. In any

ease the fifteen men had , in discussing the relations between the

movement and the state, declared that in the long run the trade union

movement could not repulse legislative offensives unless the leaders

i) 00 Congress report, 194-1, P. 2^2.
2J Ibid., pp. 187-6.3) silvan, op. cit. pp. 11-Xo.
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were given constitutional powers to act in a responsible way, This

was important in view of the Basic Agreement, whereby 0 bad accepted

the responsibility to do something on its side about socially

dangerous conflicts. It was important too for the internal ae well

ag the external relatione of the movement, in view of the growth aid-

strength cf the organisations, however, Sblvftn concluded nevertheless

that both for the fifteen men and for congress the centra ligation

in it® social aspect® wag also looked on as one of the features cf a

consolidated wages policy.

At any rate the position was wade clear by the congress

decision of 195^» made on the basis of the fo 11 owing argument by the

secretariat. Strong powers governing the granting of permission

to strike would retain for the leaders the decisive influence

in conflicts that could be assumed to lead to injury to the whole -

movement or to society. It was now (in 1951) obvious- that such

injurious effects of a labour conflict could arise without their

needing to involve inconvenience outside the sphere of activity of

the organisation concerned. If there were to be any conditions

attached to the permission rule in the light of the effects of the

conflict, then these should cover inconvenience caused to other

federations, to the movement as a whole or to vital social interests.

It would be necessary, in changing the bye laws in this respect, to

specify that permission to strike could be refused not merely when

the conf lict AS SUCH had the effects indicated but also when such

consequences ecu id be feared to follow from the demands (e.g. for

wages) that lay behind the conflict (direct action) if these desaacds

•were forced through. Such an interpretation, said the secretariat,

agreed with what was intended when the provision originated in 1941. ^)
1) Op, cit., p. 17
2} See U> congress report 1951. P. 94
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'The secretariat therefore proposed the alteration that

"Permission may not he refused unless the strike or lockout to which

it given rise can be FJArUSD to lea a to considerable inconvenience

for 0TH3R ^PPXXIATSD 0R0AKI8A TICKS , FOR TTLS T-3ABB IBflOJJ I?X)Y3$JjdlTT AS

A YKG uS OR FOR VI®fcd SOCJA. I*TJScUSSJSB ,

John Christenaeon wanted to leave out the "or for vi tal social

interests". This he though was an oddity. ^ He assumed that the

secretariat of LO, in its examination of these questions, al#tys did

adopt the vis# of society, hut he considered it inadvisable to

introduce such a provision. There wight he a change in the majority

party in Parliament at the next election, and the trade union movement

ought not to hind itself to respect what a bourgeois raajority might

come to consider as vital social interests. Strand replied ^tbat
this «s something that ted nothing to do with the political power

in society. 10 had already bound itself by 1 of its bye law® (the

objects and aims of LO) to pay a certain amount of regard to the

Interests of society. A similar obligation had also been assumed

through the Basic Agret.-mebt with SAF, There was no other meaning in

the words that ted now been included about taking account of vital

social interests. The idea was that the provision should be applied

in the same way as hitherto. After the question ted been remitted

to the drafting committee (as part of the same discussion ag that

on the 3# rule and 'laying off of other trade unionists) congress agread
• unanimously to the addition proposed by the secretariat.

In substance these changes made in 1951 tc strike permission

and the cessation of support do net involve anything new, but have

bwntrdesigned to express sore clearly the meaning of the provisions

that was originally intended. In fact then the 1941 and 1951

revisions of the bye laws of tO gave 10 increased powers both in

1) ibid. ?. 113
2) L0 Congress report, 1951» ?•
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relation to wages policy and to the social responsibility element in

the trade union movement's position.

LO has vary full powers to refuse strike permission or withdraw

support if it feels mges demands my inconvenience other federations,

or prejudice social interests. This is an extremely wide field. It

is conceivable that W cculd refuse strke permission if it thought

certain wage claims would be inflationary (or deflationary). Indeed,

it ie an interesting question novMdaye how far we gee policy is eo signi¬

ficant a determinant in Swedish ecoacinic policy that it becomes a

prominent social phenomenon. If full employment- ie both a sects ?. and

economic one', then wages policy becomes an instrument of social an % ell

ag economic action. These ideas will be taken up ior discussion in

connection with wages policy (chapter XXl). At present we can sura up

by saying that 0 has extremely wide F0P2AL powers; whether it can or

is willing to use them in practice is another question which ic also

answered in connection with the wages policy disc use ion.

Tn addition to these principles governing the resort to direct

action procedure is laid down for the decision-making process. Strikes

are defined as including sympathetic strikes. A request for

permission to take strike action is to be accompanied (addition in

195 ) by a statement of the reasons for the proposed measure (the

demands made, the employers* proposals). This is to be considered as

soon ae possible by the secretariat, and a decision shall as far ag

possible be arrived at within a week of the submission being mads.

If the secretariat refuses permission to strike, the organisation

concerned may complain to the representative council^ and tven to the

next Congress of "10.

tfhen a. lockout is resorted to by an employer or employers*

organisation against members of organisations affiliated to LO it



is the duty of t>s secretariat, after OOIISU'I.TIH'G the board of the

organisation concerned, to betide on appropriate measures. In cases of

TEitSAt of lockout on an extensive scale the secretariat is, if it

considers this to fce necessary, to call a meeting of the council in

order tc discuss and decide on measures that the situation escr.s to

require,

Irrespective of* the scope cf a strike or lockout that hap 'ore on

out, an affiliated organisation ie obliged to notify the secretariat,

and ^during the course of conflicts for which 10 gives support, the
board of the organisation involved is obliged to submit reports on

the conflict situation to the secretariat, when the conflict ends

a report on it is to be sent to the secretariat.

A blockade or boycott with binding effect can only be decided

upon bp the beard of the organise ti en involved (a federation or

independent union), .Blockades or boycotts in connection with a tri.ho s

for which the permission of the secretariat is necessary or with

lockouts for which support is given by 0 must only be resorted to after

the secretariat of 10 has expressed its agreement. Blockades that

affect workers affiliated to other organisations than that doing the

blockading must not be resorted to unlets the organisation or

organisations to which the workers affected belong or, if thoy cannot

agree, the secretariat of LQ, have approved the action. This

provision was also in the pre 1941 byelans, One new provision in 1941

was that the organs in 10 that were entitled to arrive at decisions

i.e. congress, dcinei 1 and secretariat ^vere entitled tc bef.in

sympathetic a c ti on in the form of a stoppage of work, biock&d* or

boycott, covering certain or all of the affiliated organisations, in

eo fax' as these were net prevented by a collective agreem nt or

service rules from resorting to direct action.
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CQ3FTJCT s On the oasis of these careful descriptions of

when and how tm s fc?ik«£&nb other direct action may be begun v#o find ,

indeed the careful prescription is a consequence of it, that the

secretariat of 10 gives support in A ,.-L conflicts, provided the strike

has been approved ( $16, o la use 1) by the board of the organisation

concerned and, where necessary, by the secretariat. There is a

right, of appeal to the council and to congress if support in refused.

Support by 10 is paid out from the "beginning of the third week of a

conflict. Support is, in addition to the above, also given in the

event of lockouts that entitle to support in accordance with the

bye laws of an organisation, although no support is given if the lockout

is preceded by a strike that does not have the permission of the

secretariat and requires it. The rules as to strike permission, and

the right to withdraw support, provide a guarantee that the support

obligation of !£/ is not used to support conflicts that cannot be

ap roved by the whole movement. Again, the aim ie to have uniformity

of treatment and action in relation to certain fundamental matters

with which the movement is concerned.

Certain increases in the ordinary fees were made in 1941,

following on the extended obligations LO was given to provide support.

The fifteen men pointed out that a consequence of the increased

support oblige.tione that they recommended would have to be higher
1}

fees . Prior to 1941 the fees were 40 dre a month for a full

Paying, and 20 Sre for a half paying member. These we re* e ontpara ti ve iy

moderate Mt .As a. result, the fees were increased ins- 1941 to $0 am

25 bre respectively per month, and again in 1946 to 70 and 35 bre per

month. The reason given on that occasion was In part the increase

l) FaekfBreningerbretsen cch n&rlngsli vet,pp,197-9
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at the ©arue tires in conf liet. support from 6 to 9 a'ac^ 4 to 6 cro-ms

ree?eetlvely, and in part the decision to begin a press fund , to which

viae to be allocated 20 5re & month from full and hi if members

respectively. The fees were again raised in 195 1, to 9° '-ml 45 bra

a month res pec tivsly» the reasons given being the general fall in the

value of money and the rise in conflict support to 12 or ©-en 3 a weak
i)

for full paying and o crowns a wset: for half paying members.

The se are fxat rates. The entrance fee to 10 is 1 crown for full and

50 (ire for ha if members.

./here it finds this to be necessary,, the secretariat is entitled.

to impose a levy of f?Q ire per week for whole and 25 dre for half

paying members for a maximum period of three months in each

calendar year. In big labour conflicts the representative council

has the power to decide by a two thirds majority or higher levies,

though not in excess of 1 crown for full and 50 8re for half paying

members. Mo maximum period is prescribed for levies a p. roved by the

representative council. This procedure shows that f.C by no means

considers the day of the strike is necessarily past. As the 15 soen

pointed out, although the number of conflicts has declined very much ,

10 must etill have sufficient strength to carry out the obligations

imposed upon it by the new centralising bye laws,

The argument of this chapter has shewn wh&t a long process of

evolution has been necessary for LO to be given comprehensive powers

over its member federations. It was a far cry from the optimistic

days ©f 1898, when the deverepmen t of 10 as-an "a ttacking'** as we 11 as

l)A bone of contention has frequently been whether unemployed members
of federations should have, to pay dues to 0, e.g. in the congresses
of 1926 and 1931» a®d in tile report dfL' e 15 men. The position from
195i i> that membership fees are y&id for every member, except those
who are sick or On military service. Fees, must be paid for unemployed
members, BUT when periods of unemployment <*re prolonged the
the representative council may decide to adjust the fees paid by
a federation badly hit by unemployment among its members.
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a defensive body ms envisaged as being jnet around the corner, to the

formal accomplishment in 1941. It he.a proved difficult to mould

heterogeneous craft and industrial groups into some form of homogene¬

ous group. At first the aspects of centralisation stressed uere rather

negative - that individual federations ware cutting the throats of

others when they want their own way in wages demands, and that much was

to he gained through setting up a broad front in opposition to the

broad front along -which the employers chose (and were able) tc operate

when it suited them. Positively, it was realised, however, that

greater material gains might also be reaped from inter-federation

co-operation. But what ie more significant and eminently creditable

is that in the 1930s there developed an awareness - admittediy it

was partly induced by threats of legislation - that besides material

benefits from consolidated action the trade union movement had now

to ponder its position as the largest group interest in society.

Social responsibility emerges very clearly as a line of advance,

and slowly but surely 0 has been able to impress some degree of

uniformity on its federations. Uor are the bye laws too rigid for,

apart from the compulsory requirements, the federations can adjust

forms of organisation to suit their spheres of activity.

Complaints are still made during labour conflicts, however, that

10 does not .keep its he use in order. It is too early to sum up on

this charge in. this chapter. But, ae has been hinted, although the

secretariat can pass a.most anything, itnwiahee through congress it does

not alaaya find it easy to get its federations to toe the line. (See,

e.g. the foodstuffs conflict, 1953, chapter XXI.) Even today it is
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far from being a dictatorial tody in spite of fifty years of

endeavour to concentrate the reins of power in the hands of the

secretariat* The secretariat prefers to rule "by moral persuasion

rather than by the book. This is not a surprising conclusion when

one recalls the slow but steady progress in the direction of

centralisation which the leaders have been prepared to follow.

They now have the format power. The present era jg perhaps that in

which the federations have to be persuaded that this is bot& true

and necessary.

-~-o0o—-
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THE0:fU 1:13k T1 Oil* . - .,-jL£k8 Off nO

In the ld9Ce the format! or. of trade union federations did not

follow any precise plan, and in the main division wa© by trades,

only two federations being organised on an industrial basis, these

in sawmills and textiles. The iron and metal workers* and the

wood workers' federations took the material worked upon as the

rough criterion for their respective provinces of organisation.

But although there ware no great problems of deiuarcation at this

time, cer tai n feoera ti one -® re ra ther he terege necue ia c ornpoei tion ,

such a© the transport 'workers' and the unskilled and factory workers'

federations. This last approached to being a general or mixed

industrial and craft federation, for it covered unskilled workers

in building, and workers frota the iocs t 6 iverse industries e.g.,

matches, sugar, phosphate, brushes, brewery, wirleis, totters, stone

workers etc. Some federations were too sua il to survive. The rope

makers for example joined the textile workers' federation in 1906^
while the glass workers transferred to the unskilieo a no factory

workers' federation in 1907.

although by the turn of the century the industrial principle

Aj basis for organisation tod not eade much progress there m&

nevertheless a g,od deal of discussion as to whether the industrial

form of organisation was superior to organisation in general

unions. It was argued by the unskilled and factory workers, for

instance, that a few large federations might exercise greater

influence than a large number of s»isa iler fedorafione,—The third

principle ox organisation, by craft, wag not as yet called

eeriousiy in question, although there were obvioue potential

difficulties in a craft such as the coopers having their own and



not belonging, to the brewery workers' federation, Bach of the three

forme of organisation offered certain advantages. Large federations

covering a whole industry or sever* 4. indue tries coaid offer strength

in conflicts and in negotiations at a time when trade union membsr-

ehip was small, tut email and skilled crafts wight on the other hi 116

find their interests neglected and sacrificed in s large federation.

a methodical approach to the organisation of groups and

dettarcation between them had to wait until the 20th century. But

forces were at work that made a consideration of the pro's rem inevit¬

able sooner rather than later. The very numerical growth of the

membership ana number of federations - 19 were formed between 1900

and 1910, but a»a ig&tna ti one led to there being 30 fa derations in 10

in If 10 - posed a problem .whi ie the rapid growth of industry from

the l890e meant that a change frcra the early days of emphasis on the

craft principle of organisation became inevitable. The fact that- t be

craft fed.era ticus were less than twenty years old when discussion of

forms of organisation was taken up serious..y meant also that craft

traditions had not any sanctified hold on the minds of the workers.

Indeed, as was noted in chapter TT, it was the unskilled workers who

were beginning to dominate the movement by I94JO. Again, W a feed

to organise TJiUL.br.TI02ft, and this narrowed the problem to a

consideration of which form of federation was the best one, craft,

industrial or general. A further force waking for change was the fact

that the employers' associations were beginning to form, and the

two largest, JAF and. 3VF, emphasised the industrial form cf

organisation. The growth, cf employer organisations also increased

the trend to uniform conditions of work throughout their respective

industries, as oil indeed the empb£*ie placed by the unions on

equality of treatment. Before employer organisations were formed



it wae possible for the trade unices to confirm their search for

uniform conditions to each craft, hut when organisations each SVJF

emerged and insisted on conducing rational & greements covering: the

engineering incus try,, a tic on payment Vy degree of skill, net craft, ^
the various trade union federations (8VF had to negotiate with 6.,
and oruy in 1908 succeeded in getting tbem ail to sign the new

agreement) found that they too required a mere comprehensive form of

organic*tion. The process of change in the first decade of this

century brings out the reluctance cf some groups to give up their

sovereign ty. The problem was diecueeed by 10 on name roue occasions*

In 1901 the representative council encouraged feders tionr.

to avoid treading on one another's toes in the declaring of

blockades and in the right to resort to strikes, and advised

ao&Igam&tion of small allied federations. Motions 1*4 in the 1903

congress wanted such amalgamations to take place, but lindquiet

pointed out that although this was desirable it would be dangerous to

d ecrse toe strict pro vis lone. The main task, was still to get vorke re

organised rather than tc worry about questions of demarcation. The

discussion resulted in ccngrees accepting a statement to the effect

that there ware administrative ana practical advantages in

concentrating as far as possible in large federations. But the time

me not yet ripe for intree cing compulsory provision®. Tt must be

hoped that developments In industry and other forms of economic

activity would give the organisations the experience that enabled

them, to grasp the- necessity for eonsen trati tig their urgas-f gatl one

in order to be effective. To this end the secretariat was to try to

shepherd new groups into existing federations, and to discourage

smaii groups fro© forming independent federations. 2)
l) For this development, see Chapter XIX. t 2) 10 congress report,

1903, PP 38-39
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The representative :cancil took the matter up again ia 1904.

4n embryo ptan was presented bp t'-.y secretariat wkieh proposed, in

view if the rich field still open for organ!s& Mm, the. fc the

coBJposi tionsQi' the federations should ha la sac-, cu having a# ciooaly

related trace groups »-e possible in federations. "In this way tie

disputes that frequently recur between a number of federations as

to where this or that group should belong ought to disappear". The

council ap .-.roved this idea , and the matter wae discuss ad a t the

congress cf 1906, The secretariat by that tirae appeared to have

developed oo'id feet, for it a eked congress to allow the question of

introducing definite provisions for the composition of the

federations to lapse until further notice. But on the motion of

Tfcorfcorg {iitockholm), congress ins true ted the secretariat and council

to discuss tne problem of federation boundaries, so that a fuller

disc ass ion or* the basis of a full enquiry could be he id. A t this

1906 congreec, however, tie indue trial principle of args-nieation was

definitely recognised, Mud quis t said he thought the present form®

of organisation, with federations covering a trace or &w industry

over the whole country, was the best and Ciost advantageous for

preserving and promoting the inters fits of the various groups, and the

sec re tar iu t asked congress to agree that one cf ".O* & tasks should he

to combine extorting: trade union federations into federations having

a suitable fcrm. By a. federation mt meant an organ lea ti on covering

the workers in on incus try or air&<to. in the whole of Sweden,

In c pi to cf strong opposition congress a p. roved this eta term t.

Thus the ind as trial feo©ration took, its place formally a long-side the

trad i tic rc. l craft federations, 3cme cf the strongest opposition 'to

the indue trial federation at the 1906 congress c&me from the iron and

metal workers, who feared that reorganisation might lose it iron and
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me tax workers employed in ©the* industries. it wants6 to coverAlh

workers in iron una metals, irrespective ox' whore they were employed.

Th. Johansson of this i'suexa fcion -vantoo. the worts "'an industry or"

removed xx'oui tha secretariat, proposal. There should to no talk oi

industrial fenerations, but only oi craft federations, he said.

But the metal workers' federation soon changed its mind, ror it was

forced to change its views completely &i a result of its experience

in negotiating a arenewa 1 of the engineering industry agreement with

SVS in 190b, it found itself confronted with the risk of feeing

involved in an extensive lockout because the aheat metal .«ork-ars,

to&sone ana painters at i irst refused to agree to tha demand a of 3f F

that they too should feign the national agreement for the engineering

industry.*' "jfor SYS" it was clearly inconeeiv&Bi© to have wages in the

1.) Corigresv report, 1966» PP. 63-64.

2} rfhen the first national agreement in mechanical eolgfneering was
concluded in 1965 SV? had to deal with four trade union federations
and there did not cover ail the organised workers in the inc. us try,
for four other federations also had worke.o employed in it, Thus 3V?
wag not able to achieve its specific aim, of having a unified
agreement and the greatest possible guarantee against disturbance of
la hour peace during the period of validity of an agreement, when the
workers* side gave notice of termination of the 1903 natlono 1
agreement in I90S SW decided to ask for such representation from the
side oi the workers in the coming negotiations on a new agreement
&s would trake it binding for a 11 the workers affiliated to 10 who
worked in tha engineering industry. At first the three federations
mentioned, above refused to negotiate, but finally only the painter®
refused to come in. * t an extra general meeting of SVF on 26/11/1903
it was uecit.eu to send a 0 ommuni cati on to LO dealing with renewal of
the agreement and inexuding the clause that the eight trace union
fed©rati one concerned should sign. Prolongation was proposed, and a
lockout threatened iffobi 1st January, 1909, if the terms .vera not
accepted, On 2let Itecemoar, 1908, prolongation ma accepted oy the
eight fee%rations - iron a no metal, mouldere, Sood, unskilled , rresons,
transport, sheetmetoi, and painters. - after the fade rati ins hid
voted On the propose. xe, See Styxman, verketabsf breniny,en, 2nd
edition, "i.37.
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maehine shops determined a iong such gild lines. The association's

refusal was based on the fact that no pertinent reasons were put

forward in. support of the demands to give certain groups of workers
1)

advantages over othere". Thus the employers were keen to havo

industrial f: orations with which to negotiate agreements.

The iron and metal workers* federation seems to have had eorra

fore tod Inge about the weakness of having so many trade union

federations facing SVF, "because earlier in the year, at the meeting

of the representative council in April, 1908, the board of the

federation complained that the bye laws of LQ allowed a federation to

be u c aft or industrial one and argued that it was necessary to fix

on one or the.other, since confusion merely arose through having

the two principles of organisation. The representative council

thereupon decided to get the secretariat to appoint a committee to

look into tha matter before the council's mooting in 1909. Ho report

was completed by then, however, although Lindquist said it was hoped

to present one to congress later in the year.

■a t this congress the metal workers came out very strongly in
2}

favour of the industrial federation principle.*' ./hersag in 1908 it
had not expressed in favour of the craft or industrial principle,

but simply said that a choice must be made, in view of the existing

confusion, it now came out with a positive declaration in favour of

the industrial federation principle. J' The motion (iTo.l) presented

by the federation was based on discussions it had had at its own

congress aau it set cut the disadvantages of having taany trad0 union

l ) Styrnuan, op, cit., pp. 130 - 1.

2)A t the end of 1908 this federation had a membership of approxiira tely
32,000, being the second largest federation. The unskilled and factory
tVll'LT:'iha *ith 44WOO ambers. Only four other federa-had a membership exceeding 10,000. Total (P.T.o. )
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federations negotiating vit' the «&»n« employers. The motion did not

expect the change over to take place ovornig'",' i, but the etg eo t she a 16

be toe ©'.liberate on anc determine principle*# ajic' thereafter to work

in the genera direct!on indicated. The ccBSuittee appointee in 1908
alec reported * ^ and said it thought congress should oxhor t the

federations to tort out t'e problasse that arose from having many

federations covering the workers employed in any one factory. Since

the organisation cf W wo-e under fire at this congress the c-OBHuittee

did not fee 1 demarcation prepos&ls could be nude until the organisation

question itself jae settled, (dee Chapter VI.)

Ana - indeed • the ovgani&ation cf O -was a lively topic at this

congress, "he experience of ten years, which had no* culminated, in

the die-astro us sir ike cf 1909, engendered auch hearts©arch lug &nv nsany

propoea Is for remedy. These were c i ecu# sod fully in chapter VI, The

secretariat put f0rward (taction 48.) uropoeais .for raorsjanisatlon, arid

as a basin for the eugr.ee ted nev; bye la we it proposed tb~ t the federa¬

tions a 1 filiated to 10 could be craft federations, consisting ol

worker# -in a particular or in closery related trade# , ana industrial

federations covering all the work err in a particular industry. But the

secretariat ,va e very confused as to what it wanted done by way of

reorganisation, and in relation to for/as of re organ! #a ti c-n this is born

out by the fact f t, in addition to the above reeorcwendation, the

880X8 ta r i 0. t sa i 6 it f e 11 the re «o 9 ouch t o be ea id f 0r a c i v i © i an
2)

along industrial lines. (To congress itself Lindquiet put tie matter

more strongly, saying that "technically i t would be impossible to

do away cctBp.-.atc ly with ti.s craft federation#,, but tbu development of

industria l federations lie a necessi ty which should be brought to

fulfilment a# scon ae possible.") 8) •

1) 10 congress report, 1909. PP. 96-?
2) Ibid., ?. 66
3) .0 Congress report, 1909. P. 85
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The disadvantages of the existing methode were that federations

represented in the same factory might arrive- at conflicting decisions

in negotiations, and that small craft groups in a factory might "bring

about stoppages covering workers in other fade rati oris who worked for

the earn® employer. The secretariat took a long term view of the problem,

at least before congress began, for it said it would not be possible

then and now to reform the craft federations into industrial

federations, since in that event a number of federations would complete¬

ly disappear or be amalgamated. It seamed advisable to them tfc-.t

congress should declare in favour of a successive change over to pure

industrial federations and that the bye laws of TO should allow

freedom for such a reformation. It was clearly to be a lengthy period

of reformation, for the secretariat recommended that 10 wag to be open

to craft federations that covered the workers in a particular or in

closely related trades, and also to industrial federations. ^
The outcome of the lengthy congress discussion on the

constituional and organ!eationai problems of ID was that a committee

was appointed to look into the whole question, and to submit proposals.

But on the subject of craft or industrial federations its hands were

tied in advance through congress accepting a proposal by find qui st

that it - hould decide upon a successive adoption of the principle of

pure industrial federations, the obligation resting with the

secretariat and the boards of the federations to work towards small

groups in an industry being included in the federation that represen¬

ted the main numerical strength of the industrial workers concerned,**)
This was to be the guiding principle of the committee on this issue.

1) Sea C&sparsson, op. cit. vol. 1, p. 336

2) Congress report, 1909. p. 182.
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,/hen it reported in the spring, oil 1912 the main recommentiation

of the coxmlttee was for a reorganisation of 10 in accordance with the

principle of industrial unionism. The main principle and plan were that

a) the federations should inciude all workers employed in the same

industry; b) the boundaries of the industry should too determined by the

scope that it was considered the collective agreements ought rightly

have (a vague, and perhaps deliberately so, formulation which seams to

suggest that DO was prepared to fall into line with 8»P as regards
h

scope of agreements); and that c) wjpre appropriate, several small
industries had bean combined in one federation where the new industries

were directly dependent upon one another in their production. The plan

was to have the existing federations (there were 41, and of these 21,

covering 78,2% of trade unionists, were already in 10) in 22 industrial

federations, the largest of which would toe the metal workers'

federation, covering all organ!sable workers in mechanical workshops

and stes'l foundries. The committee did realise that net all the

federations could be assigned to a definite branch of industry since

there were still many crafts in existence, and in view of the diversity

of industry and trade it had not been possible to bring about an absolute¬

ly defini tired rawing of boundaries.

One reason put forward in 1909 in favour of the industrial

principle had been that workers in the same industry had common

interests to defend even though they might be employed in different

trades and bo long to different federations. The fear therefore

existed, and j^ustifiably, thai a small federation might upset the apple

cart in a whole industry if it got out of line with the others, for

instance in wages negotiations. This committee looked into the

question of the prevalence of a number of federations in anv one industryv
1



and found that there were for example 9 federations, rjany of them very

email, in the textile indue try, that in housebuilding there were 13

and in the iron and metal working industry 10. This led the committee

to propose one federation in the metal working industry, without regard

to trades, one building federation wovering all the workers employed

in housebuilding, and one federation for building materials workers.

This recommendation meant that many small federations would have

disappeared.. The foundry workers would for example have been absorbed
l)

into the metal workers' industrial federation. But, as we shall see,

not all of the condemned agreed to die.

The recommendations were discussed at L0 congress in 1912. Five

motione discussed forms of organisation, ranging from proposals for

dissolution of federations and direct affiliation by unions ,01* at the

most through leca. organs, to W to a proposal(motion 3) asking (as
had a motion in 1909) that the federations be completely revised

into four large groups covering iron and steel, building, unskilled

and factory workers, and one general federation. The secretariat made

its points in motion «>• The note struck was one of caution. It wight be

disadvantageous to have too many small federations in &n industry, but

wisdom suggested a cautious approach. For it had- been clearly shown

that strong opposition arose as soon as any intervention took place

with a view to persuading an independently operating body of workers

to give up their independence and join another federation. On

previous occasions when the secretariat had proposed revision of

federations in the right of the nature of the industry the various

l) The foundry work ere submitted a motion (.We ,4) in the congress
1912 stating that every federation should be entitled te examine and
determine its future position freely for its-elf. One of their
representatives told congress that he did not think wages negotiations
need suffer if differentiation into craft federations were continued.
There could very well be co-operation. Indeed the foundry workers
have been very staunch defenders of their independent;.e &gaif«t
absorption by the metal workers* federation, a~<.u.cug.i tfisy ve
willing to co-operate with it,
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f©derations interested had reacted so strongly that it ha;? so far

pro red isyosslb... e to carry through any such 'proposals. The

scertariat there!ore felt convinced that a too rigid prer>ee&?. and a

requirement of obedience to the proposals worked out by the reorgani¬

se tion committee would meet wlth strong opposition. Go it recommended

that congress should not make the 3chews of organisation a cowpulaory

one hut that the praia should serve ag a guide that the fade .a ti one

were free to follow in forming industrial fed©rati one. It emphasised

the statement of 1909 on successive adoption of the principle of

industrial unionism and suggested that the reorganisation committee's

-•ran for tSv.e composition or the federations should serve as a guide

"in b 0 far as the organisations concerned find it convenient5', There

v*ie to be no compulsion.

"It should ce observed here that no coercion is being placed on

hi the i'to independent federation©, since the independence of no

federation can ty considered unjuejftifled as long as the ma.jorj ty of

its members consider that affiliation to or ana igama ti on w! th a

particular industrial federation would be detrimental to the Member©

or their interests".

It could hardly be said, therefore, tha: the secretariat wanted

to condemn to death outright, although it did hint that suicide of

certain federations, though, somewhat messy, wou.-d be in the interest©

of the plan of organisation with its 22 federations, . ind quiet said
'f-

that nothing would be mcre unfortunate than to decree an immediate

changeover, fore if anywhere they musx find the goiden mean that

made it- possible for every trade to decide on any changes it . eunc

necessary. Congress approved the secretariat's proposals by 144 votes

to 29, and also an addition ty J.T. doh&necon which emphasised

a) the importance of having freedom of decision in this matter and
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b) i te value fcr decmocrucy. Coagrees alec approved the rsermmer.cU;. ti on

of the secretariat that the motions {1-3) asking for local affiliation

and general unicnsy he rejected ,and stated instead that 0 should he
composed of industrial and craft federations.

Thus, at the same ti we ae there was to "be no compulsion, the

secretariat of ID and the boards of the federations were .given the

tome what delicate, task of working 1 or the adoption of the principle of

industrial unionism. They did not appear to make much progress within

the next few years, because motions on the subject (Hoc. 7-10} in the

W congress of 1917 showed that the craft tradition was very strong.

The foundry vorksxs were still adaman t about joining the metal

workers' federation, ana still refused to admit helpers to their
l)

ski ilea trade. The secretariat commented that these questions of

transferring workers from one group to another were extremely do lice- te,

although it did think, and congress agreed, that this kind of

snobbery should, be rooted out of the organisations. But hev, wan this

to be done ? The secretariat opposed the view set out in motion 7

that the end of 1920 should be set as a deadline for the chiweover

to industrial federations. It did. not think any deadline fcr carrying

out all the transferee and. amalgamations c raid be set, since that
would savour too much of compulsion. The trouble was tha each

federation baa from the beginning decided entirely by i tnelf what Its

composition unci field of activity should be, and the secretariat did

not see that it could go any further than to apoaai to the federa¬

tions concerned, to examine their position carefully and. ensure that

groups of workers /ho should, in accordance with the 1912 plan* c«

affiliated te a" certain federation were actually allowed entrance to

and were taken into the federation concerned. Congress ap.roved this

attitude, although 32 delegates who raad^a reservation said they could

1} -a.; Congress report, 191?. statement ho. p.
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not m® impsav&mnt taking Pl&ee cn the ti&alf of this ceeieion*

tha representative ©©uncii rah© a ©t Its?. £ua© -.©©ting

in 19&© to the offnot that tfm mm&nr® mm not :^yine. suffiulent

attention t the amition© of ©ongree* afeeat the adoption nf the

Ind ;jw trial fade fistIon prinet pie and St exhorted them $© do eo, isfiy
disputes between federations a© to the boundaries of

ought to ha referred either to the secretariat of .to for deoiBim or to

a t^iti of arbitration ehoee chairaan uas appointed by o„ T>m-w@

mtiQns Ciioe. 10*11) on the subject were submitted to the '£> ©onyreee

of 1922# and ef the to two aeked for a return to the ©~d order of thing®.
*rh® secretariat promoted a eoBtprcmie©, whereby adj'uet&ent* *»©»»'i.d ho

made in the plan of drgftRie&tion of 1912 bat emptor i$ would eti.U be

placed on th© earner derision to adopt the industrial mien ten

priacipie. fat ©engresa decided differently, aar-ely to »eeept by i?4

to too to i'9 the mats OR {Mo, 16) pat forward by the feae.ro of th® mtixi

workers* federation ehleh endarte* the 1969 decision to adopt

industrial ani onlem ajri • ©eked that the t oorotariat ©ton ?d to in© true ted

to aae to It {no sanction for non-complin**?© was ) ttot tfee

can^sovex to th© pare Industrial principle of organisation o»o ^rrifso
oat ©cmpietaly fey the emu of 1925 (the motion sagseated 1924), Bat

sinoo coagrees did not Indicate what the pre©loo division lata

federations ©toaid to* and tin©® there had been both industrial chasm©

and stooge la the plan si ore 1912, th© eeers lariat decided It asatf

be UsctfafeU am© indeed neeeseasy t« hate « re*? tcrveetifatioft ssade

lots the jwafeits® of the division lot fafsttrt*< federations,

vjne slgnifioont point mUte at this congress wet the 1 the tod uc trial

foderati on prineiple weald fee an important weapon when assl^ty -•**»

based on socialist forms of pre ••action, «t thie tiae th© idea© of

socialism and Industrial democracy ©ore feeing fully aired, (see



a ha. p tar XVI11 on inout trial democracy), oat it is west .musua 1 in

congress 6. scuasioas to have such theoretic.:;! arguBMitss rut forward

in favour of the industries. 1 forw for unionise. The f- .vov.inh f:> .roach was

and is tune h more cautious, and oonditionad by practical conaidarations,

such as the practical aeod for and the practical advantages of a

unifona front in wages ana other negotiations.

In the course of its investigation ,0 found it had to coneio.ec

over 60 federation type organisat::.ons(of which 34 aero in 10} , covering

about 365,000 members (of which 10 fad©rati ons had €l.6f'). There had

thus 03en diffusion since 1908 in that the number of fsclera ti ons bad

increased from 41 to 60, but this .as explained. '• y the growth of new

types of industry ana the division of soma rcups into s;>;ci'' i groups.

Inside to, however, there load been fairly strong tendencies to

concentration since 190$, but this ■■ad taken the form user© of
i)

transfers than of amalgams* ti on of organ!eati one. The results of

the enquiry were presented to the representative council in December,

1924 ana January, 192 Jo, and, like its predecessor, the- en./uiry showed

how far fx cm complete the industrial union principle yms. The re j re

new 20 federations in metal working, 1$ in foodstuffs besides the

foodstuffe workers1 federation that had been formed in 1925 v»i th the

object of embracing a 1a the group® of -worker# in the feud a tuffs

industry , and 15 in the paper manufacturing industry in addition to

the industrial federation that had been get up in 1920.

The rocomraendation approved ty the council wag that there should

plan as in 1912, nameiy that all the workers in the z&- -e industry

should be affiliated to the e&me federation. One other yr?ncipic

l) Bsintso'n, Dsn svanska fackf8reningsrbr©leen, pp 65-66.

da rati eng. The same principles were ad on ted in the or c pqae$
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expressed we that ari the workers In a workplace should belong

to the sane federation so tnafc only one federation would be

resents ibis ifr the wages negotiations in the workplace. This did

not n -oesa^ri ij mean that a i i the employees of the same emoloyer

need necce&ari iy be an in the same fedem ti. on, if for instance an

employes hao factories of various kinds. In the case of workers

employed, fc.y tie state or local authorities the principle of organi-
o \

eati.on should be the nature of ownarship ' rather t'-an the na.xn.re

of tba 'nork, but tt.ese two cases wouId , a 1ong a 1 th t' -e fo od etufin

industry, ahi oh must not in the view of the secretariat become too

he terogeneousm the inly exceptions to the indue trial principle. Itt.

would be conveniant to have small industries and trades lumped

together, one federation for seasonal workers was also suggested.

The awin object, as set cut in the proposals of the re vrgs.nifi8.tion

committee, was HOT to get rid of as many lode rati ons &s posaihie, but

to clear up the boundaries. The most irapes.*taut matter vac to mark ottt

the ground in such a way that not more than one federation need w&ke

wages demande in any one firs: or .vorkpl&ce, ,-There sevens 1 groups of

workers Belonging tc different federations were interdependent, and

1) The principle is set out on p. 104 of uO congress report. Ip26. In
194-1 it sue stressed as being the mvet important principle (see SO
congress report) 1941, p. 292 h "The basic idea of the plan of organi¬
sation is that there should from the trade union, clde be central
control over the wages and working conditions of workers nhc are
employed in the same brunch of the economy, where a uniform organi¬
sation does not exist there can of course be a certain amount of co¬

operation bet seen different federations within the same sphere In order
to eliminate sooe of the friction but, in eplte of Ha previsions in the
bye laws of 1.0 to this effect, such co-operation 'vas not tabon place
in many cases, A division of the workers in the earns industry among
several organisations must fee detriments i tc the -vrgp.:; negotiation
activity and give rise in many cases to unnecessary disputes a^ong
the federations*. The significance of this prob : e m is disc use a 6 in
chapter XX2 on wages policy,
2} The chairman of ID, Axel Strand, pointed out tc congress in 1951
that the "ownership" principle had tended to be overshadowed by the
industrial one.
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where other circiaae- fence e justified e©-operation, forme should he

demised i or the purpose of having close co-operation fe + /?eer the

federations in the planning an© execution of rmttea'e re 'siting to

conai i:l job of work. The secretariat suggested trie was mart necereary

&KiOO£ tuo building industry groups, in pulp, eaoar and * ores try,

and among state employees

But the nun also took note that sped* conditions cirht justify

a departure from the general principles. 3ounde?y problems Bight ?rise

between federations # in which case it was antlcipa ted the.t negotiatione

between the disputants would take place, the LO secretariat lending a

hand if necessary in accordance with its byeisw®.

Bome of the changes from the plan of 1Q12 are worth noting, partly

because they show that any plan Ihist be flexible in a changing and
?w>

rapic iy 6eve 1cping inouetrial econ:•»y if it is to be at a 11 re Jev&nt

as a plan, and partly because they eh©./ that certain prcblstrs of

organisation are pareunia l and the source of many headaoh.es. Th©

building workers' federation mi now to cover only each workers in

housebuilding ... were d-3ct,5r "Ployoo by buiWlog (the
building trade was still very much a, handicraft one) or by contractors

engaged on euoh work. The federation would accordingly cover building
wood workers a ad unskilled workers, together with maeons, whose federa¬

tion would ce dissolved. Certain, trade groups like painters and

electricians were to retain their own federations. This proposed

shuffle was in the main in response to a change in the oruaniaation on

the employers1 side arising oat of the diB.ao.lutien of CA?
, ,;Mvai 7>{?

the secretariat to consider there me now lees reason for trying &o

press ail the federations together into one common building it. dUra ti on.
The 1912 idea of a building materia iB workers' federation was also
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abandoned, and the workers employed in the production of building

materials were to remain in the unskilled and factory workers'

federation. In fact the LO secretariat had recommended that the idea of

a building materials federation should be abandoned, but by approving the

motion from the metal workers' federation(lTo. l6) the congress lad

automatically rejected LO's proposal at the time.

There were some proposed changes from 1912 for certain state

employees. In accordance wi th the 1912 plan there was to be one

federation (the postal, telegraph and customs personnel federation) for
workers in these services together with hospital staff and commission¬

aires in government de artments. The new plan of 1925 gave the postmen

back their own federation (which had in fact never disappeared, since

the 1912 plan wag never brought to full fruition), and proposed to

lump together all the personnel in the telegraph service in one federa¬

tion (there had been a split into two federations in 1919). customs

officers were also to retain their own federation, and prison warders

and hospital staff were to form one federation. The electricians'

federation was given renewed blessing and was in future to cover

workers in the electrical installation trade and in eiectric power

stations that were not directly tied to a particular industry. The®

was to be one federation for workers in foodstuffs, although the

committee admitted that cooked meats auef chocolate were perhaps some¬

what strange bedfellows.

This plan was approved by the congress of 1920 as a minimum!

programme for the composition of the federations according to the

principle of industrial unionism. It was open to other industrial

federations to agree to amalgamations if they wished. The federations,

branches and members were exhorted to hasten on the work of bringing
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the plan to pasb, although they wero not to be obliged to persuade their

members to transfer to organisations outside 10. The secretariat also

appealed to these latter to co-operate in arranging for the industrial

federation principle to be applied, throughout the who is trade union

movement. If disputes arose between federations within iX ag to the

boundaries of and the rights of particular federations to represent and

organise workers these were to be resolved by negotiations at which the

secretariat of jG wag to be represented, and in the last resort by

arbitration.. -Federations that were to be dissolved in accordance 'with

the plan were advised to begin negotiations with the appropriate

industrial federations as soon as possible.

•at about this time certain "cartel" agreements, or agreements to

co-operate, had been arrived at by several federations in related

occupations. In 1923 the bookbinders, lithographers and compositors

had formed a cartel ^' , and an agreement was reached between the paper,

forest and timber i"-eating, and sawmill workers' federations in 192 5.

1) notion 19 in the 1926 congress fr.ro these federations asked to be
allowed to keep their three separate federations until co-operation among
them in the printing industry had created the basis for an amalg&mation
of the federations in one industrial feneration, to which they had
agreed I i principle. ) At congress, 1922, the I/O secretariat had said
(congress report^, 1-922, p. 123} that although it was correct both in
principle and practice for the bookbinding and printing industry
workers to belong to the same federation it was nevertheless the case th<tt
the workers in the industry did not directly injure or inconvenience
other industrial federations. The main thing was that they included
all the workers in their sphere of work and that they did not grant
membership to craftsmen employed in other industries.
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In June of the same year the raetax workers* and foundry workers* federa¬

tions had arrived at an agreement whereby there should le c c-y •>-arati on in

wages m tters and in disputes that arcs© during the period of validity of
, \

agreements. A cartel agreement was reached among federation in the

building industry in 1926 This idea of cartel cc—operative

agreements was not opposed by LO, a l the ugh this form ot co-opera ti on was

not expressly ap roved as such. But some indirect approval w&s given by

the encouragement TjQ gave to the fed©rati one to carry on euck co-opera¬

tion -with a view tc c. eating the appropriate ccndi tione for a rapid

amalgama ti on of the organ! sati one. The 193- congress exhorted the cartels

to work in such a way as to make rapid amalgamation passible. 3)
The 1931 congress produced in fact more ox1 less a repetition of

views advanced in 1926, although the secretariat me to be given the

right tc make adjustments in the plan that it thought convenient for

practical reasons. Motion 48, which asked that flexibility be Applied in

carrying out the plan and that proper attention should bs paid tc the

practical possibilities of carrying it through, without thereby harming

the trade union movement through driving away some of its merit 3re, was

also accepted. The safeguard expressed in 1926 in order to look after the

interests of union officials and staff who became redundant as a result

of reorganisation and amalgamation was repeated , namely that they should

be given employment in thte federations tc which the members ore

transferred. On the basis of motion 45 the I93I congress also tried to

1) According to the 1925 Plan the foundry workers should have been In
the metal Industry workers* federation. But, as has already been xentionec|
they were strong opponents, of dissolatlea and amalgar;u tion, ~A t. theif
congress in 1929 $ for example, they passeed (by 104 votes to l) a
proposal that the federation should continue tc operate, although it v£-decfared at the same time that the foundry workers were prepared to go-
operate loyally with the metal industry workers' federation. 02) Cartels have since been formed in other branches of activity, e.g. £>
between foodstuffs and d stributive workers in 1929, arid later between $
them and the hotel and restaurant workers' federation and ,in 1937, in ffstate ac tivi ty, cove ring eight (new ten) fed c rati ons. ' <£
3) x5ot no,» sQsm to look on the cartel form,of.organisation as
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solve the problem of organisation for the "building industry "by calling a

conference of the organisations immediately concerned. This had little

success. A committee was appointed which made proposals for a uniform

federation, but the electricians' and painters' federations made reeerva-

tions, and the sheet metal workers' federation did not promise it would
$

give its approval. The organisations concerned were again exhorted by

the 1936 congress to examine the question anew, and congress of 4941

emphasised how helpful it would be to have a unified buildingsworkem '

federation. ^
In the general discussion on the organisation problem in 1936

congress the secretariat emphasised that much still remained to be don©

in order to bring the 1925 plan to realisation, and recommended that

attention should be drawn to §8, clause 3 of 10' e bye laws in order to
emphasise that when federations in related spheres of work entered upon

agreements they should pay attention to the interests of one another and

also co-operate with one another in other matters. This was directed at

the building industry, which had been a problem child with its conflict

of 1933 and had given rise to difficulties which the industrial unionism

principle was designed to avoid, that of clashes between federations in
2)

arriving at collective agreements. A judgement of the u&bour court '

dealing with a problem in the building industry was also discussed by

congress in connection with the motions on organisation in industrial

federations (kotions 173*489). The judgement stated that workers were

considered to be obliged to carry out "all such work for the employer as

is naturally connected with hie activity and can be considered to come

within the general trade qualifications of the worker concerned. " This

l)Congress 0f 1941 also accepted a proposal by the secretariat on the
problem of demarcation between the building and industrial federations
to the effect that the industrial fed©rations .should have the right to
conclude agreements for building work carried out by firms Tor IhSr
selves through the use of workers employed by the firm, including
building workers employed permanently by the firm.
2) Judgement Ho. 29/1929
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tiecision had since been used ae a precedent in other cases. Judgement

29/1930 showed that practice played a significant part, while ,judgement

82/1933 showed the precedent applied not only to craft hut to general

workers.

The 1941 congress discussion brought out the problems of wages

policy which any plan of organisation must raise. Motion 22 asked

that workers employed in crafts should be allowed to organise in craft

federations in they vented to. The secretariat commented that if this

were agreed to complications might follow. "The members in these special

federations would certainly be brought round to the view that their

conditions of work and 'wages ought to be regulated not in the light of

the conditions of the industry in which they are employed but in the light

of the situation for completely different branches of industry, i.e. the

spheres in which the particular federation has the main strength of its

members. This is not to say, however, that the wages set for special

workers in the industry cannot experience some influence from the wages

set in the main sphere of the craft. ^ The secretariat could not approve

this idea of softening up the plan of organisation.

Motion 52 also asked that compulsory measures should not be

taken against hitherto independently operating federations unless it could

be expressly shorn that they had ted an injurious effect on one of the

other federations or on ID, and also that as long as there existed a

majority within a federation for carrying on its activity this should
2)

be respected. On this the secretariat commented that no compulsory

measures had been resorted to for carrying out the industrial federation

plan, in spite of the powers congress had granted. But there was no

reason to withdraw these powers since they might be needed if a federation

1) The wages position of craft workers employed in different industries
is discussed in connection with collective agreements. See .Part ?
Chapter XIX.

2) Congress report, 1941. p. 293.



refused unreasonably to co-operate In the scheme of things provided by

the plan of organisation.

This represents a much tougher line on the part of the e eeretart&t

than had been taken earlier and is of course closely related to the

discussion of centralisation of power/- in relation to wages policy, which
dominated the congress of 194-1. Motion 53 had asked that the foundry

workers should commence discussions with the metal industry workers'

federation Reading to amalgamation with it, and suggesting a deadline for
this. The foundry workers would probably not do anything otherwise until

LO congress arrived at a decision binding on ail groups involved. But

-the secretariat thought that greater pressure of this kind should perhaps

wait until the return of peacetime conditions, although this need not

prevent discussions «n amalgamation from taking; place. The secretariat

accordingly asked congress to give it and the representative council

instructions to take the necessary steps leading to the final execution

of the plan of organisation, and this was agreed to.

The representative council of I# decided in 194-4- to alter the pj.an

of organisation in view of the plans being evolved for a uniform federation

for workers in the building industry as a result of the resumption of

negotiations among the federations affected. The unskilled and factory

workers', the metal industry workers' and wood construction workers'

federations had already accepted the idea of a uniform building federation

but the masons still rejected it. The aim was to inc..ud@ in the proposed

building workers' federation all workers who were engaged in building

work and did not com - under other industrial federation®-, I«-1946 the

boards of the wood constructions workers' federation and the unskilled

and factory workers' federation decided to form the federation even if

the masons still refused to join. The new federation did in fact begin

operations in 194-8, with an industrial membership of about 113,000,
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consieting of a "bout 44,01)0members fro© the wood constructions workers,

50,000 from the unskilled and f&ct.ry .workers; 13,000 frcir: the metal

workers* , COO from the road builders*, and sma 11% roups from the

transport and e tone workers' federations, 11 and not been pessib te to

get ail the era it groups in the building industry to agree to join,

but the form ti on of this large new federation -was at least a step on
i

the way to realising a project that had been mooted for many years in

line with the attempts to organise by industries.

In disc-ussing questions of organisation in t">*e 194-6 congress the
p}

secretariat id ' that a survey of the *hoie plan of ovganica tion

was perha pa justified, because of decisions to make specific changes

that had already been reached, because of changes in the economy since

1925, ana finally because several groups now existed tka t hud not been

included in the 1925 P-i-an. The fact tha t the building industry problem

of organisation seemed to be on the way to a solution was also a good

reason for reviewing the general plan, and congress agreed to the

proposal to tanka a general survey, Ounnar Anderson said that the aim

would not be to get rid of the basic principles for building the

organisation along industrial lines, and that the fetlo /afciens would ajj
3)

far as oo&nsle be consulted. ./hen the report of the re;iawing
t ha t ,

comi tteeAwas appointed in 194-6 was presented te congress in 195* "°y
Axee Strand, tne chairman of IX), he said that the c oiot! ttee had tried as

far as possible to follow this iins of consulting the federations in

order to eliminate the difficulties that existed. The cOEsmi11ee p0int.sd

out that at every congress in which tie organisation question had been

l)fhe buixding incus try's problems of organisation were also
taken up in the congress of 195'1. See below, pp. 304-7.
2.) ID congress report, 1946, statement Ho, 1, p.233 in connection with
motions 60-66, all of which raised specific questions of organisation.
3-) This phrase is justified in the light of the extended powers

ID as given in 1941.



discussed emphasis had been placed on the desirability oi having £0

cover fell mge earners ahe could be organised. Jueveiopitents since 1925

had ehcvm how a whole ®ee of organisations Jaad grown up, particularly

i rotate ind us tries and in public administration. Further,as motion 91

discussed, the growth of white collar workers* organisations had

brought new problems about the boundaries between them and ,00 federations.

The committee had discussed organisation problems with and obtained the

views of federations, and it based its conclusions and recommendations

on the view that the basic principles of the existing pian, that of

1925, should be followed i.e. the industrial principle should be the

basic one. But the craft federations in the plan were also to resain. If

the industrial federation principle were applied there would probably

be more than one federation in certain spheres, and if the plan of

organisation wore to be practicable there must be room for flexibility.

(The need for flexibility was greatly stressed at this time). The form

of organisation baaed on the ownership principle, namely that all tie

workers of a firm or concern that owned several factories in different
1)

places and produced, different things would be limped together^ had

been a bit neglected, and the committee had preferred to follow the

industrial principle. There were of course some anomalies and boundary

problems.

The committee recommended the approach via free discussion between

federations to the structure of organisation set out in the pian, Ti®

sawmill workers' and wood workers* federations had been able to agree

on amalgamation ae from 1949 at a .joint congress representing both

fed<3rati one ,anc the result of which was that the sawmill workers*

federation coaj.ec to exist after more than fifty years of activity. This

l) i.e. company unionism.
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the committee held up as an example of the advantages of free agreement,

i'or this gave flexibility, which was of the essence, since a plan that tried

to to permanent would be an unfortunate thing in the light of develop¬

ments tb-it took place in industrial life. The committee therefore

considered that there should be an examination as to whether what was

suitable from the organisational point of view a decade ago was still

suitable, and that the question, of changes that seemed appropriate

at present tut might soon be out of date should also be left an open

one. i'hat it wanted to emphasise by ail this was that the plan as

presented by it did not necessarily mean that discussion was precluded

about further co-operation going beyond the bounds of that sketched in

its report and recommendations. ^
The tots l number cf federations recommended under the new plan

was to be 38. It will be remembered that the 1912 plan fed suggested

22 and the 192 5 Plan 33. All the time the organisations were growing,

new federations were being formed to meet new problems of organisation

while oio federations we re becoming lass important.

are have seen that all the previous attempts to form a completeV

unified building workers1 federation had failed. This committee could

net avoid the problem, and it took the view (four of its members

dissenting) that the aim should be to get one building federation

eventua l ly . :.a&m/hi le three federations connected with building would

still remain independent federations, via. the painters, electricians

{those working in the building industry on. installation work), and the
1) This undog&fe-tic approach is bearing fruit, as is seen from the
fact that in 1954 the agricultural workers* 1300rat-ion and the forestry
and timber floating workers' federation began to look into the
possiM li tjies of amalgamating. The reasons given were that both were
fairly weak organisations, geographically dispersed, and that there
was structural affinity between their respective spheres of affinity,
since many agricultural workers work in the forests during the winter
months.
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sheetffiets.1 workers and tinsmiths. The aim was to incorporate them by

aqd by , for they ware of importance to the building industry in that

they might have a prejudicial affect on it if they had not arrived at

wages agreements and other building industry workers ted. This

recommendation led to much discussion at congress.

The usasone* federation ted still refused to join^t uniform building

federation, although by both previous plans they should have done so,

and their views were expressed on the matter at congress. One of the

members cf f! e plan committee who had made a reservation on the subject

of a building federation, John Grevun, submitted a proposal to congress,

(which was rejected in favour of the committee majority view), that

there should be one uniform building kM federation and nothing else,

It was illogical, be argued, to have a separate federation for the

painters and yet try to do away with the masons' federations. .Another

speaker pointed out that it was not quite eo illogical as all that. For

while the masons had the samel; employers as building workers, and

arrived at agreements at the same tine, this was not the case for

example for the painter®. In any case co-operation in the building trade

was good.

The views cf the board of the magone' federation are worth noting.

GGsta Bengtsson pointed cut that the federation board did .favour

the industrial principle, and had worked for it. and endeavoured to have

it adopted by the mac one when the building federation was planned in

1944, But the members had voted it down, in spite of strong pressure

from the beard in favour of amalgamation. They had fried again in 194-7.

at the fc-oration congress , and by a portal jota of members in 1$'4T, with¬

out success. The members were clearly opposed to the idea. But they were

l) XO Congresfe report 1951. PP.3^3"5*
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evea less likely to approve the new ioea that they should he absorbed

into the building federation while the painters and others were - at

least in the meantime * to stand outside, Bengtsson took the view that

it would 'fee psychologic&liy disastrous to try to go ahead against tie

wishes of the weisfesrs, These things must be allowed to mature.

Nevertheless# he supported Grewin's proposal that there shnuid ha a

uniform federation in the building industry,

ivnut llooerg enpre seed the views of the painters, v"a conn ids red it

would not fee easy to put through changes in a period of fiui ewplpyaentj
particularly in an old federation like that of the painters. Further,
he said, experience of attempts in the yOs to form a uniform building

federation had, from the point of view of the painters, ve«n unfortunate,

for not nearly enough consideration bad been given to the wishes of the

representatives of the painters' federation in respect of such problems

ag apprentice provisions, trade 'Boundaries, refining of certain fun? 8

and administration, always tricky problems when assignation is planned.

The result "was that much sympathy for the idea of amalgamation had :son

lost then. He clearly took the view that the present, i.e. 195*, «as

not a psychologically favourable time for having talk of amalgamation.

So he approved the idea that the painters' federation should fee left to

carry on in the mean time.

ita.r'1 Gimfore of the sheet metal workers and tinmiiss also

considered that to amalgamate with the building federation would require
a vote -f the members, and there was no likelihood of getting such

a majority at present. It would fee better to adopt the committee ides

and work in the meantime to convince the so rife© rs "of the advantages

of amalgamation, At the same time he considered that to some extent

the worx of members of this federation was different from that of other

but Id i rig worker 3.
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The elec trlciane' federation said that co-operation between it

and the building workers* federation wfts good, but the el ctriclans

were not employed by the building jesters, and did not have agreements

with the building industry federation of employers, tufwith the

ileetricaljufflployere* Association. Fritz Balkvist argued therefore that
the electricians should, ag in the plan proposal, stay outside the

building federation. There were other reasons too. The electricians

ted certain advantages they wanted to preserve J they felt they would
be better off if they stayed outside the building federation. One very

important argument too was that with the growth and development of

industry and of private power station* there was a lot of organising

work to be done. It was most appropriate that the federation should

be left to work along the lines suggested by the plan committee and

endorsed by the secretariat of ID,

The conflict here is in the main one of logical arrangement versus

empirical arguments based on the practical difficulties of planned

organisation and of hutarn dislike of change. This last view found most

strong expression in the idea that amalgamation had to be worked for

over a period, that members had to get used to the idea. This conflicts

with the view expressed that the plan ted to be logical, and ttet

there should bo no deviations and concession from the principle of

industrial unionism just to please the psychology of members. If O

wanted to get rid of federations that had been in existence for a half

century then it must be done in accordance with a plan of organisation
ttet could not be faulted from a logical point of view.

Clearly this last view ie crying for the moon. In a changing and

complex industrial society, it ie impossible to see how a plan could be

absolutely logical and at the same time workable. Industrial life has

l) ID Congress report, 1951. P. 322
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not proved 20 simple in structure, nor is it static enough for this to

be possible* But there is clearly a cag©, if not for a logical plan,

then at least for some sort of f,amework ofr organisation within which

the various federations and groups can co-operate and settle their

differences* This becomes particularly important in a full employ¬

ment economy, where there is a great shortage of labour and therefore

high labour mobility^and where individual groups can big advances
in respect of wages* Then it becomes important that federations that have

groups working in the same industry should, in that industry at least,

keep in step in their wages claims* One of the complaints of John G-Jsewin

at the congress in 1951 that, although there was on the whole good

co-operation between the building federation and the other smaller

federations that he wanted in the federation but which were by the

committee plan to stay independent in the meantime, these small groups

had let the building federation down in the last wages negotiations-i.e,

for the agreement year 1951-52. He complained that other federations

had, behind the backs of the building federation,increased the wages

demands that had bean agreed upon in consultation with the building

federation* Karl Gimfors said it could not be his federation that Grewin

was hitting at, sine© the sheet metal workers had had their wages

conference bef:re the building workers, who were therefore free to take

up their proposals, particularly since Glmfors had given an account of

hjte federation's proposals to the conference held with the other building

unions, Frita Balkvist of the electricians conceded that it was his

federation that Grewin was hitting at. The .elsetxiciana-had asked for

ten 8re an hour more than the building trades in their proposals,

1) In fact most of the developments towards fulfilling the plan in
recent years have been as a result of agreements between federations.
Hot much 10 help has been needed* Ono view was that the shift in gere ra¬
tions among trade union officials was helping along the process. This
understandable when the shift aimed at is primarily away from craft
Industries of many years' standing.
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beeause the wages committee of the electricians thought this a

strategically wise move. In addition, the "building trade proposals had

to be presented ten days before those of the electricians, snd ->a lot

happened in the economic sphere during the wages negotiations last

spring".

This demonstrates, however, as will be discussed in Part V;a
very real problem with regard to wages policy, federations must primarily

look after the interests of their own members (and this is a primary

reason for other federations wishing to absorb them and transfer the

primary loyalty to them), while they must co-operate to some extent

with other federations in the conduct of wages negotiations for particu¬

lar industries and trades whose structure is not at the beck and call

of the trade union movement. It is the trade union movement that must

be flexible in its plan of organisation in the light of the changing

structure of the economy, and not vice versa. The organisation committee

was quite aware of this, but nevertheless there are federations that

want to become stronger, and there are cases where co-operation between

federations breaks down because of the interna - policy of any one

particular federation.

The organisation committee did propose certain changes in the

organisation plan in the light of the changing industrial scene

and structure of the economy.

Certain federations that ted joined 10 since 1925 should be

inc laded, name ly
Personnel in Civil Administration
Real Ketate Workers
Workers in lefence Sstablishments
Musicians and entertainers
./ater Power Station Personnel
Chimney Sweeps.



The representative of the Civil Administration Personnel Association,
Ivar ./erner, was disappointed that the plan did not amalgamate t»© other

federations - the prison v»rde .'S and hospital personnel - with it, since

they all had the same employer, the state, and had similar jobs,

conditions and forms of employment. The three federations taken together

had a membership of 14,500/, why should the co-operation that existed

between them already not be pushed further to complete amalgamation?

It was n-t so simple a© that, however, said Bror Johnsson (LQ). Then

were boundary disputes between the federations, which the state

servants' cartel had been asked to take up. Axel Strand said he had- no

objection to the three federations amalgamating if they wished to do so.

They were affected less by the industrial federation principle than by

the ownership principle.

That co-operation eeeme to have pleased to committee just as well

as amalgamation - and rightly so, since it is a much mere flexible

arrangement, provided of course the organisations are not merely

duplicating each others sphere of activity - is shown by its attitude to

the cartel in the printing and book binding industry. The 1925

had lumped the three federations here together in one federation, and,

while the committee proposed this idea be retained, although with a new

name, Strand pointed out that since there were no other groups on the

labour taaxket who ware dependent on the organisation problem of the

trades in the printing industry it was all the same to LO if they

thought they could co-operate best by a cartel form of agreement.

Here we have an example of the opposition of the two main approaches

to the organisation problem - the spheres of activity of the federations

in the printing industry overlap both industrially and as regards

production techniques. But here also are to be found some of the oldest
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and 23081 aristocratic trade federations. The committee view said n The

existing federations in this sphere have no desire to sacrifice their

independence and agree to such an amalgamation as this. This must not he

the decisive factor in the present situation".

The committee wag quite strong in its view that the associated

federations should be disbanded. It had never been included in the plan

of organisation, although it had belonged to LO for fifty years. The

object was still to gat rid of it, said Strand, particularly since

members of the federation were often active in the sphere of activity of

the factory worn era* or shoe and leather workers* federations. In other

words, there ms unnecessary duplie&ti on of organisation. Strand consider©!

the federation was under an obligation to work for the transfer of its

memfcers to other federations. In fact the federation was discussing

plans for amalgamation with the factory workers* and shoe and leather
1)workers' federations at the time, ' and a representative of the federation

said at the 10 congress that a vote of members would be taken when

the negotiations were completed. Subsequently, the federation board did

recommend amalgamation with the factory workers' federation for its corps

of chemical workers, and with the shoe and leather 'workers' federation

for its leather workers. It should tee noted that in the past the

associated federations had negotiated and held agreement conferences

in common with the factory workers' federation - in the chemical industry

they had a common collective agreement - while with shoe and leather

co-operation had always been good.

But when the associated federation sent out the proposals for

amalgamate, en to i tr members, the proposals Tor amalgamation were rejected.

Of the federation's 15,496 members affected, 86,29?' took part in the

voting, and 89.84? ct those voting: cast their votes in favour of

l) The plans are set cut in the report of the associated
federation© for 1952, pp. 41-62.
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retaini g the federation, and 11. l6 in favour of dissolution. ./ith

this clear expression of opinion before it the federation therefore

told ID and the two federations wi. th which it wag intended, that it

should amalgamate that it did act intend to do any more about

amalgamation in the immediate future. LO of course replied that this

decision could not be considered the last word on the issue,

Another of the problem federations, the foundry workers, was die-

cussed by the committee, and it was assumed that discussions between the

metal laouetry workers' federation and the foundry workers' federation

would lead to the absorption of the matter in the former on the lines

of the 192y plan. The metal workers wanted an amalgamation, but the

foundry workers were keen to bo independent, although very willing to

co-operate with the metal workers * federation. In its congress of 1953.

the foundry workers'reaffirmed their determination to remain independent,

a view which was they said justified by the fact that neither LO nor the

metal workers' federation had tried to give them any ultimatum. In J&ct,

at their congress the chairman of 10, Axel Strand, stressed the good

co-operation, but added that the foundry workers should still be guided

by the industrial federation principle of the organisation pran.

The musicians' federation had extended its scope to cover other

workers in the entertainment industry, and the committee considered a

uniform federation should be established for all these workers. The

musicians federation had, after some hesitation, agreed to this proposal.

Insurance functionaries were not included in the 1925 plan, the aim

being that they should join the distributive workers* federation.In 1925

the insurance workers federation had only 2^8 members, but nna they had

6,500^ members, most of whoa; were part time workers. In addition three-

quarters oi the work ere in sickness benefit funds belonged to this

federation, and a quarter to the distributive workers' federation.
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The 1951 committee decided, .71 th cna reservation (34. Jobaneson of the

distributive workers), to incorporate the insurance workers' federation,

which «e to include the employees of sickness benefit f unds, in the plan
of organisation. The problem of demarcation boundaries within 10 and in

relation to ICQ ie we'll illustrated by this decision. The Insurance

workers' federation ted, after much bitterness and wrangling, arrived at

an agreement with the corresponding federation of white collar workers

whereby higher personnel and office personnel would berong to the white

collar worker federation, affiliated, to TCO. However, the IjO federation

was to keep office personnel in the sickness funds. The committee did not

see any good reason for transferring the workers of the insurance

federation to the distributive trades federation, for itf the insurance

federation proved incapable of continuing it activity there was a grave

risk that the members would join the other insurance workers in the TCO

federation. This sfte the main argument in favour of keeping this federa¬

tion in ID-bee&uee otherwise the members might be lest to the TCO. (This

problem is a very important one and will be discussed shortly.)
The distributive trades federation was particularly anxious to have

workers in sickness funds organised under it, since it considered the

funds were part of "voluntary action*, and like other euchhactlon" the

office personnel of sickness funds should belong to it. Johansson was

not worried about having these sickness fund personnel in the distributive

trades federation for economic reasons, ho said* (and he conceded the

economic reason might be the vain one for bolstering up the membership

of the insurance federation in this my), but he wanted the question of
principle solved; were the voluntary sickness benefi t ifunoe the same

l) There were about 2,000 employees in sickness benefit funds, most of
them full time employees. They are therefore an important financial source
in relation to the total strength of the insurance workers' federation.



-*8 insurance societies, and if not why did they continue to he in a1

1
federation whose name gave the impression that they were insurance workers.

A further pi'obieci, however, arising out of the recommendation

that the insurance workers1 federation was to remain in 10/was that the

demarcation difficulty between 10 and TOO would arise again, for ae soon

as the Insurance workers* federation was given this new lease on life it-

would obviously begin to try to extend its competence to include ail

insurance men. This indeed is the gist of a speech by Class C lure tad t * '

on beha if of the insurance workers' federation.

One major aspect of the problem of organising the trade union

movement into comprehensive federations has been that of drawing bound¬

aries between federations. I ft the past the problem has concerned not dimply

interna. 1 wr&ngiinge between Q federations but also the problem of so

arranging boundaries that potential member federations were not discouraged

from joining LG, Sow, however, when 0 covers practically ail organisable

manual workers, the emphasis has shifted, to demarcation boundaries -with

salaried employees organised in TCG. This is a wholly natural development,

since the very dynamics of a trade union (or any other group-J organisation

require active recruitment policies and new blood. Let us look now to

a) the intern&i. organisation problem of LG and b) the external problem.

Internally, disputes can arise over the two basic principles govern¬

ing organisation, l) the "right" to do a certain job that a group claims,

and 2) the requirement that workers doing a certain job shall belong to a

particular federation. In principle LO takes the view that the second

principle ie to be the governing one, that workers in a particular sphere

l) when the compulsory national insurance scheme begings in 1955 it
seems there should be no doubt that the sickness benefit fund workers
are insurance workers, since compulsory insurance it fco be administered
through these funds.
2} 0 Congress Report, 1951, p. 3X7*



of work are to 'belong to a particular federation. Sometimes federations have

taken the opposite view, that particular types .of work shall be carried out

by them. This can and has led to disputes between federations, as the

discussion of this chapter has Ehovm.

The remedies may be of two kinds, either based on formar bye law powers

or on persuasion, Formally, the secretariat was given extended powers in demar¬

cation disputes in the 1941 revision of the byeiaws. whereas previously it

was to "try to settle" such disputes it is now empowered to examine amd dbg ids
1)

UPOlf disputes that arise between affiliated organisations and to work for

their co-operation in this matter. Thus both approaches are covered. The second

method,of persuasion, is perhaps the better. One of the problems that arise

through having the industrial federation principle is that exceptions have

to be mace to the general framework in order to allow for peculiar or

changing circumstances. It is important in the event of conflicts, wage nego¬

tiations and blockades,that there should ba unity of action, but this is not

necessarily achieved any better by lumping all the likely groups together

in one federation, particularly if inter-federation co-operation and

communications are good. Boundary disputes can accordingly be solved in many

cases by agreeing that circumstances justify exceptions to the general rules

of the plan of organisation. This approach is also becoming m-re common, and

co-operation also seems to thrive on the presence of full employment, whs re

motility of labour makes for rapid and frequent movement of workers from the
o)

-shelter of one federation to the sphere of activity of another. ' One clear

li llustra tion of the fluidity of membership in recent years is provided by

■the factory workers' federation, admittedly the federation most likely to

experience rapid
1) IX) thus has the right to determine which federation

is the legitimate one.
< )One other argument put forward in TO congress 1951 (p.330) by way of
explanation for the drop in number of boundary disputee^as that "payment
n kind" was now almost entirely eliminated Presumably by this was meant

■that a cash nexus provides a looser link between ample er and worker and
>etween work r and organisation than soma form of truck system of payment
n kind.
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shifts In member groups, because cf its general and comprehensive nature.

In 1951 it transferred 5,626 members to 38 other organisations

and received 5 >765 new members from 41 other organisations. Total

membership at 3V12 wag 63,479.
In 1952 it transferred 4,59° members to 38 other organisations

and received 4,274 new members from 41 other organisations. Total

membership at 31/12 was 62,671.
The necessity for some form of machinery for dealing with demarcation

disputes becomes obvious when such shifts in membership take place

among so many groups.

The LO congress of 1951 discussed some of the boundary problems

and disputes that had arisen about the "right" to particular workf"^
and what emerges from the debate and discussion is that within IjO's

sphere of activity solutions CAM often be reached by the voluntary co¬

operation of federations, either in loose forms or through cartel

agreements, or by direct negotiation - perhaps with the secretariat

of LO participating - between federations as each particular dispute

arises.

It is worth while to look at some of the demarcation problems

discussed. Should workers in cork factories belong to the factory workers*

federation when the brewers themselves do not make their own

corks (if they did the workers would belong to the brewery workers*

federation) ? The committee recommended that they should, ,/orkers in

the food preserving industry wanted to belong to the factory workers'

federation since their work is mainly machine tending. Workers in sugar

Tactories wanted to be in the factory workers' federation too, since

their work was seasonal and for the rest of the year they might, work

for example in brick factories. These two cases at once raised, boundary
l) See Congress report, 1951. PP 295-300, and pp. 329*343.
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probleme with the foodstuffs workers' federation, particularly if one

conceded that it should cover "everyone who works with foodstuffs".

In that c&ee, as one speaker pointed out, the foodstaffs -orkere' federa¬

tion would hOGICiiJXY he entitled to organise agricultural workers ag

well. But it is not easy to he logical in a plan of organisation, when

there are probless such ag local industries, sea sonar workers and workers

wi th tradi ti am 1 allegiances.

The creamery workers gave rise to another problem, Should they

belong, to the foodstuffs' or to the distributive trades federation ?

./ere creamery workers production or distributive trade workers. The plan

COMrcittee view was that there was as much distribution as production here,

and in fact most of the actual production workers in creameries were

either unorganised or were organised in TOO, There had been a vote on

this problem arranged fey the foodstuff, distributive trades and hotel

and restaurant federations through their standing committee of co-opera¬

tion, and the result had been that the creamery workers decided tc stay

in the distributive trades federation. One speaker raised the question

ag to what would happen when manufactured articles began to be produced

from milk. Jo aid th© creamery workers then join the factory workers

federation ? This is not merely a facetious point, for it does demon¬

strate the shifting nature of a branch of industry. It could also be

argued that, while the preserving workers used, the machinery criterion

for their wish to belong to the factory workers, on the basis of the

materiaI wqrked wi th they should have been in the metal industry federation.

In relation to this cri terion, of material worked upon, the comrai ttee

decided that body building workers should belong to the roetal-^r wood

working federations, depending on -which material they used mainly.

These examples show that it is not easy to draw the boundary lines
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on a logical basis, in a dynamic situation. Practical and shifting

problems must also be taken into account. On© very important point the

committee road© was that it was not its aim to draw up such organisation

boundaries as would create direct difficulties on the labour market.

if an employer wished to apply sensible arrangements in a workplace or

tried to create practical arrangements the trade union movement would

not oppose such a development or seek to hamper it through the forms

of organisation. "Our forms of organisation must not be pushed to the
1)

point of absurdity". Bven such a general declaration a© this treads on

someone's toes, however, for the representative of the transport

workers federation, Andrew Plenstrdm, said that they had to be careful

not to allow too much scope to the employers, particularly in the

case ox the stevedores, who baa agreement in their contract giving

priority of employment to worker® organised in the union. This

declaration by the committee might tempt the employers to depart from
2 )

"the usual arrangement", '

The second or external group of boundary problems arises fro® the

fact that salaried employees have begun to organise, e.g. in TOO.

Boundary problems and disputes as to rights to organise have been

very frequent between 10 federations and TCG federations endeavouring
~k)

to establish a position of strength, J> Much of the trouble has a

political side to it, for the TOO claims that it qua TOO is a politically
independent organisation. The growth in the number of white collar

workers has meant that these groups offered an attractive prise not

onxy to labour market organisations but to political parties. Hence,

a 1 thougirl t is not irrevocably committed to the socia i cl emoera tl e

l)XQ Congress Report, 1951» P. 298
20 Ibid, P. 331
3) See Chapter IV, 158-9
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party, the interest of TjO and its federations in these new groups of

administrative workers of all kinds.

xricr to 1949 a committee had been set up between LQ and TCG for

regulating particular boundary disputes. But in that year co-operation

was widened through the creation of a consultative committee, consisting

of four representatives each from TOO and 10. This new committee then

took over the functions of the previous committee which dealt with

demarcation problems only. The function of the new committee is to disease

questions of common interest to 10 and ICQ. It appoints its chairman

and secretary itself, and discussion on any matter takes place after one

side has asked for it through the chairman or secretary. Meetings are

held as soon as possible thereaf ter ,aod the committee is entitled to

make proposals to both organisations after #t has deliberated. Its

decisions are effective if at least three representatives for both TCO

and TjO are in agreement. There is thus a common forum for airing matters

connected with the boundaries of organisations affiliated either to TCO

o r 0.

Some of the specific problems of demarcation were considered by

the organisation committee that reported to ID congress in 1951 >

although it had not taken any action on them, since it considered they

lay oUtwith its terms of reference. In so far as the problems led to

disputes These could be taken up in the joint LG-TCG body set up in

1949. The committee emphasised the importance of ID striving to obtain

clear boundaries of organisation with federations outside 0.

Mo tton in hO congress 1951 took- UP the --question—of relations

between 10 and TCO in a long account which culminated in a proposal that

congress should express the necessity for drawing boundaries between

the spheres of activity of the ID federations and the TSO organisations.



This should be based on the principles that followed from this motion

number 91, and congress should instruct the secretariat of 0 to devote

the greatest attention to this question and take steps to arrive at a

satisfactory solution as soon as possible. The secretariat thereupon

asked congress to approve, 'which it did, the principles set out in motion

91 on the boundaries between >0 and TOO.

aticns in service, distributive and administrative sectors of the economy

as a result of the changing structure of the economy, and the growth of

white collar organisations following on the growth in the administrative

machine. It complained that in recent years certain organisations affili¬

ated to TOO had extended their province of reeruitmen in such a my as

to go beyond the natural limits of a white collar workers1 organisation,

and had attempted to apply the designation of wfcitec0liar worker to wage

earning groups that did not have such a position, ,/hat then was the

natural province of white collar workers ? //hat criteria shoule be used ?

It must be the nature of the service , not the organisation, that me

the determining factor. It was not reasonable to draw boundaries

by referring to the organisation the employee belonged to . Ifor couJd

a demarcation be made on the basis of training, for many office personnel

were less highly skilled than skilled manual workers. The taotioners

(the distributive trades federation) could see justification*"03-* special
interest organisations for employees in senior posts, where the work was

of a directing or administrative character, for each criteria took account

of the tasks performed and the hi gh nosi ti on oc cup led .—

Because the white ©liar workers' organisations had in certain cases

gone beyond this boundary and seemed to be aiming at recruitment fran

Mot 91 discussed the developments of ID arid the growth of fader'

outside this "natural framework for the tradde union organisations of
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whi te collar workers" , the motion fait LO' s federations were feeing

menaced. It asked for action accordingly.

There was of course not a state of war feet ween .0 and TOO. I any

demarcation agreements had keen arrived at, and there was a committee

of c o-o para tion between LO and TCG. The musicians' fad a rati on had, fb r

example, had some disputes wit: a TOO group, the Swedish theatre federa¬

ti on-which dealt with soloists - and an unofficial agreement had now been
1)

reached. The organisation committee also recommended that, since

it was irrational that employees were soma times divided among fe^erafrfeions

belonging to LO or SCO, negotiations should be taken up fey the federations

involved to try to obtain adjustments that would allow the federations

to approximate more to the picture of uniform organisations.

kotion 91 was discussed by congress before being approved.
• S.4, Johansson said that relations had worsened in recent years

between the white collar worker organisation on the one hand ant. the

s^te servants' cartel, the local authority workers and the distrifeut iva
trades federations in 10 on the other. It was also necessary to obtain

a better definition of what was meant by a "white collar worker" , fa in

many cases the white coiiar worker had superior conditions of employment,

and. better security and sickness and holiday benefits, a_l of which were

significant factors in wages policy. Then there was the political question,

ae to the methods to te used to improve one's statue and position.

Gunnar Hallstrfem of the local authority workers' federation complained

that while in the past the white collar organisations had been content

to organise workers who were employed on tj&nstestat - which in

1) ID congress report, 195It o. 292— —*—
2) These federations conducted a propaganda campaign for members in 1 950
which "was not particularly well received by the TCO organisations". See
also TCO annua 1 report, 1950. PP.4-7-4-9, where TCO terminated the tenp orary
agreement arrived at for trade and industry in 1944 with the distributive
trades' federation in 10. Since then .there Jias bMsnn a scramble for
— -members fey-the -rival organisations in L(T a.ncr TCru.
3) i.e., regular appointment.
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iteelf was no criterion for demarcation ? they ware now trying to

encroach on sm^.11 groups within the competence of the collective agree¬

ments of hie federation. "tf© cannot therefore accent the idea that a 11

local authority whi te collar workers who are placed on ldnestat

should lelong to the TOO organisatione, tut we maintain that the groups

who have for a long time teen organised in our federation and for whoa

we canned? without difficulty arrive at agreements at least as good as

those of the white collar workers organisations, shall continue to

beiong to our federation in future. There is no reason why 10 should

give up these groups of members for the benefit- of TOO. "

Sten Sjhberg of the telegraph and telephone federations did not

think the problem of demarcation with TCO could be solved at one fell

swoop ail axong the front, in peace and quiet. The competition must

continue and in that case everyone had to help. The secretariat's

proposal was then approved.

■Apart from the empirical and concrete approaches to these problems

of demarcation between 10 and TSQ federations that are attempted by the

individual federations concerned and by the LO/TCO committee, it is

doubtful whether any general principles can be put forward by which a

sa laried worker is to be distinguished from an "ordinary" worker. The

nearest approach to a principle in the 1951 discussion is organisation

"by the nature of the service performed". That of course has to become a

concrete question as soon as particular jobs are to be weighed in the

balance. Uor is it a valid distinction to allocate individuals to

organisations oy the criterion of whether they arc employed by co-ilactiiB

agreement or not. ( A problem discussed in chapter XIX, on employment

agreements). There seems no escape from the empirical approach.

Given goodwill ail round , and willingness to co-operate and set

i) i.e., salaries plan. This is discussed in chapter XIX.
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Olven goodwill ail round , arid willingness to eo*Qpti*ts and £*t

up standing committees for the purpose, there ie no reason my fcoth

the internal and external protein© of organisation of the trade union

movement should not m solved satisfactorily. Jeer since the declaration

in favour of the industrial federation principle mm bmgq in 1909

hue tried to move slowly hut surely in t o direction the organisation

gum indicates* That the empirical approach hue been a skilful one

• &m* not altogether unsuccessful, in spite of the internal emngiiogs

revealed in this chapter, is brought out by the following table, which

illustrates the transition fro© craft to industrial unionism,

1)
£m£XJMsm.MJm*- industrial faderati one

IftftS Rjt ,ff, , .MfilftttTt,, I Bp* # Members rg Jsu. *
1908 25 65*$ 54,802 26.2 10 26.3 96,344 46,1 3 7.9 57.771 27.7

1920 18 56.25 50,63? 18.1 10 31.25 *1,952 54,3 4 12,5 77,240 27.6

1923 27 54.0 72,688 20,2 19 30.0 230.586 64.2 4 8,0 56,207 15.6

*930 16 43.3 07.303 15.0 17 46.0 353.453 63.8 4 10,7 112,700 20,4

*933 20 43.5 93.760 14,5 22 47.8 432,473 67,0 4 6.7 118,973 16.5

1940 10 39.1 142,423 14.7 24 52.2 650,440 67.0 4 8,7 176,240 16.3

195*> 16 36,4 152,633 12.0 24 54.4 940,625 73,5 4 9,1 185.151 14.5

Soarc ess Haneeons .fe» Svaneka faokfireniiigerSreleen p. 66, oee alee sou
1935s 66, p. 461 (2)

Both in terras of their share of the to tax number 8f federation® and of

total trace union cseu-fcorship the industrial fedoratione have m&m steady

progress at the expense of the craft and (to a lesser extent) the nixed

I) The mixed federations are the Associated Feds,, factory sorters,
cooksree and trade, and transport,

(2) The figure for 1900, 1923 and 1933 are taken from ftfcnsten, the remin¬
der I have compiled ©yg©If from the memherehip of 0 in the years eoneifi ered.
Some slight discrepancies arise because hansson included federations that
were not necessarily affiliated to 60* Thlc problem ha® been inslgpifleant
over t-e past twenty years when LO has dominated the westers' 9*(ants*tt one.
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f'ederations. It should also he "borne in mind that while these figures

show the formal position of the federations as cx^aft, industrial or mixed,

they do not take account of the fact that there is informal co-operation

among various groups in the cartel type of arrangement.

The empirical approach to the problem of organisation has thus

had some measure of success. The problem is a sticky one to meddle with,

for the craft federations have strong historical roots in the Swedish

trade union movement and it is but natural that craft federations should

feel that they can do better for themselves "on their own" when they

negotiate on working conditions. There is an understandable fear that skill

differentials will suffer through amalgamation, iiven the mixed federation

principle has some good points, for it can be argued that heterogeneity

of group gives strength, since it is not often that all groups need call

for strike support at one time. But the change in organisation towards

industrial federations has been essentially practical, in response to

the needs of a situation where the employers organised by industry and

ware keen to have industry wide agreements. To the employers* broad front

the workers had likewise to respond with as broad a front as possible.

If this could be obtained by organising by industries and overcoming the

tendency for craft federations to go their own way and fight on a narrow

front then there was a case in practice for industrial federations.

The trend to industrial unionism is also closely related to the rise of

factory industries, where the dominant emphasis comes to be placed on

numbers rather than on skill.

At first, as we have seen, the arguments for industrial federations

were negative rather than positive. The aim was to overcome weakness,

low a more positive ap roach can be taken and the industrial federation

obviously offers a more fruitful medium for a planned and co-ordinated

wages policy than do craft federations. But we should be quite clear that

the industrial federation comes on the scene much earlier than the



ideas of a co-ordinated wages policy, which are only twenty years old.

The industrial federation has also its problems of internal organisa¬

tions. riven though the principle is that one is paid a certain wage because

one does a certain job in an industry rather than because one is (say) an

electrician, the problem of "cross-rates" between electricians in different

industries ASD in the electricians' industrial federation means that the

industrial federation has to cater for e acial groups by allowing them to

pursue eectionax interests to a limited extent within the scope of the

industrial federation ana by providing skill differentials in industrial

and national agreements. (Sea Chapter XIX). This is a problem that will

be analysed in connection with wages policy. Basically, the problem could

only be solved by job evaluation.

There is no problem of mammoth federations in the Swedish trade union

movement comparable to some of our general unions in Britain, nevertheless,

it has been found that to group workers in a conglomeration of groups in

one federation raises problems of identity between unions and men, of loss

of personality. To some extent this is overcome by sections for

particular groups, but one other factor that is developing nowadays as a

substitute for the narrow loyalties of craft is the works council, set up

at a factory level and aiming to get the worker interested in and

co-operating in the firm. Here the activity of a works council may, offset

the loss of interest in the industry. There may be a paradox here,

however; that it is because the industrial federation is strong that it

can afford to encourage local activity in works councils. This major

problem is discussed in chapter XV111, on industrial democracy.

In conclusion we can summarise by saying that the Baadiah trade

union leaders quickly grasped the benefits in terms of strength that

organisation by industries would bring and that, after a cautious initial



period when the problem me one of organisation versus non-organisation rath

er than of a particular type of organisation, there has been a steady

endeavour to work in accordance with a plan of organisation based on the

industrial federation. It is realised that this plan must be flexible,

and, although 10 has now etrong formal poviere to settle internal

demarcation issues, the emphasis is placed on effective organisation

through willing co-operation by the affiliated organisations. JSxternal

boundary disputes are more serious, but ICO and LQ have now set up

machinery for settling problems by diecuseion.
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Appendices to P&rt One



■n:orK stoppages i" qwerj^n.1903-1*52

ifear StriK.es Lockouts Mixed ((it Totals —

Stor¬ Employ¬ Workers Days losl
ages ers aff af i'ect-

ected e-i

1903 109 lo 17 142 24,5711*04 169 12 34 215 12,24819o5 152 12 25 189 32,9661 * 0 b 239 8 43 290 18,6551*07 243 23 46 312 818 23,5401*08 229 38 35 302 1,424 40,357 1,842 200I *0* 102 22 14 138 8,188 301,749 11,799 7 001910 66 5 5 76 146 3,671 39 0001911 85 9 4 98 1,926 20,576 568 8001912 108 4 4 116 789 9,980 292 1001913 118 1 119 204 9,591 303 3001914 105 8 2 115 247 14,385 620 5001915 70 7 3 80 110 5,119 83 3001916 218 2 7 227 499 20,711 474 7001517 458 8 9 475 1,424 46,701 1,108 7001918 668 10 30 708 2,689 61,223 1,436 4001919 414 10 16 440 2,363 81,041 2,295 9001920 455 9 22 486 2,954 139,039 8,942 5001521 302 22 23 347 2,322 49,712 2,663 3001922 354 11 27 392 1,260 75,679 2,674 0001923 192 6 8 206 799 102,896 6,907 4001924 238 11 12 261 877 23,976 1,204 5001925 211 15 13 239 1,577 145,778 2,559 7001926 199 4 11 206 504 52,891 1,711 2001927 104 15 10 189 334 9,477 400 ObG1928 173 12 16 201 776 71,461 4,835 0001929 155 9 lb 180 489 12,676 6b7 0001930 238 10 13 261 803 20,751 1,021 00 01931 179 6 8 193 528 40,899 2,627 0001532 166 12 4 162 1,219 50,147 3,095 0001933 135 1 4 140 1,940 31,980 3,434 0001934 103 — 103 427 13,588 760 COG1935 92 4 2 98 189 17,189 788 0001936 55 3 2 by 148 3,474 438 0001937 64 — 3 67 1,260 30,904 8bl coo1938 83 1 1 85 1,395 28,951 1,284 0001539 44 — 1 45 245 2,194 159 0001940 34 3 1 38 71 3,936 78 0001941 33 1 — 34 72 1,929 94 0001942 138 — 1 139 221 1,337 53 0001943 167 - — 16/ 343 6,926 94 0001544 190 - 24 214 250 7,021 2 28 0001945 103 -
— 163 1,080 133,171 11,321 000136 1 — 137 112 1,277 27 0001947 81 -
— 81 1,326 56,851 125 0001949 31 -
- 31 55 1,008 21 0001948 47 -
- 47 331 6,061 151 0001950 21 2 2i 23 72 2,436 41 0001951 27 1 — 28 5, C6C 15,127 531 oco

1952 31 1 — 32 104 2,144 79 000



Table 2. Amounts paid out in conflict support

(in crowns)

1899
1906
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1988
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

by LO to its
federations

203,110
70,580
66,602
40,150
11,716
183,360
812,337
150,027
136,350
753,397

1,777,499
340,115
134,977
178,393
6,676

124,821

2,014
18,231
99,558

1,370,148
337,432
169,396

1,846,388
37,069
83,650

1,068,190
184,406

2,302,968
6,630
31,348
34,230
24,939

1,384,154
448,998
232,846
56,102
316,586
493,920

18,071
15,898
136,136

by SAF

177,000
261,300
441,200

7,056,700
198,300
120,200
73,100

106,000
538,400
13,700
164,100
711,400
885,100

2,637,500
13,498,500
3,632,400
3,321,800
6,334,000
2,408,100
2,762,100
956,600
906,100

4,537,300
678,500

1,376,800
2,104,800
5,409,200
6,178,200
1,643,100
388,300
345,400

1,610,000
1,543,000
130,846
128,518
167,300
29,117
51,300

1.165.600
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

9,088,385
559,870
40,707
7,977

115,665
15,920
283,360
3.838

24,010,400
72,164
76,472

149,831
108,675
70,300
25,616



Appendix II. Capital holdings of federations affiliated
~~~M 'Lit' in 1952. ( in '000 crpwns)

1920 1950 1940 1950

Clothing workers 222 754 1,950 4,322
Sheet metal 56 125 500 300
Bouic binders 122 485 1,556 4,999
Brewery 158 550 1,105 1,174
Building - — — 23,362
civil administration — — 10 168
Associated feeerations 114 501 2,009 2,687
Electricians — 887 1,643 1,787
Factory workers 1,052 5,249 10,825 10,524
Con0ierges 56 641
Hairdressers 24 81 509 499
rrison warders — — 9 33
Defence personnel — — 495 1,995
Insurance men — 20 35 109
Foundry workers 247 885 1,090 1,323
Mining industry - 200 1,068 1,622
Distributive 75 615 2,673 5,755
Hotel and restaurant — — 024 3,307
Railwaymen — 4,827 9,866 8,204
D-Cal authority 461 2,050 3,312 4,984
A0ricultural workers — 56 2,175 2,750
Lithographers 45 511 707 2,528
Foodstuffs — 1,833 3,590 4,653
Metai industry 5,772 15,894 38,330 36,275
Masons 150 1,848 2,619 3,919
Musicians — — 9 359
Painters 284 954 2,587 3,754
Paper industry — 2,525 5,870 11,363
Postmen — — 277 360
Salflle makers 55 55 21 395
Seamen — — 1,869 2,899
Shoe and Leather 476 1,508 2,374 3,262
Forestry and timber floating - 81 396 1,515
Chimney sweeps — — 12b 88
State hospitals - — — 133
Stone and quarrying 25 841 823 1,365
Telegraph and telephone — — 924 2,980
Textiles — - 4,958 9,196
Tobacco 259 428 b99 690
Transport 5b2 2,265 6,128 9,362
wood processing — — 3,482 13,244
Compositors 477 5,251 6,706 18,028
Hydro electricity — •» mm 41
Roadmen 1,834



Part Two

The State and the Labour Market

/
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lntroductorv

In this pert an analysis will be made of the legislative
framework that surrounds the wedish 1- our market, end in particular
of the system that has been built up, by legislation and other means,
to promote labour PKAOE, There is much protective legislation,
governing hours of work,holidays, accident prevention, accident and
unemployment insurance, but such legislation is technical in
character and has excited much less discussion and debate than has

the problem that arises when one asks oneself what means are to be

adopted for the furtherance of labour peace.
The development of workers* and employers' organisations in

Sweden has never been a matter to which Parliament could turn a blind

eye. The growth of the organisations, the methods they have used to
advance and protect their interests, the question of the "rights" and
"obligations" to which this process gives rise, ell have at various
times been s matter for the consideration of the legislature as well
as being the constant concern of the labour market organisations
themselves. legislative proposals for promoting labour peace have
often been put forward in the name of state authority and in the
interests of social peace, end have tackled such problems as the
settlement of disputes in a peaceful way, the dr wing of boundary
lines to protect vital social functions, the right of workers and
employers to combine and carry on negotiations, the interpretation
of agreements arrived at, and the provision by the state of
machinery that the parties to disputes could use. Again, legislation
has sometimes aimed simply at codifying the existing practices that
have developed in the releti nships between employers and workers,
while at other times attempts have been made to pass legisl: tion which
would provide a new framework and path along; which to channel the
nexus of labour market relations.

ot much labour market legislation has in fact been passed in
Sweden, and the main source of re ulation is the parties themselves.
To date, legislation has been passed which deals with collective
agreements, a labour court, a conciliation system, private arbitration,
and the right of association and negotiation. The main distinction
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thet has overned the attitude of the labo r market organisations
fl

to legislation has been that between justiciable (raits - rights)
disputes and non-justiciable (intresse - interest) disputes. The
growth of and emphasis on the distinction will be traced in the
succeeding chapters, but in brief it may be said that justiciable
disputes,which relate to the rights and obligations that arise out
of the agreements concluded between the parties, have since 1928
been regulated by the collective agreements act and the labour
court act and are thus statutory as well. Interest or non¬

justiciable disputes, on the other hand, still remain unregulated
in law, the state going only so far as to provide conciliation
machinery that the parties are free to use as they wish. The
legislation on justici; ble disputes has been in the main codifying
legislation, giving leg?1 form to the content of the agreement
relationship built up since the turn of the century by the parties
themselves. But the framework of procedure and law that has rown

up has only come into existence after much bitterness and disagreement,
trials of strength, and political warfare. Its progress has now

been hindered, now promoted by the political oraplexion and policy
of the party (or parties) in power and in opposition, and it has
of course also been influenced by the particular economic conditions
prev iling at any time and by the relative strength of the
organisations of employers end workers.'' The views of all these
groups have fluctuated with the growth of experience, ; nd in
accordance with the power and strategic position they occupy in the
political and economic scene. One distinguishing feature has,
however, been the empiricism with which the problems of legislating
have been faced, it the turn of the century, in the prevailing

1)
The various points of view put forward in the debates and

discussions on legislative pro^o als and their political aspects are
analysed in gr§at detail by Jorgen V,'esterst£h4 in his Den ovenska
Packforeningsrorelsen. see esp. Pert III "Forhellsnde till t; ten",
pp. 235-425.
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libersl climate of opinion and during the period of establishment
of unions end employers' organisations, there was uncertainty about
what action should be taken. By the time opinion had crystallised
the labour market organisations had themselves established wide
powers of private government, and, although the 1 ter political
dim- te is domin?ted by social democracy, there has not been any

eagerness on the part of the trade union movement to replace the
system built on experience and mutual compromise by a state-imposed
system of legislative checks and b. lances.

In sum, there has been little legislation for three good
reasons : a) the labour market parties have themselves built up a

system of regulating their rel; tions, b) changes in political power
have led to a shifting evaluation of the virtues of state intervention,
and c) the trade union movement has found it in its interests,
mainly for practical reasons (particularly in recent decades), to
oppose legislation, especially on non-justiciable disputes.

But labour peace is not entireljr the product of self-discipline.
Quite frequently the labour market parties hive been urged into
action for self-regulating purposes just because the state was

contemplating some form of intervention.
Broadly, three aspects of peace promotion can be distinguished,

namely:
1) •he position in law of the organisations themselves, their

internal government and po.ition in relation to other organisations,
the rights and obligations of the in ivid.uaIs in them, the right of
association, and the right of the organisations to negotiate about
w- ges and conditions of work n beh.- lf of their members. .ith the
exception of the rights and obligations of members, discussed in Tart I,
these problems will be discussed in Chapters VIII, IX and X.

2) the settlement of disputes, justiciable and non-justiciable,
between the parties, and the enforcing and preservation of labour
peace, This is taken up in Chapters XI, II and XIII.
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3) the protection of neutral third parties and, on a "broader
canvas, of society, against the strength and influence of the labour
market organisations, which is analysed in Chapter XI? .

All these elements can be traced in the legislative proposals
made on various occasions, in the legislation passed, and in the
debate and discussion that has surrounded them. As we shall see, it
has not always been the case that the various strands were clearly
distinguished, nor are they necessarily clearly distinguishable. The
position in law of the organisations, for example, has influenced
their privi te methods of promoting peace, end the promotion of peace
between the parties can not always be divorced from the effect their
endeavours have on the public at large. sweeping proposals for
comprehensive labour market peace legislation have frequently been
put forward, but in principle the problems are distinct, however much
the practical discussion of the issues involved has led to a clouding
of the problems at any one time. Chronologically, the settlement
of justiciable disputes in law takes priority, and here a settled
procedure has existed since the passage of the coll ctive agreement
act end the labour court act in 1928. The right of association and
negotiation was only finally settled and guaranteed by law in 1936.
Protection of neutral third parties has not been made the subject of
legislation, but since the Basic Agreement we. concluded between LO
and LAP in 1938 a settled system of protection for public interests
has been in force. Again, the position in law of the associations
has never been directly defined, while, as has been seen in Tart X,
the regulation of the internal affairs of labour market associations
has been a matter for the associations themselves, aided at times by
the advice and encouragement of such official committees as the
Pothin.

We p oceed to look first at the legal position of labour market
organisations which, if the discussion may be anticipated, has never
been defined in law, the associations being private, unregistered
bodies that are recognised in courts of law as competent to ret. The
development here is typier1 -of the empirical owedi sh approach.
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01 .u pter VIII

The j.e ulrtior in Lew of Associations.
The legal position of trade unions and employers' organisations

&s bodies entitled to sue and be sued in the public courts has
developed in »,weden in rather a. negative way. Briefly, it may be
said that by defining the position in law of associations other than

those for " ideological purposes" (which include unions and employers'
organisations) the position of these last has been clarified, but never
defined. The positive definition o. which the distinction is based
is that governing associations for economic purposes, and these are

distinguished from "associations for ideologic' 1 purposes", which
include temperance, free church and other voluntary organisations as
well as labour market organisations. The evolution of the definition
of an economic association and the attempts to legislate on ideological
essociati ns show the differences that hr ve been recognised, either
positively or negatively, to exist.

A Companies Act was passed in 1848 to get round the di x'ieulty
of collective responsibility and unlimited liability, but it was not
until 1895 that legislation was passed or associations for economic
purposes, such as trading associations of various hinds, for which the
doctrine of unlimited liability that was still applicable to private
partnerships was hardly suitable. The act of 1895 had as its main
object the protection of the individual members of associati ns for
economic purposes against wrongful or other unreasonable action or

decisions on the pert of the associations, cuch associations were

to be required to register, if they were to have any personality in
law. This settlement in law of the position of associations for
economic purposes, together with the growth of trade unions and of
court judgments that raised the legal position of non-economic
associations as something undefined, led in 1899 to the question
of their position in law being taken up in Parliament in an attempt
to clarify their position. This was a question that was bound to
arise sooner or 1? ter, wince both trade unions and employer
organisations can be said in some sense to be interested in promoting
the economic interests of their members in the labour market.
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A committee which reported or. the subject in 1903 defined in

association for ideological purposes as ore that " fulfils religious,
philanthropic, politic; 1, social, scientific, artistic or communal
aims, or aims at looking after trade maters, or otherwise has a

purpose OTH .Is rT I that of promoting the economic interests of the
members through economic activity." It also devised © procedure
whereby associations other than economic associations would be able to

choose between either registering and submitting to & certain number
of controlling provisions about their activity and exact economic
responsibility, or avoiding registration, If they chose this latter
course they would he able neither to acquire rights, assume obligations,
nor to petiti,n and be sued in a court of law. Thus only such
associations for ideological purposes as registered in the prescribed
way would, have AKY legal capacity. The committee considered whether
special provision should be made for trade unions, but did not consider
that a ease for this could be made out, General compulsion to register
was felt to be too great an infringement of individual fr edoia, while
to restrict compulsory registration to trade unions would have savoured

1)
of class legislation. In short, trade unions could either register,
end thereupon accept responsibility for the action of their officials
(but not their individual members) or avoid all responsibility by not
registering. Obviously this would hive considerably hampered the trade
union movement, end 10 o posed the idea of legislation along these lines.
/fter demands had been made in the years 1904 and 1905 that the
committee proposals should be passed into law, and been rejected by
the parliamentary legal committee, the secretariat of 10 was again
found in opposition to legislation on ideological associations. It
set out its views on their legal position in a statement to the
government.2^ The experience of 25 years of trade union activity had not,
it considered, created any need, either from the side of the unions
or of society, for legal intervention in the activity of these

^ bOTJ 1935 s 66, 1,426. 10 Report for Period .April 1906,
April 1907, 3 p.31-33.
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essociations in the form or registration measures rnd definition
of their legal position, whether voluntary or compulsory. In most
oases reledens between the parties on the labour market as we ;e

earning end wage paying parties were regulated by mutual agreement,
without the intervention of the courts. On more than one

occasion the workers had in the past felt the need of protection for
the right of association in law, but this they had not obtained, and
the need for registration now appeared to be less. (The right of
association had just been guaranteed by the December Compromise of
1906 between 10 and SAF). lor did 10 like the idea of voluntary
registration, for they considered it would be illusory and lead to
employers demanding registration as a condition of negotiation.
Registration, with its accompanying position in law, would be the
first step towards the development of legislation against the trade
union movement and. an oblige4ion upon them of economic responsibility.
Once their legal capacity was settled by law, legislation would more
and more come to be directed to me king the trade unions economically
responsible or the acts ol their members. This might prove a great
temptation to employers. Further, 10 thought that the growing number
of collective agreements, whose real Implications it was still too
early to see, made it unwise to consider any legislation that might
disturb this natural development. In short, LO was convinced that
the judicial relati nships being: developed through the activity of
the labour market organisations without the intervention of law wss

the best guarantee of mutual obligations being fulfilled, LO
therefore opposed the idea of legislation on ideological associations.

The matter was soon raised again, however, after the companies'
committee had reported in 1908 on proposed legislation for registered
economic associations, since negatively this involved a consideration
of non-economic associations. In the parliamentary sessions of 1910
and 1911, therefore, the question of clarifying the legal position of
ideological associations arose once more. In 1910 a propo Ition
{ no. 83 ) proposed a law thrt would regulate BOTH economic and
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non-econotitic associations, In order to obtain full legal rights
it was proposed that ideologic;; 1 associations would have to
register { unregistered associations would have been able only to
aetend a case in a court o* law). The lower house of parliament
rejected the proposal, however, and a sired or a new proposition
dividing the question into two lews, one or ideological and the
other for economic associations.

Sext year the £ averment tried to meet the criticisms
advanced against the one lew proposr1 in 1910 by proposing one
law for economic and one lew for non-economic associations, ( Prop,
no, 35). It was proposed that only those ideal associations that
registered in a certain way should h; ve full legal rights. The
proposal also contained provisions for the joining end leaving by
members of an association, for the use of the assets of the
association, for the board and sign ture of the association, for
auditing, for meetings of the association, for proceedings against
the board or accountants, for changes in the byelaws, for cases where
a special majority of members was needed, for protesting i gainst
decisions, for liquidation and dissolving of the su.ociation, for
registration, and provision for the possibility of the association
being a member in another association, penalties in criminal law,

1)
and exceptions from the lew, 'Associations that did not register
were to have partial legal rights, but would not be able to plead
or sue in the courts. They could e liable to be sued. As 10
pointed out, this would have compelled, them to regi. ter in order

2)
to offset the liability to be sued by the right to sue.

The 1911 proposal met ; fate iail; u to that of 1910, in th« t
the lower house of parliament accepted the law on economic but
rejected that on ideological associations. 10 applauded this
decision. There was no need for such e law on ideolo leal

8SEoe.isti= ns, it said, and the consequences for the associations
might have been hazardous. The up>per chamber accepted both lews.
The opponents of the lew on ideologic;- 1 associ? tiers argued that
in practice the e rts had already begun to grant recognition of
full legal rights to the unregistered ideological associations
1)

SOU 1935: 66, F. 427.
2)

10 report, 1910, p. 24.
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as soon &s they had a set Med form of or, nisatior, fairly
"1 \

comprehensive byelaws and a oard, ' A practical ar gument against
the proposed law was that the proposals could rot be applied to the
type of organisation that had sub-branches, ..ueh as the trj.de union
federation type of structure. The unions aleo opposed the
proposals because of the trouble, cost, and legal knowledge necessary
for registering in accordance with the provisions of a law. Temperance -

end free church interests also opposed the proposals*
hen legislation on collective agreements was being discussed

in 1910, the Minister of Justice hod in ft ct m id that the question
of the 1 gal position of ideological associations was5 set led in

PRACTICE, in that associations that had the settled form of Owedish
employers1 and workers' organisations were considered to be
competent bodies in law, ^ A capacity to act in. law developed when
an association had eye laws, s. board, and officials. he tho ght
therefore that the problem of the ability of such associftions to
conclude collective agreements, end the legal effects of • uch
agreements, need not be made dependent on the question of the legal
position of the associations,

The decisions of parliament in 1910 and 1911 on ideological
associations were not, however, allowed to let the issue 1 jse

completely, for the lower house majority asked that new proposals
should be prep/ red for a lew on .uch associations. In 1916 a judge
of ap,eel was asked to prepare a draft proposal or legislation, This
he did in 1919? when he suggested that an ideologic/. 1 associ ti n

consisting of at least five members, end which had adopted written
by©laws ? nd appointed an executive board, could be registered end
thereby obtain recognition in law of its ability to • ct. Other
provisions related to registered and unregistered as a ocistions.
These proposals did not lead to any legislation,
^ Hecksober, trter och organisationerr a-, pp. 100-101, points out that
the 1903 report had mentioned the supreme Court as agreeing that
religious bodies that had a board . nd byelaws coild act in law in
relation to property.
2)

see Fro. osition 96, 1910, P. 62.
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After 191C the position of iueolo. i el associations wa. ,

however, clarified in two ways. The fact that one lew, that on

economic as. oc-i; tio; a, wae accepted by parliament in 1911 meant in the
first place that reco nised practice co Id continue to grow in relation
to ideological associations in a negative way, n mely the t " if you
are not an economic association, as understood and defined in the act,
then you must be an association for ideological purposes." Secondly,
practice itself reinforced the position of such associations.
Curiously enough, there has never been any great inclination on the
pert of emplo ers' and workers' associations to sue each other in
the public courts. almost the only case of note that arises is one

that arose out of the strike of 1909, and which was settled in the
supreme Court in 1915 by the decision that a collective agreement
was binding upon the parties, and that a union could sue and be sued
under the common lew as a legal person, irrespective of
incorporation."^

But this was exceptional. The 1; hour market organisations
kept clear of the law courts by themselves devising procedures for
settling disputes that arose between them. The collective agreements
that were developed may have been virtually only gentlemen's
agreements, but they could be enforced by sanctions or negotiations
set in motion by the labour market parties themselves. Ultimately
the practice they developed was such as to enable a codifying statute
to be pes ed in 1928. A further reason for the parties steering
clear of the law courts was the great delay in hearing cases. six
years elapsed be ore the case mentioned above was settled. In the
main this we. because of the lengthy judicial process in Swedish
which (until 1948) was. based almo. t entirely on written process.

This bypassing of the law courts being the practice, and the
associations having thus been recognised in practice as competent to

1)
see Enforcement of Collective bargaining Agreements in wedish Lew,

p. 3, for a discussion of this cose.
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aet in lav;, the discussion of the legal position of ideological
associations became almost dormant, and when the discussion was
resumed in the 1930s a shift in emphasis had taken place in the
discussion. Prior to 191C) the proposals for legislation on

ideological associations were concerned mainly with removing the
UlvOPi TAIkTY that existed about their position in law. In the
1930s, when the discussion flared up again, and by ' hich time the
ideological associations had long been recognised de facto, the
emphasis was shifted to the actions of the org nisations, and
particularly to actions that were prejudicial to neutrel third
parties on the labour market, or to the state and society, or
involved decisions that seemed to be based on imperfect byelaws
of the associations ( e.g. the building conflict case of 1933).

The legal position of ideological associations was of course

discussed by the committee on industrial democracy in the early
1920s, and by the nine man " labour peace delegation" of 1926, but
in the 1930s it cropped up again in the discussion of abuses that
such organisations were accused of perpetrating. Potions in the
parliamentary session of 1934 on the subject of labour peace took
up the question of legal regulation of the associations of employers
and workers, their organisation, position and activity. It was

argued that conflicts should not be allowed to begin where the
action taken did not express the views of the association as a

whole, that minorities should be prevented from arriving at
decisions in votes on strikes, lockouts, and conciliation
proposals. While employers' representatives were usually
entitled to arrive at decisions on the spot, proposals often had
to be sent out to member, of a trade union for voting before their
representatives could arrive at decisions. dome motions
suggested an enquiry should consider the organisation and objects
of associations, the conditions of joining and leaving, the right
to vote, and to arrive at decisions. The second legal committee
suggested an enquiry to include such issues, and others such as the
bounderico between the ;; ompe tenc e of the~ Board - r,a of the members.
An encu ry limited onl;: to trade associations would not necessarily
1)

dee ,,G!T 1935: 66, p. 429, nd : 65, p. 100.
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lea to legislation that wo; Id cover the whole field, This com..ittee
recommends ion is one of the threads leading to the appointment of the
hothin committee in lste 1934.

In the p. rliamentary session of 1935 conservative motions were

submitted which asked for a rapid enquiry into and presentation of
legislative proposals on trade (yrkes) a sociations, but the econd

2
legal ommlttee pointed out 'that before measures could be taken to

satisfy the need for It. islatior or a certain TYi of ideological
association the 1 j LAL grounds for legislation in hi; field ought
to be investigated. The committee accordingly asked the government
to have an enquiry of this kind made, hut the matter went no further,
as the two houses arrived at different decisions.

The iothin committee pointed out in its report late in 1935 that
in fact ideological associations - workers' and employers*
organisations, agricultural producers* essociati ns, purchasing
associations and other such organisations - had so far been left
unregul? ted in law, but had in case lav. long been recognised to have
the right to acquire rights and assume obligations, n to •ue and be
sued in the -ourts, on condition that they hex adopted byelaws that
contained provisions or such issues as the way in which decisions were
to be arrived at, and the appointment of a board. In view of this de
facto recognition of their position the lotLin co imittee did not thin]
that further regulation of the legal capacity of the ideological
associations in regard to their T...JJ i.L relations was necessary. The
issue depended on the internal position and organisation of the
associations, on which the co ittee made several recommendations.^
In any case, the liothin committee took the view that criticism had been

1)
By 1935 it had apparently discovered (see below) that it ould be

necessary to have a G sEaL investigation first.
2)
statement no. 37,1935.

3)
see I art I, Chapters V and VI.



too exclusively directed v. in; t 0i.h type of ideolo icel
association, tie trade union;., the result being that it would be
difficult to tolve questions pertaining to their position in
co-operation with the workers• hmployers were also doubtful • bout
the regulation in lew of the internal relations of such rs eolations.
If there was to be legislation, the Nothin committee thought it should
be made if;-.. in scope end application then workers * end e [plovers*
associations only. It must cover all organisations that we: e formed
for economic purpose; , The committee did not, hov:eve? , co wait itself
as to whether there should be regulation of the whole position in law
of ideolo .icel associations, .ince this was outside its terms of
reference.

The fact that there was no legal regulation of ideological
associations meant that when the 1935 legislation on economic conflict
measures was being proposed ( see fhapter XIV ) certain measures were

included that involved a regulation of the right of association. "hen
conservative notions ashing for legislation or such associations, and
in particular raising the -question of trade associations and their
special posi ion, were presented to I&rliament ir. 1936, the second legal
com ittee drew attention to its statement of the previous year, and
thought that legislative apparatus in relation to neutral third parties
would be easier to create if these questions were looked at in
relation to the questions of rights of association.'1-'' If the basis
of legislation on associations of employers and workers as well as

other ideologies 1 as. ocia ions with vari s aims could be clarified
this would give r good point of departure for a final solution of the
question of the regulation of economic conflict measures. o the
second legal committee therefore proposed an investigation into end
proposals on the question of giving norms to the system of
associations through legislation. Both houses approved. The question

1)
bee statement no. 58, 1. 77.
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of legislation on the associations was referred to the department of
Justice, ".hat the committee had in fact said wt s that it would he

easier to settle problems of neutral third parties if they were quite
clear about the position in law of ideolo, ical associations. This
is in a sense v. complete reversal of the approach which led to the
revival of demands for legislation on ideological associations "'K CP SB
the demands for protection of neutral third parties, Thus en attempt
was to be made to define what an association for ideological purposes
was. This was more objective then previous attempts to try to find
a "basis" in law on which to pin special legislation for the purpose of
reguls ing irect action by craft or trc e associations.

The .ini ter of Justice was cuked in Parliament in 1938 what had
been done about the 1936 decision to look into the problem of -

ideological associations, he replied that he had deemed it necessary
to make a technical adjus tment as to what should be induced in
legislation on «sjociations end what woeId beat be left to the sphere
of special legislation. This enquiry had now been completed and a

report on the basis for legislation on ideological associations and a

dr? ft for a lew was reefy.
An ideolo ical association was to be one whose object id NOT

include the promotion of the economic interests of the members through
the pursuit of economic activity, and which did not pursue activity
that involved it in the legal obligation to keep trading books. It
was proposed that all assoc-ir ions wo Id have full legal capacity,
whether registered or not. The propo.. 1 thus fell into line with
existing practice. One exception proposed was that if an association
did carry on activity that required it to keep books it would be
classified as an unregistered OCChC ..I association and be treated
in accordance with the act (of 1911) as an association for economic
purposes. The draft was aimed to serve as a foundation for further
discussion as to the more detailed framing of the law, and it considered
what should fall outside a genor. 1 law on ideological a;societions,
namely, rulo for preserving the positive and negr ive right of
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v.B: ocietion, and c ompetence ule© as to the be inr ing o economic
conflict measure: . In the case of these exceptions the problem was
one of ; ction th; t could be taken by all legal subjects and the efore
a regulc ion of them could not be restricted to ideological
association© alone.

The next work in the department would, however, over the scope
of the question of the right of association, both positive • nd nogs ive,
and not merely its applies.;.ion to labour market relations. The
question of limiting economic conflict measures was, however, a matter
for the oocial Department.

The draft for legislation on ideological associations was sent
out to the interested organisations for their views ir the summer of
1938, and not only 10, SAP, . nd TOO but also other associations such
as the farmers' union, rejected the idea of legislation. 10 said it
was unnecessary, and superfluous, to legislate on questions that were
in fact regulated in trade union byelaws. ouch matters were being
discussed between SAP end 10* The secretariat emphasised that it was

not opposed in principle to legal regulation of matters coming within
the field of activity of the trade union movement, but in this case
it could see no need for such legislation in practice, either for trade
unions or other associations for ideological purposes. ubsidiery
arguments were that the educational function of these associations was

. re; ter under e voluntary system, and that legislation might also hamper
,, _ „ ,, . „ , . 1) ,j-.T took a similarthe development or the system of organisations.
view. "The absence of legislation on the basis for earn ing on the
activity o ideological associations has not been disadvantageous to

2}
these organisations or given rise to any misunderstandings."
As far as the labour market war. concerned a practical position in law
had been evolved by 1910, If the object was to brn the b; sis for
further legislative intervention, SAP was definitely opposed to the idea.
The parti a on the If oo'.ir .market were themselves trying to bring about

#t 5)
mutual understanding ( a reference to the of Itsjob-den discussions.)

1)
oeetlL0's ..tenement to the government, 17th October, 1938, an also

Packforeningsrorelsen, 1938, l:o. 43, p. 412.
2)
'Industrie , 1938, pp. 643 et seq.

3)
^ee Ifrt III.
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society must rely upon the willingness and ability of the
organisations to guide developments in the direction that was best for

society. 1. intervention took place via 1-.. i. lotion, the
organisations could no longer accept their share of responsibility
for the development of social matters and of la -our market

organisations in the country,
The views of 10 and ,./=? at thi time represent from the other

side the zeal with which they were themselves trying to rid their
organisations of many of the abuses of internal organisation and
external power which hea precipitated many of the demands for
legislation about ideological,but particularly labour market,
associations during the 1930s. In fact, the issue remained a dead
letter in legislative proposals until the whole definition of an

economic association wa.s reviseo in 1951, end the definition of an

ideological association became by implication, an:; to ome extent
explicitly, an is., ue.

In the years immediately oliowing the attempt to legislate in
1938 the whole motive power be- ind the desire to regulate on

ideological associations, or at lea,..t those on the labour market, was
cut off by the action taken by LO and wAF in 1930, when the Basic
Agreement we s signed, and by the attempts LO made b' tween 1936 and
1941 to put its constitution in order. Whereas previously it had
been felt that no final solution of the problems of direct action
u? dertsken with a vie?/ to inflicting economic damage on ;• nother party
could be expected until 1> ge.l norms for the organisations and their

activity were drawn up in order to regulate their rights and duties,
and the procedure for voting, joining and leaving them, it was found
that the parties themselves proved willing to attempt e solution
within the framework of voluntary agreement. This was in no small

part cue to the gentle persuasion that the Bothin committee report
exercised on BAF and LO,

As has already been mentioned and discussed, the 15 men dealt
with constitutional problems in their report, mi they brought out
"well the" trade union attitude of 1941 to the problem of regulating the
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position of 1: co r market orgs: isations in law. In the pest, it
was argued, the demands for legislation on trade associations, with
particular reference to trade unions, had often been based or a

political evaluation abort the friction that was believed to exist

between the 1 rge interest organisations and society. It was feared
that the concentration of power in these organisations would endanger
social peace, and that the solidarity of members could be used in

I)
v nous ways to harm society, ' The report considered this was o

distorted picture, in view of what experience had proved, do far
was b strongly developed system of trade union organisations from
being a menace to .. ociety that, as the Kothin committee stressed,
such en organisation; 1 system was the best guarantee of social peace.
The development of organisations had led to increased use of collective
agreements, ; nd. of peace treaties and arrangements as to rights based
on them. In irtere t isputes the balance of power meant there was

greater responsibility,, that open conflicts be.came the ultimate
sanction, resorted to ith reluctance.

As regards the internal structure of the organs isations, it s emed
to this committee that in and through the acceptance by most of the
federations affiliated to LO of the so-called normal byelaws ( first
approved by the Representative Council of LO in 1953 ) - whereby voting
on provisions was only advisory - the argument about the organisations
keeping an unruly house was no longer tenable. The carrying through
of the provisions of the normal byelaws on these points was
considered by the Kothin committee to be an important step in the
promotion of labour peace. There was again, thought the 15 men, just
as little juttification in the compl ints made against the byelaws of
the tra e union movement, about the legal relations between
associ;tions and members or about monopolisation th; t restricted entry
to trades. This was not to say that the constitution of the trade
union movement did not lack defects, which it would be as much in the
interests of society as of the movement to remove. Hence its proposed
thorough revision of the byelaws,
1 ) H II

Facktoreningsroreli.en oeh neringslivet, pp, 165-6,
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A fin; 1 solution of the question of economic conflict measures

hed often been looked for in legal control of the organisations and
activity of the labour market organisations. But since there was

now more control by agreement over conflict measures ( a.- a result
of the Basic Agreement ) the question of legal.control over
associations sho Id lose its significance. Legislative intervention
in the affairs of the labour market organisations was not rejected
because of any opposition to legal regulation per se. It was enough
to argue that there we.- no PRACTICAL K BD for such legislation. Both
.society and the associations were best served through the latter
continuing to develop freely, under constitutions regulated by byelaws.
It meant also a greater educational and utilitarian value for the
associations than if everything were fitted into a framework of
legal norms and sanctions."^ The conclusion thus was that it was

rr ther unnecessary for the state to legislate on the functions and
structure of the labour market organisations, legislation was no end,
but it did become one when it proceeded to codify what wa, already
customary ,rocedure and practice.

The position of the ideological associations in law came up again
in 1951 when the whole basis of the 1911 law on economic
associations wee altered. The 1911 act on economic associations ( to

which, it will be recalled, ; complementary act on ideological
ai oeiations was intended, hed it passed the lower house ) had
provided that associations for promoting the economic interests of
members by carrying on economic activity might register as economic
associations, hut there was implied compulsion to register, ir that
associations that did not register were considered as unregistered
economic associations, not ideolo.ical a sedations, and bo lacked the
lege 1 capacity adhering cle jure to economic associations and de facto
to ideolo icel associations.

The whole basis of this arrangement was changed by the If. w on

1)
ft ?! If

fffeckfoi1eT-tlngsrorelsen och niringolivet, p. 167.
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economic es.ociations of lot June, 1951, which came into force
on 1st January, 1953. The designation "economic association"
was made narrower than it had been from 1911, in order to
distinguish economic associations from companies. The term
is now reserved for co-operative associations in the real sense,
that is co-operative associations of at least three persons who
are JC'-'IV.t in some way in the association; that is, an economic
association is one that (SI) promotes the economic interests of
the members through economic activity in which the members
themselves participate, a; consumers or suppliers, by their own
labour or through making use of the services of the association,
or in other such manner. These associations may register end come

under the provisions of the act. hut again come compulsion is
implied, in that §3 provides that until an economic association
has registered it cannot possess rights or incur liabilities, nor

plead, petition or defend itself before a court or other suthority.
however, when a board has been appointed, it nu y plead in cases

dealing with the forma-1ion of an t ssocif tion, end in this end
other ways take action for the purpose of obtaining contributions
promised or payments due.

hen they have registered, the economic associations : re

required to keep books. In other respects they are subject to
fairly detailed legislative requirements. The aim is to exclude
the association from being used for pure profit purposes ( 17-20 ),
which would bring it under the new Companies Act, end on to a higher
scale of corporate taxes.

The proposals on which this act of 1951 was based suggested
that ideological associations could, if they wished, register, and
then be subject to the same legal rules as those proposed for
economic associations. The reason suggested was that in the case
of agreements with third parties, particularly property deals, it
would be advantageous to know where the association with which one

was negotiating stood in law. Legislation wa. not, however, to
interfere with the -preetie-e that exi ted aire' dy in feistioif fo the

1) H it

„ SOU 1949* 17, Betenkande med foreleg till lag om registrersoe
forenia ; r m.m.
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legal position of third par-tie&; ad the propose 1 aid not in fact
anticipate that many associations for ideological purposes would
register, SAP, TCQ and 10 f11 objected to the idee,

OAF said the advantages of such registry i n would be small,
nd was uncertain about the legal effects of ideolo ical
associ; tions registering, TOO said it had no complaints about the
present system, it was perfectly agreeable to associations
registering if they wished, but thought that we would then perhaps
be faced with the question of defining e regi tered and an unregistered
ideological association, LO said that legislation was no longer
needed on the grounds of the uncertainty of the legal capacity of
these associations, ana considered that the ides of optional
registration wo-. Id cause confusion, particularly since the option
meant that the difference between the two types of association would
not be based on the nature of the activity, but simply on whether an

association chose to register or not. If a third party washed to
know what the legal position of an as, ociation was, a definition could
be mane in law of the conditions under which legal capacity could be
conceded to an association for ideological purposes, (It does not seam

that this would in fact help, , ince it would inevitably raise the
whole question of definition again). The third party could then refer
to thi. . But LO did not think thrt an association co Id be expected
to register simply in order to have this confirmed, since it would
thereby come under legal regulation. ( Herein lies the weakness and
contradiction of LO's statement),

7,'hen the matter we; discussed, the chi f of the department of
social affairs thought that registration wo Id hve both advantages end
disadvantages. The disadvantages in his view predominated, The law
was primarily orientated towards economic associations, end this might
be a handicap for ideolo ical associations, Kor wo Id the proposal
remove the inconvenience caused by the pro lem of drawing a line
between the ideological and economic association. ince
registration was not to be compulsory, this would simply add confusion.
for wee- it proposed that registration was to be based on my distinction
of activity, but simply on the V.'IdH to register. For these reasons
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he suggested tb; t the proposal should not he passed into law. "In
this connection I have no xetu on to enter into the question of
whether in future special legislation for ideological associations
in general can he considered necessary and desirable. It should,
however, be clear that if such legislation were found to be
desirable it should be drawn up along much none simple lines than the
enquiry has proposed for economic associations." 1/1

There is thus still no definition in law of what an association

for ideological purposes is. The boundary line between them end
economic associations is in some ways a vague one, since trade unions
and employers' organisations may very well be concerned with
promoting the economic interests of their members. But the
distinction drown by the law of 1911 and of 1951 on economic
associations is th? t associations for ideological purposes do not
pursue economic activity directly or actively, whereas economic
associations do. The main distinction that has been drawn is thus

the negative one of what one is not, and whether there is n

obligation to keep trading books. This last requirement is not pa rt
of the 1951 act, but derives from the legal requirement that

2)
registered associations roust keep books. ' The demands for legislation
at various times have likewise paid attention to what such associrtions
1)0, and whether their actions are against the public interest.

The difficulty in defining whet exactly is me«nt by an

association for ideological purposes has obviously been an important
factor in the position in law of such associations. As the word
"ideological" implies, such associations can cover many and varied
objects. In some cases the boundary with economic associations is
vague. It he*. already been suggested the t it is not easy to pinpoint
an employers' ideology in Sweden, and such associations are ideological
in lew mainly because they are not directly or actively engaged in
1)
fee proposition 1951: 34, p. 63 et sec., and especially p. 71,

2} . .

Tad Sagar Eye Foreningsl;, en ?, by Harry Elkstrom, i. 6.
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• conomic activity on behf If of their member., She sol tion in Sweden

has been a practical and not e logical one. be facto recognition by
the courts of the capacity of ideological associations to act has
meant that it is possible to get along without enforcing registration
on these associations. The main requirement, besides the obvious one

that a. court of lav must be prepared to recognise such an association
as competent to act, is that these associations can so order their
external relations and internal affairs that they do not alienate the
goodwill - or et least tolerance of society. At times, particularly
in the 1930s, the associations operating in the labour market came

very near to doing so. It is only because they have developed
increasing responsibility and centralisation of internal power that
the I; ck of legislation in this field has been allowed to continue.
Although they tre not subject to legislation, they are not entirely
free from legal control, becaute of their de facto recognition in law,
••'.embers can for instance plead against such associations in the courts,
moreover, the threat of legislation has had some influence in the
development of growing responsibility on the pert of such
organisations. Their social conscience is not merely spontaneous
but in part also induced.
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cm?T£R IX

TI1B RIGHT OP' ASSOCIATION aid- ITRGOTI-A TIOH

In discussing the problem of the right of association and of negotia¬

tion, it is necessary to distinguish two problems that in part overlap,

a.) the right persons have to combine in associations, anc? b) the competence

these associations have to act and negotiate on behalf of their members,

i.e., their position in "law, de facto or de jure, he have looked at the

second problem in the preceding chapter, and will look here to the

question of the right to join an association which, one presumes in

joining, is competent to act on onefs behalf in certain matters.

It should firBt be noted that the term "right of association" is

preferred to "right of combination'*, he in Great Britain associate the

latter phrase with trade union rights and a trade union struggle alone,

but in Sweden no distinction has ever been made between the right of

combination of employers and of workers. "Right of association" is

therefore preferred in order to stress this, and to abstract as far as

possible from the value judgement content of "combination".

It was stated in chapter 1 that no regulation of trade unions was

included in the economic freedom ordinance of 1864. In fact the right of

association was guaranteed irapliei tly by § 16 of the Swedish constitution,
in the sense that combination among workers as such did not bring the

unions into any clash with the authorities, although a breach of the law

might lead to the police intervening in the association of citizens.

The constitution Jpve protection against arbitrary action on the part of
the authorities. But towards the turn of the century many conflicts

were fought over the issue of the right of workers to combine in trade

unions. Many of the battles fought by employers against workers on this

issue were successful, in that they were able to force workers to leave

their unions. But, as Ollendorff points out, ^ such successes were very

1) Ollendorff, op. cit. , p. 17.
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much in the nature of a Pyrrhic victory, although they aid eventually

have the advantage of teaching the employers the advantages of the right

of association when they themselves came to combine, "when the

necessity for the employers to organise against the other side became

mere and more inescapable, the question of how the trade union movement

should be countered (by the employers) appeared almost self-evident". 1)
That is to say that the employers had learned, through fighting the

workers' right to combine, the Advantage of combining,

In the early years of the twentieth century, when many labour

agreements still forbade workers to belong to unions, several motions

in Parliament were presented on the subject of the right of association.

Indeed, after the Kor r land sawmill conflict of 1899. Branting had asked

in parliament whether there was going to be legislation to protect the

right of association. In 1902 and 1904 motions were rejected on this

matter. It was argued that, besides the guarantee given in the

constitution, the employer should be entitled to decide whom and on -what

terms he would employ. To pass legislation on the right of association

would lead to greater compulsion to associate than had hitherto

existed on the workers' side. The employer's right to decide was just

as fundamental as that of the worker. (Obviously too protection for the

right of association would have encouraged the growth of the trade union

movement, which was net yet considered altogether desirable by anti-

socialist elements.)

But the situation soon changed when the employers too had begun

to organise on a major scale, and attacks on the right of association

became less frequent. -erhaps the most noteworthy attack of all on

the right of association took place, however, as late as 1906, when the

workers in a sulphite pulp factory in Backrayra joined a union and the

employer closed down his works in the middle of winter. Some weeks later

1) Ibid., loc. cit.
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workers -.vera ejected fro® the company* e houses* iuestions .vera asked

in parliament, and some months later the conn-any was obliged to give

lorsal recognition to the work ere* right of association. This rackmyra

conflict narked the end of the autocratic attitude of the patriarchal

employer. There began thereafter a now era, distinguished "by organisa¬

tions of employers ana workers. ^
The growth in organisation wast reflected in the well known agreement

in the mechanical engineering industry in 19°5* when the right of

association and of negotiation was recognised on both sides. In 1906

too»SAF and LO arrived at the famous -ecumber Compromise. Such agreements

meant that the right of association was being recognised de facto. The

change in attitude was reflected also in a change in the prevalent

opinion within the xahour movement with regard to legislation for

guaranteeing the right of association, .hen the conciliation act was

being discussed in 1906 the workers* side favoured legislation to

protect the right of association, but a.,meet immediately thereafter

its views changed, and two years later there was talk oi a general

strike when legislation on ideological associations was mooted, itejarrfiee,

the social democratic party changed its formulation of the right of

association being guaranteed by the fundamental law of the constitution

when it revised its programme in 1905. The new formulation read Bthe

unlimited right of association", which of course doe© net necessarily

mean that it must be guaranteed via legislation. ' Further recognition

was given to th© right of association in fact by the conciliation act

passed in l$06,

1) Hanseon, Kackmyra till Saitsjbbaden, p.6. It ie noteworthy that
SAP refused to give support to the employer when it was discovered that
the conflict had arisen because of the refusal of t c firm to allow
workers to belong to a trade union. See Haliendorff t op.cit,,P. 74.

2) westers tahl, op. cit., pp. 276-7.



A g far ae manual workers were concerned the right of association, and

with it the right of negotiation, became generally recognised in collec¬

tive agreements. Subsequently it is only when salaried employees begin

to organise that the question again becomes one of major importance in

the 1930s, although the right of foremen to belong to the same union
] )

as the workers under them w&e challenged by SAF as early as 1907.

After the collective agreements act v^s passed in 1928, the abour

Court became entitled to take up questions relating to infringement of

the right of association where a collective agreement existed. The

right of association was held by that court not to be dependent on

explicit guarantee in the form of association clauses in collective

agreement, for (just as with the employer*® management prerogative)
the court has held that the right of association is IMPLIED by the very

process of entering into a collective agreement, and even in the absence

of a clause to thi3 effect a union can recover damages when a member

is discharged 'merely on the grounds that he belonged to or was active

on behalf of a union.

In its bearings with this right, the court has dealt with three

main classes of breach of the right of association that is implied in

the existence of a colxective agreement, a) inducements to persuade a

worker not to join or to leave a union, b) discrimination against a

worker because of his membership of a union, c) discrimination on the

grounds that a worker has participated in the activities of the union
q)

or has appealed to it to act on his beharf.

1) §9 of proposition 96,1910, (which was not passed into law) proposed
that there should be no provision in a collective agreement that
prevented employers or workers from belonging to any association; nor
provisions that gave certain organisations exclusive or prior right to
conclude agreements (the closed shop), although it could be provided in
a collective agreement that foremen could not belong to an organisation
covering others besides foremen. This was a codification of SAF prac¬
tice \axthough,as has been noted , the closed shoo has sometimes b^en
successful in non-SAP sectors.)
2)Judgements 52/1930.
3) Robbing, the Government of abour Relations in Sweden,p ?87 st
analyses these three types of case. * '



.Prior to 1936, when th© act covering the right of association and

negotiation was passed, the labour Court only took up cases where a

collective agreement existed. Under the act of 193&t however, it was

given power to consider such cases where no agreement existed.Its

competence was extended beyond the field of justiciable disputes to

include certain non-justiciable disputes where interests were at stake,

e.g., the employer's obligation to respect the right granted under

that act to employees to combine for purposes of negotiating with him.

Such disputes now become justiciable under the act of 1936» which makes

the right of association statutory.

The fact that prior to 1936 the Labour Court could only adjudge

on cases of right of association where a collective agreement existed

gives a hint as to the reason for legislation fen the subject in 193&.
It was found that there were groups of employees who had no collective

agreements ana had therefore no remedy in the Labour Court. Logically,

it would have seemed better to regulate the right of association and

of negotiation in law BBFORJS setting up a labour court on the basis of

the collective agreements act of 1928. But the fact that logic did not

prevail serves to emphasise two points that are basic to the discussion

of this chapter: a) the right of association and of negotiation was

recognised in fact for manual workers, ana there was no need to codify

it in law, and b) there was as yet no strong organisation of salaried

employees (BACO was not formed till 1931) for whom legal guarantee

of these rights was to become a goal and, when finally attained in

1936, a boon.
The conciliation act of 1920 lad also recognised the right of

negotiation in practice, but although it was not specifically restricted

to cases where the conditions of employment were regulated by

collective agreement, reliance me still being placed implicitly on

the willingness of employers to negotiate with their employees. For
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cwo major groups this 'was not in fact the case, and from the 1920s it
is possible to distinguish two strands leading towards the granting of
rights of negotiation to the two groups. The first group was formed by
salaried workers in private employment, who had little right of assoc¬

iation and of negotiation in practice - they were still regarded as the
boss's men. The second comprised state and municipal employees, some of
whom were in a peculiar position, arising out of the fact that constitu¬

tionally they -were employed on terms that brooked no grant of negot¬
iation rights, and which involved them in penax code sanctions if they
were guilty of neglect of duty. This latter group, enjoying, -

or suffering - "responsibility of office" form a peculiar anomaly, ,/e
shall deal first wi th the events leading up to the act of 1936, which
exc luded those with "responsibility of office" from its protection, and
then give some attention to their problem of association and negotiation
rights in Chapter X. liven within the first group, however, there is
a certain confusion of public servants, for although a particular
civil servant or local authority official is not necessarily burdened
by "responsibility of office" it hag at various times been felt that
he might very well he banned from the right of association because of the

fact that he was engaged cn socially necessary functions.
>/hen the representative council of 10 was discussing in December,

1926 questions put to it by the nine man ..ahour peace delegation, one
of whose subject® for enquiry was the right of association and negotiation,
it had no real objection in principle to legal protection being given
to the right of association and of negotiation, but considered the

question was rather an unimportant one, since the system of labour market

organisations bad made progress without the support of law. The

recognition in law of the right of association wag feared by some

members to be the thin edge of the wedge, however.
One problem that remained was that of the right of negotiation of
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of salaried groups of employees in private eerviee, such as bank and

office personnel. Their right of association was by no means always

recognised, in practice. In 1931 in fact a motion (Ho. 169) wag

submitted, in Parliaments that called for legislation on personal service

agreements, but this was rejected for a very interesting reason.

There had been applications from a) BACO (the central organisation for

salaried employees in the private sector^ established on IJay, j.931 )
and b) the liberal association of Stockholm, both asking for an inves¬

tigation into the question of the right of association. The second

legal committee accordingly asked that motion 189 should be rejected,

since it appeared likely that the whole question of the legal

regulation of labour agreements would be taken up by the government

on a broad front. It seemed unwise to have a limited investigation

such as BACO had in mind, and so a committee was appointed wit'in the

department of social affairs in June, 1931 (the committee on private

service employees), to make an enquiry into ana to submit proposals

on the legal regulation of the labour agreements of employees in private

service. In his directive to the committee the head of the department

said it was important to have express provisions that would help in

judging .<hat the legal relations were between the parties to an agreement.

At present this was difficult. It there was no legal framework in the

light of which agreements could be judged it was difficult to form

opinions about the rights and obligations of the parties. He considered

that the legislation could in the main be permissive, although

compulsory provisions might perhaps be necessary in certain respects

in order to provide effective protection for the weaker side, which

was usually the employees1 side. In the meantime only agreements for

"office-hoxders" in private employment should be regulated, and HOT

those in which the state or a local authority was the employer. Her

was it intended that manual workers should be discussed, but since it
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aight not ha easy in practice to limit the enquiry full freed ok wag

given to the committee on this point. The matters that should he

regulated were; entering into and discontinuing agreements, the right

to draw salary during illness and the right to holidays, /hether the

right of association ought to he regulated hy law wag a matter for

debate, hut this ought not to prevent the matter being full discussed

during the investigation. The main emphasis was thus clearly placed

on certain problems peculiar to the status of senior employees in

private employment. Only as an afterthought was it added that it might

be difficult to draw the boundary between such employees and manual

workers, and that the right of association might also prove to be a

problem for discussion. However, what is important was that stx'ess

■was being laid on the question of defining what the position of the

white collar worker was in relation to his contract of employment.

The right of association and negotiation was in fact, and proved

to be, fundamental to the whole problem, for it was because these

rights were ac-t recognised de facto that the question had arisen of

trying, by compulsory or permissive legislative provisions, to

guarantee salaried employees certain material benefits. If these rights

had been conceded it is probable that the parties would have been able

to solve problems relating to the contents of employment agreements

by forming associations and negotiating with employers, Ag things turned

out, the comaittee could not escape this point.

It found out when it conducted a survey into the matter that the

right of association and (more especially) of negotiation was not wide¬

spread among salaried employees. On the evidence that the data col iected

fey tbl |oeiai EHOftrd rer the year 1932 provided the committee found
1.)that "on the whole* the right of association, to affiliate to an

1-) sou 1935; 59, P. 101
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organisation with the task of looking after the interests of the members

in employment questions, was in practice recognised between the parties

on the labour market, The enquiry suggested that the right of negotiation.

on the other hand, varied for different parts of the labour market

and between different types of organisation. For manual workers in

industry, handicrafts, and transport, the right of negotiation had long

been recognised. In agriculture, forestry, and roadwork it was not in

many cases contested, but opposition from the side of employers,

mostly against the introduction of the collective agreement system, was

not^frequent.
Ag for non-manual workers, the committee found that only to a email

extent- and in epecia,. spheres had the right of association been recognised

in practice, mainly because the organisations here were new, and had to

some extent different aims from the workers' organisations (This

situation, said the social minister, Mbller, was good enough ground

for legislation and, if the right of negotiation mz conceded, the

right of association had to be given as well, ) The workers'

organisations were fighting bodies, prepared to make use of direct

action, while salaried employees had ag a rule been reluctant to make

use of such methods, ./here they had not attained the position of

agreement - concluding partners their activity had usually bean

directed to Mrde working out a normal contract of employment for the

benefit of their members, to helping members with information about the

wages situation, and current practice on other conditions of employment,

to giving legal help, and. to taking up individual cases of unreasonable

conditions of employment and of unjustified dismissals, in sther eases

tariffs had been drawn up for members when they took up employment.

But even for such organisations of salaried employees the idea of the

right of negotiation had made progress. 1$ collective wages agreements
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had not bean achieved the organisations had in certain cages been

re cognised ae the party entitle® to negotiate with the employer

organisations on questions relating to the working conditions of the

members.

On 33/1/1935 SvTF and the Foremen's Federation had arrived at an

agreement which was in fact a negotiation system. a,ach side undertook

as far as possible to try to prevent disputes from arising, but if a

dispute did arise no collective measures were to be taken. Provisions

were made lor the foreman to have discussions with management before

changes were made in employment and working conditions. A procedure

for settling disputes was set- out by a three-tier negotiation syete ,

at local and central levels, and finally in a consultative council.

The decisions of this last body were to be binding (since collective

action was not to be alj.ov?ed) in cases where the dispute was not over

an economic benefit. In these last cases decisions were binding only

if the natter had been referred to the council for decision by the person

concerned.

The committee appointed in 1931 submitted a first report on and

proposals for legislation on labour agreements for employees in private
1}

service in larch, 1935• It® proposals covered every agreement by

which one party undertook to work in the service of another for remun¬

eration. axcept'icne (most of which had in any case been excluded from

the directive in 1931 I) were made for cases where the employee was

employed by parliament or an authority belonging to the state

administrative system or coming under parliament, or by a local author¬

ity by reason of a special appointment, and for service abroad in

ships (regulated by an act of 1922,)
The committee pointed out that there was a remarkable vacuum

in the Swedish legal system with respect to employment contracts.

1) sou 1935: 18.
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Repeated attempts ("but none since 1910 and 19H) had teen made to

remedy the omission, tut without result, perhaps because of the

difficulty of finding a just baiance pleasing to both sideE in question

that were at the same time t: a object of interest disputes between

groups of employers and workers acting in concert. The legislation the

committee proposed m.B in principle permissive i.e., the conditions of

employment AGREil* upon were to have priority. Some compulsory

provisions were suggested on certain fundamental matters like holidays

{although even this was not t© apply where the content of employment

agreements was regulated by the act of 1928. ^ Concentrating mainly

on the individual employment agreement, the committee <3 ietlnfeuished

three groups of employees - foremen and other qualified employees,

most other employees, and manual workers - and proposed regulation

of certain formal questions, e.g. entering into and terminating agree¬

ments* ana also on provisions of material content such as sick pay,

holidays (for which specific provisions were suggested for the different

groups of employees). Certain material questions were excluded, such

ag hours of work, overtime pay, and pensions. The right of association

and negotiation, which the committee vias also considering, vAs omitted

from this first report. An these excluded factors -were so unique

and specialised that it considered they should be looked into separately.

The committee later went on to consider (see below for its report)

the right, of association and negotiation, but did net have time to dis¬

cuss the other topics. The problemeof pensions was removed f^om its

terms of reference in May, 1935.
ID submitted its views on this first report on 9th October, 1935,

It ebjectatL to this method of Bevering certain questione from the

1) It was accordingly very confusing for the committee to speak
01 compulsory provisions that could be overriden bv collective
agreement provisions
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complexities of all the problems of the individual work relationship.

Further, the Nothin committee was considering the relation between

legislation and such a general regulation. In view of this and its

other criticisms 10 objected to the proposed legislation on individual

employment agreements. The committee had thought legislation on

labour contracts was necessary in order to protect workers not so

organised as to be able to look after their own interests. But it had

not found it easy to draw a boundary, and rejected tie nature of the

work and the size of the wage paid as criteria (this is reminiscent

of the Trade Board problem). ID agreed this »vae MPt a difficulty,

but if the criteria used were the degree of organisation then in fact

most of the organised manual ^workers would not be affected by the

proposed law. ^ LO did agree with the committee's view that the

law should be permissive i.e. that it should oniy be obeyed if nothing

else followed from agreements or custom. Even where provisions were

compulsory, the provisions of collective agreements would still apply.

Otherwise, though the committee, there would be intolerable

infringement of the freedom of contract. 10 (and SBF jagreed. The

regulation of labour conditions by collective agreement had advantages

over legal regulation, particularly as regards flexibility of

adjustment to current develot*nents (i.e. PRACTICAL advantages) and of

differentiation according to local and other special conditions.

Certain of the compulsory provisions would possible give the

workers better conditions than they had in collective agreements. This

would lead to dualism, £0 thought. Conditions not regulated in

collective agreements would come under the law, unless they were

l) At 31/12/1934 560, 812 of LO's members were covered directly by
collective agreements. The remainder constituted 14.2/ of its member*
ship, but they were not necessarily uninfluenced by collective
agreements, since the abour Court had adjudged (j udgement ITo.
95i 1932) that collective agreements applied to unorganised workers
as well unless specific provisions to the contrary were raade in the
collective agreement.
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regulated in labour contracts or by custom, /hen the c elective

agreement did not apply the proposed law would ap^ly, at least in its

compulsory provisions (sic.)

LO feared too that the minimum conditions would become maxima.

In regulating the right to be given notice, holidays, and sick pay

they should not go any further than legislating for the worker's

RIGHT to those benefits, without fixing any minima for categories,

though there should be a legal maximum for all workers. (According

to the report, workers of the first and second groups were to get

better holidays),

A^l this dualism between compulsory provisions that could be

modified (sic) and provisions that were not to apply if collective

agreements provided otherwise was rather an unholy mass. The

committee was not empowered to work out proposals for the legal

procedure to be followed in examining disputes about individual

employment agreements (which the Labour Court dees not normally

deal with). There might be a mix up, for if an individual*e employ¬

ment agreement is governed by a collective agreement interpretation

disputes can ultimately go to the Labour Court,

SAP wag opposed to all forms of state intervention for

settling provisions for minimum wages.!, although it agreed there was

a need to supplement civil legislation by legal regulation of the

relations between employer and ^worker. There should therefore be

civil legislation on the individual employment agreement, but

omitting every provision about the size of benefits to be paid.

The principles applied should be general, and not applicable simply

to eertain groups of workmen. SAP also objected to the specific

(and compulsory) provisions on holidays and sick pay), and did not
1)think the committee's proposals could be approved in their existing forri

1} Industria, 1935, pp. 527-543.



The Social Board did not recommend their passage into law either,

and disapproved of the division of employees into three graces. It

thought a law should include minimum provisions about the content of

employment agreements» (although it agreed that in practice this was

a very tricky matter), as well as a fonsrai framework for such things-as

giving of notice. LACO maintained that legislation on employment

agreements, whether comprehensive or referring only to details of

employment, should be so constructed as to give the majority of

employees real benefits, while at the same time no group of employees

should suffer, directly or indirectly, by the new legislation.

Legislation should therefore take account of the fact that salaried

employees had in general better benefits than workers, *"J
The root of the matter was that the committee had hold of the

wrong end of the stick. Both Lo and SAF opposed state intervention

in matters re >ating to the content of agreements, and anomalies were

bound to arise if a committee attempted to make material provisions

for all groups of employees, particularly since manual workers already

had a detailed system of collective agreements. The remedy wag not to

legislate on individual employment agreements, but to guarantee to

employers who had so far been unable to negotiate collectively the

right in law to do so. Collective norms were the solution, and these

would follow if the right of association and negotiation was once

recognised, LO recognised this, for its main objection was that it

was wrong to create rules for drawing boundaries on the basis of

existing practice, before the workers had had their right of association

and negotiation protected by law, since this would give them some

influence on the determination of the conditions of work. In fact,

perhaps the real reason why there was a vacuum in the coverage of

collective agreements, LO argued, was because their right of association

i) Vad &r EACO ? ( 1939), P. 29
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and negotiation had not been recognised. In short, -O felt the

committee ivae tackling the problem from the wrong end. It should

have tackled the right of association and negotiation first,

Mo proposition was ever presented on the basis of this first

report of the committee. The government was asked to do something

about it again in 1936. but nothing has ever come of it, just because

the right of association and negotiationewhich was guaranteed by law

in the earn® year had led to the development of collective amp oyraent

norms for salaried employees.

The position of state and local authority salaried employees

also presented some problems and, a. though this committee of

enquiry did not take up any matters relating to their activity, the

proposition that was ultimately submitted to parliament in 193& on

the right of association and negotiation did in fact extend the

competence of the proposed act to include employees of the state and

of locai authorities who did not occupy positions as responsible

officials. The difficulty in dealing with the state and local authority

sector was of course that of how far any stoppages of work at ail

could be tolerated. The background is worth looking at.

Before 193& no very clear distinction was made in the discussion

of socially necessary functions as to who and what should be excluded

from the right to resort to direct action, apart from the peculiar

position of these responsible officials who were debarred by criminal

law provisions from having the right to strike, 1 any of tho demands

for legislation on socially vital functions that were put forward

in the 1920s and 1930s took a pretty wide view of what did

constitute socially necessary activity, and who should accordingly

be debarred from striking.

It had been stated in parliament in 1920 when the new

conciliation act wae discussed that the law did not apply to state



employees who had the statue of responsible officials, and for

whose jobs special provisions were made in instructions. But the

department chief considered that, in agreement with the practice that

had already developed, whereby the large numbers of personnel in the

stats business unoartakingd who hao no status ae responsible employees

had constituted a category where the old conciliation act had been

considered applicable, and conciliation had taken place, there me

no/ reason why, even though the law should net bo immediately
applicable to salaried employees, the conciliator, on the request of

the board of a state enterprise should not, in disputes with workers,

deal with questions as to conditions of work for personnel who were

legally responsible officials.

negotiation procedure for state undertakings had already bean

discussed in 1911 and later. In 1920 the social Board issued a report

with proposals for a law on negotiations between the state and its

servants. It did not recommend any special negotiation procedure

between the state ag an employer and its employees, in so far as

employees were net definitely in the position of responsible

officials, for it thought that conditions of work differed little from

those in private employment; the nature of the work and terms of

payment were in fairly close agreement, there was continual transfer

of personnel between state and private service, and workers in state

employ were in the main menbers of the same organisations as those

in the private sector. So the Board found no reason to aek for

special regulation of the working conditions of state employees, nor

for any special negotiation provisions. This view was thus in line

with the procedure actually ad opted in 193^» although the fact

that such procedure, and in particular the registration procedure,

proved necessary suggests that the Board was somewhat sanguine in

1920 about the possibilities open to ail civil servants to negotiate

with their employers.
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In 1924- one parliamentary motion suggested that a "board of

opinion should be set up to consider disputes that were socially

dangerous, and in 1926 motions asked for compulsory arbitration in

employment agreements for branches of the economy that were of

particular importance to society, and for the prohibition of

vieppages of work in disputes to which the state or local authorities

were party.

tfhen in July, 1927* the proposals for a collective agreements laws

had been sent out for the view of interested bodies, the chief of

the Social Department considered that the other question that demanded

attention was that of promoting labour peace in state and local

authority undertakings. Various methods were possible, but he thought

that the best way would be to try to obtain for these spheres

collective agreements that would regulate in a uniform way the

relations between th© parties and create forms for the settlement of

disputes that arose. He did not think he could give any views as to

the content of such collective agreements. But the problem of settling

disputes that arose during the period of validity required attention,

and he thought it should be provided, that negotiations should take

place between the parties and that, where no settlement could be reached

the dispute should be referred to a suitably constituted board of

arbitration. In this connection it should be provided that no work

stoppages or other direct action should occur during the period of

validity of an agreement. It was also desirable that agreement should

be reached as to the procedure to be adopted if no new collective

agreement could be arrived at when the old one expired,

A genera 1 f amework such ag this would he thought secure labour

peace to a high degree in a state and local authority activity.

There might be difficulties for local authorities, but he proposed

that an investigation should be made as to whether collective
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agreements such as he sketched cculd be drawn tip. If so, uniform norms

should bgdrawn up for the content of such agreements. Account

should also be taken of the variety of circumstances in the various

local authori tiescompared with the state.

All this led to the appointment within the department of three

labour peace iiXEBRTS, the primary task of whom was to try to get such

collective agreements concluded with the worker in the different

enterprises, state and local authority, that the relatione of the

parties were regulated in a uniform way and forms were devised for

the settrement of disputes that arose. This committee of experts

reported at the very end of 1932 that agreements in the state and

local authority spheres ted been developed in the direction the

chief had suggested * and that a continuation aiong the lines they

had in mind would not likely lead to any further positive results.

The committee therefore asked to be relieved of its task, and was.

In 1928 a motion suggested representation for employees at

discussions of wages and employment in hospitals(on which a law had

just been passedbut this was rejected in view of the expert

enquiry being made. In 1931 Sigfrid Hanstdn proposed an addition to§ 3

of the conciliation act- - that, in addition to the conciliator calling

negotiations when conflicts of significance seemed to be "blowing up,

there should also be a right for an employer or an organisation

covering at least half the workers to call for mediation. There would

true be an advantage in getting the parties together at an early stage,

which the law as it then stood did not a Hoy# very easily. llACO support
©d i aasEon's proposal and, although the second law committee rejected
the motion, both Houses approved the reservation to the committee

view instead, and §3 of the law was amended.

In the 1934 parliament^ proposition 66 proposed a change in the
la» of 1928 on hoe3itale run by local authorltiee or coun«,»
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that the obstacles in the way of arriving at collective agreements

for hospital personnel might- be removed. The die par teen tal chief

eaj.d that, although such personnel could not resort to direct action,

he thought it was in the general interests that they should be

allowed to present their point of view in negotiations. The second

legal committee did not, however, wish to have the law changed

to allow hospital personnel to enter into collective agreements,

and proposition 66 was rejected.

Finally in 1934 parliament did approve of the idea of an

enquiry into the problem of negotiation rights for state employees,

and experts were appointed in May, 1935» consider whether and to

what extent a negotiation procedure could be set up for them. The
2 \

committee reported in October, 1936 . In the meantime, the act of

1936 guaranteeing the right of negotiation and cf association had

excluded such employees in the service of the state or local

authorities who had responsibility of office. So the special

procedure for negotiation rights devised for civil servants in 1937

and for local authority employees in 1940 is based on this distinction,

which will be discussed in full in the next chapter.

The first report of the committee on private employment agreements

was followed in IT ovember, 1935» *y a second report in which it

proposed legislation on the right of association and negotiation.

It limited its proposals to PRIVATE service, as directed, but it

exceeded the directive in that it did not restrict its proposals to

1) Statement Mo. 13 ♦ 1934
2) SOU 1936:41

ee did not have time to work out proposals on houre
of work and overtime, and had been relieved of lte taek of diecnflelnp;
pensions in ^ay, 19353
5) In any case the government had appointed experts in May, 1935
to look into the question of negotiation procedure for state
employees. This is to be discussed in the next chapter.
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"office holders", i.e. senior employees, only, hut covered ALL

employees in private employment, and also employers. Groups of

producers, e.g. in agriculture, were however excluded.

The proposals were based mainly on those dealing with the

subject that had been made in attempts to control certain economic

direct action, where the position of labour market organisations had

beenji central topic. The legislation the committee proposed was to
be of a permissive nature as regards the right of agsociation. in

that the provisions were not to apply if these matters were already

regulated in the collective agreements. Sttiven, the X) lawyer, who

was a member of the committee, objected to this. He thought the law

on the right of HAGOTIaTION could be permissive, but in relation to

the right of ageociaticn he argued that there was no guarantee in

collective agreements against the abuse of this permissive right. It

was just those groups of workers for whom legislation on the right of

association was of practical value who could be got at, because they

were in a position of dependence on the employer. Provisions could

be written into collective agreements that restricted their right of
\ O \

association. Miller agreed with this view.*"'' The right of

association was not he said to be made permissive, ae to the right

of negotis.ticn he said that it was correct to state the principle

of the right and obligation to negotiate, but the parties should be

free to agree in collective agreements as to the negotiations

procedure. LQ had been very worried about the possible restriction

through collective agreements of the right of association. It wag not

so concerned about restriction on the right to negotiate, since it

1) 10 feared that foremen might be denied the right of association,
T: e outcome is discussed below.

2) His view on presenting proposition 240, 1936.



aeaumed priority would be given in lay/ to neg tiate procedures a-ready

built up and established in collective agreements.

The committee considered that compulsion to organise, the

H8GATIVX aspect of the right of association, should also be forbidden.

This raised an issue that had already caused trouble in p^li&ment in

1935. Then the government proposition on economic eonf ict measures

had not taken up the negative side of the right of association, but

the second regal committee had proposed that protection should be

given against such compulsion to organise. An individual ought to be

free to stand outside organisations, and not merely labour market

organisations at that, for the lav/ committee proposed that protection

against compulsion t organise should apply to other spheres of

economic life besides employers and rorkers. The ho thin committee

thought the same. It suggested that direct action must not be resorted

to against a third party for the purpose of forcing a party to join

an organisation or prevent him from leaving it.

./hen this 1935 committee thus raised the problem again, Sttlven

opposed their suggested solution.£te argued that organisation clauses

in collective agreements couid hardly be called an infringement c£

the right of association in the real meaning. Another reason he put

forward me that the 1935 proposition to parliament on economic conflict

measures had also limited protection of the right of association to

the POSITIVE side, because (as mentioned above) the complex question

of compulsion to organise had not been taken up by the 13 men ^ for
a genera 1 solution in all its forms. MSller had said too in 1935
that he could not recommend a partial solution to this question. In

his comments to the 19j6 jaroposition he said that, frha question—'af

compulsion to organise was an internal matter for workers and for

l) A committee of 193^" which dealt with problems of direct action
in relation to third parties. See chapter XIV.
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employers, not BSTrfEiSN workers ana ern.loyers, and it hardxy fee longed to

this field of legislation on the right of association and negotiation

between employers and workers. The question of compulsion to organise

should not, therefore be taken up in the proposition. The second law

committee approved this part of the proposition, arguing that if legis¬

lation giving protection against compulsion to organise was not made

complete and comprehensive it could ap-ear to certain groups in society

to be directed against them. ikewise, it said, the I?othii^ormaittee

was dealing with these matters, and the law committee hoped that by
A

1939 enquiries would be completed into compulsion to organise in all

its forms. In fact the Ho thin committee considered in its report that

a regulation of the question whether and to what extent compulsion to

organise should be allowed or not ought to refer not merely to

employers and workers but also to parties in other spheres of economic

life.

Both 10 and SAP had objections to the special negotiations

procedure based on registration (discussed below). Sblven .*is not

opposed to a special negotiation institute, but objected to the condi¬

tions, registration, and the data required about numbers of members.

10 considered that the negotiation procedure based on registration with

the Social Board, and its peace obligation to ensure the continuation

of negotiations under an independent chairman, was a bureauc atisation

of the negotiation procedure. The SAP point of view was given in

a reservation to the committee report by Gustav Sbderlund , the managing

director of SAF (SAP endorsed his views). Sttderlund could not agree with

the majority proposal for a law that introduced comouleion to

negotiate. He thought it was shortsighted to abandon part of the right

of ee lf-deci si on which the association had. In any case the need

for such compulsion was now less. As to the right of aesocia ti on. he

said it could not be denied, that it had sometimes been abused, but
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he considered that it was better to endure slight injustice than to

allow legislation. This reluctance on the part of SAT to concede these

rights to salaried employees agrees »vi th its views at the time as

expressed in its bye laws. BACO complained that the committee had

not proposed an arbitration institute tc which special groups of workers

whose right of negotiation was not yet sufficiently developed could

refer. But since it thought something might be gained from the proposed

provisions, it approved them.
~i \

10 also favoured legislation in principle, A'and considered that

it was a defect of Swedish legislation that these rights had not been

expressly recognised. The proposed legislation should be framed in such

a way that it retained the right of association and negotiation already

recognised in agreements but also gave unrestricted legal protection

where this had not been given de facto. This in effect must mean, said 1

10, that protection was limited to groups of workers outside the group

of manual workers. In other words, it would help salaried employees.

As a result of the committee proposals being sent out to interested

bodies for their views, the proposition (Mo. 240) on the right of

association and negotiation presented to parliament in 1936 had some

changes to show. The minister of social affairs, i,Oiler, shared the view

of the Social Board that the proposed law was particularly justified

as a protecting law for salaried employees whose organisations had not

as yet won recognition to any extent as negotiating partners on the labour

market. So he thought the right of association should be regulated

only in so far as was neeossary to secure the rip,'nt of na. otic tl0n.

Hence the concept of the right of association is limited, in that it

can by agreement be modified by organisation (closed shop) clauses.

The proposition extended the law on the right of association to cover

1) Statement on 7th January, 1936, See LO Report for 1936 .



employees and workers in the employment of the state and of local

authorities as well, hut excluding those with "atrnbetsirianna ansvar" i.e.,

responsible officials. The coromi ttee had included, registration with

the Sociax Board as one of its ideas, tut the social minister

(apparently going along with the objections raised by 10 and sAi)

propoeed to exclude it. But the second law committee reintroduced it,

arguing that t e special procedure with independent chairi.An and the

peace obligation seemed to be of some help in promoting the aim of

trying as far as possible to avoid labour conflicts and to promote

agreements. But the second law committee was not too happy about the

legislation on the rijat of association. It thought it should be more

general, and proposed an enquiry. ./hen the proposition with its

proposed amendments came before the chambers the two houses arrived at

different decisions, the first chamber making some reservations.

Compromise proposals were eventually approved by both chambers.

Since in practice the right of association, had been recognised for

manua- workers for some thirty years, the act of 193^ oiff the subject

of the right to associate and negotiate was thus of t e greatest signi¬

ficance for salaried employees. Indeed the whole trend of the discussion

since the 1920s had been to try to clarify the position of the salaried

employee in relation to the legal status of his condi tion$of employment,

and his right to combine with other salaried employees for the purpose

of negotiating collectively on them. As a result of the debate we hive

jjist analysed the act regulates the posi tive right of association,

but the right HOT to belong to an association, the right to remain

unorganised, is not covered by the act. The act goes beyond the private

lector of the economy and covers, certain civil servants ano local

authority employees as well.

To whom does the act apply ? § 1 provides that the act applies
to relations between employer and employees, with the exception of
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employees In the service of the state or local authorities who occupy

positions that involve "official responsibility" (febo tsmarniaanevay), and
1 )

whose position is regulated in criminal law, ' Ag employees within

the meaning of the act are included persons who, while not actually

employed, carry put work for someone else and occupy in relation to that

other person a position of dependence of essentially the same kind

as that of an employee to an employer. Likewise, the person for whom

such -work is carried out is looked on as an employer.

By an association of employees the act understands associations

of which the tasks are, according to their bye laws - no special

provisions are made about what the bye laws must contain - to look after

the interests of the employees in matters relating to conditions of

employment and other relations to the employe!'. An association of

employers is a similar body on their side. The provisions of the act also

apply to federations of such associations.

The right of association is taken to cover the right for employers

and workers to be long to associations thus defined, to enjoy membership
in such an association, and to work on behalf of the association or for

the formation of an association. This positive right of association is

to be inviolate. It will be seen that the right of association is thus

a functional one, applying when persons organise or try to organise.

when is the right of association violated ? Violation takes place

if measures are taken from the side either of employers or employees

a ainst anyone on the other side for the purpose of persuading him

not to join or to leave an association, or not to make use of his

membership in the association, or not to work for the association or for

the formation of an association, and also if from the one side measures

1) See Chapter X.
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tha t injure a party on the other side are taken because this other arty

is a member of an association, makes use of this membership, or is

active on behalf of or for the formation of such an association. {The

sanction is damages, discussed more fully below). It should be noted

that this formulation only gives protection to those BMP OTi£D against

action by their employers. For example, an employer who refused to

employ a worker because he is organised in a certain federation or union

is not guilty of violating the right of association. Thus an

employer is not prevented from systematicaliy avoiding the employment of

members of a certain association, for an organisation has no ISDSEEHDEJIT

right of association. The right arises through having members en ployed.

Here there has however been a change since 1940, when it was provided

that violation of the right of association can occur through a measure

being adopted for the purpose of fulfilling the provisions of a

collective or other agreement. If the right of association is, for

example, violated through the giving of noticesof termination of an agree¬

ment or through provisions in a collective or other agreement this

procedure or provision is invalid. This clause is designed to cover

"organisation clauses". The right of association takes recedence

over closed shop clauses if for example an employer dismisses a member

of one organisation because he has a. closed shop agreement with another.

But an unorganised worker has no protection here, since the right of

association is functional and dependent on associating.

Gneexception to the compulsion the act sets out is that provisions

may be made in individual or collective agreements that foremen Kjav no^.

1) See. Schmidt, Kollekti varteter&tt, p. 129. '"hat this must be the
case follows, in the case of SAF partners, from the fact that by their
§23 (now §35/ employers are free to discriminate between organised and
unorganised -workers in choosing their labour force.

2) A foreman is defined as a person who is employed as the employer's
representative to lead, allot and control wo„k that is carried out by
persons subordinate to him and in which he himself does not particinate
except on rare occasions.
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be members of associations that are designed to look after the intes sts

of people employed under them in relation to the employer. This was

merely a codification of the practice on which gA]? had for instance

insisted since 1907* N0i' <^oos the law apply to measures based on

such provisions. If an employer includes an organisation clause

in a collective agreement it means that if a foreman IS a member of

the workers' union he can be dismissed without the act being violated

i,e,, tie organisation clause covers the right of employment, not the

right of association.

There had been some difference of view on this problem during

the discussion on the act. LO, as previously mentioned, was afraid

that foremen might be denied the right of association if the law were

mace permissive, for then an employer could introduce (or continue to

insist cn ) a clause limiting the right of association of foremen.

Sblvin thought an exception could best be given via collective

agreement provisions, but in fact the exception was written into the

act that employers could insist that foremen should not belong to

workers' unions, foremen can of course, and do, organise in their own

unions, ag wag pointed out in Chapter IV.

The rip,- t of negotiation. In some ways the right of association is

more fundamental ag a principle of individual freedom that) is the

right of negotiation, but, as Holler recognised in presenting the clmft

legislation, the latter is certainly the object that most people in
■jtfr

labour market organisations have in mind when they do ciaraour for the

right of association. Chapter 11 of the 193^ ac"t channels negotiations

through organisations, on the sice of the employees. It provides that

the right of negotiation can be exercised by an employer or an association

l) In his memorandum of 16/12/1910 on SAP's principles for collective
agreements, von Sydow he-d that work foremen should not have to be
members of the nfinuax workersi* unions, and that the employer's demand*that foremen should not belong to such unions was not to be considered
a violation of the right of aseociaUon. This id*** M* exoresidin&Q
of proposition 96 ,1910 , whic h was not,however ,ac ceptea oy par 1lament.
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of employers o£ which the individual employer is a member, and by

ASSOCIATIONS01' fMPLOY&BS. These various persons or bodies have the right

to call for negotiations on the regulation of conditions of employment

and of other relations between employer and employee. Thus on the

workers' side the right of negotiation is always exercised by an assoc¬

iation. This right involves the other side in an obligation (the

sanction being civil damages) to enter into negotiations either in

person or through representatives at a meeting and, when this is necessary,

to present proposals for the solution of the question on the subject

of which negotiations have been called. (See the conciliation act, Oh.VI).

The party wishing to call negotiations ini orbis the other side, and, if

the other side so asks, the representations must be made in writing,

Betting out the question or questions on whcih negotiations are

desired. Meetings for negotiations are to be held as soon as possib.e ,

anc the parties are enjoined to agree on a time and place for the

meeting without delay. ^ If the other side wi she 8,minutes are to be

kept of the negotiations and signed by both parties. There is of course

no oblife.iion to conclude an agreement, which would imply soiae measure

of compulsory arbitration ae an ultimate solution. The provisions for

this negotiation procedure need not be followed if the parties agree to

some other arrangement in a collective agreement. This is the on^y

matter on which the parties can AGRKE to depart from the provisions of

the act.

For manual workers' organisations the negotiation procedure to

be followed is in fact usually set out in collective agreements, and

Chapter 11 of the Basic Agreement of 193& also makes detailed provisions

Tor negotiation procedure, but the act of 193& provides in Chapter III

certain facilities for the exercise of the right of negotiation where no

1) No employer may refuse an employee reasonable time off for the
purpose oi nis participating in negotiations on a question for which
he has been appointed to represent his association.
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settled procedure as yet existed, i.e., mairuy for salaried employees'

organisations. The chapter provides for an independent chairman,

mutual obligations to keep the peace, legal compulsion against anyone

who refuses to enter into negotiations, and the possibility of making

public the results of the negotiations in order to exercise moral

pressure. He now consider this chapter.

If one of the parties refused to enter into negotiations with the

other side that other side has no means j tee If of demanding that the

legal obligation to negotiate is fulfilled. But two possibilities are

open to it. 1) It may ask for the assistance of the state conciliator

(See the conciliation act, 3) in the negotiations. If such a

request is made by employers or by workers' crganisatione covering at

least half of the employees affected, by the dispute, the conciliator

is obliged to put his service at the disposal 01 the party. It follows

thereafter from the conciliation act that the conciliator is entitled,

when one of the parties asks, to ask the Labour Court to instruct the

recalcitrant party to enter into negotiations or run the risk of paying

a fine. 2) The party seeking to negotiate can ask the Social Bo aid

to appoint an independent chairman. Hot EVERY party entitled to

negotiate is entitled to ask for an independent chairman, but only

these to whom this third chapter applies, namely such CSUTRAL organisa¬

tions of employees as have registered with the Social Board in order

to qualify for the provisions of the chapter.

The formalities of registration are that the board of the organisation

applies for registration to the Social Board and declares that it is

prepared to smbjset iteelf to the peace- -obligation (discussed below).

The application must inciude a copy of the bye laws of the organisation,

information as to the persons in the board or who otherwise represent it,

and proof in the form of extracts from minutes that bye la we have been

1) The conciliation system is discussed in Chapter XI.
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adoptee! and a beard appointed. Changes in byel&ws and in ths board must

be reported at once to the Social Board. One year's notice of with¬

drawal of registration is necessary. The social board keeps a

register covering all this information, plus decisions arrived at.

If an organisation has registered in this way it means that it and

its affiliated units are 0BHG3SC, as long as the registration is in force,

to submit all disputes i.e., both justiciable and non-justiciable, that

arise between it and employers to negotiations before an independent

chairman BiuB'GeUii direct action is resorted to for resolving the dispute.

In sum, if registration takes place, there is an obligation to keep

the peace until the dispute has passed through these stages prescribed

by the act. further, if this registration is made from the workers'

side (and the act makes no provision for it toeing made from any

other) the obligation thus incurred is automatics. 31 y extended to the

employer of the employees covered in the registration, provided they have

been informed of it. Thus these employers also become obliged to keep

the peace, but they are also entitled to ask for negotiations with an

ind pendent chairman, ./hen agreement cannot be reached on a matter of

negotiation in accordance with chapter II of the act, an independent

chairman is appointed by the Social Board. If the board thinks the

question for which the appointment of an independent chairman is

necessary is very important or complex it can instead appoint a commission

of three persons. The independent chairman is, like the state concili¬

ators, entitled to call upon the a bo ur Court to impose a fine on a

1)
party that defaults. For the parties are obllged to attend for

negotiations when the independent chairman summons them. He can ask the

parties to present proposals (with reasons) for solving the problems* and

1) But 6£ Criminal law, chapter 11, for substitution of fines by
other measures.
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they are also enjoined to give him the taateriai he way need, such as

statistics and accounts, and also allow him access to workplaces

The Social Board may aiso appoint an independent chairman on ths

request of unorganised employers ( 10), hut can also refuse to do so

if l) the applicant has not fulfilled his duty under chapter IT. of the

act to endeavour to settle disputes by negotiation, 2) the applicant is

an association of workers and does not cover at least half of the

workers affected by the issue, 3) the applicant is an association that

is not open to all in the group(s) whose interests the associations aims

to look after, or if 4) the association is one of 4riK workers and d# e

not have at least 300 members.

There is no right of appeal against a refusal on any of these

four grounds. The aim here is cieariy to include the unorganised

employer, but to diesuaoe small groups of employees - who have proved

a nuisance in the state sector - from splitting the system of

organisations into small units.

If the issue cannot be solved before the non-party chairman he

can recommend the parties to appoint arbitrators to settle the matter

DBf'IIJITiiiLY, in that the parties would undertake to follow their decision.

If the parties do not take the hint to go to arbitration the indepeid ent

chairman is obliged, on the request of either party, to ask the Social

Board to appoint a board of arbi trati on to make ffiOBOSA for sowing

the dispute that is the subject of the negotiations. If either side

refuseS to accent their proposals the board is entitled to decide, on the

1 )Schmiu t, op. cit. , p. 1^0, points out that questions cannot be
referred to the board of arbitration which are of such a nature ae to
come under a court of law (§13, clause 2). The board can-ot therefore
dea.L with a dispute in which a party bases its demands on a legal right,
e.g., a dispute in which one party argues that the other party has acted
in breach of an agreement or a law.



request Oa one of the parties, whether the proposals should be made
public. However, the board may not, unless for special reasons, refuse

permission to a party who has ap roved the proposal to make it pubiic.

Hera an attempt is made to bring about agreement through the exercise

of rnorai pressure. ..ike the independent chairman, the board of

arbitration is entitled to ask the parties for any further information

it may require, and if it does not get it it may report the matter to

the uibour Court, which may impose a fine.

Although, the Swedish terminology refers to this board as a boa id

of arbitration, it would be more correct to call it a board of concilia¬

tion with certain moral powers of persuasion, for it is not entitled to

arrive at a solution and impose this on the parties, but simply to

make PROPOSALS for which it can then endeavour to win acceptance, if at

least OUA of the parties is agreeable, by means of publicity. It is not

formally compulsory arbitration.

//hat happens then to the peace obligation if no solution can be

arrived at through the exercise of moral suasion ? If the proposal

of a board of arbitration has not teen accepted by both parties within

the time set by the board for replies, and if one of the parties lias

within a month thereafter informed both the other side and the Social

Board that it intends to resort to direct action, the peace obligation

ceases to apply }?GR THAT BVRTICU1AR ISSUiS, Birect action can then be

taken within a month, but seven days' notice must be given unless there

is a valid obstacle preventing this, an account must also be given of

the reasons for the action planned. If no use is made of the one month's

graee then "the—peace obligation comee frrtrcrrforce again for that

particular issue as well. In the meantime, the facial Board is free to

ask the independent chairman to follow the dispute and, if changed

conditions give reason for this, to invite the (parties to new negotiation
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Thus such organisations as register wi th the social board are

given a complex arrangement of negotiation whose staves, inc uc ing that of

resort to arbitration, they must endure before they arrive a a "stale

of nature" where they can take direct action to force a solution. The

general peace obligation remains in force until one year's notice of

termination of registration with the Social Board has elapsed.

The state conciliators appointed under the conciliation act are

MOT entitled to deal with labour disputes that arise between employers

and employees who are obliged to fol. o«v this special negotiation

procedure based on registration. Parties who are entitled to negotiate

under the act but who do not come under this system of negotiation

are of course entitled to Negotiate in accordance with the provisions of

the conciliation act. Here, however, there is no each general

Peace obligation as applies to associations that register with the

Social Board,

In fact, very few associations do register with the Social Beard

under chapter IT of the act of 193^, an<^ °f those that do giost are small

salaried employees' organisations. It was of course mainly in the

interests of such organi sa ti one that the provisions of this act were

formulated, for there is a clearly recognisable thread running

through the arrangement which is based on the assumption that certain

organisations may have to for^e employers into negotiating with them

by using the device of registration. In 1949 the provision of this

chapter applied to organisations covering about 50,000 employees, of

which the largest was the foremen's union with 27,400 members. (The
foremen's union withdrew its registration in 195?}. Insurance

employees and commercial travellers were the other main groups registered. ^
In fact, "this special cage of the right of negotiation is probably of

l) Schmidt, op. cit. , p. 149
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no great general interest". ^ A similar judgement ie implied in tha

report of the committee on the right of negotiation of salaried
2)

employees, which considered that the provisions of the chapter had

fulfilled their function and could very ./ell be repealed (although

it lay outside its competence to recommend this). It considered there

was adequate coverage in the general right of negotiation and the

conciliation act of 1920. was noted in chapter 11, gA£* had also

altered its bye la we in 1948 to give formal recognition to the salaried

employees* right of negotiation. rJC0 also suggested in 1952 that

chapter 111 of the act should be scrapped, since none of its member
3)

organisations now made use of the registration procedure J .

Nevertheless., it ie just because such a chapter *&e introduced in 193&
that many associations of salaried employees did gain the right of

negotiation, not so much directly by registering but indirectly,

through the law giving them machinery for forcing employers to

negotiate with them if the employers did not concede this right

voluntarily. That the right has been conceded is in fact a tribute

to the provisions passed into law in 1938, and si though their direct

influence has not been great their indirect effect is the justification

■for dealing with them here at some length. Ihey nark a mi lestone in

the evolution of the salaried employees' organisations to a position

of equality of standing with other groups on the labour market- as

organisations entitled to negotiate on conditions of employment on

behalf of their members.

1) bamuelee on, Koilektivavtal ech f brhand lingar, p. 37
aj SOU 1951: 54, p. 141 "
3) 'JSC hrmua 1 report, 19*52,
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Sanctions: under the act of 1936. The sanction that can he used against

ABY person in respect of a 'breach of the rig t of association or of the

peace obligation is the obligation to pay compensation for the damages

caused. The maximum penalty for a breach of the peace obligation is,

for both individuals and associations, 300 crowns or the alternatives

(usually imprisonment) given in the second chapter of the criminal law.

If a member of an association is guilty of a breach of the right of

association or of the peace obligation his association is obliged, if

the action falls within its sphere of actlv ty, and when it has found

out about the member*S action, where possible to prevent him from

continuing the unlawful action and to prevent loss resulting from it. $22)
The act thus channels responsibility through the organisations. In

order tc fulfill these obligations, an association is entitled to apply

such penalties as its bye lam allow against members who neglect their

duties to the association and, IUI1S8J3BCTIV12 of the provisions of its

byel&ws, the association may expel a member for a period up to one year.

If i t neglects these obligations the association ie liable to

compensation for any damages that may arise, but at the same time it

has the right to sue (since 194-0) on behalf ox its individual members.

bamugee can be claimed (see §23) for personal suffering, and

encroachment on the interests of the injured party in carrying out

hie occupation without let or hindrance. The amount of damages may

be reduced if circumstances make it reasonable, such as the small

degree of culpability of the guilty party, the relation of the .arty

injured to the dispute, the size of the damages in relation to the

assets of the guilty party, or other circumstances. Complete exoneration

from the obligation to pay compensation may not be granted. If this

obligation covers several persons, damages are allocated among them in

accordance with the degree of culpability of which they are proved guilty
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The party claiming compensation must inform the other side within two

months of obtaining knowledge a) of the damage and b) of the party

against whom he ie claiming^ and within t.vo years of the measure on

which the compensation ie based. Otherwise the c-aim Ihila,

Cases relating to the application of the previsions of this act

are taken up and. decided upon by the labour Court, which has thus

had its sphere of competence extended to cover the rights set out in

the statutory provisions and not only, as was the case between 1929

and 1936» rigiits and obligations arising out of collective agreements,

Associations coming under this act of 193& are given priority (under
an amendment of 1940) to piead before the Court on behalf of their

members, who may not plead in such cases unless they demonstrate that

their association refuses to plead on their behalf ( §29). This is in

line with the genera, principle governing the activity of the Labour

Court, that actions within its sphere of jurisdiction should be channelled

through associations of employers and workers. On this see further

chapter Xlll.

The success of these provisions of 1936 in stimulating the

organisation of salaried employees has already been noted, ICO found

in 1951, for example,, that the act had been of great use, and that most

employers recognised the right of association. ^ There were indeed

still some isolated cases of employers violating this right, tut they

were not easy to substantiate. ICO made this statement in respond

to motions in parliament asking that the act of 1936 should be locked at,

because of violations of the right of association. This Idea was

rejected, because of the difficulty of obtaining a more precise

definition of the concept ''viola tion of-the t of 0 csoc iu ti on" t an ~~

that set out in the act, but the government stated it had an eye on

the questions of the importance of members of trade unions enjoying

protection against reprisals on the grounds of their activity in

such organisations.
l) ICO recort for 195h PP.4-5-6.
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Chaptar X

The Right of Negotiation of "responsible Officials"

'.'hen the act of 1936 was passed, officials in the employment of

the state and of local authorities who occupied "positions of

responsibility" were expressly excluded from its coverage, but their

right of negotiation was taken up soon afterwards. Before we look

at the procedure adopted It Is wortr while pausing a moment to ask

why it is that officials who occupy responsible posts ahe put in a

separate compartment (maybe a first class one, but nevertheless a

different one from the third class passengers of the 1936 act).

This is an Important issue because, as has been suggested in Chapter

IV, state and local au thority salaried employees now form a strongly

organised, and in some cases a militant pressure group. The

justification for dealing w,.ch them at some length Is because changes

have taken place,and are being proposed,in their position.

The basic idea behind the 1936 cleavage was that such responsible

officials were not allowed to strike, being prevented under §25 of the

criminal law from being absent from their place of duty without

Incurring the risk of punishment in the form of imprisonment.

However, this loss of the right to strike was offset to a considerable

extent by the fact that such officials were allowed to give

collective notice of termination of employment {although In some

cases permission to leave was necessary) and, further, there was

no limitation on the use by such persons of the employment blockade
1.

weapon_ ), -—

1) This was used for example by SACO in 1952. See Chapter IV^ p. 172
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Tfce distinction between officiaX responsibility and ordinary

employment rested on the fact that the former group of employees were

considered to occupy positions of authority, where permanence of

tenure and settled salary structure were compensating factorsIbr the

obligation to perform duties without Interruption. The penal code

deprived such officials of the right to strike. They were not free

bargaining agents, their terms of employment being set by government

wages regulations or by the local authority.

The state has for example two main forms of employment

schedules, (a) collective agreement and (b) wares plan. Sages plan

employment, where the settlement of salaries is still (in theory)
a matter for the sole decision of the employer Is meant to cover

employees whose services are considered to be essential to society.

Employment according to wages plan was the original form of

employment for state employees, i.e., conditions and terms of

employment and remuneration were regulated in ac. ordanee with state

salary scales. This form of employment still covers the

majority of workers in state employment, but with the expansion in

state activity to include business activity many workers have been

taken into employment in accordance with the terms of collective

agreements fox them. The policy as it developed has not been a

homogeneous one, no clear lines of demarcation between employment

on wages plan or collective agreement were drawn, and no uniform

criteria for distinguishing the two have been applied. There are

thus often disparities between workers who have similar responsibilities

and tasks. In general,attempts seem to have been made to avoid a

collective agreement form of employment for employees with responsible

positions /
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It

positions (ambetsansvar) or with jobs that are considered particularly

sensitive in the event of labour disturbances. But each government

department and agency hah tended to solve these questions along its

own lines, and the application of the two forms of employment has been

far from uniform. This is indeed not surprising, when one asks what

the norms are for distinguishing the two forms of employment.

Many employees, particularly In defence and business departments of

state, have their conditions of employment regulated by collective

agreement between the state authority concerned and the•organisations

of the personnel. Are workers in defence establishments always to

be considered as indispensable? Would stoppages of work there be

socially dangerous? Can one distinguish between the importance to

society of the engine driver and (after the passage of a month or two)

the track maintenance worker (i.e. the surfaceman)?

A committee of enquiry appointed in 1948 to look into the

question of drawing boundaries between employment according to wages

plan and collective agreement found the problem of demarcation a

tricky one.1 The problem is in fact an extremely complex one.

Some sort of general difference can be stated between jobs that must

be carried on in the social Interest, but as soon as one tries to be

specific difficulties arise, particularly at the end of the scale

covering manual workers. Sometimes attempts have been made to ban

direct action by such groups on the grounds that tr.eyperformed
p

essential public services, but the boundary is very difficult to draw'',

1) SOU 1952:3. This reoort is discussed In connection with wages

bargaining. See part V.

2) This is recognised in SOU 1951:54, p.32
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Is there some sort of divine right about state employment that

gives it its exclusive character? If state and local authority

employment did have such a character why did not all the employees

come under the heading of responsible officials? B'rora the point

of view of wages negotiations and size of salary bills, for instance,

there seems no good ground for drawing a distinction between the two

forms of employment. The control of one wage bill from a budgetary

point of view is as important as that of the other.

IN PRACTICE what determined the difference was the need to have

certain services carried out, and the guarantee that they would be

carried out lay in this responsible position. State and local

authority activity is often extremely sensitive to work stop .ages,

social services form a large part of the sector, the authorities

are representatives of the public in a wide sense, and there is a

different criterion of onduct from that of the "classical" private

enterprise and Its profit motive. The real basis of difference seems

then to lie in the sensitivity to conflict and the explicit duty to

the public^-*
Even In the practical application of the provisions of the

criminal law that cover this sphere It has not been easy to draw the

boundaries. In a report published in 1944 the criminal law committee

tried to set out two criteria on which a boundary might be established:

1) If an employee's services consisted of non-independent activity

as a worker under the guidance of another person the position was

not one of responsibility.

2) /

1) But this is not absolutely peculiar only to public employment,as
Chapter V of the 1938 Basic Agreement between LO and SAP brings out
(See Chapter XVI). No precise and permanent boundary can be drawn.
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t) If the activity was non-independent, but dealt with relations

to the public, the exercise of public powers, e.g., a tram

conductor, then the position was one of responsibility.-*-

Indeed, when the criminal law definition of a "responsible

official" was revised in 1940, it was purposely made rather narrow in

order to allow the report of the committee that was being appointed

to look into the whole question of the right of negotiation of such

officials to have its say. This report will be discussed below.

In practice the dividing line can never be a very clear one,

but It is of importance for the form of employment, whether on wages

plan or collective agreement, and it is Important too for considering

which employees have the right to strike. It is also important for

the amount of remuneration given and received. The Nothin committee,

for instance, considered that such restrictions as were associated

with the responsibility of office should lead to bettor conditions of

employment thaa those for comparable groups in private employment.^
At the same time it should be remembered that the trade union

movement has never denied the need to keep socially necessary services

going. But, as the Basic Agreement and other discussions of the 30s

show, it is extremely difficult to say a priori what is q socially

dangerous conflict, and consequently which jobs must Lave these

restrictions placed on them that deny the workers In question the

right to strike.

1) SOU 1951:54, P. 31 et seq. See also QM 3ESTRAFPNING AV AMBETSMAN
in SVErJSKA DAGBLADET, 2/4/1954.

2) SOU 1935:65 P.118
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pass now to consider the provision made after 1936 for

tfesponsible officials, and the subsequent developments of their

position in practice.

On the basis of the report of the committee it had appointed in

1935, the government submitted a proposition (no. 128) in parliament
in 1937, in which it proposed a decree on the subject of the right

of NEGOTIATION^" for the state salaried employees who had "responsibility
of office" and were not covered by the act of 1936. This was passed

on 4th June 1937. The decree proposed that state salaried employees

should have the right to negotiate, as defined in the 1936 act, with

the appropriate state authority, including the boards of state

institutions, about the general conditions of work and of salaries

and their application. However, an important limitation made was

that this did not in any way infringe the right of the state

authority concerned to make its own DECISIONS in t ese matters.

What was envisaged was consultation rather than a two sided collective

bargaining process.

Hie framework was to be that negotiations were to take place

between the authorities and associations of salaried employees or

several such associations, but the right of negotiation would only

operate for associations to whom the government CONCEDED this right

in relation to the authority. An authority could empower a subordinate

organ to negotiate on its behalf. Applications for the right to

negotiate were to be submitted to the government, and were to include

copies of the bye laws of the association, information about^the board

or representatives of the association, and about the approximate

number of members of the association cr airiliated associations who

were employed by the authority.

1) Under 1 of the 1936 act they did NOT have the right of association.
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The proceduresfor negotiation on the subjects allowed viz.,

the general conditions of employment, salary provisions and their

application, were to take place 'n the following manner. Before an

authority issued proposals for or decided upon nev» or changed

conditions of employment, work and salaries, it should, provided the

question was one of principle or otherwise was of general importance

and exclusively affected the salaried employees, take suitable steps

to give the associations entitled to negotiate with it the opportunity

to become acquainted with the proposals. This duty to inform

(delglvnlngsplikt) the salaried employees side was, as the phrasing

shows, limited. If the association of salaried employees, wanted

negotiati ns It had to ask for them within one week. These

negotiations could take either a written or oral form, and the

authority could declare written negotiations at an end when it

thought reasonable. Likewise, the chairman (appointed by the

authority) of oral negotiations could declare these negotiations

ended when he thought reasonable.

The committee had suggested that negotiations should take place

on the general conditions of work and employment of the salaried

employees and their application where a dispute arose about their

interpretation. But it was not thought advisable that a salaried

employees' organisation could ask for negotiations where a dispute

arose about applying t ese general conditions to specific salaried

employees. In its comments LO had thought there should be

negotiations on individual cases, for an organisation entitled to

negotiate was usually entitled to look after the interests of

Individual members within the framework of agreements and general

conditions.
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So It thought these state salaried employees* organisations should

be entitled to negotiate on questions relating to individual members,

as was the case In the private sector of the labour market. The

position seemed to be clarified, however, when a motion (no. 436}

in Parliament asking that negotiations should not be allowed to

refer to questions relating to any individual salaried empl07/ee,

unless the matter concerned the application of a more general

principle, led both the government and the second law committee

(statement no. 44) to say that negotiations should also be carried on

in questions that exclusively concerned Individual salaried employees.

So the motion fell, and thus questions not only of principle but

also those relating to individual civil servants (e.g., their

promotion) could be tfcken up under the negotiation procedure.

Both the government and law committee considered that the

negotiation procedure should also apply in principle to

military personnel, although the government provided for limitations

on their right of negotiation such as it might decree. This it did

on 23/12/1937 - the main provision (§ 3) being that the right of

military personnel to negotiate should, in relation to general

conditions work and their application, not cover questions that

were of a technical military nature or for which reasons of

military dicipline placed obstacles in the way of negotiation.

Although this limited right of negotiation, perhaps more

accurately of consultation, was thus given to civil servants who

occupied responsible posts it cannot be too strongly stressed that as

yet they had no recognised right of association in law. So much

for Civil Servants. But what of local authority employees who

occupied comparable oosts?
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In fact, both the minister of social affairs and the second legal

committee considered during the 1936 session of parliament that this

question should be ta en up along with that of civil servants'

right of negotiation, which was solved in the above fashion in 1937.

The legal committee anticipated that the question would be investigated

as soon as possible, although it also envisaged that for certain

categories of local authority employees, such as primary school

teachers and other persons who were employed by local authorities

but paid in whole or part by the state, special provisions might

be necessary.^

But it was not until 1940 that the right of negotiation for

local authority salaried employees was regulated, along much the

same lines as the decree referring to state salaried employees, by

an ACT of 17th May, 1940 (no. 331), Here also the right of

negotiation covers general conditions of work, employment and

remuneration and their application. But the employer's right to

decide is not in any way infringed. One difference is that

whereas for state employees the right to negotiate is conceded by
the government in relation to a certain authority, the procedure for

local authorities is that the Social Board concedes the GENERAL right

to negotiate to an organisation of salaried employees, but in order

to be allowed to negotiate with a particular local authority the

organisation must also apply to it. § 2 provides that negotiations

on behalf of a local authority can be carried on by delegates appointed

by it and this delegation can include representatives of the local

a\ithority federations.

1) Restrictions for primary school teachers were provided under a
decree of 20/12/1940.
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This procedure seems to some extent laborious, but it is

perhaps necessary that there should be some formal procedure for

knowing which organisations are empowered to negotiate, particularly

since the public authority is placed under the obligation to inform

organisations entitled to negotiate with it about changes it proposes

to make in the terms of employment.

In practice this procedure has not proved entirely satisfactory.

The committee appointed in 1948 to enquire into the right of negotiation

of civil servants and local authority salaried employees (whose report

will be considered below) did not think that the system of giving

recognition to the salaried employees' organisations that were

entitled to negotiate and receive information has fulfilled the

purpose that seemed to lie behind it, namely that of creating some

order among the organisations of salaried employees In these sectors.

The procedure of obtaining approval to negotiate was justified to

some extent at the time, in view of the many organisations that

existed. But the position does not seem to have been improved"*"
as a result of the procedure instituted In 1937 and 194®. In the

state sphere It was estimated that in 1954 about 180 organisations

were entitled to negotiate, in several cases with many authorities,

and about 70 more could probably claim the right.^

1) SOU 1951:54, P.144
2) Most of these organisations fall Into one or other of two groups:
(a) those that cover salaried employees In only one government
authority and (b) those that cover more than one place of work.
Nearly all of these associations were affili%ed to one of the four
main groups of confederations covering civil 'servants, i.e., LP,, ICQ,
SACO and SR. There was considerable duplicating. In that federations
AND their branches froqxiently had the right to negotiate with the same
authority.
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V

This Lingman ,the minister of civil affairs, thought was regrettable.

The government had since 1937 usually conceded recognition of the right

to negotiate as soon as the purely formal requirements of the 1937 decree

were fulfilled. In relation to local authorities the Social Board had

tried to follow the policy of not recognising an organisation AND its

branches in relation to a local authority for negotiation purposes.

Even this had not proved entirely effective, for in 1954 the federation

of towns estimated that about 40 organisations had the right to negotiate

with it. This it considered made negotiations difficult, and just terms

of salary scale impossible.^

The 1948 committee wondered in fact whether the system of

recognising those entitled to negotiate might not have contributed to

the growth in the number of organisations, and it considered that the

whole system might very well be dispensed with were it not for the

obligation placed on the state and local authorities to 1st the other

side know of changes they proposed in the conditions of employment.

But it did not think that the salaried employees* organisations would

suffer if this obligation were to be removed, in view of the growth

in the central organisations of salaried employees - it presumably

meant that TCO, SAGO, SR and LO could pass on the information they

obtained - and it did recommend therefore that both recognition of

the right of organisations to negotiate and the obligation placed on

authorities to inform tl em of proposed changes should be abolished.

It asumed too that the organisations would do their best to get rid

of small splinter organisations.

1) See, e.g., AFTONTIDNINGEN 9th and 10th September, 1955.
2) See proposition 61, 1954, p.9. This federation opposed the
removal Q: the authorisation rules that was proposed in 1954 (and
for which see below).
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In discussing the proposed abolition of the obligation to

inform organisations of proposed changes it used the argument that

the private sector of the labour market got along without it, and that

it was in the nature of things that the right of negotiation meant

that one discussed new and changed conditions of employment with the

organisations representing a majority of the employees concerned.

This "in the nature of things" is a vague phrase at first sight, but

wholly justified by the situation which had developed during the 1940S,

The growth in the number, size and power of salaried employees'

organisations had led In practice to negotiations in interest disputes

being conducted between salaried employees and their public masters in

forms that closely ressembled those of the 1936 act on the right of

association and of negotiation. The results of these negotiations

were also In some ways comparable to collective agreements in fact,

if not formally. Negotiations developed for example in relation to

cost of living bonuses, while in the local authority sphere normal

rules of employment were arrived at for the employees of municipalities

in 1945, The Ci-end throughout the 1940s was very much towards
the centralising of, and development of national norms for, negotiations

and their resulting provisions. Despite the limitation of their

right of negotiation by the decree of 1937 or the act of 1940 these

officials were in practice being granted considerable right to

negotiate what amounted in fact to collective agreements, Kow far

were such agreements valid? Opinions on this varied. The

criminal law committee of 1944 took the view that collective agree¬

ments could be allowed for questions of payment, but not for

provisions dealing with the engaging, dismissal and service obligations

tf such employees.
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At various times throughout the 1940s the questions of giving these
salaried employees greater formal powers of negotiation to match

those that were developing in practice and those that prevailed in the

private sector of the labour market were raised in parliament and by TOO,

In April, 1948, therefore, the minister of social affairs was

authorised to appoint a committee to enquire into the question of

extending the right of negotiation of state and local authority

salaried employees who occupied responsible positions together with

other related questions.

Formally the difference had been that under the law of 1936 workers'

organisations were considered as equal parties with the employers in the

determination of conditions of employment. For state and local authority

employees who occupied responsible positions provision had been made in

1937 and 1940 respectively to allow them to express their views on the

conditions of employment they enjoyed. But practical developments

were making the differences between the two procedures more "illusory

than real". There has thus been a swift movement away from the sharp

cleavage established in 1936 between resoonsible officials and others and

from this position which Bobbins, for example, considered would be

permanent. "With due allowance for the indistinctness of this line in

certain sectors, wo may safely conclude that the collective contract

system may not arise in its future growth ab6ve that theoretical ceiling.

It cannot expand so as to include government employees who are, to speak

broadly, official and not merely auxiliary to the official governing

function"^-) The fact that this isno longer a realistic statement is a

measure of the changes that have occurred In this sector within ten

years,

1) Bobbins, op. cit., P.126.
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Paced with the developments that had taken place in practice, and

in view of its terms of reference, the 1948 committee considered that

its main task was to make it possible for public servants with

positions of responsibility to conduct negotiations and enter into

agreements in much the same way as other employees. What it therefore

proposed was to make the act of 1936 generally applicable, to take

away the disadvantages of "the cares of office" by allowing the

employees in question (including school teachers and military personnel

as well as those covered by the decree of 1937 and the act of 1940) to

enter into collective agreements. One big qualification was however

made. The right of negotiation was not to be made absolute.

Following the criminal law committee, the 1948 committee proposed to

exclude from the collective agreements questions relating to the

engaging, dismissal and service obligations of such employees.

Questions as to salary plans and lists of functions, length and

disposition of hours of work, holidays and length of period of notice

were to be subject to negotiation and the committee envisaged that

there would be "discussion" on the matters that were to be excluded

from collective agreements1). A further limitation it recommended

was that the employer concerned should be left to decide in each case

WHICH of his senior employees were to be excepted from the application

of the agreement or from the right to belong to organisations of

more junior staff. This suggestion is equivalent to the provision In

the 1936 act that restricted the right of foremen to jelong to workers'

organisations if the employer objected.

1) The views of this committee have not been passed into law, and
to that extent the following discussion is a hypothetical one. But
the committee did raise the problems that have to be solved and to
that extent there is justification for treating, their analysis in
detail.
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Direct Action, Another curiosity that arises as a result of the dis¬

tinction between an "ordinary" and a restricted form of collective
there

agreement is that during the period of validity of the former is, in

accordance with the collective bargaining act of 1928, considerable

limitation of freedoi® of action through the peace obligation that the act

enjoins.It is thus surprising to find that for the category of

employees who were to be separated and distinguished, not by "responsibility
of office" but by their restricted right of negotiating collective agree¬

ments, the 1948 committee did not prevent them from resorting to direct

action other than a strike.

Let us look first to the reasons why trhey were not to have the

right to striked The committee argued that if this right were conceded

it would be necessary to concede also the right to lockout on the part

of the employing authority. But since the possibility of a lockout in

the public sector was of course practically nil, this "countervailing

power" argument is not important in practice. What is important and

decisive is that strikes In a large sector of public activity could

simply not be tolerated. The committee toyed with the idea of setting

up a public board corresponding to the Labour Market Board to deal with

disputes}and to try to decide whether they were socially dangerous and
therefore banned from the sight to strike. But the inadequacy of such

arrangement Is shown by the list of exceptions to the right to resort to

1) It is even more limited by the Basic agreement in the newspaper
industry for instance. There NO direct action whatsoever Is remitted
during the period of validity of the agreement. See Chapter XVI*

2) SACO argued that fehey should have the right to strike. See its
report (stencilled) for the period 1/12/1952 - 28/2/1953, P.8.
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a strike which the committee considered would be necessary, namely

"railways, postal, telegraph and telephone services, hydro-electric,

electric, gas and water plaits, the armed forces, the police, prison

warders, hospital staff and firemen"1) The committee seems to have

realised that this did not leave much over^); and it stated further^)*
that even in other branches of public activity strikes by salaried

employees could not be tolerated on a large scale.

The committee therefore rejected the right to strike because of

the difficulty of drawing a dividing line between what is and is not

socially necessary. What alternative was there? The committee considered

the idea of a law that would compel the employees concerned to work.

(In certain cases where a conflict has threatened socially important

sectors - such as hospitals and the police - parliament can pass a temporary

act for each particular case obliging the employees concerned to work.

In 1951, for example, parliament was recalled for the purpose of passing

a law against nurses. But in the event legislation was not necessary,

for agreement was reached between the parties.) But it did not like

this idea. Hor did it favour general emergency powers. But it

concluded that in the last resort the government must always be able

to pass temporary legislation compelling employees who are responsible for

socially vital functions to stay at their posts^} But in order to

minimise this risk, to avoid unnecessary recalling of parliament and In

order to Increase the possibilities of settlement by negotiation, the

1) SOU 1951:54, P.Ill
2) Ibid, p.113

3) P. 114

4) SACO preferred the idea of compulsary arbitration, op. cit, P.9 where
direct action could not be allowed, and thought there should be a definition
of the direct action the state could use. (This is a legacy from the
SACO conflict of 1952).
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committee recommended that the government should have the right to

extend the period of notice of termination of employment required to

a maximum of six months. This would give a breathing space.

The right to strike was thus banned, and the government retained the

right to use legislation as a means of enforcing a settlement of any dispute.

But otherwise these salaried employees were to be left to enjoy the

rights they had previously had, namely to give colle ctive notice of

termination of duty as a weapon for exerting pressure, and to resort to

blockades of posts. The difference was that these rights were now

to be set out in law. The committee was thus proposing in essence that

the existing system should be retained, for tn the past the right to give

mass notice and to blockade services had been the chief weapons open to

these employees. Mass notice could conceivbly be a weapon that weakened

the salaried employees' organisations, but in fact most action along these

lines nowadays is planned by the organisations. The committee did not

feel that the organisations were so lacking in responsibility as to

abuse these rights. Nor were the individual salaried employees /or

"in general a stoppage of work by a salaried employee involves such a

great interference with his life that he would scarcely take part in it

except after serious consideration and in full collaboration with his

organisation", The salaried employees wex»e therefore to be left free

to leave their posts AND their right to do so was to be clearly regulated

in the sense that they did not have to ask permission to do so (as had

been necessary in some cases in the past). This of course involved a

corresponding right on the part of the employer to terminate the agree¬

ment after giving due notice, if, for example, he was unable to carry on

with his activity.

1) SOU 1951:54. P.115
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What if blockades of employment were to endanger socially necessary

functions, such as education, or medical services? The commit tee

majority could not agree on restrictions of the blockade weapon, aid

alternative formulations were put forward about the prohibition of

direct action in certain cases. In a reservation to the report Eerr

Torngren wanted blockades to be prohibited. But the committee as a whole

took the view that there was no legislation that prevented socially

dangerous blockades and that in practice any such legislation would be

ineffective. It hoped however t. at the use of this weapon, which could

be socially dangerous, could be regulated by agreement, as the case

was for workers in public service (where blockades are forbidden).

Since these salaried employees are not tied down so severely by

the restraining clauses of an act such as the collective bargaining act

of 1928 covering manual workers, they are in a sense in a stronger position

than manual workers in the event of a dispute during the period of

validity of a "collective agreement". Though they cannot strike they

have greater means of pressure at their disposal than do workers who

are affected by the act of 1928. But where an interest dispute is

concerned, when the parties are in a "state of nature" in relation to

one another, the roles are reversed, since ultimately, in both interest

and non-interest disputes, the state reserves the right to pass legislation

compiling them to work. Such an ultimate sanction Is extremely unlikely

for manual workers. The salaried employees are In a weaker position

vis-a-vis their employers than are manual workers when new agreements

are being contemplated and the old has expired}but the compensation they
have derived in the past for not being able to exercise such strong

pressure is of course security of employment to a great extent and better

social benefits.1^* criminal Law.

l)Disciplinary procedure was to be modified a^d to be milder than undei/
supervision was no longer to be used as a punishment: warnings, dismissal
gna^l^ltid^loss of salary were to be the penalties that might (without ncfcice
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The committee hid discuss whether the re should be compulsory

arbitration for settling Interest disputes,/between these salaried employees
A \

and their state or mfciicipal employers,but this it rejected.
\

A ->

?,«. >

Justiciable disputes arising out of theiVcollective agreements
Ai\ A

proposed for salaried employees were to be settlbd by a special court

{t janstedomstol) set up along the same lir^es ds i'ti&e Labour Court, but
I \ ^ A

dealing with disciplinary as well as collective Vagre&fcent matters. The

committee felt the Labour Court was not suitable for public servants

because many of the cases that would crop up would refer to individuals'

problems. The conciliation act of 1920 would not apply in relations

between the state and its salaried employees, but special conciliation

commissions were envisaged in the event of serious differences of view.

The conciliation act was (with the exception of § 3a) to apply to local

authority employees.

Reactions to this report varied among the interested groups.

TCG was quite favourable in the main to the committee proposals and thought

It represented on the whole simply a codification of existing practice

which would, however, make for greater clarity and understanding in

the work of negotiation in the public sector of the economy^! LO was

mainly negatively disposed, and wanted further investigation. The LO

state servants' cartel thought it was desirable to "go the whole hog" at

one swoop in giving civil servants the right to negotiate, SACO was

doubtful whether the committee proposal could function satisfactorily and

recommended a thorough investigation into the question of whether a

uniform system of agreements and negotiation could be set up for public

servants. SR considered that the whole scope of the problem should be

taken up in view of the obscurity of some parts of the report. Other

T>) Annualr report '\ 1952,p. 72.
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bodies also argued that the proposals hardly seemed suited to serve as

a basis for legislation on the problem of the right of negotiation for
f

civil servants and the salaried employees of local authorities.

John Lingman, the minister of civil affairs ,also thoughtthere

were still many questions to be looked into, such as the constitutional

aspectf the practical consequences of more complete rights of negotiation

for the public authorities as well as the employees, the principle of

irremovability. While awaiting the outcome of such continued investigations

the civil department took up the question of whether certain changes should

be $ade in the existing regulations for civil servants. This resulted

in a minute being prepared within the department. The view taken in it

was that the report of the 1948 committee should be thoroughly examined/
in the meantime it considered that certain changes in the 1937 decree on

the right of negotiation for responsible civil servants were desirable

In the light of the practical developments in that sphere in recent

years# The minute therefore dealt with two aspects of the 1937 decree,

namely the question l)of giving recognition of the right to negotiate to

salaried employers' organisations and 2} of the scope of the information

obligation of the public authorities.

The minute considered that more experience should be gained of the

negotiation procedure applied in recent years in certain matters before

revisionswere made. {Presumably it meant the central negotiations

developed throucht the 1940s, which have no basis in law). The first

main problem was that of whether there should be authorisation or

registration of bodies entitled to negotiate with state authorities.

The minute considered that there was a lot to be said for the

authorisation procedure combined with the examination of the size and

1) Prnnosltlon 61. 1954. o.26.
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representj£tlveness of the organisation, as set out in 1957 decree#

But in practice there were difficulties e.g. the large number of

bodies- tWt had become entitled to negotiate, while in principle it
7; / not

considered that freedom xvas fundamental. "It should be for t he state

to try to regulate how civil servants ought to be organised". The
/'

minute proposed therefore that the recognition clause should be removed,
since in principle the right of negotiation ought to be given to every

association of civil servantsj but in practice it qualified this by
'fp j '
suggesting the requirement that associations that wished to negotiate

i should;submit information about the size of the organisation and the

board (as before), but with the addition that they should say whether

they were a central or branch organisation. This last point 1b d it

to suggest certain general limitations on the right of negotiation:

a) in order to prevent an authority ftoom being obliged to negotiate wit h

both central and branch organisations.

b) The right of negotiation should be given only to associations that

were entitled to represent the salaried employees in ALL questions on

which negotiations, in accordance with the decree, might take place.

On these points the second law coraaittee agreed that to delete the

authorisation clause was simply a codification of existing; practiced
Thus every organisation of civil servants would be entitled to

negotiate. The law committee also approved the idea of excepting

the state authority from the obligation to negotiate with both a

central organisation and its branches and ,like Llngman,it considered

that the problem of WHICH should negotiate was for the associations to

decide among themselves. SACO agreed "with this propos ad, cshange.

The minute, in considering the Information obligation of a public

authority (which it will be recalled, is limited),did not propose to do

1) Statement no. 11, 11th March, 1954.
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I

away with this obligation but to make it clearer what FORM it could take

through the inclusion of a clause that the obligation could be fulfilled

by posting notices on notice boards or in other ways.I Lingman sAid the
ij,

authorities were free to reach agreement with the organisations about the
\

manner in which the information was given. SACO agreed with this more

flexible attitude to the information obligation than the 1937 decree and

experience of it had given,and considered that the question of how in

practice information should be given could be settled by discussion

between the parties concerned. This would give greater flexibility.

The growth<£ organisations would also help to make such contact easier^),
SR. thought that the right of negotiation should be given primarily

to branch organisations^!

The ideas put forward in the minute were submitted to parliament in

a proposition in 1954t-'l The changes thus proposed changes that were

essentially formal and clarifying changes, and did not represent a widening

in the right of negotiation. TCO in fact thought that the minute had

not taken up the fundamental question of complete right of negotiation

at all and thought the changes were simply tinkering^}

But there was some justification for this tinkering and for not at

this stare going beyond it until greater experience had been gained.

The minute did assume that investigations would continue into the whole

question of the right of negotiation of state and minicipal employees,
and in fact in 1954 the minister of civil affairs

asked landshSvding 4cblom to go over the report of the 194S committee

^tTSSCCTlreporh"(stencilled)"forperiodT1/12/1953 to 15/3/1954, p. 18.
2} See SR report for 1953, pp.9-11 and SR-Hytt, no. 1, 1954,p.4. This
attitude reflects the small groups that SR organises (see chapter IV)/
The same approach finds reflection in SR's view that, in addition to the
right of negotiation being given to organisations that represented all the
salaried employees in a state department, it should also be given to
organisations, irrespective of size?that represented the majority of a
specialised group.
3) Proposition no.61,1954, p.27. 4) TCO report for 1953 pp.53/57.
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and all the views expressed on it and try to see what further steps should

be taken. Fundamentally, the reason for caution is this. In the last

resort government expenditure in the form of salaries has to be approved

by parliament and it cannot, under the 1937 decree, delegate the final

powers of arrivln at agreements and their contents to anyone or any

bodylj It could under the 1937 decree allow delegates to negotiate on

its behalf, but not to usurp its final constitutional powers. Since

in fact the trend has been towards central negotiations in which the

minister of civil affairs and his advisors on the one hand, and

organisations such as LO, TCO, SACO, and SR on the other, take part, the

problem Is interesting in a far wider aspect than that of the right of

negotiation. It involves wide constitutional issues, as well as

important economic aspects of wages policy. The latter is taken up for

consideration in Part 7.

ft similar problem exists in the local authority sphere. The

development of negotiation procedure here since the act of 1940 was

passed has raised constitutional problems of the right and willingness

of local authorities to sacrifice some of their traditional independence

both of the state and of other local authorities. The problem is

reminiscent,at a different level, of the right a trade union federation

has acquired to negotiate on behalf of its unions.

The authorisation requirement for associations covering responsible

officials in the local authority sphere had been more strictly applied

than in the state sector, and it was nore successful therefore in keeping
l)At this stage it is WoT^^emaflcIhg^tiiat the 1948 committee considered
that)since the sums voted for salary payments of this kind amounted to about
40$ of total state expenditure, it was hardly likely that the idea that
parliament should renounce its power of examining; in detail the size of
salaries of its civil servants would attract much enthusiasm. See SOU
1951:54, p,131,
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down the number of organisations with which local authorities had to

negotiate. When he presented proposition 61 in 1954, for the revision

of the decree of 1937 that we have considered, Lingman emphasised

that he did not pro>ose any change in the right of negotiation for

local authorities, as set out in the act of 1940.

But proposition 67, 1954, did take up a problem peculiar to local

authorities in the form of a proposed right of delegation law which

would give local authorities the RIGHT to delegate their rights of

decision In certain questions to ASSOCIATIONS of local authorities.

The background to this proposal was the centralising process that had in

fact taken place in the past decade in discussing and settling salary scales

with the organisations representing their salaried employees. In 1945,

for example, the federation of towns had reached agreement with a number

of organisations on rules of service,and the parties bound themselves to

try to get these rules approved by the individual town authorities in

unchanged form. Similar provisions had been made for rural parishes in

1945 and for county councils In 1947 (and 1953). Likewise, there had

been negotiations on cost of living compensation. An even greater

trend to centralisation was the requirement introduced into the byelaws

of the federation of towns in 1951 that federation members were obliged,

on pain of expulsion, to follow the recommendations produced by the

salaries and negotiation delegation of the federation. In practice,

therefore, salary regulations were being negotiated and centralised

throughout the 1940s•

Mr. Hedlund, the Minister or the Interior, did not think this

centralising process would be reversed and he thought that it was a

practicable proposal that a local authority should, If it wished, be able
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to delegate to an employers' organisation of which it was a member the

power to regulate by eclh ctive agreement,or otherwise in a uniform

way, the conditions of employment of officials employed on salary

scales similar to those of senior civil servants (wages plan). Such

a delegation of external power of decision in salary matters would help to

rationalise the work of negotiation and lead to greater uniformity

of employment conditions. It was for essentially practical reasons that

he favoured the voluntary right of external delegation. The 1948

committee gave essentially the same practical reasons in support ox the

right of delegation of decision.

But opposition was raised in principle to this change. Local

authorities are traditionally independent, and cannot delegate their

powers of decision. A new local authority lav/ came into force on 1st

January, 1955, and the local authority law committee which had been

concerned with the wide range of problems involved (see SOU 1952:14)

stressed the independence of the local authorities and feared they

might lose in independence if they delegated rights of decision.

Hedlund considered that the argument based on principle did not take

account of the developments that had taken place in practice. The

local authorities would gain in strength against their employees'

organisations if they were centrally organised. It was not possible

to reconcile the right of local decision with the desire for central

action in negotiations. The right of delegation was after all to be

voluntary, and could be offset by restrictions on the period and subjects

for which powers of delegation were given. The~alm was not he extend

the sphere within which collective agreements were used for local

authority employees nor to change any part of the concept of right of

negotiation provided in the act of 1940.
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But practice had moved In the direction of centralised negotiations.

Both the federation of towns and the rural parishes' federation

thought that the right of delegation was simply following the trend that

was becoming evident in practice. There was no point in making

preliminary agreements if they were not approved by all the local

authorities that were oarty to thegu LO agreed that this right of

delegation was essentially following what was applied and accepted through

the centralised system of negotiations that had already taken place in the

local authority sphere. TCO also liked the idea. The county councils

(which are fewest in number) did not, on the other hand, think anything

would be gained by the formal right o.f delegation. The existing system

worked very well and objections could be raised in principle to the proposed

right of external delegation of powers of leclsion in salary questions.

The constitutional law committee^ approved the proposal f with the

necessary change in the act of 1940.

In conclusion it may be said that the position of responsible

officials is still obscure ih law as far as their right to negotiate is

concerned. In practice the development of centralised negotiations

has led to their having de facto rights of negotiation with their employers.

What the le gal position will be when the report of the committee just

discussed has been revised it is difficult to say. For there is a

dilemma between the state reserving final powers to decide the terms of

employment, and to do so by legislation if necessary, and the complete

freedom of the organisations to use all the weapons of direct action

that go with unrestrlcted right of negotiation*

1)Statement no. 6, 11th Match, 1954.
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It may be that the Swedes, with their genius for compromise and empiricism,

will hit on a solution that suits both sides. It is possible that if

the salaried employees5 organisations become unified and integrated in a

coherent way (something that the argument of Chapter IV showed to be

unlikely in the immediate future) then perhaps reliance could be placed

on their strength and discretion for solving, the dilemma. The

possibility of forming some sort of public body similar to the Labour

Market Board created by LO and SAP in 1938, with powers to examine

socially dangerous conflicts and to try to find a solution for them,

has been discussed, but it seems more appropriate to consider such an

idea in relation to the LO-SAF Board. Accordingly, this is taken tap in

chapter j@fi »
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CUA iThft XI

The Growth of Machinery for Conciliation

and Private Arbitration.

The second of the three aspects or labour peace that we

distinguish is that relating to the settlement of disputes,

justiciable and non-justiclable, that arise between the parties, and

measures adopted for the enforcement and preservation of labour

peace. Three main problems can again be distinguished here, the

criminal law and its attitude to action taken by parties on the

labour market in pursuit of their interests, 2) the employment

agreement, whether Individual or collective, its content and

composition, and its enforcement. This leads to 3) the problem

of conciliation and arbitration, voluntary or compulsory, in

regard to a) the interpretation of agreements (justiciable disputes

about contractual or statutory rights and obligations that arise

out of agreements) and b) the settlement of Interest or non-

jural disputes when no agreement exists between the parties.

A clear distinction has not always been drawn between the problems

that arise out of breach of agreement and those that arise when

the parties are in a "state of nature" in relation to one another,

and so the methods proposed for remedying the problems have varied

from voluntary conciliation to compulsory arbitration.

The criminal law provisions can be disposed of fairly briefly.

Apart from the provisions governing civil servants who are

"responsible^of f iclals" the -criminal law hit net had mdeh to say

on the subject of labour relations. Until 1893 it provided

penalties of up to two years' imprisonment for crimes committed

by persons who compelled others to do, to refrain from doing, or

to endure something.
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The person molested had to take the Initiative in prosecutin .

In 1893, however, the relevant sections of the penal code were amended

to deal with certain practices that had emerged with the growth of

trade unionism. It provided penalties for cases in which a person

was forced to take part in a work stoppage or was prevented from

returning to work. Cases could now be raised by the public

prosecutor even if no complaint had been lodged by an individual.

Protection under the criminal law was extended In 1897 to those who

took over a job during a conflict, i.e. strikebreakers.

o

The notorious Akarps act oh unlawful coercion was passed in

1899. It represented a new departure in Swedish criminal law in

that it prescribed punishments involving penal servitude up to two

years for persons who ATTEMPTED to force anyone to take part in a

work stoppage or who prevented anyone from returning to work or from

accepting a job offered. Attempts to commit crime were thus liable

to lead to criminal proceedings. The Supreme Court did not favour

such a new departure, and the labour movement opposed it as class

legislation. Obviously, the act would considerably hamper use

of the strike weapon, since anyone found agitating could be

prosecuted for attempting to coerce persons.

On the basis of a report of 1901 on labour agreement^ proposals

were submitted to Parliament in 1905 for changes in the penal code.

Punishments were proposed a) for workers who broke their work

contracts if danger to human life or damage to property followed, and

also b) for workers who had no valid reason for being absent from

work in gas, electricity, water, railway, canal, sewage and fire

station establishments, whether these were owned by the state,

by local authorities, or privately, if obstacles to or stoppages of

the /
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the work of the enterprise resulted, (Part of the background to

this proposal seems to have been the trouble in Stockholm in 1902).

Punishments prescribed were to range from dismissal and fines to six

months in prison. (The labour press called this proposal iikarps law

number two, but it will be noted that it was not limed at labour

agreements in general, but only at "socially necessary" enterprises.

It was, however, aimed at workers only, not employers, and at strikes

but not lockouts.) This proposal,of course, was an attempt to

answer* again the vexed question of stoppages that were deemed to be

"a menace to society" and raised the question of how these stoppages

were to be defined and delimited. As we shall see this question was

only solved - in so far as it can be solved - in the 1930s. One

thing the Parliamentary debate of 1905 on this oroblem did recognise

was that if the dustman was to have this "responsibility of office"

in his role as a worker whose functions were essential to society,

then some additional economic inducement must be given him. Had

it been passed into law the proposal would have had serious consequences

for railwaymen aid local authority workers and again, had it been

accepted, the law would have meant that the ordinary law courts were

given jurisdiction over questions relating to labour dispxites. As

one speaker pointed out, $&s it not more essential to try to prevent

stoppages through the provision of conciliation and arbitration

machinery rather than prescribe punishments for breach ,f agreement.

In the event the Second Chamber rejected the proposal, though only

by the narrowest of majorities, 112 to 110.
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The act was the subject of frequent motions in parliament.

In 1910 heavier punishments were proposed, but not accepted, for

certain kinds of socially dangerous work stoppages, and for the

prohibition of strikes by employees of the state and local

authorities. Their functions were essential to society. The

minister of justice looked on such legislation as being perhaps

necessary in the future rather than at that time, but Brantlng was

strongly opposed to it, arguing that it would help syndicalism,

and there would be a real guerilla war.^ Under the influence of

impending war and the need for national unity, the ^karps act was

altered in 1914 so that the maximum penalty became imprisonment

instead of penal servitude. In 1925 a motion aimed at a return to

the pre 1893 reading of the criminal law provisions was rejected,
o

and again in 1928. But in 1938 the Akarps provisions were repealed

and the relevant sections of the criminal reverted to their pre 1899

reading.

T e act was not by any means a dead letter during its period

of validity. Up to the year 1922, 615 persons were sentenced under

provisions of the criminal law that related to labour relations,

and of these 443 were fined, 135 served terms of Imprisonment, and

37 served penal servitude. Prom 1923 to 1937, when it is possible
o

to give separate figures for the Akarps act itself, 198 persons were

sentenced, of whom 140 paid fines, 58 served terms of Imprisonment
2

and none penal servitude.

1) Branting also argued that railwayman had now such good conditions,
including pensions, t at they would think twice "before Indulging in
work stoppages that were socially dangerous.

2) See fasparsson, op. cit., vol. I, p. 394.
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Apart from these criminal law sanctions, prosecutions can also

be made under the law off libel, which prescribes limits to the methods

by which economic sanctions are carried out. This is used only

Infrequently.

"hsr. we come to discuss the problem of enforcing labour peace

by the use of conciliation and arbitration, a very Important distinction

must be made between justiciable or "rights" disputes, which have come

to be regulated by agreement, Individual or collective, and by statute,
I

and non.-justiciable or "interest" disputes, which are settled by
i

negotiation, conciliation, voluntary arbitration or open conflict.
i ■

Briefly, It can be said t at the employers' and workers' organisations

recognised fairly early that justiciable disputes should not be

settled by force, while they have held even more strongly that non¬

justiciable disputes must be.settled by arrangements that the parties

themselves care to make, aided by conciliation machinery provided

by the state.

The distinction now appears a logical one, but it has not always

been posrible to distinguish between the two in the remedies proposed

for the promotion of labour peace. It seems best, in so far as this

is possible, to conduct the analysis by looking first at the conciliation

machinery that has grown up, what it has been designed to cover and

promote,and to look there-after at the regulation of other matters

between the parties.
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Parailed with and closely related to the proposals and steps

taken to devise a conciliation system has been the question of labour

contracts and their regulation. It is not easy to distinguish

between two separate but related questions - regulations as to the

content of a labour agreement and sanctions to be enforced for

breach of a labour agreement. Even when it is possible to distinguish

between them in the legislative proposals made at vArious times, the

problem of method of enforcement still remains - e.g. is it to be

by criminal law provisions, or by providing voluntary conciliation and

arbitration machinery, or compulsory arbitration machinery.

In 1882 a motion had been presented to Parliament asking for

legislation on working conditions in order to protect the worker from

arbitrary treatment by his employer and to protect the employer

and society against the "abuse of the strike principle," in cases

such as gas and water works or the loading of a ship, through the

provision of penalties (hero we have instances of what was long to be

a thorny problem - the protection of public interests in labour

disputes). Penalties were also to be provided for breach of labour

contract. But Parliament rejected the idea of legislation on this

matter, sayin that injured parties could seek redress in the

ordinary law courts. The Parliamentary committee that considered

the proposal explained tiat the questions raised were so new in

Sweden that no definite views had been formed even as to the question

of principle - whether the state should interfere with free

contracts or not.
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Point 8 of the 1883 programme of the Central Comaittee of the

trade union movement contains the idea of an arbitration institute

to promote good and justrelationships between employers and workers

so that strikes may be avoided. The idea also recurred in several

Parliamentary motions. In 1887, for example, the Lower House rejected

a motion for set tin*- up courts of arbitration, and the committee that

considered the pronosai drew a distinction between rights and interest

disputes, saying that only rights disputes were understood by Swedish

usage of the word arbitration. The committee argued that it was

■unnecessary to give official recognition to the trade union movement

indirectly by setting up such courts, since the movement was a rather

young and little developed organisation with no recognised authority

to speak in the name of the industrial population of Sweden, and that
it i

no employers' organisation worthy of the name existed. Solver-1- quotes

this committee as saying that the administration of justice in Sweden

supported voluntary agreement between employer and worker, and

experience had not shown the need to intervene by law in questions

which would become unnecessarily complex if the voluntary approach

were abandoned. Any legislation would have to take account of

conflicting theories, and of experience abroad, on which opinions

differed.

The first motion to Parliament on conciliation and arbitration

was submitted in 1887. In 1892 and 1893 motions were presented

asking for an investigation into the question of an arbitration

board .hich would deal with interest and not jural disputes.

The /

DARBETSFREDSPOLITIK, P. 11.
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The committee that considered the motion in 1892 suggested that the

basis of the boards of arbitration would be geographical, the

initiative in setting them up being taken at a local level, and the

agreement of both sides being required before a dispute could be

submitted to the boards. These ideas were rejected in both years.

In 1895 a proposal was put forward asking for a general investigation

into the question of legislation for the settlement Ol' both rights

and interest disputes. Arbitration boards were suggested, to be set

up on the initiative of employers and workers for a trade or area.

Reference to the board was to be voluntary. The Upper House

rejected the proposed Investigation, saying the situation was much

too obscure and the need uncertain. It might bind the voluntary

co-operation of employers and workers - and if the boards were empowered

to fix wages and so on this might lead to undesirable social conditions.

This is certainly a mixed grill of reasons for rejectioni

In 1899 motions in both Houses asked for an enquiry Into the setting

up of conciliation and arbitration boards in interest disputes.

Disputes as to rights were to be excluded - they could be settled

in the ordinary courts, it was thought. The committees that

considered the motions agreed that the voluntary principle should

be followed, both in submitting disputes and in carrying out decisions,
and a committee was appointed to look into the question of the

setting up of boards of conciliation and arbitration. (At the same

time a committee was appointed to invest! ate labour contracts and

legislation, in relation to them. This was also "the year of the 5tkarps
law. So quite a lot of Initiative was taken in relation to labour

market problems in that year).
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The Committee that looked into the question of boards of

conciliation and arbitration reported in 1901. It did not consider

that the trade union movement was sufficiently ripe, nor sufficiently

recognised in law at this time, to form the basis for effective

legislation and, since no other organisation could conceivably do

better in enforcing the observance of agreements entered into, it

was recommended that there be no compulsion in the matter of conciliation

and arbitration. Two different forms of organisation were suggested

for a state conciliation system by different sections of the

committee, one advocating district cone ilia tors who would promote ttse formation

of private conciliation and arbitration boards in different sectors

of the economy, and the other suggesting district conciliation boards

on which the employers and workers would also be represented. An

important difference was that the first alternative did suggest that

the conciliator should not be empowered to force the parties to

answer his summons to them to discuss a dispute. Nor was his task

to pass any judgement on the demands of the parties, but simply to

use his influence to bring about conciliation. The advocates of

this latter arrangement felt the conciliation institution should

be iven a more independent position, in that it should attempt to

push through its own ideas on how a labour dispute "ou ht justly

to be resolved".

Essentially, however, both schemes were for con.illation, not

arbitration, legislation. On the basis of this report of 1901 a

proposition was submitted to Parliament in 1903, but it failed to

get through the upper house.

1) A'ESTERSTAFiL, op.cit., pp 265-6
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In relation to the two alternative schemes of organisation proposed

in the 1901 report, the proposition had taken a middle line.

Reference by the parties was to be voluntary, the conciliator was

to be entitled to call employer and worker representatives together
to form with him a conciliation board in the dispute, and, in the

event of their not answering the call, to make announcements in the

press, or in church. This was one of the reasons for the proposal

failing J

The attitude of the unions at the turn of the century seems

to have been that they did not object to the principle of conciliation

or arbitration, but not much was said explicitly about state

participation in it. Westerstahl considers that, at the time the
social democratic MPs and leaders for the unions met in 1903 to

discuss the proposals of the 1901 report, sympathy towards the

legislative way out was much stronger in the labour movement than

it was to become in later years} Some of the larger federations

seem to have been less favourably disposed towards a system of

conciliation and arbitration than many of the smaller and weaker ones.

In 1905 the Liberal ministry appointed a committee to look over

the earlier proposals for a law on mediation in labour disputes

and a proposition (No. 84) was submitted in the 1906 session of

Parliament which went through both Houses successfully. There

was some opposition and amendment to the proposal presented by the

committee, which had in turn made alterations in earlier schemes

e.g., there was now to be no injunction on the conciliator to work

for the setting up of private arbitration boards.

1) WESTERST&EL, op. cit., P. 274
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The committee emphasised, again the voluntary nature of the proposals

for a conciliation system, and the committee of the house to which

the proposals were remitted stressed that this legislation would not

be thoroughly effective until the legal position of employers' and

workers' organisations had been made clear and legally binding

labour contracts were in exlstance. Lindquist, the chairman of LO,

disagreed (and proved to be right, since legal recognition was not

given until 1936, and legally binding contracts did not come into

force until 1928), In the parliamentary debate, Lindquist in

fact set out certain principles giving the attitude of the trade

union movement to the institution of conciliation and arbitration.

The trade union movement no longer felt the same need of arbitration

as intbel883 programme, although he made it clear at the same time that

the right of the state to intervene in labour disputes was recognised.

Although the organised workers did not have any great use for

conciliation activity by the state, it was the state's duty to

intervene for the purpose of preventing conflicts or making them

as little wasteful as possible. He then drew an important distinction

between "rights" and "interest" disputes. He assumed rights

(justiciable) disputes would be put to arbitration, provided it

could be established that the disputes were about rights. But he

was quite convinced that neither side would allow interest (non¬

justiciable) disputes to be settled by compulsory arbitration for a

long number of years to come.
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Two of SAPs leaders opposed the legislation in principle,

arguing that, now that organisations had developed on both sides,

employers and workers could very well arrive at their own agreements.

There was particular objection to the conciliator being allowed to

intervene in a dispute without the parties necessarily asking him to

do so. The supporters of the proposed conciliation system, on the

other hand, saw no reason for delaying any longer in the provision

of a conciliation framework, particularly in view of the number of

labour disputes.

The conciliation system. The conciliation provisions of 1906

were not by any means arduous. The country was to be divided into

districts, each with a conciliator, whose duty it was to follow

events on the labour market in his district. When disputes arose

that threatened to lead to conflicts the conciliator was to endeavour

to bring the parties together to negotiate and obtain a settlement.

When disputes arose that threatened large scale conflicts the

government was entitled to appoint special conciliators. In the

main the state limited itself to the provision of facilities that

the parties could use if they wished, for, although the conciliators

were given the right of initiative in trying to bring the parties to

a dispute together, no provision was made - at that time - for sanctions

to compel the parties to attend negotiations if they did not choose

to answer the call of the conciliator to come and talk things over.

Changes in the conciliation system were proposed by a motion in

1910 which proposed a permanent conciliation board for dealing with

comprehensive and difficult disputes. Both chambers accepted this

idea, but as Its approval was made conditional by the upper house on

acceptance /
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acceptance of other legislative proposals on collective agreements

and a labour court, which failed to pass into law, the revision of

the conciliation system, of which Lindquist approved, failed to pass

through parliament. In 1911 the government proposed a permanent

conciliation commission. Now the parties were to be obliged to

attend when summon#^ by the conciliator, notice of direct action was

to be given and damages were proposed as a sanction for certain

breaches of the proposed law. These proposals failed, SAF opposed

the appointment of a permanent commission, fearing that it would

excerise an unjustifiable influence on the fixing of wages, (LO

reckoned the real reason was that SAF thought employers would get a

better deal from a government favourable to them than from a permanent

conciliation commission.

Changes in the conciliation procedure were also proposed in 1916,
in the report of the committee appointed by the social board to submit

proposals for the promotion of labour peace, and a revised conciliation

act that was accepted in 1920 was based on the proposals the 1916

committee made on conciliation. This act is still the governing

one on the subject in Sweden,

2) 3)
The act 'provides that the country is to be divided into seven '

(now eight, by decree of 5/5/1950) districts, each with a conciliator,

who has the task of mediating in disputes between employers and workers.

1) LO Report for 1910, pp 16-17
2) The act does not apply to employers and workers who come under the
procedure and "peace obligation" of chapter III of the act of 1936.
3) By Royal letter of 31st December, 1909, the country was divided
into seven conciliation districts from 1910.
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As workers within the meaning of the act are included persons who,

although a state of employment does not exist, carry on work for

other persons an accordingly stand in a position of dependence in

relation to that other person of essentially the same kind as that of

a worker to and employer. The person for whom such work is carried

out is considered as the employer under the act. The government

may Instruct the conciliator to operate outside his district for a

specific branch of activity, or it can also appoint a special conciliator

for such branches of activity. Thus the system has both a geographical

anchorage and can be adapted to cover problems of specific industries.

Further flexibility is provided by the fact that by §12 the government

can, where a labour dispute clearly Involves a danger for labour

peace or where circumstances otherwise require it, appoint experts

and experienced persons to act in the dispute as a special

conciliation commission along with the district conciliator or, when

it is not found advisable for him to take part, in place of him.

The same functions may be entrusted to particular Individuals, i.e.

to special conciliators. The operation of this system in practice

will be considered when we discuss wage negotiation procedure in

Chapter XX.

The duties of the conciliators ler this act include those of

following carefully the conditions of employment in their respective

areas of activities, mainly districts, and of assisting in the way

set out in the act in the settlement of labour disputes that arise.
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All kinds of labour disputes are covered by this"*") but exceptions

to the competence of the conciliator can arise through the provision

in §9 that enables the parties to have special negotiations, or

conciliation or arbitration boards, in the event of a dispute. In

such cases the conciliator may only intervene if he is ASKED TO DO £0

BY BOTH £ IDES, or if conditions make it likely that the special board

will not be relied upon for settling the dispute, or unless negotiations

have taken place with such a board without agreement being reached.

Nor may conciliators intervene if provision is made under the act on

special arbitrators of 1920, by which the parties can refer a dispute

directly to arbitration.

The conciliator meets employers and workers when the^ ask him to

help in bringing about agreements designed to promote good relations

between them and to prevent stoppages of work. If employers and workers

feel that negotiations on such agreements should take place under the

leadership of an independent chairman, and if the help of the conciliator

cannot be given or it is thought that he should not be called in, the

social board may, on the call of the parties AND when it thinks the

circumstances justify it, appoint a suitable person to lead the

negotiations. But ( §25) if a labour dispute has arisen that has

carded or seems to be threatening to cause a stoppage of work of major

importance the conciliator ought, through a visit in person to the place

where the dispute has broken out or in other ways, to get In touch with

the disputants and find out exactly what the dispiite is about.

1) Formally, the state conciliators are entitled to use their good
offices in every dispute that threatens labour peace, including
justiciable disputes,with the exceptions stated here, but in
practice their activity is limited to wage agreement negotiations.
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He then has to bring the parties together on his own initiative, as

was the case under the 1906 act. But now there is a sanction. He

should recommend to the disputants that, pending a solution of the

dispute, they should not resort to, maintain or extend stoppages of

work. He should call them or their representative! to negotiations

at a definite time and place with him, as is convenient, and try to

bring about a solution. Even if (this was added In 19311) a dispute

that has arisen has not given rise to, nor seems to be threatening

to give rise to, a work stoppage of major importance the conciliator

SHALL call the disputants to negotiations in the manner prescribed

above, PROVIDED a request for such negotiations is made by an employer

or an organisation covering at least half the workers affected by the

dispute. The sphere of competence of the conciliators is thus

extended, as is his initiative in bringing the carties together.

This innovation in 1931 was on a motion by Sigfrid Hans son which,

although rejected by the second law committee, was passed by both

houses of parliament. Kansson's view was that it was Important to

bring the parties together at an early stage if possible. In

practice, however, the conciliator does not intervene until the

parties have themselves made serious efforts to settle their

differences.

While the conciliator can ask the parties to refrain from direct

action while discussions are going on, a new provision h-.s been included

since 1935 which requires the parties, where they are not prevented

from doing do, to give seven days' notioe of a stoppage of work to tne

conciliator (s) and to the other side (§3a),

1) See Chapter IX, p. joo
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Notification must contain a statement of the reasons for the direct

action proposed^ Failure to observe this provision can involve the

liability to pay civil dama-es in the public courts up to a maximum

of 3oo crowns.

If agreement cannot be reached during the negotiations with the

conciliator he may recormend the disputants to allow the dispute to be

settled a) by a board of arbitration or by an arbitrator, as set out

by law (to be considered shortly) or otherwise b) to allow one or several

persons, whose verdict the parties bind themselves to follow, to

arbitrate between them, after due examination as to whether and to what

extend the statements they make may be justified and in what ways the

dispute may best be resolved. If this last advice is followed, the

conciliator ought, in so far as this is found to be necessary, to lend

his help In the appointment of arbitrators, inform them of their task,

and help In other ways to bring about a decision in the matter at issue.

But the conciliator may not himself act as an arbitrator In labour

disputes.

The oarties to a dispute are of course enjoined (§7),In order to

give the concilator a reliable ba&is for judging the dispute, to let

him have on request accounts and other documents, and statistical and

other information they have at their disposal, and also allow the

conciliator access to a workplace. Any party meeting the wishes of

the conciliator In this way is entitled to pledge him to secrecy.

1) If there are unorganised workers on the other side notification
can be given for them through a public notice in the place of work.
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No sanction was provided in the 1920 act, other than that of

public opinion, for the event that the parties might fail to attend for

negotiations when the conciliator asked them to do so, although it was

stated that they were "obliged" to attend. "It is the duty of the

disputants to obey the summons of the conciliator". (§4 provided that

the conciliator could use methods such as informing the disputants'

association,displaying notices in workplaces or announcement in the press

in order to summon the parties where he could not call them together

person ally).

The obligation to obey the summons has now a sanction behind it,

fFor it was provided by an act of 1936 (nr. 507), passed at the same

time as the act setting out the right of association and negotiation,

that neglect to attend such meetin s with the conciliator can lead to

fines, the conciliator referrin the matter to the Labour Court on the

application of the party wronged. The Labour Court can impose a fine

under §4 of the act of 1936 on the right of association and negotiation.
The parties have a legal obligation to negotiate as well and to jrepsnt

proposals for solving the question at issue.

The negotiations that the conciliator convenes ( § 6) and conducts

between the parties are primarily for the purpose of enabling the

parties to arrive at agreement in accordance with offers or proposals

that they themselves may put forward during the negotiations; but

the conciliator is entitled, if and to the extent that he considers

it is likely to promote a good solution of the dispute, to submit to

the parties adjustments and concessions that are thought to meet the

case. The fact that he is entitled to ask the parties for information

helps on this matter.
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But It should be clearly grasped that the conciliator has no other

duty than that of seeking to bring about an agreement betv»een the

disputants* He has no duty or power td try to force an agreement

through that embodies certain provisions or principles. His sole

task is to work towards an agreement that both sides are likely to

accept, quite apart from its intrinsic merits or economic implications.

This of course leaves him considerable scope for initiative and active

conciliatory policies.

The most the conciliator can try to do along those lines is set

out in a royal decree^-) § 6 provides that where a settlement of a

labour dispute is reached through the direct or indirect assistance of

the conciliator he ought to endeavour (a) to have such provisions intro¬

duced into the agreement as are designed to prevent disturbing

stoppages of work in future,and (b) to work for such agreements, which

ought preferably to be in writing {the Collective agreements act of

1928 provides that such agreements shall be in writing), being given

a clear and unambiguous formulation.

The conciliators come under the Social Board, which tries to

govern their activity in such a way as to bring about the greatest

possible uniformity 0f application of the act, and the maximun

co-operation between conciliators. Conciliators are appointed by the

government for a specific period or indefinitely, and may be dismissed

at any time. They are enjoined to endeavour to obtain a knowledge

of the collective agreements and other provisions that apply in

questions of labour relations in their sphere of activity. The costs

of keeping minutes and providing meeting places for negotiations in

which a conciliator takes part are met by the parties as they may agree.

1) Royal decree (nr. 898) of 31st December, 1920.
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Payment of conciliators, members of conciliation commissions, and

independent chairmen are provided for by a Royal letter of 22nd April,1938.

The manner in which the conciliation system operates will be brought

out in Chapter XX,where the process of negotiation and bargaining that

leads to collective agreements being concluded between parties on the

labour market is considered. For reasons that will emerge shortly,

the conciliation system is almost entirely ore-occupied with such

problems, non-justiciable disputes, "interest" situations where the

parties are contriving to arrange a new agreement between them.

An attempt was made in 1934 to introduce new elements into the

conciliation system, and this was reflected in the introduction in 1935

of the requirement of seven days' notice before res orting to direct

action. In 1934 too some motions took up the question of compulsory

conciliation (which is perhaps a contradiction in terms). At any rate

the Nothin committee considered it doubtful whether anything was to be

gained by legal provisions that would aim to male© mediation obligatory

and to Q-ive greater formal powers to the conciliators. The present

conciliation procedure was based on tfoo main pillars: (a) the

availability of the conciliation organisation, based in turn on the

personalities of the conciliators and (b) the willingness of the parties

to co-operate and show understanding. None of these factors would

gain from the legislation that had been proposed. It could rather

turn out to be the case that compulsory rules, which would scarcely

be reconcilable with the character of conciliation that was connected

with the mediation procedure, would be Infringed In critical situations,

and this could hardly fail to have a detrimental effect on the whole

conciliation systeqj.
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Prlvate arbitration. In addition to the conciliation act of 1920,

additional legislation was adopted in the same year on (a) a central hoard

of arbitration for certain labour disputes, and (b) an act providing

for special arbitrators in labour disputes. These were in some degree

complementary to the conciliation act, and they provided alternative

machinery for settling disputes,

(a) The central arbitration board consisted of seven members, two

representatives from the employers {appointed by the government on the

recommendation of SAP's consultative council), two from LQ and three

appointed by the government from among persons who were independent of

b6th employer and worker interests. The Board was entitled to take

up questions as to the correct meaning and application Of collective

agreements (i.e., justiciable disputes), PROVIDED such questions were

referred to it by the parties, either In accordance with the provisions

of the collective agreement or otherwise through AGREEMENT between them.

Judgements given by the board were compulsorily binding. This then

was coluntary arbitration of "rights" disputes. The parties had to

agree to refer disputes to the board, and to accept Its decision as

binding.

This Board was somewhat similar in composition to the Labour Court

that replaced it in 1928."^ Experience of Its working was rather

favourable. Altogether the Board dealt with about 190 cases during

the period 1920/1^28. Between 1st July, 1920 and 31st December 1926

it dealt with 122 cases, the outcome of which was as follows:

The employers gained their point in 51 cases
the workers in 56 cases

both sides both gained and lost in 15 cases.
In 72 Bases (59^ the board's decision was unanimous .

1) See Chapter XIII.
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The employers' representatives dissented, in 31 cases, and the workers'

representatives in 19 cases. The government representatives differed

in 15 cases (in 8 of which they agreed with the employers' reservations,

and in 7 with those of the workers' representatives).

These figures do not suggest that the board was in any way biassed

and they were in fact qxaoted by LO as an argument against replacing it

by the Labour Court in 1928. LO argued that the parties trusted the

board,

(b) The act of 1920 providing for special arbitrators in labour

disputes is still in force. By it the government is authorised to

appoint special arbitrators, 0" THE REQUEST OF BOTH PARTIES, to settle

disputes that the parties refer,for arbitration or, on the request of

the parties or of arbitrators appointed by them, to take part as

independent chairmen in boards of arbitration setup for settling such

disputes. The duties of the arbitrators are set out In greater

detail in a government decree1) The arbitrator has ( §1) on the

request of the parties, to settle disputes about the correct meaning

and application of individual or collective labour- agreements i.e.

he deals with justiciable disputes, & 2 provides that the special

arbitrators ought not- to co-operate in the settlement of labour

disputes in cases where the arbitration agreement between the parties

allov/s the parties to question the arbitration decisions.

Aroitratprs are to have the necessary legal quallfications for

competence a: a judge, they are appointed for a maximum period of two

years, and are entitled to be paid by the parties. Like the conciliators

they are controlled by the Social Board.

Between 1921 and 1926 the number of cases dealt with by these

1) No. 899 of 31/12/1920.
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apecial arbitrators was 248,but of these 126 cases were dealt with in

1921 alone. The act is essentially a permissive one, and hinges on

the parties having agreed to settle justiciable disputes by recourse

to arbitration in this form. The act now exists parallel to the

Labour Court ,which is the final court of judgement in the event of the

parties failing to make other arrangements - such as the private appeal

to arbitration provided in this act of 1920.

Prior to 1920 private arbitration in labour disputes could be

arranged under the terms of the arbitration act of 1087. Provision

for such arbitration was frequently made in early collective

agreements, because the trade union movement considered that justiciable

disputes should be settled by arbitration. (At first, when they were

in a weak position, the unions were not entirely opposed to arbitration

even in interest disputes - but this view sbhn changed). Fiesort to

arbitration under the act of 1887 was not always happy, because

experience showed that arbitrators did not always understand the

meaning of the disputes put before them; collective agreements were
men

rather technical and are perhaps best interpreted by experienced and

specialised . in that particular field. The arbitrators appointed

under the act did not always fulfill these requirements, and this led

to provisions for private arbitration being Introduced into collective
agreements. But should there be arbitration on both justiciable and

non-justiciable disputes?

SAP took the view that It was sometimes difficult to tell

whether a dispute about the—content of an agreement was one about

interpretation or an Interest dispute that had not been settled when

negotiations on the agreement took place. It therefore wanted

negotiations to take place first of all between the parties and
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their respective top organisations about disputes that arose, and it

was to be a matter for agreement between the parties at these negotiations

whether the dispute should be referred to arbitration or possibly give

rise to open conflict if agreement could not be reached on a settlement

of the dispute. This led LO and SAF to agree on a provision in 1908

that read "if disputes arise about the interpretation and application

of agreements in force or disputes between the parties for other reasons

such disputes must in no circumstances give rise to an immediate stoppage

of work on either side, but negotiations on the matter art, first to take

place between the parties themselves and thereafter, if no agreement has

been reached, between the employer^ organisation and the trade union

federation involved".

This suited LO. The act of 1887 was it'considered suitd) le primarily

for business contracts, but not for collective agreements (which in any case

are almost entirely a post-1387 phenomenon) where disputes had to be settled

quickly in order to prevent conflicts. The pressure under which collective

agreements were frequently drawn up, their complexity, and lack of legally

trained negotiators on the workers' side, required something less formal

than the provisions of the 1887 act envisaged. Thus when the central

arbitration board and the special arbitration provisions for labour

disputes were created in 1920 LO considered that the government had taken

the LO-SAF agreement of 1908 as the guiding line. In 1926 LO still held
,.. . ; , , , permissive ,this view - that it was wise to retain legislation about the

settlement of interpretation disputes ti at arose out of the content°£greemen''
1) LO's views are expressed in its comments given to the Kommers Kolleglum
on 16th January, 1926, on a proposed revision of the 1887 arbitration act.
LO recommended that a provision should be introduced into it excluding from
the application of the act disputes about" the irrterpretart ion of collective
agreements or the settlement of questions about the correct meaning and
application of collective agreements. When revised, on 14th June, 1929, the
arbitration act did not Include any provisions to meet this view. But the
labour market parties would never use it, since they have facilities under
the special arbitrators act of 1920 and are now obliged ,as a last resort
to have justiciable disputes arising out of collective agreements settled
In the Labour Court.
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By voluntary agreement the labour market parties had by 1920

found it advisable to regulate the settlement of justiciable disputes

voluntarily either through negotiation or by provision for arbitration.

The le islation of 1920 therefore provided a useful supplement - since

reference to the arbitration facilities it provided was voluntary - to

their own efforts. The number of conflicts over interpretational

disputes was by that time small, only 0,9^ of all labour conflicts
between 1913 and 1925 being over justiciable questions, and only 4^
of workers being affected. Special rules existed in collective

agreements,covering 94$ of workers coming under such agreements ,for

the settlement of disputes that arose during the period of validity

of an agreement. For about 40%' of all workers arbitration was provided,

for 54/t disputes were solved through direct negotiations between the

parties concerned, while for 6% of workers covered by colls ctive agree¬

ments and for 467 (20/0 agreements there were no provisions.

Arbitration Negotiation No Provisions Total

No. of agreements 659 1,152 467 2,278

No. of workers 172,721 237,971 26,895 437,587

Such figures led LO to object strongly to the proposed collective

agreements legislation in 1928^-i

Thus the parties usually preferred to sort cut their interpretation

disputes themselves, through negotiation, arbitration or conflicts.

Few disputes went to the public courts, although the Supreme Court had

ruled in 1915 that the collective agreement was a legally binding

agreement and thnt breach of it entailed liability to damages,

1) SEE MOTION 282 UPPER HOUSE, 1923 BY ARVID THORBERG MOLLER
WIOFORSS AND OTHERS. ' '
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When one considers that affective machinery appeared to have

been created by 1920 for solving rights disoutes, and the conciliation

act of 1920 gave useful state facilities for solving interest disputest
one rai"ht expect that demands for legls latlon would have subsided

on both these questions. But such was not the case. A whole series

of proposals on the problem of the content of and enforcement of

collective agreements had been maturing,and to a consideration of these
we now turn. Thereafter the later history of non-justiciable dispute

legislation proposals will be taken up.
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CBAPTSK XII

Enforcement of Colloctive Agreements by

Compulsory Arbitration.

The Debate.

In 1890 a motion was submitted in Parliament which set out the

dangers that could arise If either side could resort to a strike or

lockout on the spur of the moment. The nlegostadga", which provided

against interruption of service, e.g., on farms, should, It was argued,

also be applied to industry, and It was proposed that two months'

notice of termination should be given for industrial labour contracts.

The parliamentary committee said there would be great advantages in

having more settled terms and conditions of employment, b\it neither

side on the labour market was disposed to this, and the aim of the

motion could only be attained If both parties came to realize on the

basis of conviction and experience that there were benefits to be

derived from more settled relationships and themselves decided on

the conditions of labour contracts. The motion was rejected.

So far it is clear from the reasons ;-iven that the problem

of labour relations .-.as not yet taken to be - and was not - very

pressing, at least as regards tie question of contracts and settlements

of disputes over them. And of course the predominant type of agree¬

ment was the individual labour contract. But with the growth In

organisations towards the end of the century, the increasing number

of strikes and the Increase in the proportion of disputes In which

victory went to the workers' side, several motions were submitted to

Parliament between 1897 and 1899^and in this last year both Houses
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accepted. the idea of an enquiry into matters related to labour

agreements. Th& main emphasis seem to have been on what should be

done in the event of breach of agreement, but the enquiry showed

that this could not be dealt with in isolation. This committee

of enquiry into problems relating to labour contracts was one of

two committees appointed to look into labour market problems (the

other being the committee on conciliation and arbitration). Both

committees reported in 1901. Like its opposite number, the

conciliation and arbitration committee, the committee on labour-

agreements was not too favourably disposed to the trade unions when

it asked itself the question of what should be done If labour contracts

were broken. In its view the employer was in a better position to

pay damaged than were the workers, and it did not think the position

could be equalised through strong organisations. It discussed

possible solutions for forcing workers to observe labour contracts

Into which they had entered, e.g., by prescribing work books or

cutting them off from Poor Relief but it settled eventually for two

possible solutions, 1) a system, by which employers would be entitled
to retain part of the worker's wage as security against fulfilment

of the labour contract, or 2) alteration to the criminal law.

The committee proposed a general law on labour agreements dealing with

such matters as rights and obligations, periods of notice as to

termination, how agreements were to be entered Into^ln other words
a certain framework to which labour contracts should conform - and

It also proposed certain amendments to the criminal law whereby

penalties might be Imposed on persons who left a job and danger to

life and health ensued or damage to property resulted or, in the case

of certain public utilities, If workers left without giving notice.
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Tb.ua deterrent punishments were suggested for the problem of

conflicts that endangered social interests, and deeoapte proposals

for ensuring thst agreements were kept.

The secretariatof £0 criticised the proposals for a framework

for labour agreements, because the proposals took no account of the

collective form of agreement. It also opposed the amendments to

the criminal law, and argued that the free co-operation between the

labour market organisations would be disturbed by such Intervention

on the part of the state. Legislative proposals for changes in.

the criminal law were In fact submitted in 1305, on the basis of this

report, but, as we have seen, they were rejected, if only by the

narrowest of majorities in the lower house.

When the conciliation act of 1906 was passed, emphasis was placed

in various quarters on the necessity of* legislating on other questions

such as labour contracts, and in 1906 a departmental committee was

appointed by the new Lindman (a conservative) government to look into

certain questions of labour legislation.

By this time the collective agreement was beginning to take a

prominent place in relations between the organisations. In fact, of

course, with the growth of trade union organisations there ifas bound

to be an increase in the number of collective instead of individual

labour contracts, since one of the primary alms of the organisations

was to present a united front, and at the same time to ensure uniformity

— of treatment for their members. —In-1905, loo, -the engineering

industry had obtained a collective agreement which formed a landmark

in the development of this type of contract, and SAP had set out in a

circular to its members the points to be observed in arriving at
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eollective agreements with the other side. Thus, when the 1906

committee submitted a report on labour contracts in 1907 it took the

view that the INDIVIDUAL labour contract alone could definitely not

form the basis for such legislation, but that such legislation should

primarily be based on COLLECTIVE agreements.!) The committee

therefore examined the le ral implications of collective a reements

and stressed the necessity of expressly legislating that, if

Individual labour contracts between employers and workers who were

obliged So follow a collective agreement contained provisions that

conflicted with the collective agreement, then such individual

agreements should hot be valid, the corresponding provision of the

collect!v agree ent applying instead (cf. the provisions of the

1928 act, v/hich were along these lines). A report on le islation

abroad on these matters was also compiled^/

However, the Lindman government did not apparently share the

views o this committee, for in October 1907 another committee was

appointed to look into the possibilities of legislation d»n

individual labour agreements and, in the event of such legislation

being found possible, to make proposals on the subject and on changes

1) Westerstahl, p. 301 points out that this discussion is the initial
one on the subject of Introducing collective agreements into Swedish law.
2) One interesting legislative croposal of 1908 was v/hat became known as
Lex Hildebrand, an attempt to introduce a provision into the fundamental
law Ox the constitution, which guarantees freedom of the press, in
order to forbid anyone from causing danger or loss to anyone through
interfering without warrant in the free exercise of his or her trade or
profeaslonJoyi means of public communicat!ona or otherwise. The aim
was to stop the labour movement putting announcements in the press
dealing wit- blockouts, boycotts, lists and announcements. It
was defeated in the lower house.
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in the contract of service {tjanstehjon) statute. No new

legislative proposals relating to the labour market organisations

were presented to parliament in 1909 , for the 1907 committee had

not yet completed its work. However, in the summer end autumn of

1909 the big strike took place, and in mid-September the government

decided to dissolve the committee of 1907,which had explained that it

would not bo able to have proposals ready for submission in the 1909

session of parliament. The government appeared anxious to have some

legislation passed, for it ad been concerned ultimately in the big

strike, and it entrusted the job of completing the work of the committee

to the department of Justice^] As a result of its work the Lindraan

government presented very comprehensive proposals for regulation of

the Swedish labour market in the parliamentary sessions on 1910 and

1911. Proposition no. 96 in 1910 included legislative proposals on

collective agreements, a labour court, labour agreements (arbetsavtal)

a law on ideological associations, and also some changes in the criminal

lav/ (to cover socially dangerous conflicts) and In the conciliation

act. The background to the proposals is well set out in the statement

made in support of the proposition by the head of the department of

justics, Petersson^l

The reason for the haste to get proposals out was, he said, the

recent conditions prevailing on the labour market. For a long number

of years relations between employers and workers had by no mean#

1) As will emerge later, ti.ere was a somehhat parallel course of events
in 1927 and 1928,when the work of a committee of enquiry was bypassed in
an attempt by a liberal government to pass legislation on collective
agreements and a labour court wit.]', all-possible epood. The explanation
given by the prime minister, Lindman, for the haste in 1909 was that the
government had to try as far as possible to prevent a recurrence of the
events of 1909 in the future. LO considered it was in a hurry to cash in
on the big strike. See LO annual report 1910, p. 7.
2) Proposition no, 96, 1910 p. 54 et. seq.
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conformed to what was desirable from a social and economic point of

view. Labour peace was conspicuously lacking. A large number of

the disputes were caused by employers and workers interpreting the

existence and meaning-of rights and obligations iri different ways

because agreements were incomplete and obscure. The greater the

realisation the parties had of their legal position in relation to

one another the greater would the probability be that contract&al

relations need not give rise to disputes. Ke hoped the legislation

proposals would help to remove the causes of labour disputes.

He felt that a law or: collective agreements, which were closely

linked with the attempts of the workers to organise, would overcome

the crisis of confidence caused by the big strike. Strong

organisations ob both sides were a condition of and the best

guarantee for achieving peace and quiet in the labour market. (It

will be noted how the attitude to labour market organisations changed

as these became stronger and acquired powers in fact if not yet in

law,and at the same time how the very growth of the organisations

made their position in relation to law more pressing).

One of the biggest issues raised in the proposition and the

subsequent debate was that of whether there should be a complete

ban on direct action during the period of validity of an agreement.

Petersson went into this question very fully. Interest disputes

could he thought arise during the oeriod of validity, particularly

since collective agreements did not as yet regulate every small detail

of the employment relationship. ir ail direct action (strikes, lockouts

boycotts, blockades) were to be prohibited it would mean that the state

must force the parties to accept decisions from outside. But "through

such legislative intervention in interest disputes between employers
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and workers we enter upon the public regulation by law of labour

relations and the collective agreement, and for us at least this is

probably neither advisable nor desirable at present." /That he was

saying, in ef"'ect, was that if direct action were to be prohibited

tie state %■ould have to take upon itself the task of settling interest

as well as rights disputes. There would be compulsory arbitration.

He advanced further arguments that militated against the complete

prohibition of work stoppages during the period of validity of an

agreement. There was for instance a big difference between strikes

and lockouts in method, "A.s long as a labour organisation has not

attained a particularly high decree of economic strength its natural

tactics in arranging a strike are if possible to allow it to cover

only a smalljsection of the members,who could then be supported for a
long period from the fees of those not involved in the strike".

'"here the organisation covered the workers of several employers, it

was thus most often in the interests of the workers to direct their

pressure against one employer at a time. For the employer the matter

was quite different. The economic support he could get through

affiliating with other employers was often of very smell significance

in determining his ability to oppose the demands of the workers.

A Ion- conflict tended to put him out of the market, particularly

foreign markets. If he faced up alone and accepted the existing

situation he found himself worse placed than other memebers of his

organisation. The front would thus be sjklit. The remedy was the

lockout covering employers whose workers were not directly involved

in the dispute. Countervalii rig power was created -in this war.

Unity gave strength. If the employers had a split in their front

they were surrendering the citadel to the enemy. (SAP could scarcely
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h&ve expressed it bettertii). ibvlously, i e added, such lockouts

were u last resort which, if, sometimes unavoidable, nevertheless

Drought economic losses to the employers, and embittensent to tie

workers. LO would hardly have agreed with thie. Lockouts war© NOT

always a ' last res rf' at that time.

ft must accordingly be a task of the greetest moment so to

arrange relations that resort to this weapon need not be made.

IIow to do th!s? The best way out,he thought, seemed to be national

agreements and a common date of expiry for agreements in related or

interdependent industries. The object of this would oe to ■ring

t e individual employer out of his position of Isolation and

Inferiority in disputes with the workers' organisations.

Admittedly, the employers were moving in that direction, but

the organisation cult,an. thereny the idea of uniform conditions

through collective agreements, had won general acceptance much

earlier among workers than among employers. Since , however, it

would tare tin® to -ring about national agreements and similar

periods of validity, it would in the meantime nullify the advantages

the employers obtained through organising if there was to e a

prol l vlti~n In law of worV stoppages during the period of

Validity, oven when the stoppages -wore not directed, against tie

agreement In force.

Thus the sympathetic lockout, was to receive his blessing.
-) f"• -Uh'7 Ib.I-' V.fid nersneded . ? *"0 o,h o Suit sympathetic action

was slloru.ic during the period of validity.
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Here the employer helps others, but is not aiming to gain anything

for himself directly. But that leads on to another question - of

whet! er and to what extent it is allowable during the period of

validity of a collective agreement, to use these means of pressure for

forcing through an agreement on provisions THAT ARE TO EE APPLIED

AFTEKVAEDf. Petersson, in considering this, said that the idea of a

collective agreement hardly agreed with the view that the parties

should, during the period of validity, be fighting about the

contents of coming agreements. On the other hand, circumstances did

arise in which, in the interests of labour- peace, it would be

highly desirable for a >rovislon to be arrived at that was valid even

after the period of validity of a collective agreement uad expired.

This was the case when, during negotiations on a collective agreement

for part of an industry or trade, disputes arose about provisions

that referred to principles which ought to be applied to the whole

industry or trade. In such cases it was undoubtedly of great

importance to have the matter regulated along the whole frort for a

certain period to come, irrespective of the fact that several collective

agreements mi~ht expire at different times in the industry or trade.

It would perhaps also help to avoid the same issue of conflict arising

every time a collective agreement expired. It would help greatly to

promote labour peace, and also the national agreements that were so

rightly being sought after.

However, Petersson agreed that it was not possible at that time

to draw up In law a fixed dividing line between subjects that should

not,since they were not matters of general principle, be the subject

of direct action during the period of validity of colls ctive
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agreements e.g., wages ,and such for v?hlch the use of force to establish
uniform principles was legitimate, A considerable obstacle her* ./as

the varying scope and organisation o the side both of employers and

workers. Petersson* s view then, in view of these factors and the need

to proceed with caution in this completely new sphere, was that a

general prohibition of work stoppages during the period of validity of

a collective agreement should HOT be introduced, but only a prohibition

for those instances where there was no doubt about the . ' ~r: of

the prohibition. In the draft law on collective agreements these

ideas were accordingly expressed in §8?where it was stated thai? there
should be a general prohibition of such, action, if the object was to

bring about a change in the agreement either because of a dispute as

to the interpretation or application of the agreement, or for the

forcing through of provisions in the agreement designed to apply after

this time. Ho direct action on other disputes^ was to be allowed

until negotiations had taken place before an independent instance, as

might be provided in agreements or, if not so provided, until a

report of the dispute had been made to a conciliator, and negotiations

had taken place under his leadership, or one of the parties had
p \

refused to heed or ignored the summons to negotiate with the conciliator' *

Ho sympathetic action was to be allowed when the party being

sympathised with was not entitled to take direct action. A big

qualification was made tb this, however, If two parties were

1) Other disputes were apparently interest disputes, since otherwise
they would be under the jurisdiction of the labour court, proposed.

2) Peters son did not think any sanction should be introduced for
failure to attend. It was enough that the other party would there¬
upon be freed from its obligation to negotiate.
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entitled to resort to direct action, employers or workers bound by

collective agreements were entitled to take and maintain direct action

for the purpose of having Included in new agreements between them, after

their agreement had expired, provisions which were the subject of the

original dispute. This last clause about sympathetic action only for

matters referring to the original dispute was not in the original

proposition (which provided no such restriction) but was introduced

by the council on law,

Lindquist called this §G of the government proposition a "hand¬

book of lockout law". The proposed provisions could neither be

designed to diminish nor contribute to diminishing the number or

magnitude of conflicts, or contribute in any way to the creation of

mutual trustl; j/) pointed out that everyone seemed to be agreed that

the right of association should be Inviolate on each side, and that

work stoppages were permissible and justifiable as long as the parties

had not bound themselves by entering into agreements^). Thereafter

views differed about how much else should be regulated. From the

beginning the workers' side had been opposed to any work stoppages

during the time the parties were bound by a collective agreement, and

the rights disputes that arose were often referred to arbitration or

to a detailed negotiation procedure. But when the employers discovered

how the mads lockout weapon favoured them, they tried to force through

exceptions to the general rule by demanding the right £>r SAP and its

members to resort to sympathetic lockouts, SAF was quite agreeable

1) See motion 272,lower hous^. by Lindquist and others,1910.

2) See LO Report for 1910 pp 10-11
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to the workers having similar rights and,although it opposed this>

LO had in fact been obliged to accept sympathetic action clauses in

agreements in 1907^1

In fact the government proposition included, as Ernst Blomberg

complained, the principles SAP had tried to insist upon in 1909 after
n \

the big strike, including the right to sympathetic measures . In the

parliamentary debate on the clause covering sympathetic action, Herr

Jons con. in Refvinge said that he thou ht sympathetic provisions

constituted a gap in the proposals which ought to be sealed up by

declaring in law as it was accepted by the people, that an agreement

is an agreement, which ought to be adhered to during the period it

is supposed to be in force*51 The workers were prepared to abandon the

sympathetic strike, and thereby large scale strikes, but the employers'

side seemed to have a dogmatic belief in the bir lockout as a weapon.

The second legal committee had considered that the parties should

not be allowed to resort to direct action over interest disputes that

developed during the period of validity of an agreement about matters

not regulated in the agreement. (Such disputes were, It understood,

not very frequent). Such prohibition need not, it felt, lead to

provisions on compulsory arbitration; the parties should be free to

agree on this problem, and had done so in many cases. As to the right

1) See LO Representative Council meeting, December, 1907
2) Other SAF demands in 1909 had been for a settled negotiation procedure,
foremen prohibition, and §23. But LO would not agree.

3) Lower Chamber debate 39/5/1910, p. 63
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to sympathetic measures, the committee did not think the time was

ripe to scrap these completely, but it did favour greater limitation

than Peters son's proposition proposed, for it did not agree that the

exception set out in the proposition to the general prohibition of

sympathetic action was justified. There was no dcubt that public

opinion supported the view that work stoppages designed to brln about

chan-es in a collective agreement during its period of validity should

be prohibited. It proposed therefore that only "pure" sympathetic
1 \

action should be allowed-*-^ I.e. the right to engage in sympathetic

strikes or lockouts should only be reco nised in cases where the party

to be supported was NOT bound by a collective agreement, and had himself

resorted to or been attacked ttrough a stoppage of work. To prevent

a conflict spreading, mediation by the state conciliators should be

provided for.

Petersson was prepared to agree to the proposal for purely

sympathetic direct action, but opposed the idea of otherwise having

a complete prohibition of all direct action durin; the period of

validity. He repBated his arguments about the lockoixt. Even if

It might prove double-edged, It was nevertheless the only weapon the

employers had. The greatest guarantee of laoour oeace lay in strong

organisations, but they must be strong on BOTH sides, not just one.

The awareness tihat a conflict could, if carried to extremes ,load to

gigantic clash was In his view the strongest Incentive to moderation

and discretion on both sides, Ee still retained is passion for

17 Statement no. 6, 1910, Lindquist and Nils Persson thought that this
still legalised work stoppages during the period of validity and they
accordingly made a reservation asking parliament not to support It.
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natlonsl agreements ana -uniform time of expiry, which would eventually

lead to there oeirr- no NEED for sympathetic strikes and lockouts.

Strikes were suited to a guerilla war. has this why the workers

wanted total prohibition of sympathetic action?

There is much in this aryuement, but nevertheless there is surprising

unanimity between Petersson's views and the aims of SAP. Irldeed

when the proposed legislation had been rejected SAP considered that the

principles it used in its agreements had been taken into account and

gained 'wide acceptance through this attempt to legislate. "The

association (SAP) had thus had the legal basis for its activity

considerably strengthened and endorsed by neutral parties"

T: e sanction to be used in the event of a breach of a collective

agreement was civil damages. Lindquist considered there was no

protection here for the workers' organisations. It could ruin theijj2!

He was more favourably disposed towards the IDEA of a labour court

that was proposed for dealing with case relating to collective agreements

and which would deal with claims for damages, mainly because of the

practical advantage that such an arrangement would have. It would

be the state that paid the piper; at present the costs of all the

arbitration bodies that had been set up fell on the workers' organisations.

LO tool up the view that no one could object In principle to rights

disputes bein solved by such a court.-) But it was not -leased with

1} Industrla. 1910. p. 892

2) There was some protection, in that an association was only to he
responsible for a breach of agreement by Its members If It had been
a party to that breach, e.g., through a deoislon at a trade union
meeting, or through supporting the action,

3) LO report £6r 1910, p. 15.
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the proposed composition of the court, which was to be two or three

judges plus four representatives of the parties. The big snag, however,

was (as Lindquist expressed it) that certain parts of the collective

agreements law to which he and LO objected would also have be be accepted,

for collective agreements had to be defined before they could be inter¬

preted, •*-) Industria was somewhat dubious about this Labour Court-

being a court of final instance®)

One distinguishing feature of collective agreements is that the

workers bound by them and guaranteed certain conditions of employment

by them were never individually determined, but were only indicated in

a general way as belonging to a certain organisation or trade. (This

important point is recognised in the collective agreements act of 1928),

The proposition on labour legislation in 1910 took account of this

point by proposing a law on individual labour agreements (arbetsavt&i)

which set out detailed provisions about the relations between employer

and worker in both industry and agriculture. Seven days' notice of

termination of agreement should be given; a worker occupying: a tied

house should receive fourteen days notice ( §21): a system of retaining

part of the ware should be legalised as a guarantee against breach of

agreement: and (§ 19) the right of the employer to lead and allocate

the work should be provided for. The sanction against breach of these

rrovlsions was to be civil liability to damages only*

1)See debate .in the lower house, 59 th May, 1910.

2) Industr^a, 1911, p. 135.
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This provision reserving tb the employer the right to lead and

allocate the work was of course also looking to the employer interest. ,

It agreed with part of SAP's section S3, Lindquist, who was by no

means a doctrinaire opponent (see chapter XVII) of § 23,nevertheless

thought it ~ave quite enough trouble without having it written into

law.

Let the final word on these proposals fall to Lindquist before we

consider the fate of all the proposals^-* > It was questionable, he

said whether* legislation in this sphere was necessary or useful. If

it was considered necessary in some degree, the line of approach to

JUST labour legislation ought to be the development of the conciliation

system, the setting up of a well organised, really independent and

expert Labour Court for solving rights disputes and {in consequence) the

recognition in law of the principle of the collective agreement. The

present proposals were, he considered, ill prepared, and tl e existing

composition of parliament was such that it was incapable of legislating

on the matter with absolute impart is lity. Tlbe proposals should therefore

be rejected.

When all the proposals falling under proposition 96 were debated in

parliament the proposed laws on collective agreements and a labour court

were approved in principle, but there was disagreement about the content

of the legislation. The second lav; committee submitted a compromise

proposal which the upper house accepted b£t the lower house rejected.

1) Motion 272, lower house, 1910
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The law on labour agreements was approved by the upper bouse In

approximately the form suggt sted by the law committee, but completely/

rejected by the lower house. The conciliation proposal was

accepted by both houses, but since its acceptance in the upper house

was made dependent on the acceptance of the laws on collective

agreements and the labour court,it too failed to pass into law.

The changes proposed in the criminal law also failed to get through

parliament.

Industrie commented"*"^ that it was the frantic opposition of the

social democrats and radicals, together with the lukewarmnees and

party tatics of the liberals, that had settled the fate of this first

cautious step towards creating a framework of legislation for

agreements. This it thought must be deplored by everyone who considered

that the most secure basis for labour peace lay in order and law, and

who realised the restraining effect that legal responsibility would

have on a labour party whose moral responsibility tended to be

abandoned at the first fence. Society was the sufferer. But at

least the debates had cleared the ground and, as already quoted,

Industria considered that SAP had won support for its views through

the legislative proposals.

In 1911 the Lindman government tried again, to put through

proposals or legislation based on the compromises that had been

attempted in the previous year, but again the lower house rejected the

proposals-.- - -The—most- significant aspect of the 1911 alLompts was

that GAP now came out against the proposals put forward. The

government now proposed that there should be a permanent conciliation

commission and an obligation to attend its meetings when summoned.
1) Indus tr* *» - IQIfi n.PQo
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The commission was to help in solving serious labour disputes, no

obligation was to be put on the parties to present proposals for

solving a conflict, BUT no direct action was to be allowed for a

period of thirty days after the conciliators had called the parties

together t. negotiate. SAF opposed this last point and thought the

pressure of public opinion might win the day, irrespective of the

terms of labour peace. In effect the employers would, it felt, be

unable to oppose a mediation proposal that had the backing of a state

body. The result in fact would be the same as in the Australian system -

state-fixing of wages. And once the state _got its £>ot in the door

Sweden would be on the highroad to an arbitration system. SAF opposed

compulsory arbitration.

This volte face Is not easy to justify, ^Ince the conciliation

proposals of 1911 differed very little from those of 1910, for a

permanent conciliation board was proposed then as well. LO

considered that the real reason for SAF opposition was that the

employers felt, as a result of the experience of 1909,that they

would get a better deal from a government that was favourably

disposed towards them than from an independent conciliation commission^)*

SAF was on stronger, or at any rate, more consistent ground when

it complained that the 1911 proposals gave no express recognition of

the right to have sympathetic lockouts during the period of validity

of a collective agreement. The 1910 proposals had taken a definite

line on this problem, which Industria considered was vital for the

employers' organisation, In that it had stated strikes and lockouts

were permissible during the period of validity.

1) Industrla, 1911, pp 125 et seq.

2) LO report for 1910, pp 16/17.
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Now there was no specific mention of this right, but only the provision

that sympathetic action must not be resorted to for forcing through

provisions for coming agreements# So SAP opposed t/.-.e 1911 proposals.

Its annual report considered that no 'legislation was better than bad

or unjust legislation1)

LO considered that the proposals in both years had been unjustly

weighted, and that their content was such as to justify the label of

"class legislation". On a more sober assessment it said that, while

it was difficult to tell what the effects of legislation might be and

that it was difficult to avoid legislation that was not, in the nature

of things, unfavourable, to the weaker side, the workers, that was

not to say that the law ought not to intervene in some ways. Social

interests were sometimes at stake. The conciliation act was a good

thing, but if legislation was to go further than this, it must do so

cautiously. There must be no partisanship*-)

o
Nesterstahl considers that the social democrats were at this time

prepared to accept certain legislation, e.e., a permanent conciliation

commission and a labour court, but this oerlod marked the high water

level of willingness on the part of the social democrats to accept

legislation that affected trade unions# "Neither before not since

have such precise and authoritative declarations been made in favour

of state intervention"'')

1) SAB' Annual report for 1911, p.3#
2} LO report for 1910, pp. 3/25
3) OF; GIT, '.053-
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3y 1911, therefore, the only official provision made for labour

peace was the concilia ion machinery and the attempt to deter
o

•trlkOf through the Akarps act. In part the difficulty was that

relations between employers and workers were still in a formative stage.

It was not easy for legislation to tfcke cognisance of developments in

practice and codify them, for these were still evolving; nor was it

easy for the state to try by legislation to mark out new ground.

This has never been the Swedish way of proceeding and the parties

opposed it. There were still many problems to clear up, and the one

that touches the public and therefore parliament most closely was that

of the boundary line between socially dangerous and permissible

disputes. Although recognition of the possible naces*ity of having

some system for regulating and settling disputes as to rights was

growing up - though this could obviously not precede the recognition

in fact of the validity of collective agreements - there was strong

opposition to the intervention by the state in interest disputes-®-'.
It is the case, of course, that not all these issues have yet been

settled - the right the parties on both sides maintain to the ultimate

sanction of direct action in interest disputes raises Issues not

Only directly, but indirectly, as soon as it is realised that certain

Conflicts must Inevitably be treated by the state as a rcena^ce to the

functioning of society,

) Eallendorff, p, 125. After the failure of the proposals of 1911
SAF considered the idea of discussing with LO the possibility of
setting up a court to handle disputes as to rights - although they
realised certain employers might Lave mie ivings about this, quite
opart from the attitude the-workers1—side might-take» But the-change
of ministry in the autumn of 1911 led rather to a "wait and see what
tie government will do" attitude, and SAP did not follow the matter
as far as as. ing for discussions.
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Th© next stage in the jrocesf of setting up some kind of machinery

for dealing with employer-employe© relationships and the issues these

raised was in 1915, when the social board was instructed to make an

enquiry into whether and tb what extend, particularly via legislation,

labour peace could be promoted. A report was presented in 1916.

The background to the enquiry was the apparent feeling that the current

tranquillity of the labour market (which marked the early years of

the 1914/18 war but which had by 1917 been replaced by serious

differences arising out of shortages of foodstuffs and the rise in the

cost of living) would make It easier for the parties concerned to

agree to some basis fob legislation. A negative reason for trying

to establish, some sort of order of things was that big labour conflicts

were feared when the war ended.

The proposals put forward by the committee of enquiry in 1916

were based mainly on those parts of the 1910 and 1911 proposals on

which the parties had been agreed. A proposal was made for one law

to cover collective agreements, a labour court and conciliation procedure-'-)
The labour court was to judge rights disputes. For collective agree¬

ments it was proposed t at conflicts during the period of validity

should be banned, except for sympathetic measures, which were NOT to

include measures designed to have clauses Inserted in new agreements*

1) The conciliation proposals have already been discussed. See
Chapter XI.

/
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Notice of conflict was to be given seven days in advance and,when the

parties had been called to negotiate, direct action was to be

postponed for at least two days. The conciliation system was to be

improved by placing on the parties the OBLIGATION to answer the call

of the conciliator to attend for negotiations. It was further

proposed that damages for breach of agreement should be imposed only

on the association or individual who had committed this offence and

not for example on associations that had supported. the action but

taken no direct part in the decision,"^'

The reactions of LO and SAP to these proposals are most interesting

when one recalls their respective attitudes in 1910 and 1911,

Von Sydow and Lindquist were both members of the committee, and

both had reservations to make. They both opposed the limitation on

the right to resort to direct action which she right of intervention

given to the conciliator would mean. Both (and. this is surprising,

as we shall discuss) criticised the prohibition of direct action during

the period of validity of an agreement for the purpose of forcing

through new provisions in a coming agreement. Von Sydow wanted the

right to have such sympathetic- action in cases where provisions of

principle were part of the general dispute. This agreed with SAP'3

earlier view but it was certainly surprising (but a measure of the

growing confidence of the unions or perhaps more accurately of LIN33QUIS?)

that Lindquist should now argue that f, during extensive sympathetic

L) Von Sydow opposed this, for he argued that, although most agreements
vere entered into by Unions, in actual fact the tfRADE UNION FEDERATIONS
stood behind the unions and possessed the econo.mlc power.
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actlon, a question common to several organisations arose as a dispute

without disturbing agreements in force, it would probably promote

labour peace if the direct action in progress could constitute a means

for solving these disputes about provisions that were to apply after

the agreements expired. If this procedure were forbidden, new

conflicts could be anticipated when collective agreements expired.

In fact Lindquist was prepared to go further and allow a party to an

agreement ITSELF to begin a conflict (not sympathetic measures) in

order to have other provisions introduced into a new agreement.

Industrie, in commenting on this, thought this last point was going

too fari), yor> Was Lindquist able to get LO congress to share his view.

The representative council of LO discussed the proposals in

October 1916 and,while it rejected the proposals in their present form
and considered alterations would have to be made, it was not opposed in

principle to the idea of strengthening the coi:ic illation system and

setting up a labour court to settle rights disputes. But LO conrress

was much more afraid of legislation when it met in 1917. Lindquist

had to defend his approval of an extension of the conciliation procedure

and the setting up of a labour court. ' * He considered that a

completely ne ative attitude to these problems was in the long run

untenable. He admitted that he did not share the view of many of

the congress delegates about a labour court.

1) Industria, 1916, pp. 895-6

2) In fact this became an issue in his re-election as chairman of LO
and he was re-elected only by a majority vote.
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Ile believed the setting up of such a court would be of advantage to the workers.

It was natural that rights and internretational. disputes should be settled by

arbitration and it was better to have one court than many. As for the conciliation

procedure, the workers had nothing but praise for it. But when he referred to

LO's favourable view of these problems in 1911 J.O* Johansson argued in reply that

conditions had changed since 191C and <911, because of the wages policy pursued by

SXF in reoent years. The workers were afraid they might lose by legislation#

I.fotions 57, 58 and 59 asked K> therefore to oppose all such class legislation

that would hamper the trade union movement in its task of looking after the

interests of the workers, and the secretary stated (Statement no, 33) "That all

legislation whose aim is in any way to prevent or impede the work of the workers*

organisations for looking after the interests of the workers should be very strongly

opposed. " But the motions end the statement were rejected in favour of a more

forceful motion put by G. Wahl and Nils Linda, which asked for very strong

opposition to the proposals of the social board for a law on certain measures to

promote labour peace, and to all other legislation that aimed to prevent or inped^

or operated in such a way as in any way to prevent or impede,the work of the workers'

organisations for looking after the interests of the workers^.
The workers' fear of legislation, seems at this time to have been very strong#

Industria also took a somewhat more sceptical view of legislation than it had done

in 19102]
1) See LG congress report 1917, pp.138-143
2) Industria, 1916, P* 891.
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It considered it ®s not easy to promote labour peace by legislation. Active

promotion, of labour peace must rest with the parties to the labour bargain and their

Organisations through the agreements they concluded. The concern of the state

should be to protect rights and the settlement of rights disputes and otherwise

supply its good offices in disputes that could not be regulated in accordance with

an existing collective agreement (by which it presumably meant conciliation

facilities). It considered that the proposals put forward by the social board did

keep to these lines in the main. The legislation should try to make precise how

far Sweden had got in these matters and, through summarising rules that had already

developed rd gained recognition, create such forms for and content of legislation

as would promote future developments. However this idea of codification with an

eye on the future was not taken up, for parliament decided in 1917 to let the question

of legislation for the promotion of labour peace wait till the following year. By

then the question had become an academic one, for the shortage of food, high prices

and the March revolution in Russia all led to unsettled domestic political atmosphere

which resulted in a change of government to a socialist/liberal coalition. Radical

tendencies became very strong in the labour movement and the opposition to legislation

on labour problems grew, SAP found itself regretting that there was no clear

legislation that marked out the ground. It had not had great hopes of the 1916

proposals, but felt that some codifying law that gave collective agreements a

positive legal position and set out the consequences of breach of agreement would Incve

been particularly useful at a time when circumstances were reducing respect for

collective agreements"^ .
Proposals stemming from the 1916 enquiry were however put before parliament in

1920, They dealt with the conciliation procedure, special arbitrators in labour
2)

disputes and a law for a central arbitration board »

1) SAP report for 1917, p.26
2) See Chapter X1.
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Irt 1920 too the social democratic government set tip a committee of enquiry into the

question of industrial democracy. This was in fact a year of many labour disputes

and in the following year the question of labour peace was raised in a number of

parliamentary motions aft such subjects as measures to prevent conflicts that were

dangerous to society or to the public; to protect agriculture from work, stoppages

(for which a law was suggested that would regulate the labour agreement and its

legal effects). Von Sydovv and others submitted a motion asking for an investigation

into and measures to revent certain methods of blockade. In response to these motions

the first social democratic government appointed an expert, Director Allan Cederborg,

to make enquiries and submit proposals for measures aimed at securing labour peace.

But this investigation was shortlived for it was declared suspended in November 1922

in the general "slaughter of committees" carried out by the social democratic

government. In September, 1924* it was set going again under the social board, and

while this new - or resumed - investigation was still proceeding the government

(a social democratic one) decided in January* 1926, to appoint a "labour peace

delegation" to enquire into measures for the promotion of labour peace''1.
TMs new committee of nine persons consisted of three representatives each from

2")
the state, from LO and from SAP ' and was instructed to investigate the position and

find out the attitudes of the parties on the labour market about the suitability

of legislation. The aim was to find out to what extent co-operation could be obtained

from the parties between wham labour conflicts were fought directly,to find out their
views and to try to find a basis on which to fom a judgement of the advisability of

further measures for promoting labour peace, via legislation or in other ways.

1) In various sessions of parliament after 1921 there had been motions and demands
for compulsory arbitration in interest disputes in the case of functions that wereotf
vital social moment, and for local authorities.
2) SAP (annual report 1926,pp42/3) suggests that in the composition of this corrmittee
the government perhaps had in isiad the possibility of agreement between SAP and LO for
certain parts of the labour problem e.g., arbitration in right disputes,that would
make legislation unnecessary. Such an idea was, however incorrect, said SAT.
SAP and LO did not cover the whole labour market for which measures designed to
promote labour peace were desirable. SAP instanced the syndicalists. In any case
an agreement for tiie purpose of settling rights disputes by arbitration would
remiira sanctions enforceable at law for failure to obey the judgements made.
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1)The object was NO? to submit detailed legislative proposals . More specifically,
said Gustav Holier, it was to look into the question of compulsory arbitration, in

2)
rights disputes , it should investigate whether the fiat of law should be given tothe

existing order of tilings with regard to rights that had grown up with the passage of

time through the association, negotiation and agreement of employers with employees.

Further matters for consideration were the detemination of the right of association

and negotiation by law, in which attention ought to be paid to such groups of employees

as had not yet won recognition of the right of collective negotiation. Various

methods of blockade and boycott were to be taken up and also the possibility of

introducing ar. arbitration institute in various spheres work for disputes OTHER

than right3 disputes.

Prior to the appointment of this delegation motions had been submitted in both

houses urging the necessity of measures lor the promotion of labour peace. Particular

emphasis was placed on submitting proposals in parliament in 1927 and on proposals

that would provide for Compulsory arbitration in spheres of the labour market that

WSf«i of particular social importance f and especially state andHocal authority under

takings^, The second law corrmttee proposed that, as soon as the government thought

that the necessary material existed for judging the question of legal measures for

preserving labour peace, the government should present proposals to parliament without

delay**"; Although the social democratic members of this coiimittee thought this was

unnecessary parliament,after debating the matter, asked the government for legislation

1) See directive to the labour peace delegation from, the social department 29.1.1926.
2) In the debate on the King's speech in 1926 Mailer said he thought the time was
now ripe for compulsory arbitration in disputes as to rights. He had, as we shall
see ^changed his mind by 1928 when the social democrats were in opposition. See
WesterstShl, op. cit., p. 365#
3) See motions No, 89 and 192 in the upper and motion 283 in the lower house.

4) Statement no. 18, 4926.
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1)
designed to promote labour peace. In its request ' it said that the government

should not be guided simply by the view of the employers'and workers' representatives
in the labour peace delegation. Regard ought also to be paid to the interests of

society as a whole. It expressed the expectation therefore that the enquiry going

on would be completed as soon as possible so that legislative proposals might he

put forward quickly.

Considerable urgency was th&s being introduced into the enquiry, and the empha&is

was shifted from an objective enquiry to one which had legislation defini fcely in view

as the end product. The subsequent events because extremely important for alienating

the labour movement and at the risk of being tedious jit is worth while setting them
2)out."7 On 12th July, 1926, the minister of social affairs in the new liberal

government, Pettersson, asked the chairman of the labour peace delegation to let

him knew whether the delegation could, before concluding its whole task, present the

necessary material by the autumn for forming a judgement about certain of the legislative

measures proposed and, if they replied in the negative ,to let him know when the

investigation as a whole would be completed. Two days later the chairman replied

that the delegation hoped to have most of the work that dealt with the views of the

different groups finished by the end of 1926.

On the 12th July Pettersson also asked the social board how far they had

progressed with the enquiry they had begun in 1924 into the problems of preserving

labour peace, whereupon the social board replied (16th July) that it had considered

it was absolved from the task after the labour peace delegation was appointed.

In view of these answers, and the urgency parliament had suggested, Pettersson thereupon

began to consider whether some part of the subject might not conveniently be extracted

and made the object of special legislative treatment. And clearly the first

question to take up was that of compulsory arbitration or a court for settling disputes

1)Skrivelse no. 167, 30th April, 1926

2) See proposition no. 39, 1928, for the chronological details.
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about the interpretation and application of collective agreements. In September

therefore he asked the dudman of the labour peace dol@g-.tion whether the delegation

could give hi® a report in the very near future about the attitude of the parties to

compulsory legal process in such disputes. The chairman replied on 21st September

that the LQ representatives had said they could not give a final answer as to their

position until the representative council had met, which could not be before

December. As we shall see shortly , this attitude of LO savoured greatly of stalling,

for it had ALRLAEBf aired its views an this matter at the 1926 LO congress.

Fettersson did not think he could wait until December if a proposal was to be

submitted in the 192? session of parliament. So he set going an enquiry within the

social department on the subject of legal settlement of rights disputes over

collective agreements, the department making use of the material from 1910, 1911 and

1916 on this matter. A preliminary draft was then worked out for legislation on

Collective agreements and labour courijg (note the plural). On 22nd December the

chairman of the delegation reported that it was not possible to produce the report

Pettersson had wanted before the end of December,since the views of - some employer and

worker organisations had not yet been received arid several of the nine men were

engaged on other urgent business. He hoped to report in March, 192?. Again faced

with delay on the one hand and urgency to get legislation on the other, Fetterssan

decided on 30th December to push ahead with legislation on rights disputes, arguing

that it seemed necessary and that opposition from the interested parties did not

seem to be very strong in principle. He therefore asked two of the government

appointed meaibers of the delegation,together with the chairman of the central

board of arbitration, Arthur Lindliagen, to help in further discussion of the

preliminary draft for legislation produced within the social department.
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This decision led to the distitration of the labour peace delegation for the

haste being shown and the apparent bypassing of the labour peace delegation led to

the LG representatives saying on 13th January, 1927, that they could not take any

further part in the work of the delegation, Aocordinging to Pettersson, the

secretary of LO also stated at this time that it saw no practical reason for further

legislation in this sphere although it wold be prepared to give its views on any

1)
proposals •

10• s view at this time does seem to have been that there was no need for further
m

legislation, Already the central board of arbitration set up by the act of 1920

for settling disputes about collective agreements was entitled to take up and settle

questions about the correct meaning and application of collective agreements,

PROVIDED, in accordance with a provision in the agreement or otherwise through agreement

between the parties to it, such a question was REFERRED to the board. The assumption

therefor© was that BOTH the parties were agreeable to this voluntary arbitration on

rights disputes. When LO gave its views on the proposed revision of the arbitration
2)

act of 1887 on 16th January, 1926 , it took the view that it seemed correct to

maintain this provision in future legislation about the settlement of interpretations!

disputes over the content of collective agreements between employers and workers or

their respective organisations. This view was shared by its member federations,

LO thus approved voluntary but opposed conpuLsory arbitration in rights disputes.

At its 1926 congress (29th August - 5th September) LO had a long discussion

about compulsory arbitration in labour disputes arising out of a motion from the

local authority workers* federation (ho, 128) which drew attention to the fact that,

whether the labour peace delegation found legislation to be advisable or not,

parliament had, through its request of 30th April, to the government, asked for
17 At the December, 1926 meeting of the representative council of LO it was seen
that LO was very negatively disposed to many of the questions the delegation was
discussing. See V/esterst&l, op, cit, p» 367
2) Statement to Konjners Kollegium, 16th January, 1926,
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Legialative proposals an th© matter when the committee had finished its work#

This federation was obviously interested in such legislation, since the motions in

parliament in 1926 had emphasised socially important spheres of work, and the need

to provide for compulsory arbitration there and for prohibiting stoppages of work.

This would accordingly have led to legislation on both rights AND interest disputes#

The local authority workers* federation opposed compulsory arbitration in

labour di ^putea,, since tliis would mean that the conditions of* work of members would

now and probably for some time to come be at the mercy of liberal and free thinking

politicians# likewise many local authorities were still conservative in

political colour# Again, the local authority workers had only recently obtained de

facto recognition of the right to associate# A further practical argument was that

local authorities has shown a tendency to tydade arbitration decisions in interpretation

disputes if the decisions were not satisfactory to thaju The federation feared eu so

that if legislation were passed on. state and local authority workers, the rest of

the labour market would be subjected to similar legislation as convenient. It

therefore asked congress to declare its opposition to the intended legislation on

compulsory arbitration in labour disputes, and asked L0 to agitate against it and give

support to any federation that came to be affected by such a law.

In response the secretary of XX) made a statocjeart that set out very clearly
l)

what its views were on compulsory arbitration in interest disputes i "A law on

compulsory arbitration in interest disputes must mean that the state takej^upon itself
the obligation to guarantee through its organs that the workers will enjoy the

highest standard of living that the economic situation will allow at any one time

and that the employers obtain guarantees that wages will not be set higher than the

general economic conditions prevailing will allow. The state cannot, however, give

1) Statement no, 31« DO congress report, 1926, pp, 329, et seq# The report of 10's
fifteen men, Fackforeningsrorelsen oeh naringslivet, p# 159, considered that tliis
statement still ( in 1941) expressed the general views of the trade union movement,
Alien it submitted its views on methods of determining minimum wages to the delegation
for internation co-operation on social policy on 26,10.1927, IX) opposed legislation
for determining minimum wages Via wsgesfUdl^rdS, T*' considered it was not desirable
to introdzce such legislation into Sweden.
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such a guarantee since economic science can not yet serve as a satisfactory guide

in judging these questions. Practical statistics are also too incomplete to form

the "basis for a general judgement of these questions. Nor can the state give the

■workers a guarantee that employers will be willing to carry on their activity at tire

wage determined "by arbitration, any more than it can guarantee the employers that

workers can be obtained at the wage determined. Thus the state seems to lack the

prerequisites both for being able to estimate what wages should be set at any

point in time and to guarantee that the enterprises continue their activity at the

wages fixed or that the workers work for those wages. The employers' and workers'

organisations are also in agreement in opposing vigorously legislation for

compulsory arbitration in interest disputes. As far as private enterprise is

concerned, therefore, SAP and LQ are in complete agreement that compulsory

arbitration in interest disputes is neither desirable nor appropriate", LO then

went on to discuss the publio sector of the economy, in which the local authority

workers' federation was primarily concerned. While SAP was not immediately

involved in the settlement of wages in the public sector, nevertheless SAP members

derived advantaged from, the wages of civil servants and municipal employees being

kept at a low level, both because this gave them a comparison for using in negotiations

in the private sector and also because taxes might be less if the wages and salaried

of public employees were less. Since SAP argued strongly against wages being determined

by compulsory arbitration in the private sector, but did not seem anxious about it id

the public sector, LO took the reason for this to be that SAP hoped an arbitration

institute limited to the public sector would contribute to holding down the wages

level. From the workers* side, however, there was no rAnson why they should accept

the risk of a worsening in the wages position through accepting compulsory arbitration.

Nor did there seem to be any really valid reason for putting workers in the public

sector in a special position^ Moreover, these workers and their organisations

would certainly not take part in or co-operate in a board of arbitration for the

compulsory settlement of wages and working conditions and would not feel themselves
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bound by the decision of such a board* If attempts were made to enforce the board's

decisions by sanctions, then, this would be indeed be the road to serfdom* The

trade unions and whole working class movement stood united against anything like that,

and any possible legislation in such a direction would be considered as provocative

class legislation that had to be resisted.

LG therefore proposed the following declaration: that congress, w:ich can find

no justification for legislation on coropiilsory arbitration in interest disputes,

either for private industry or public work, and which cannot accept that certain

workers she id be forced by legislation to work on conditions of aaployxnent that

have not been approved by their organisations, decides that .LG and the affiliated

federations shal take any deps necessary to prevent such legislation from coming

to pass* Congress accepted this,' although/ Robert Samuels3on (of the railvaymen)
pointed out that the secretariat states.out contained no mention, of compulsory

arbitration in .RIGHTS disputes, but only of Interest disputes. He thought, it should

be just as strongly emphasised that there must be no legislation can rights disputes,

LO submitted this statement to the government on 25th November, 1926, and again

emphasised that the workers and the unions were absolutely opposed to legislation

on compulsory arbitration in interest disputes and would oppose it. Any measures fir

the promotion of labour peace that could with advantage be taken must be based on the

trust of the parties affected by it and on their recognition of the suitability and

justice of the measures*

In the new year of 1927 LO hod an opportunity to air its views on legislation

for settling EIGHTS disputes^for on 21st January the three experts whom Pettersson
had appointed to help in, preparing the draft proposal of the social board for legislation

(which had led the LO members of the labour peace delegation to leave) submitted a

draft for laws on collective agreements and on labour courts. As things turned out

proposals for a law on these topics were not put before parliament in 1927 despite
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the haste of the liberal government because certain amendments were made in the

light of criticisms and adjustments put forward when the proposal was remitted to

interested bodies for their views, "he government stated on 18th March, 1927,

that it would not present a proposition that .year but the folloi/ing year the

government (the laaon) did submit a proposition (no.39) calling for legislation, on

collective agreements and a labour court,

1}
IX) discussed, the original proposals at great length , Both employers and

workers were, it said, interested in settling disputes pe&ca'bly, since disputes

caused economic loss to both sides. Stoppages were therefore not due to lade of

goodwill but to the fact that the conflicting interests were so great or of such

a kind that a peaceful agreement was not possible. Obviously therefore labour

peace could, not be promoted by placing restrictions on the right of free negotiation

or by forcing agreement by arbitration. Legislation dealt only with effects,

and not with the root causes of conflicting interests. It was therefore of more

importance for the state to devote itself to changing the economic and social

conditions from which the opposition of interest on the labour market stemmed.

Since the proposals put forward took no account of this they would serve no

useful purpose in promoting labour peace. The unions did not want such legislation

and considered it would make it more difficult to draw up collective agreements,

(in a more concrete level, were present conditions such as to make intervention

through legislation necessary? LQ gave figures to support its negative answer to

this question,
fork Stoppages 1903*1925 (ereludinr, 1909)

Total number of Interpretation Disputes Interpretation disputes
Stoppages Workers Stoppages Workers as % °f total

affected Affected Stoppages KfFlSSSd
1,877 268,055 41 20,986 2.2$. 7.^
4,095 771,851 38 3,372 0.9?« 0 .1$

1) See LG annual report', 3 1927, PP 93 et seq.
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There were thus fewer interpretations! disputes and. fewer workers affected by

them between 1913 and 1925 than in the period 1903-1912. Less than of the total

number of stoppages were due to interpretations! disputes,1^ It seemed to LO thai

the collective agreements were accordingly pretty well respected. Why legislate

on them therefore?

ID praised the conciliation system, which was valued by both sides end was

an expression of tire parties* responsibility and good Judgement. The or!y way

to obtain this was through each side accepting responsibility for its decisions and

their consequences. "Every attempt to intervene via legislation in the free will

of the parties with a view to regulating labour market conditions is therefore

mdoubtedly doomed to failure in advance".

Admittedly, the variety and detail of collective agreements often led to

rather unsatisfactory formal expression but this was not always due to the inability

of the parties to express themselves. Sometimes lade of clarity was deliberate to

the extend that the parties relied on negotiations on each particular dispute to get

them out of difficulties of interpretation. The collective agreement was not so

uniform an object that it could without further ado be brought under process of

civil law. It was not yet well enough developed to allow of a special law on its

contents.

Further, the parties themselves had in many cases tried to arrive at agreement

on the procedure to be followed for setting disputes that arose during the period of

Validity of an agreement. The advantage of the provision agreed upon by SAF and LG

as far bade as 1908 was that it forced the parties to make serious attempts to

solve disputes by agreement cither directly through negotiation or through agreeing

1) SAF disputed the validity of these statistics. It was misleading to say that
only 1-2% of labour conflicts that broke out were based on interprotational or
application disputes. The statistics were based on information supplied by the
parties and covered only disputes where a conflict did break out, not where a
dispute existed. Nor did they show the number of disputes that did not arise
simply because one party felt that even though in the right, it was too weak to
press the issue.
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to submit to arbitration, after they had tried to solve a dispute by

negotiation. In this connection LO thought the provision made In the law of

1920, by which the central board of arbitration was set up, was quite

satisfactory. The trade union movement was not opposed t voluntary and

terminable agreements on arbitration over rights disputes, and indeed

such disputes existed In the spheres of activity of most of its federations.

As long as the arbitration procedure rested only on moral factors, which

consisted In the free agreement of the parties to \is® it because they

thought the orocedure was convenient, there was a corrective against

possible abuse in the fact that the parties coiild refuse an arbitration

clause in a new agreement. Of course the other side might endeavour to

force a party to agree to an arbitration clause, by a strike or lockout,

but that tended to bring the arbitration procedure into disrepute as a

legal institution and It could not regain Its position of acceptability

to the parties until the parties guaranteed that they would us© it loyally.

If then this proposed legislation on compulsory arbitration was to pass

Into law, the negotiations that preceded the reference of a dispute to

& board of arbitration would be purely formal in character. The party

that did not have Its views met in negotiation would simply go to

arbitration. It was then that the labour court would have to try to

have its judgements obeyed by the means at its disposal. Loyal use of

arbitration could not be guaranteed by law.

The weaker party (which LO thought was usually the workers) would

also hesitate to enter into new collective agreements if he feared

arbitration might be used to his disadvantage* A further rather weak

argument LO put was that, since SAF had a large staff of lawyers who

usually acted as negotiation chairmen or secretaries, their formulations

of agreement provisions might be tendentious and the very stuff of

arbitration.
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Seventeen of LO's member federations made accompanying submissions

in opposition to the proposals, the main line taken being that legislation
was unnecessary, unjust, and likely to be biassed. There would be delays

in treatment, when what was needed were local and flexible procedures on

a voluntary basis. Legislation would make the parties unwilling to con¬

tinue the construction of a comprehensive system of collective agreements.

Again, it would be the bin end of the wedge, leading to complete

legislative control of agreements. Conditions varied too much from

industry to industry for a Labour court to understand the complexity of

issues. Legislation would undermine the confidence of trade unionists

in their leaders who might become little better than advocates. The

transport workers' federation considered it could employ a court Itself

In view of the h rge number of local agreements it had and the fact that

many agreements were run through good sense and negotiation rather than

by paying attention to the strict Is tter of agreements. There was a very

great variety of agreements.all with peculiar rights and interest disputes.

The representative council of LO issued a statement on the proposed

legislation after its April meeting in 1928. It regretted that the govern¬

ment had persisted in spite of the strong objections of the workers. The

Interests of the workers,Industry and trade had been pushed aside in the
Interests of party politics and political interests. One strong argument

LO advanced (the clause in question was revised) was about the amount of

damages that could be assessed on the individual organised worker. The

council thought the proposals should be fought against.

In general, the employers approved the proposals made in 1927 and 1928.

SAP definitely recommended the introduction of legal provisions that

disputes on the interpretation and application of collective agreements

must not give rise to strikes, lockouts or comparable direct action, but

should be settled by a court.
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It had always taken the view that such disputes should be decided by a cour

and not by the will of the strong. It was necessary, however, to have a

permanent special court in order to obtain the best competence and

specialised knowledge and necessary also for it to be given the powers

necessary for maintaining respect for its judgments. Von Sydow agreed

wholeheartedly with the idea expressed in the government proposition no.

39 in 1928. It was a gap in the legal system that arrange' ents for

settling disputes about the contents of collective agreements were

practically non-existent in Sweden (a view challenged by LO as we have

seen) but that their settlement was dependent on the subjective factor

of the strength of the parties. He only had some minor alterations to

propose ^.
p \

The second law committee said in its views on the proposition ' that

decisive importance ought not to be attached to the fact that the workers

opposed it, for their opposition was probably basod to some extent on a

misunderstanding of the meaning of the proposals and on their unjustified

fears of the effects they would have on their ability to safeguard their

economic interests. It should not he forgotten that the proposed legis¬

lation was important not only for conflicting parties bpt for society.

It was a decided defect that there was no practicable form for deciding on

interpretation and application disputes about collective agreements in a

court, Such disputes were very seldom taken before the public courts.

One other reason for having special legislation was that the rules applied

in the general courts for assessing damages for breaches of contract

could hit workers in particular very hard indeed. Something more flexible

was needed in the form of special provisions for damages that were adapted

to the particular needs of collective agreements•

1) See motion 280, upper house, 1928
2) Statement no. 36^ 18th May, 1928.
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The committee therefore proposed to make less stringent the provisions in

the proposition for a) damages against workers,by providing for them a

maximum fine of 200 crowns for any offence punished "under the act and

b) damages against associations of employers and workers for breach of

the law or of collective agreements. In the proposition an association

was to be liable for the damages done by its members^but the law committee
thought that it would otften be difficult for an association^ particularly
of workers,to get its members tb pay. It might therefore have to carry

the whole burden of damages itself and this led the coasnittee to propose

modifications. It also proposed a change such that fines imposed for

failing to carry out labour court judgements could not be converted into

imprisonment. It hoped these changes would remove some of the strongest

objections from the workers' side, but this did not prevent Sigfrid Bansson
and the remaining social democrats in the committee from asking that the

proposition be rejected.

The parliamentary debate on 25th May, 1928, was illuminating. In

the upper house Arvld Thorberg (LO) suggested that the employers were

lukewarm towards the legislation. This Von Sydow denied, and said he

had consistently advocated such legislation sinco he began dealing with

these questions in 1907 both for legal reasons and because of the

prevailing, conditions*^ • Gustav Mailer said that when he, as social

minister, had been concerned with the appointment of the labour peace

delegation he had considered the time was ripe for the settlement of

rights disputes by compulsory arbitration (he did not then say that

this must necessarily take place via law) BUT his assumption always had

been that it wc uld be with the co-operation of the parties concerned.

1) Von Sydow asserted that procedure for the settlement of rights
disputes was lacking. This Arvid Thorberg and others denied, quoting
(in motion no. 282) the figures set out in chapter XI on procedures for
settling Such "hspfites.
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The labour peace delegation had been enjoined fco collect material,not

to work out proposals on the matter, to try to form a basis for what the

state might do at the same time as the parties would be given a chance to

crystallise their points of view.

He now raised the problem LO had harped on, that of unsolved

interest disputes In collective agreements. Who was going to solve them?

He thought an attempt should have been made to draw a boundary between

rights and interest disputes. If the unions became alarmed at the

prospect of unsolved interest disputes going before the labour court

there would pretty soon be big conflicts brewing, for these would all

have to be settled BEPOEiE agreements were entered into. Kolier thought

a spirit of co-operation on the labour market had been growing, a view

also advanced by Sigfrid Hensson who wanted to know why a government that

expressed such interest in labour peace had done nothing about industrial

democracy.

In the lower house Pettersson, the head of the social department,said

that the whole argument in favour of the proposition was that it wa$ an

application of the general rule that it was society, and not tiusjparties
themselves, ti at must make laws (skips r^'tt) and devise means of enforcing

the law. Per Albin Hansson said he was not worried about the possible

effects ©"f the legislation on the trade union movement - it would survive-

but on society, because promising developments in the direction of more

co-op ration ofi the labour market would probably be disrupted. There was

a noticeable tendency for strikes to decline In scope, and increasing

respect was being shown by each side for the other, along with an increased

willingness to co-operate. There was no opposition in principle from the

workers' side to the settlement of rights disputes by arbitration. Sdvard
Johansson had argued that the workers were not opoosed to the settlement

of interpretation disputes by law but that opposition to the proposed

legislation was based on a) the difficulty of deciding whether a dispute
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was a rights or an Interest one and b) the fact that workers and employers

naturally had different views about what was a rights and what was an

interest dispute. The workers did not oppose arbitration In rights

disputes but it must be VOLUNTARY, In fact it was much used. Per

Albin Hans son concluded that there might well come a day when it was

advisable and wise to codify In law the rights developed on the labour

market. In the meantime legislation would be injurious and confusing,

it would not be backed by the trust of the oartles and,finally it was

unnecessary.

The LO and social democratic leaders were thu3 strong in their

opposition to the proposition. In spite of the modifications introduced

by the second law committee to make the sanctions against workers for

breach of agreement less harsh, LO and the party combined to stage a

protest stoppage of work and demonstration throughout the country on the

afternoon of 22nd May, "By reason of the statement of the second law

committee labour demonstrations were arranged throughout the whole

country against the proposals being passed Into lawAl As usual the
manifesto by which LO and the party urged the workers to stage a demon¬

stration stoppage was responsible in tone. It exempted from the stoppage

workers whose collective agreements forbade strikes or lockouts, workers

whose work was of a necessary protective kind and workers on whose

attention human beings and animals depend. "flnce it is not the stoppage

of work but the demonstration that Is the main thing in this expression

of opinion, work should not be stopped any longer after 2p.m. than is

necessary for the demonstration", Work on shifts that began in the

evening was to begin in the usual way. The workers were urged to

preserve discipline". Ma F.verlges arbetare handla lungt, kallt och vardigtj'"
The existence of the collective agreement was at stake. The demonstration

was a big one and LO estimated that about 365,000 workers took part,
1) LO annual report, 1928, p. 172.

i
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Its very success was however not without its effects, for Eerr Strindlund

of the farmers' party argued in the parliamentary debate that, although

he did not like the laws on collective agreements and a labour court still

less did he like such extra parliamentary demonstrations, Kerr Ryden

argued against this view that the workers could do nottlng else. If they

did nothing people would say the workers were not opposed to the proposals,
while if they arranged a completely peaceful demonstration people like

Strindlund voted for the law, although they did not like it.

In the event, the tipper house approved the proposition by 82 votes

to S3, and the lower house by 117 to 106 votes. The laws were approved

on 22nd June and came into fore© on 1st January, 1929, The content of

the two acts is discussed in the next chapter XIII,

Thus at long last provision was made in law for procedures relating

to collective agreements and disputes as to rights arising out of these

agreements. The collective bargaining act was not simply a codification

of existing practice however. Admittedly, most collective agreements

already contained provisions for the settlement of rights disputes either

through negotiations between the organisations concerned or through

arbitration which since 1920 had had state backing in the central board of

arbitration (which now ceased to exist) and in the provisions made for

a private system of arbitration (which remained in force after 1928),

But this was essentially VOLUNTARY arbitration. What the act of 1928

provided was,through a court of final instance, COMPULSORY arbitration of
such disputes if none of the voluntary machinery could lead to a settlement.

It was thla final compulsion that alienated the trade unirmmovement.

While Llndqulsb had been prepared to ace.ept the idea of such a labour

court in 1910 there had been a shift in trade union opinion in the

interval. Apart from the fact that experience of voluntary arrangements

since 1910 seemed adequate to the unions, there was also a somewhat neurotic
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attitude to legislation in 1928,a fear that something ressembling the

ordinary law courts woxild he to their disadvantage and lead to further

legislation. The Labour Court was a new Institution, a tribunal set up

for specific purposes,and fears as to its possible field of jurisdiction

were perhaps justlfiableM

The change in the attitude of the trade union movement to the

collective bargaining act and the labour court, which we now proceed to

analyse,is in itself a tribute to the success the legislation has had in

practice. There has been no hampering of the growth of the trade union

movement or in the number of collective agreements in force. The 1928

acts have not proved to he the thin end of the wedge.

When the representative council of LO met in August 1928 to decide

what its position should be in relation to the acts a "sabotage line"

suggesting that it should not appoint members to the Labour Court was

rejected and a suggestion for bypassing the court by having private

arbitration clauses written into collective agreements was damped down.

The meeting was almost unanimous that the collective form of agreement

should be retained and a statement was made public that reminded the trade

unions that the new legislation required careful consideration and that

federations should see to it that the text of new collective agreements

was made clear and unambiguous. LO named its members of the Court at an

extra meeting of ti e council in November, 1928^*

1) SAP's view in 1928 was that the representatives of the employers who
had taken part in the discussion since 1907 of legislation on collective
agreements had argued all the time that it was a gap in the legislative
apparatus that there was practically no possibility of having disputes
about the interpretation and application of collective agreements examined
by a state court. Such disputes had had to be settled by the right that
strength and force gave. The employers therefore approved this legislation
although they realised it did not automatically mean that an era of
peace and goodwill had dawned. See SAP report for 1928, p.61.

2) See Yesteretahl, op. cit,, pp 375/6 and Casparsson op. cit. vol II pp 132/32
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The matter did not end there. At various times throughout the 1930s

parliamentary motions (mainly communist^)) asked for the repeal of the

two acts of 1928 and the question recurred at LO congresses. In 1929

the social democrats asked that the laws should be repealed. The Bkman

liberal government had by then been replaced by a conservative government

that had taken the initiative in endeavouring to bring about greater

voluntary co-operation between the labour market parties,and the

workers took this as a sign that the government did not want labour peace

to be obtained at the expense of force. Why not then repeal the acts?

Motions 162/164 in the LO congress of 1931 asked that the trade union

movement should boycott the Labour court and work for the repeal of

the two acts. Congress approved a statement by the seeret&fcAG^ that

no action should be taken on the motions. The secretary stated that

since the representative council considered that their attempts to prevent

the passage of the acts had failed, they could not spurn the opportunity

for the workers to be represented in the labour court and thus have an

influence on its activity. If the workers had boycotted the Court this

would merely have meant that all the members of the Labour Court would

have bean appointed from other groups. Most of the cases submitted to

the Court had in fact eome from the workers' side. Nils Linae argued

that it was not a sufficient justification to adduce figures for the

frequency with which the workers took disputes to the Labour Court. It

was not necessarily proof that they trusted it (the secretary did not say

specijfic&lly that they did) but simply that the workers had no other way

1) E.G., in 1930, See second le al committee statement no. 7, 1930.
Sigfrld Hans son said thatf while he thought a good case could be made out
against the 1928 acts, he could not approve the communist motion sine©
It did not supplement Its plea lor repeal by suggesting a revival of the
Central arbitration board of 1920,of which Hansson approved.

2) LO congress report, 1931, secretary statement no. 23.
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out. They were prevented by the acts from resorting to direct action wi¬

the employers violated agreements. N.O. Persson pointed out that attempts

might be made to bypass the Labour Court by trying to write prlbate

arbitration clauses into agreements,which of course required the consent
of the employers, but without such a procedure cases could not be

prevented from going before the Labour Court. Einar Olsson proposed that

the central board of arbitration should be reconstituted but this view

was rejected.

Fifteen motions (nos. 135-149) in the LO congress of 1936 raised

problems associated with and criticised the labour market legislation!)
The secretaijotwas very empirical in its approach*^. Figures of private

arrangements for settling rights disputes prior to 1928 could, it Bs said,

lend support to the view that the legislation of that year was unnecessary.

But in its view the law only registered arrangements developed prior to

its passage. (This is quite a different tone from the 1928 opposition).

But since it was the case that a number of Labour Court judgements had

weakened the position of the workers* organisations, it stressed how

important it was to ensure that provisions in collective agreements were

CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS Ahd gave no grounds for doubt as to the content and

real meaning of agreements. The Labour Court could only make Its judgements

in the light of the actualcontort; or in the ligiffe of the meaning the parties

wished to express through the provisions. The secretary did not think

circumstances justified special measures to raise the matter of repeal of

the acts, although it should follow developments carefully and take steps

at a suitable time to have this legislation modified on points that seemed

to require revision from the labour point of view.

1) Only one motion came from the board of a {federation (the Transport barkers

2) See 1936 LO congress statement no.3. It recommended no action on the
motions.
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The social democratic party was in fact as good as in control of the

lower house, after a &ig victory at the polls in 1936, and the acts could

Jiave been repealed. Charles Llndley favoured repeal both for strategic

reasons and because of the peculiarities of the work covered by his

federation, the transport workers'. If the unions took no action now to

repeal the acts, he said, it amounted to tacit acceptance of theip. As for

his federation, he did not think it was easy to follow the LO recommendation

to get clearer provisions in agreements in order to make rights disputes

less likely, because of the mass of small employers and changing nature

of the work. August Llndberg did not think it would do any good for

1,0 to try to begin an attack against the acts, simply because of the

change In the political situation. It was better to attempt to

formulate agreement® more clearly and to concentrate on attacking the

employers' Paragraph 2SM On hie suggestion, the points raised in relation

to collective agreements were remitted to the congress drafting committee,

which emphasised that rights disputes were "hardly the kind of disputes

for which direct action was recommended-I Since, however, it felt that

the parties were not equally strong on the collective agreements front and

the laws had been applied against the workers in certain respects it

emphasised that it was necessary t have the class legislation repealed

or thoroughly revised. It saw a possibility for revising the acts in

the progress being made by the working daas in society, and thought

measures should be taken to alter the legislation now in force in such

a way that the legal position of the workers was strengthened so that they

obtained that equality that formed the bads for all legislation.

1)paragraph 23 Is discussed In chapter XVII. It was one of the points on
which the unions felt that Labour Court judgements had been in favour of
the employers and against the workers. Lin&ley considered for instance
that in questions of principle such as paragraph 23 and dismissals the
Labour court had shown an employer mentality although in wages questions
it had in most cases adjudged In favour of the workers.
2) LO 1936 congress, p. 559. The version approved by congress was
changed to read that rights disputes "do not belong to the typo of dispute
for whose solution direct action is to be recommended."
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However, the version approved by congress omitted the demand

for repeal or for modification of the legislation, although Albert

Forslund said that the views of this committee should not be considered

to conflict wish those expressed by the secretar/«fwhen it suggested that

1X3 should watch developments carefully.
,-,'V

In 1939 the secretar/afof LO expressed opposition*'' to motions in

parliament that asked for the repeal of the acts of 1928 (and afco the

act of 1935 on giving of notice)sine© the motions wanted only repeal
and suggested no replacement. In view of its congress decision in

1936 that real rights disputes ought not to be made the subject of

direct action, the question was one of the forms for examining these

disputes and the rules to be followed. Referring to the choice

allowed by the collective bargaining act between the .Labour Court and

arbitration, the seeretar/«f thought it was better to have, the Labour Court

for interpreting the general provisions of collective agreements in

order to give uniformity. Arbitration boards would be suitable for

specialised disputes (e.g., on piecework price lists5• But the real

problem was still it felt the weaker position of the worker. This

could be only solved by extending the system of agreements through

provisions that guaranteed the workers greater Influence over conditions

of work and correctives against the abuse of power by the employers.

Inequality lay particularly in the free right of the employer to give

notice and the difficulty the workers had in proving that the right to

terminate employment was being used in breach of agreement.

1) Statement to oecond law committee ^on 3rd Apr il, 1939.
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1*0 was thus placing emphasis on VOLUNTARY attempts to strengthen the position

of the worker against the rights the employer might exercise under

Paragraph 23. The fruit of these voluntary efforts in the form of the

Basic {and later) agreements is discussed in chapter XVII.

No complaints against the statement by the secretary in 1939 were

raised at the LO congress of 1941,and in 1946 a motion (no. 142) asking

for the repeal of the collective agreements act found no support.

Parliament also rejected a motion in 1946 which asked for repeal of

the 1928 acts on the grounds that they were an obstacle in the way of the
)

workers attempts to obtain a security of employment and to improve their

conditions of work. The second law committee rejected the motion

unanimously, saying that the view expressed in the motion would probably

be shared by no party on the labour market. In any case, the CONTENT of

collective agreements was regulated by free agreement between the parties,
not by law. Motion no. 141 (from a brm ch of the transport workers'

federation) In the LO congress of 1951 which asked for a repeal of the

"anti-trade union legislation"(by which was meant the legislation of 1928

ana the warning or notice act of 1935) was unanimously rejected.

When the Labour Court celebrated Its silver jubilee in 1955 tributes

to Its Impartiality and Important contribution to the promotion of labour

peace were paid by both employers and workers. S.I). Karrfeldt, the

treasurer of the building workers' federationjwas one of those who

demonstrated in 1928 against the proposed legislation but in 1953,as a

member of the Labour Court, he said that "the Labour Court has been accepted

and gained a surprising: amount of good?;ill if one recalls the opposition

then. It has worked perfectly from the start and no voice is raised now

in favour of Its abolition. Its judgements are respected although the

losing party naturally grumbles"^
1) Morgontidnlngen, 24th June, 1953.
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Although the Labour Court was not accepted at first by the workers

as being an objective and independent body, the attitude of the trade

union movement was gradually modified. Acceptance of the principle

that rights disputes should in the last resort be settled by compulsory

arbitration led to a shift in emphasis, away from thought of repeal to

the principle that dominated the trade union movement so much throughout

the 1930sj that any grievances should be solved by voluntary agreementt
between the parties and not by legislation. The outcome of disputes

over rights might ultimately be dependent on the fact that their content

was based on strength,but just for that reason the aim should be to work
for a stronger position for the worker through agreement with the employer.

This represents a different and perhaps more moderate use of the growing

strength of the trade union movement than would demands for repeal of the

1928 legislation which the labour movement could have gained if it had

not felt that it had derived benefit from the Labour Court.

The benefit derived is shown by the fact that the legislation of

1928 has prevented neither the growth of the trade union movement nor

that bf the collective agreement system. Further, the vast majority

of the cases that have been brought before the Labour Court have been

raised by the workers' side. The main reason for this state of affairs

is that in the short run the employer decides in what way the collective

agreement is to be interpreted and applied in his workplace, just because

he is the employer. This accordingly gives rise to disputes, the ultimate

source of redress for which is the Labour Court. Employer- submissions to

the Labour Court have dealt mainly with the scope of the obligation to

work and illegal direct action.
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Of the 3,586 cases taken before the Labour Court between 1929 and 1953

3^64 (or 88$) were brought by the workers, and only 493 (slightly more

than 11$) by the employers. 19 cases were raised by both parties together.

Up to 1952, 2,807 cases lad been judged (the remainder being recalled or

solved by conciliation or negotiation) and most judgements had dealt with

the interpretation of collective agreements , 152 cases (or 5$) had

covered cases of illegal direct action, and 163 (or 6$) dealt with

infringement of the right of association. Most judgements have

been unanimous. In the period 1929-1934 65$ of judgements were unanimo^us

and in the period 1948-1952 85$ were unanimous. The average of unanimity

over the first 25 years of the Court's activity is 73$.

The fact that the Labour Court has dealt with an average of 150

cases a year (although the trend now is for the average to be falling

below 100 over a short period) suggests that it is an overworked body.

But this is not the view taken by the present chairman of the Labour

Court, Gunnar Bahl/a^or by other authoritiesS), Their view is that the

Court has had to deal with very few cases, at least in relation to the

number of cases that were originally anticipated. The answer given to

the question of why there have been (in their view) so few cases is that
the organisations are strong and willing to negotiate. But another

aspect can be noted when one asks why it has cases to deal with on any

scale at all. The first chairman of the Labour Court, Arthur Lindhagen,

is once reputed to have said that he would like a chance to show people

how a collective agreement should be expressed in order to avoid the

interpretational disputes with which, the court deals, . The answer he

received from one of the non-independent members was that there would then
be no collective agreements! Thus the parties do not always want agreements
to be crystal clear, particularly if a disputed clause is in their favour.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx3cxxxx;s^*i**xxxxxxxxxxxx££*xxxxxxxxkxxx
2) See Arbetsdomstolen 1929-1953,and T janstemannarorelsen, 1954 no. 2 •,

pp. 49-42,
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CHAPTBR XIII

THE ACTS CF 1Q28

(a) The Collective Agreements Act

The basic thread governing the provisions of this act is that a dispute

as to the way in which an agreement is to be interpreted is not to be settled by

direct action, but in the last resort by a specially created judicial tribunal,

the Labour Court.

The collective agreements act, a civil act, establishes certain norms, a

framework, and makes provision for the collective agreement to serve as a peace

treaty. The act does not specify what the contents of collective agreements are

to be, i.e. it provides no criteria about what provisions agreements are to

contain. What it does do is to provide a framework: of rights and obligations

which the parties bring upon themselves when they enter into agreements with one

another.

The collective agreement is not defined directly, but only by means of a

clause (U>» setting out the manner in which such agreements are to be drawn up.

"Agreements between employers or associations of employers and trade unions or

other similar associations of workers about the conditions that are to be observed

in employing workers, or otherwise dealing-*- with the relations between employers

and workers, shall be drawn up in writing." The provisions that apply to

associations of employers and workers also apply to federations of several such

associations, and in cases of such amalgamations the provisions of the act

regarding members of an association apply also to the affiliated associations and

their members (by act of 27th April, 1945). This cavers, for example, trade

union and employer federations that enter (say) into national agreements, a

1) The phrase "otherwise dealing ..." can cover a number of problems on which
provisions are usually made in collective agreements, e.g. the period of validity.
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common occurrence in Sweden* This clause therefore binds federations and their

unions and members.

It will be noted from clause 1 that while an individual employer can

conclude a collective agreement with an association of workers, an individual

worker, or group of unorganised workers, cannot conclude a collective agreement

with the other side.-*- The individual worker is normally covered by an employ¬

ment agreement (arbetsavtal) 2 into which he enters - frequently verbally - with

an employer when he takes a job, but the Individual employment agreement is

generally related to and based on a collective agreement, in that the main function

of a collective agreement is to provide standards, a framework, in the light of

which the individual employment agreement is regulated. The collective agree¬

ment establishes contractual relations for unions and their members. In other

words, throughout its historical development the collective agreement has, from

the side of the workers, been a device for overcoming the inferiority in bargain¬

ing power of each individual worker in isolation. The collective agreement

1) Included in the definition of a worker under the act are persons who, while
not in a position of employment, cany out work for someone else and accordingly
are in a position of dependence on this other person of essentially the same
kind as that of a worker to an employer. The person for whoa the work is
carried out is looked on as the employer by law.

2) For individual employment agreement Schmidt use3 the term tjMnste (service)
avtal. This was criticised by Bergstrera as suggesting "specific", or
"qualified", or service for a definite period of time. Bergstrom therefore
suggests anstallningsavtal (employment agreement), wiiioh Schmidt in turn thinks
is ciuiasy and places emphasis on the procedure of actually entering into an
agreement. The actual phraseology used is not really fundamental, provided
one grasps what the term covers. The important point is that individual terms
of employment are usually regulated in the light of collective agreements,
although deviations can be allowed from the collective terms for individual
workers, e.g. in the form of special benefits. There is a more personal
element in individual agreements covering points that fall outside the collec¬
tive agreement or, in the case of state employees, the service regulations.
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accordingly provides at least minimum (although sometimes normal) conditions

for the employer to observe, although he is not always debarred from being more

generous than the terras of a collective agreement prescribe. The collective

agreement provides these norms at four levels, national, district, local, or

factory. Provision is made under ®3 of the act that individual employment agree¬

ments may not depart beyond certain limits from it, for if "agreement has been

reached between employers and workers who are bound by the same collective agree¬

ment on conditions that involve a departure from the collective agreement, then

such agreement is not valid beyond the limits of deviation from the collective

agreement that it allows". Only the parties, acting together, can change the

collective agreements, not Individual members.

A collective agreement does not bind a specific worker personally, but

collective agreements arrived at by an association for a trade group or an area

are also binding on the members of that association,whether they join the

association before or after the agreement is concluded, although they are not

bound by the agreement the association may have if they are already bound by

another collective agreement. Nor do members cease to be bound by a collective

agreement merely through leaving the association. The act does not say when they

cease to be bound. Many different cases could conceivably arise, e.g. when a

worker terminates his individual employment agreement, so the Labour Court is left

to deal with such cases as they arise and according to the circumstances.

What is the position under the act of unorganised workers with whom an

employer bound by a collective agreement concludes an individual labour agree¬

ment that perhaps deviates from the collective agreement? This is an important

1) Only an association can give notice of termination of the agreement from the
workers' side, however: at the other extreme, the individual's liability for
breach of agreement is limited.
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question, if for instance the employer could get cheaper labour by employing

unorganised workers, In 1932 the Labour Court set out the position,**- The

general principle it advanced was that it was natural to assume that employers

bound by a collective agreement should not apply worse conditions than those set

out in the agreement to workers who stood outside the workers' organisation but

who were employed on work referred to in the agreement. It was not necessary

that express provision should be made to this effect. It \ms quite sufficient

that this should be the parties' intention. This general principle would apply

mi,e§g l^fre purtjqs ,39^9 other py^jgjw ftffi the agre^e^. They could

provide explicitly or by implication that the employer would observe the provi¬

sions of the collective agreement in respect of unorganised workers, in which

case they were confirming this general principle endorsed by the Labour Court.^
The collective agreement as a peace treaty. This is the heart of the

matter. There is no general prohibition of sanctions during the period of

validity of collective agreements, but there are far-reaching limitations under

four headings. §4 provides that during the period of validity employers or

workers bound by the collective agreement may not resort to stoppages of work

(lockouts or strikes - which are not defined), blockades, boycotts or other

comparable direct action in the following four cases?

1) on the grounds of a dispute about the validity, existence or correct

meaning of an agreement, or on the grounds of a dispute as to whether a particu¬

lar action violates the agreement or the provisions of this act. Thus the

parties cannot resort to direct action merely because they dispute provisions

1) Judgement No. 95# 1932.

2) Certain exceptions should be noted. The state wage regulation provisions
(SAM) apply to all who take up employment. Some agreements also provide in the
sample form for the individual employment agreement that the worker is engaged
under the terms of the collective agreement. As long a3 a worker is unorganised,
however, he has no claim on the employer on account of the collective agreement.
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set out in the agreement.

2) in order to bring about changes in the terms of an agreement.

3) in order to enforce provisions aimed at coming into effect after the

agreement has expired.

-4) in order to assist others in cases where they are not entitled to resort

to direct action. This prohibits giving help to soraeone who has himself

repudiated his obligations. Otherwise, action can be taken to help theia, that

is to say that purely sympathetic action allowed, e.g. the purely sympathetic

strike and lockout.

The right to resort to sympathetic direct action is not limited to certain

kinds of primary conflict, nor to certain kinds of sympathetic measures. The

only requirement is that the side being supported is itself entitled to resort to

direct action. This means in practice that it is usually over ttinteresttt

disputes that sympathetic action arises, for in most cases it is when a party is

not bound by a collective agreement that it is freed from the peace obligation of

the act. As we have seen, SAF was very keen to assert the right to sympathetic

measures soon after it began its activities, and persuaded LQ to agree in 1908 to

a clause in agreements allowing this. The subsequent debate concerned the problem

of the end to which such sympathetic action could be aimed, whether to enforce new

provisions in collective agreements, drive through matters of principle, have

additions made to collective agreements in force, or be restricted to an expression

of pure sympathy. Provided no further peace obligations are provided by agree¬

ment, the act of 1928 settles for this last formulation. It is a right still

valued by both sides, for it is not only a safety valve but frequently the final

means of bringing about settlement in awkward wages negotiations. If negotiating

parties are in a state of nature, and other groups on their respective sides can
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sympathise with them, even though bound by agreements themselves, this is

frequently a great incentive to reach agreement. It is on such strategy that

SAF can base its lockout threats "all along the line", and try to force trade

union federations to agree on the provisions of new collective agreements. (This

is closely related to the vexed question of neutral third parties who may suffer

as a result of such sympathetic action. This is discussed in the next chapter.)

The fact that the act sets out cases where direct action is prohibited

means that direct action can be resorted to in matters not declared illegal, such

as sympathetic action, or direct action in respect of something that is not

regulated in the collective agreement, either by accident or design. Likewise,

the parties can agree on more far-reaching peace obligations than those prescribed

by the act (see below).

Strong pressure is put on associations to avoid the use of the illegal

direct action prescribed here. On illegal direct action the act provides that

if an association or member is bound by a collective (not necessarily the same)

agreement the association may not arrange or otherwise give rise to direct action

that is prohibited, nor may it help, through lending support or otherwise, in

illegal direct action to which a member has resorted. An association bound by

a collective agreement (e.g. SAF, LO, as well as their member federations) is

likewise obliged to endeavour to prevent its members from resorting to illegal

direct action or, if this has already taken place, is obliged to endeavour to

prevail upon them to desist. There is thus both a positive and negative peace

obligation that reaches far beyond the immediate collective agreement relation¬

ship, for associations are bound to take preventive and corrective measures

against illegal direct action. This, it will be seen, is an extremely powerful

1) By Labour Court practice, for example, blockades are allowed for the purpose
of forcing an employer to pay wages due, provided there is no dispute about the
interpretation of the agreement.
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deterrent to unlawful stoppages, wildcat strikes and other undisciplined action.

As was analysed in Part I, SAF and LO byelaws provide safeguards that make this

duty easier, but the act nevertheless imposes a strong obligation upon them.

The peace obligations are mandatory, and apply even if a collective agree¬

ment contains provisions that conflict with them, i.e. the act takes precedence

over any attempts by agreement provisions to sanction greater use of direct action.

However, on the other side, collective agreements may prescribe more onerous

obligations to keep the peace than those the act sets out, in which case they are

to be observed. The act thus sets a minimum of conditions for a state of peace,

and the parties are free to make the peace treaty more secure if they wish. This

is in fact done in certain cases, by forbidding all forms of direct action during

the period of validity of a collective agreement (and sometimes longer), e.g. the

peace agreement in the newspaper industry.

The peace is enforced by provision in the act for sanctions. The sanction

for breach of the provisions of the act is civil damages (88), but special

provisions are made for collective labour agreements, in order to exclude the

general rules of civil damages applied in the civil law courts from this sphere

of activity. Employers, workers, or associations that do not fulfil their

obligations in accordance with their collective agreements or this act are liable

for any damage to which this may give rise. In judging the extent to which

damage has occurred the Labour Court takes into consideration the importance of

maintaining the agreement as well as other circumstances besides the purely economic."*"

1) This could be fairly hypothetical, and covers a wide range. In many cases of
breach of collective agreement, especially of the employer violating non-wage pro¬
visions through, e.g. employing more apprentices than the agreement allows, or
employing unorganised workers in violation of the agreement, such action does not
necessarily give rise to direct^ economic injury. Even economic damages may be
difficult to assess, and otherwise the damage may be difficult to assess in terms
of money, depending on the nature of the obligation violated. In such cases
"exemplary damages" can be awarded, e.g. if tne employer fails to keep the agreement,
to the workers' organisation. Such damages can also be paid in addition to
economic damages. See Unddh, Fran Arbestdomstolens praxis, p. 33.
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The amount of the damages may be reduced if, in view of the slight guilt of the

party causing the damage, the position of the party injured in relation to the

origin of the dispute, the size of the damage, or to other circumstances, this is

found to be reasonable. This allows it considerable discretion, but the Court

may not grant complete absolution from the obligation to pay damages. Following

the alterations proposed by the second law committee the act provides that the

damages assessed on an individual workman (employee) may in no case exceed the sum

of two hundred crowns. If several persons are responsible for the damage caused,

the damages will be spread among the© in accordance with the amount of the damage

for which each has been proved responsible.*'- There is no limit to the amount of

damages that may be awarded against an organisation, whether of employers or

workers, or against an individual employer. Hor is there any conversion of civil

sanctions to criminal punishment, such as imprisonment. Although it could be

argued that trade unions were here exposed to the possibility of having to pay

heavy civil damages, there was a limitation on the amount any individual workman

need pay, and the modifications that could be taken into consideration as

"extenuating circumstances'' in awarding damage were probably more likely to give

favourable treatment to organisations titan would process of law for damages in the

civil courts.

A disputed issue has frequently been that of whether the two hundred

crowns rule is permissive. Can it, for example, be modified by a clause in a

collective agreement which prescribes higher damages for breach of agreement?

Does the two hundred crowns rule apply to salaried employees? These issues were

dealt with in a case before the Labour Court in 1953#2 where a salaried employee

1) E.G. several workers' organisations, a federation and its branches, individual
employera and their organisations.

2) See Labour Court Judgement Ho. 23# 1953.
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left Ms employment at only one month's notice, although the collective agreement

in question provided that two months' notice should be given. The Court in its

judgement did not think there was any reason to think the act meant anytMng other

than that the parties to a collective agreement could agree, explicitly or by

implication, that damages exceeding two hundred crowns could be imposed on an

individual employee for breach of agreement. But the Court did not consider that

it was self-evident that the question of interpreting whether an individual

employee could be assessed damages greater than two hundred crowns was to be

judged in a uniform way for all breaches of agreement, wMch can of course take

many forms. It therefore hesitated to make any general ruling on the issue, but

limited itself to tMs particular dispute of breach of agreement through violation

of the qpfrfrcq 91 tpyMn^tipq pf cmplpynent provision?. It concluded that the

two hundred crowns rule was permissive for this particular type of breach of

agreement, That was not to say that the same rule would apply to all kinds of

breaches of agreement. In tMs case, as on earlier occasions, the Labour Court

was therefore following its cautious line of limiting its judgement to the dispute

in question, leaving open the issue of whether closely related cases would be

judged in a similar way.

Since no alternative of criminal law punishment is provided as a sanction

under the act, a second sanction, but one very little used in practice, is that

the Labour Court may terminate an agreement through the default of one side. If

an employer, worker or association bound by a collective agreement has been guilty

of procedure that clearly violates the agreement or the provisions of the act, and

if it is found to be of fundamental importance for the agreement as a whole the

Labour Court may, on the application of the other side, declare the agreement to

be no longer valid. (§7, para. 1) If the agreement is concluded between
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several parties on one or both sides and if, in a dispute between only some of

the parties to it, it has been declared that the agreement no longer applies to

then, other parties on the side from which the complaint was raised are entitled

to terminate the agreement as it affects them, within three weeks of the judgement

being given.

If a coiaplaint has been lodged, and certain procedure has been declared to

violate the collective agreement or the act, but corrections are not made, the

labour Court nay, even though the situation of g7, para, 1 does not exist, declare

on application that employers, workers or associations on the other side are to be

released from any obligations in accordance with the act or the agreement whose

fulfilment cannot reasonably be required in view of the procedure that is not

permitted. This applies as long as the offending party does not make amends.

This sanction could of course be a powerful one, for it is equivalent to

putting the parties in a state of nature again. However, this has disadvantages

for both sides and is seldom used.

Apart from Ms exceptional form of terminating agreements, !l ordinary"

termination is also provided for in the act. Here the parties agree to terminate

by giving notice. If a collective agreement for the termination of which notice

is required is concluded by several persons on the one side or both, a party to

the agreement is allowed to give notice to one or to several of the other 3ide.

If the agreement has thus been the subject of notice of termination for a certain

tine between same of the parties only, and if other parties on the side from which

the notice 1ms been given or parties on the other side wish at the same time to

terminate the agreement either in whole or part, notice of such termination may be

given within three weeks after the last day on which notice could otherwise have

been given or, if the period of notice is less than six weeks, within half this

period.
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Just as it is provided in Si that collective agreements shall be drawn up

in writing (which also covers acceptance by letter or acceptance of the proceedings

in approved minutes), so must notice of termination be given in writing or by

telegram. Provision is made for the eventuality of letters or wires going astray.

In actual practice the procedure is usually much less formal. But the law must

provide some recognised procedure for the possible case where the parties are not

prepared to act informally and in good faith.

Under an act of 1935 there is an obligation to give seven days' notice of

stoppages of work, strikes or lockouts (but not for blockades or boycotts, or

because of partial refusals to work, or if the employer has refused to pay wages

due).

(b) The Labour Court Act

The Labour Court was set up by act of parliament at the saiae time as and in

close connection with the collective agreements act of 1938. In fact it was an

appendage to that act, in that effective enforcement of the provisions of the act

on collective agreements is entrusted to this court that was specially created for

the purpose .1
The Labour Court is a judicial body, concerned with declaring what the

rights and obligations of parties are in respect of a collective agreement when

disputes about it arise. Popularly, it can be called a court of arbitration, but

that does not indicate its essential function. It is not at all concerned to

1) The original intention was to have two instances, local courts and a central
court to which appeals from the local courts could be brought. Both LO and Sffi
were very doubtful about the wisdom of this. The argument for local courts was
that they would possess specialised local knowledge. LO considered, however,
that if courts with specialised knowledge were wanted it would be more suitable to
have industrial courts. SAF recommended only one instance for the whole country.
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split differences, adjust balances, and condone certain actions, but simply to

adjudicate on what collective agreements mean in the light of the act when dis¬

putes arise about them. The Court does not have complete jurisdiction ever

justiciable disputes, since the parties are free to arrive at alternative peaceful

methods of settling disputes about collective agreements. But it is a final court

of judgement and no appeals can bo made against its decisions.

The Court is an expert one and similar in composition to the central board

of arbitration which it replaced. In fact, it represents the instance par

excellence of Swedish ability to entrust government to private interest groups,

for the majority of its members are representative of labour market interest groups.

But the primary criterion of its composition is that it is a court of experts,

where swift settlement of disputes can be obtained frcm this panel of experts in

labour relations. The Court consists of a chairman and six (now seven) members.

Three of the members, the chairman (who has since 1931 been a full time official),

vice-chairman and one other are independent members appointed by the government

from among persons who cannot be considered to represent the interests either of

employers or workers. The chairman and vice-chairman must be trained in law, and

have a knowledge of the duties of a judge, while the third independent member must

iiavo experience of and knowledge of labour conditions and related questions con¬

cerning labour agreements. These independent members are appointed for a

specific period, and the other members for two years at a time. Two of these

other members are appointed on the recommendation of 10, and two on the recom¬

mendation of the consultative council of SAF. By an act of 21st March, 1947, one

further member, "the special member", is now appointed by TGO, and he participates,

in the place of one of the LO members, in the deliberations of the Court in cases

involving a salaried employee's association or a member of such an association,

provided of course the association is not affiliated to LO. All five members
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appointed through the interest groups are required to hare experience of and

knowledge of labour conditions, but they are in no sense representatives of their

sides in disputes. The intention has been to bring together a representative

group of persons competent to contribute expert knowledge on the various aspects

of the collective agreement relationship.

The Labour Court has its seat in Stockholm, and its main task is to pass

judgement in, i.e. to take up and settle, questions and cases of the following

kind (relating to collective agreements):

1) the validity, existence or correct meaning of an agreement (e.g. is the

agreement valid, was it arrived at in the correct way} does an agreement still

exist, or has it been terminated or prolonged} what does an agreement mean, how

is it to be interpreted?)

2) whether certain procedures conflict with collective agreements or the

collective agreements act

3) with questions relating to the consequences of such procedures, e.g.

whether direct action taken was illegal or violated agreements, whether demands

for damages axe justified.

Any decision the Court gives is final and cannot be appealed against.

Since the individual employment agreement is between employer and worker

and is usually based on a collective agreement, the competence of the Court covers

cases relating to individual employment agreements that are covered by provisions

in collective agreements. The competence of the Court is wider, however, than

the collective agreement concluded between employers and associations of workers,

for the court can take up cases where a dispute arises between an employer and

individual worker and this dispute is of importance for others, e.g. overtime pay.

Here the Court can be asked to state opinions on test cases, e.g. on whether a
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method of calculating piece rates is in accordance with a collective agreement.^
In general, however, cases relating to individual employment agreements can only-

he referred to the Court i£ they are regulated by collective agreement. This

enables slight grievances to be sifted beforehand,

A further general rule (§12) is that an individual member (or former member)

of an association bound by a collective agreement cannot plead before the Court

unless he has first shown that the association has refused to take up his case.

Tliis places the emphasis on channelling cases through the labour market organisa¬

tions, so that mere trifles can be settled by thera through negotiation. Only

cases where the presumption is that some collective interest is involved should, go

before the Court. If anyone wishes to raise a case in the Court against a member

or former member of an association that has concluded a collective agreement, the

association must also be summoned, and the association may- appear on behalf of the

member if he himself does not plead. This applies also to federations and other

top organisations.

As a general rule collective agreements provide that if disputes arise

about them there shall £y£t be negotiations between the parties and or their

superior organisations. Only thereafter can the Labour Court take up a dispute

for consideration. This is recognised by §14 of the Labour Court Act, which

provides that parties to a collective agreement may bypass the Court by agreeing

to submit any differences to private arbitration,^ or by providing that

1) dee SOU 1935s66, p. 415*

2) In fact a certain element in the trade union movement favoured the boy¬
cotting of the Court by ouch provisions for some time after the act was passed.
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negotiations between them must take place before a case may be submitted to the

Court. If there is negotiation procedure, it should be used before the Court is

called in. Again, this helps to reduce the burden of work on the Court to eases

where a really knotty dispute exists, and which the parties have not themselves

been able to resolve.

Cases as to whether a collective agreement is no longer valid, because of

default on the part of one side, must however be taken before the Court, At the

other extreme, certain problems cannot be brought before the Court. If, for

example, an "ordinary" question arose about whether wages had in fact been paid

in accordance with the provisions of a collective agreement this would be a matter

for the civil courts, not the Labour Court?- If, however, the debtor denies the

charge and his denial igbased on a collective agreement, and the case has been

sent for trial, it is to be handed ever to the Labour Court if the dispute is

found to be of such a nature that it should be dealt with by the Labour Court.

There is as usual no appeal against the Court's decision.

Interest disputes can not of course be referred to the Court, even if the

parties are agreed to do so. It is not a court that is concerned with giving

awards and settling non-justiciable disputes, but simply with interpreting what

the position of two or more parties is in relation to a collective agreement that

exists between them. It deals with existIne agreements and the problems that

arise out of them. As the history of the debate on tils problem shows, it is an

adjudicating tribunal in disputes about "rights".

Since the Labour Court was intended to be an expert court and one that

reached decisions quickly, its procedure is worthy of study. Here, and particu¬

larly prior to 194& (when Swedish legal procedure was reformed), there lias been

a remarkable contrast with the normal slow and tedious proceedings of the law

courts.

1) See Act of 10th July, 1947 (No. 638).
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Tills is not at all accidental, for the reasons mentioned. Two main principles

underlie the woik of the Court (a) its procedure should be informal and oral, and

(b) it should arrive at decisions quickly. The Court meets on the summons of the

chairman, a quorum being the chairman plus four members. The "non-independent"

members must be equally represented, and "the special member" must be present if

the case requires it, i.e. deals with salaried employees. The Court can meet

outside Stockholm if it wishes, and the chairman and two members (one from each

side) may visit factories in order to get the "feel" of a case. The chairman

may also detail an official of the court experienced in law to investigate details

of the case that he wishes to know, provided this does not involve the rejection

of a case.

There are two stages in the treatment of a case, a preparatory stage, and

the hearing.

A party wishing to bring a case before the Labour Court must first submit

a written application for a summons against the other side, the application con¬

taining the circumstances on which the plaintiff bases his case and his demands,

together with any written proof he has. When the summons has been Issued and

the defendant has replied, the preparation of the case takes place, usually in

writing. The views and answers of each side can be passed back and forward for

comment and further answers. This preparatory stage can also be conducted in the

form of a meeting before the Labour Court, and this has frequently been the case

in recent years.

When the preliminaries are over the parties are called to the main hearing

before the Court, The Court procedure is a rapid and highly informal one, and

every endeavour is made to dispose of a case at one sitting?. A case can of course

be adjourned. The judgement of the Court is sent by post to the parties as soon

as is possible after a case has been heard (usually from one to two months
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elapses). The judgements are usually quite short but veiy fully explained.

The Court also deals with cases with the minimum of delay. It can impose fines

(but there is no alternative of imprisonment).

The Labour Court can refuse to hear a case, if a plea raised does not

include the plea that the other side is to be enjoined to do or desist from doing

something, and if it is found that the matter is not one of such considerable

importance to the plaintiff that such injunction should be heard. In other words,

the Court can re/ject trivialities.
The Labour Court has acquired additional functions since it was set up and

began operations in 1929. It now has jurisdiction over the enforcement of the

act of 1936 on the right of association and negotiation, irrespective of whether

a collective agreement exists, since the right is a statutory though functional

one. It also has powers in relation to the conciliation act, in respect of a

party's obligation to answer the conciliator's call to negotiate, at the risk of

being reported to and fined by the Labour Court. Under the Holidays Act the

Court deals also with cases relating to the application of the act that refer to

employees whose employment agreements are regulated by collective agreement, even

if there is no regulation of the right to holidays in the collective agreement.

It deals also with dismissals on grounds of military service, marriage, pregnancy

(all of which are regulated by law), and with the workers' protection act.

However, the trend is not entirely towards making the Labour Court a con¬

venient peg on which to hang new duties and functions as new developments take

place on the labour market. Under chapter IV of the Basic Agreement, which is

discussed in the next chapter, LQ and SAF created a special tribunal, the Labour

Market Board, for settling interpretational disputes about the meaning of the

provisions of the chapter. This Board is a board of arbitration, which may be
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reinforced by a permanently appointed independent chairman in order to ensure that

it does arrive at decisions. Under chapter III of the Basic Agreement, problems

about dismissals, layoffs and re-engagement of workers are intended, unless they

raise actions about the violation of the right of association or are otherwise

contrary to Swedish law or a collective agreement, to be taken if necessary before

tiie Labour Market Board, which acts as a conciliatory body trying to bring about

a common view.

Thus the idea of settling rights disputes privately has returned to the

Swedish labour market, but at a much more sopMsticated level than was the case

prior to the passage of the acts of 1928. Indeed, it has gone beyond rights

disputes for, as we shall see when we discuss the Basic Agreement in chapter XVI,

LQ and SAF pledge themselves to try to prevent stoppages where any conflict

situation threatens functions that are essential to society.

Collective agreements still provide the main field of interest for the

Labour Court, Through the cases that have been brought before if and the judge¬

ments it has made in respect of interpretation and application of the provisions

of the collective agreements act and of collective agreements, the Labour Court

has established a whole body of case law. The law of precedent is not recognised

in Swedish jurisprudence to the same extent as in England, but the decisions of the

Labour Court are noted by the parties, and similar problems need not be referred

to it, since the parties usually shape their agreements to take note of the judge¬

ments of the court when they are negotiating new agreements. In this way, the

wording, meaning and significance of collective agreements becomes ever more

clearly expressed through the precedents the Court has built up.

Nor has it turned out to be the case, as the workers' side at first feared,

that they would be persecuted in a "class court". The Labour Court has not built
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on compromise in its decisions, it has not been concerned "to split the difference".

What it has done, in spite of the absence of legal rules in the sphere of labour

law, is to try to follow clear and definite legal principles in a judicial

approach to the problems falling under its jurisdiction. Some of its decisions

have created precedents, e.g. on the right of association and on the employer's

right to manage his affairs in his own way.

Many of the simple problems that the Court had to tackle in its early days

are now settled by negotiation, and the Court is more concerned with complex

problems that usually involve matters of principle and precedent. Apart from

cases by or against employers bound by agreements who do not belong to an

employers' organisation,^ the most likely sphere of activity for the Court in the

future is that formed by the rapid growth in the number of collective agreements

for salaried employees in private employment,2 Assuming that the trend to col-
(I

lective agreements for "responsible officials, outlined in chapter X, continues,

it is unlikely however that the Court will be considered competent to deal with

this special problem, for another special court, a tjanste domstol, has been

envisaged for the purpose.3

1) Arbestdomstolen, 1929-1953, pp. 13-14, where this is discussed by the present
chairman of the Labour Court, Gunnar Dahlman.

2) An indication of this was the appointment of the "special member" in 1947,

3) In SOU 1951:54.
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I-IaBCT ACTIO!! -Ai-iL- itaiUTAAL TIIIllP AitTIBS.

By the legislation of 1928 disputes about "rights" were taken care

of by law. But there remained the vexed question of interest disputes,

on which the parties had taken the firm stand that there must be no

state intervention that savoured of compulsory arbi tration. They were

prepared to go only so far as to accept, use and praise the facilities

the state provided for conciliation. The argument in favour of

compulsory settlement of justiciable disputes is fairly obvious, since

in essence a system of control, by agreement or by legielation, simply

requires both sides to live up to their agreements, at the risk of

incurring the liability of (modified) civil damages. For non-justiciable

disputes it is likewise clear that compulsory intervention here would

rob the parties of their freedom of action and of their right of free

negotiation and self-determination. In fact, in Sweden the argument has

been that only by voluntary acceptance of agreements freely arrived at

can peace be guaranteed.

Since strikes, lockouts, blockades and boycotts, and purely sympath¬

etic action are considered to be allowable in Sweden in the absence of

restrictions upon the use of such methods of coercive pressure such as

the legislation of .1928 provides, and since a party is free, in

pursuing his interests, to exercise pressure when negotiating a new

agreement in order to bring the other party to accept his demands, it

is clear that some problems may follow. what is to be done if such

direct action disrupts essential social functions, or leads to parties

standing outside the immediate sphere of dispute being involved in

losses.? Bhouid any particular kinds of direct action be prohibited?

This is the third aspect of labour peace set out at the beginning of

thi s fer t. .

Such questions were not given any solution by the acts of 1928,
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eo far a® interest bttpatee were concerned, an# they therefore nam* te

play a very prominent rele in the vnyfota* daman#* »## during the I93P®
for legislative control of direct wanetione in labour conflict*. The

outcome in effect we that the labour market parti#* mm aisle, though
not entirely wi theat the ehadow of poeeffci® Ingle fa tion hanging over

them, to arrive at a Baric agreement which dealt with oortain problem*

relating to neutral third partite in labour diepute*, limitation* on

direct action, and vital eooial faneilea©, it elm 11 look at the

problem of limitation* en direct action an#, neutrality of this# garble*

in thie chapter, ^
Attempt® by the labour market p&rtiee to c*«op*r»te in the

eottlament of outstanding %uootion* mm in fmt the distinctive feature

of the 1930®, although the achievement of some tort of order nm

brought about entire Ay without *o»e legislative propose.* that acted

a* * guide, a teaming an# m incentive, -m have already eeen in part i

host the trade union movement went a long my to removing eenetltutio&l

defect® that ha# allow®# minority group® to %my the d*rt*i8a* of

Individual federation*, an# ho# thie wa* urge# on try the report of the

Mo thin committee,

the telation of the profc-em of what a neutml party la a dispute

was, an# what protection he ehoul# ho given to preserve hi® neutrality

in labour confllcte, follow®# the familiar pattern, of demand© €m

legiei&tion in parliamentary ©..lion®, emptr!**, farther enqairt**,

legislative proposal* that fail®# to pats through parliament - but then,

ana thie ie the explicit achievement of the 193$®» the pay tie* them-

•eive* deliberately eat down an# trie# to solve the problem 'by agreement

between them, m look now to this pattern of event® aacf it* material,

content.

1) Protection of vita... social function* ie #i®eui»e# in
Chapter XVI, on the Batte Agreement,
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During a discussion of the Akarps act in 1925 a demand was made

for legislation to protect the right of third parties to neutrality in

labour conflicts, but no action <as taken. In 1929 a conservative motion

asked for an enquiry into legislation for the protection of third

parties. It was Claimed for example that pressure was being put on

business men during labour conflicts to persude them net to buy or

sell the products of a boycotted firm. The second legal commiittee rejec¬

ted the idea of an enquiry but towards the end of 1929 the conservative

government appointed an expert - Professor Bergenda-". of the chair of

criminal law in Lund - to look into the question of measures for

protecting the rights of neutral third parties during labour disputes.

The Social Minister said, in his directive that to date the discussion

on these matters had been too vague, and so the aim was to ind out

the nature and the extent of the evils complained of. Only then could

an idea be formed as to the measures that ought to be taken. He thus

left the question of legislation an open one, and also seemed to

consider the possibility that the parties on the labour market could
1)

themselves do something to settle this question by negotiation.

Further conservative motions (they were by t'en an opposition

party) were submitted in 1931, asking for legislation to protect third

parties and on the subject of the methods used by the organisations in

their conflicts. These and similar motions in 1932 were rejected, with

the injunction that the outcome of Professor Bergendai'e enquiry should

be awaited. LQ considered in 1931 that these motions were clearly one

element in the campaign of illwill against the trade unions that the

conservatives had begun in 193°, and it set out replies to the
A \

charges made against the unions. *'

1) This government did in fact appear to favour voluntary measures
for promoting labour pace, for in 1928 it called « "labour peace
conference" in Stockholm. This will be discussed in Chapter XVI11,
on Industrial democracy.
2) See motion 129, upper house, and 186, lower house, 1931, and
ID'S staten.-ent to the second lega_ committee on 19th February, I93I.
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Thereafter it becomes possible to distinguish several stages in

the debate arid discussion on this problem l) a debate on Bergendai'e

proposals in 1934 which led to 2) the appointment of a commission of

thirteen persons to go into the question again. Their report led to

stage 3), a proposition in parliament in 1935- This was rejected, but

4) the report of the ifothin committee in late 1935 with its suggestion

that the labour market organisations themselves should try, with

assistance, to solve some of the outstanding issues led 5) to agreement

in 193® between LO and SAP. Before the detailed proposale are

discussed it is as well to mark out the general background leading up

to the rejection of the government proposition in 1935.
Professor Bergendal reported at the end of November, 1933» and

submitted a preliminary draft for egisiation. At the same time he

emphasised that the enquiry wag of a very preliminary nature, and he

seemed to envisage further investigations before legislation was

passed. The scope of his enquiry had been much wider than was originally

intended, since he thought that legislation restricted to labour

conflicts alone could be called class legislation. He proposed that

third, parties should be protected not only in labour conf licts but also

in other disputes of an economic kind (e.g., in agriculture, between

tenants and houseo.vners). Bergendal did not have much empirical evidence

about the extent to which economic acti n or threats of econonfc action

had occurred against third parties, and there had been no cases of a

trade union federation ap roving a decision to blockade anyone who

could be considered to be a neutral third party. Moreover, it was

probably only in exceptional cases t at such action had been decided

upon by a branch.

Lo agreed that further investigation was required, and it made

detailed criticisms both on general and specific points when it
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submit tod its views to the government, Here w® shell consider its

general objection®, and deal with the specific objection® later in

the light of changes subsequently aide in the proposals. the eeeve lariat

of iS eaici the trace union movement could not oppose lu Mtmixtc, legsl

regulation aithin it® own ephere of activity, in view of it® political

attitude end parliamentary methods. From it® earliest day® it had

demanded eocial legislation and the organisation of ec .Beetle life on

a social tests. However, i; thought regulation of ITS sphere of

activity would be more appropriate tn relation to a general organisation

of economic life that mac a it possible for this economic life to he

carried on in a planned way in the service of society. In view of the

c i tic isms it ted to wake of those propose, the trade union movement

could accordingly oppose the right of third parti©® to neutrality in

labour conflict® being protected by legislation at that tine.

It tenet so confessed that this is extremely vague. :a seems t© have

had in mind earns kind of long term Utopia* where third parties would be

taken oars of by ceasing to exist, citsply by reasons of everyone being

brother® and working for the genera* social good, This is much less

empirical argument than om is accustomed tc hoar fro® W* Some light on

the vagueness way be thrown by the discuss too at the meeting of the

represents live council in February, and a later meeting in July (to

discuss stage 2 - the report of the 13 «o») * both of -/filch mm attended

by Gustav Mftller. ^
There tee still a etr.ag negative attitude in certain so©tion# to

state intervention, but August indberg, for example, eaid that one

couid hard ly argue that there was any such thing &§ a third party in

labour conflicts* Knot Tares on put forward a mm approach when "he argued

1} The representative council of U) discussed them at a
meeting from 2nd - 4th February, and the 1*0 reply was
given an 20th February, 1934, on the tee.it of the diecus®ion
at the representative council meeting,

2) See Westerstahl, op. cit. , p. 386 et seq.
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that sooner or later the trade union movement must be brought into

(inlemmas) the life of society if control was to be gained over the

wages and price fixing problems of industrial life, ,/i thout this

influence "we would not get much further than we were". But a condition

of this development being acceptable to the unions on a voluntary basis

was that if society were to demand loyalty from the unions then society

must aAgo listen to the wishes aand just demands of the trade union

movement.

MSller was present at both these meetings of the Council and argued

that the trade union movement was weakening its authority in legislation

questions « people were no longer prepared to listen to its point of

view so much - because of its purely negative attitude to the law on

collective agreements, particularly when this was compared with the

experience that had resulted from referring to the abour Court in

labour disputes. ^
A negative line on the part of the movement might, he said,

prejudice the position of the social democratic government in any

debates on legislation on third men {the social democrats were still

at this time a minority government). A positive If) line would give

time for a further enquiry to be ,ada, and would delay the other parties

forcing the issue.

At the July Meating,"by which time the government ted already

declared publicly that it thought legislation on third parties was

desirable, MSller said this decision was not only a political one, but

also a moral one. It ought not to be denied that there ted. been mi sues

of power. Social democracy claimed to represent a higher social morality

than capitalism - but if this were the case it must mea that society

l) ./esterstahl suggests (ibid) that the social democratic
newspapers were not entirely hostile to the idea of legislation,
although there was very definite criticism about the form of the
proposals in certain respects.
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had the right to react through the passage of legislation against

attacks, whatever the quarter from which they might come, (This type

of declaration and attitude becomes of fundamental importance in

determining the climate of opinion on the labour market when the social

democrats were a majority government and responsible for steering the

ship of state.)

On its more customary plane of empiricism LQ raised practical

objections to the proposals by JBergendal, on the grounds of which it

rejected them as a basis for legislation

1} The proposed legislation was specially directed against the

trade union movement, rather than against its abuses. Such legislation

would be more appropriate in connection with general regulation, not

on© confined to the field of labour relatione.

2) There was no need for legislation. This vras a sound argument,

for Bergendal's enquiry was meant to be factual, and, as has been noted,

he agreed it was simply tentative and that he had not much evidence of

direct action against third parties outside the sphere of trade. LO

did not deny such direct action had occurred in labour disputes, or that

this was sometimes unjustified. Ho did it underestimate how difficult it

realiy was to obtain reliable information about the prevalence of such

action against third, parties. But it thought political agitation and

public opinion had exaggerated the scope and nature of such action against

third parties.

3) The employers were in a stronger position than the workers, and

this inequality would react unfavourably on the workers, /hile direct

action from the workers' side was always open, this was not the case

for employers, with the exception of lockouts. It was difficult to

obtain proof about their other weapons of action, such as black
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lists against workers, and cutting: off credit facilities to disloyal

employers. This sort of thing was outwith public control, Bgain,

paragraph 23 must weaken the effectiveness of the proposed legist tion

against direct action by the employers.

4) //hile appreciating the reason which had led Bergendai to

extend the scope of hie enquiry beyond labour conflicts, LG thought it

wou-d have been easier to define third parties if i t had been

restricted. His definitions were not precise enough on e.g., economic

disputes, and it seemed that it was to be left to the courts to define

the exact sphere of application of the proposed law protecting third

parties.

Hotions we re submitted in parliament by the conservative and

farmers' groups in 1934 asking (among other things) that Bergendal's

proposals should in the main be passed into law. But, after it had

obtained, the views of interested parties on the Bergendai proposals,

the government appointed on 9th I,larch, 1934# a commission of thirteen

men (including Bergendai) to make a new investigation into the

question of third party neutrality, Pressure was put on this committee

to report quickly, and it did so early in May, submitting proposals for

legislation on "certain economic conflict measures". This led the

conservative members who had submitted motions on Bergendal's

proposals to ask that the proposals of the 13 men should instead be

passed into law as quickly as possible, and it was proposed to hold

an autumn session for this purpose. But the social democratic government

decided in the autumn not to hold an extra session, for by that time

it had not obtained the views of all interested parties on the proposals,

(LO submitted its view on 17th September.)
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Lq criticised the proposals of the 13 men In a very long etateiaent. )

Although it agreed that the changes made from the Bergendai proposals

were a justification of .LO's criticism of Bergend&l's suggestions and

did take into account many of views, e.g. to some extent on strike¬

breakers , sympathetic action, and neutrality of foremen, nevertheless

the new proposals still did not give equality of employers and workers

before the law, and -0 therefore objected to them and rejected them.

Again it stressed that it m& not opposed in principle to legislative

protection toeing given to third parties. But the need in practice for

such legislation was doubtful, and the short period of time at the

disposal of the 13 men was a very unsatisfactory feature of their

suggestions.

The government presented a propo ition (lTo.31) in 1935 on certain

economic conflict measures which although it was based on the thirteen

men's report, had nevertheless been revised in the Social department in

the light of criticisms made in various quarters. The objections of BO

were, for example, met on every important point.

The minister of Social Affairs, Gustav 15'B'iler, said he favoured

regulation by law in these matters -when he appointed the thirteen men to

work over Bergendal's proposals. There waB no longer justification, ho

said, in the arguments from the labour side that legislation here would be

unsuitable and unnecessary. The workers had gained from changes in the

political field and through the development of social welfare measures.The

class stigma to labour legislation ??as now an out of date concept. He

pointed out that the trend was for large organisations to be able to carry

on their conflicts without resorting to such indirect means of pressure

(as attacks on neutral third parties). It was only in special circumstanc®

e.g. at the local level, that such means of pressure were used to any
gr©a t

1) The representative council examined the 13 men's report at a
meeting on 5 ch-o th 0 uly, 1934» which Lindhagen as well ag Mblier attended
a statement m* approved at a medting on lOth-llth September, andiQ submitted its views to the government on 17th September, 1934.
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extent. So the proposal for legislation that the social democratic

government was putting f orward, following definite trends and

tendencies that were appearing. The legislation would endorse a

point of view that had found expression in practice. At the same

time cases of abuse of power had occurred on both sides.
its wa s

The assumption behind the proposition that conflicts ought to

be fought out between the disputing parties themselves and that

people standing outside them should be allowed to maintain a neutral

standpoint in relation to both the conflicting parties. The main

object of the law was therefore to protect third parties. 611or eaid

it w.tt fundamental that the proposals ware not restricted to direct

action against third parties in connection with conflicts on the labour

market^although labour disputes formed the main focus. Like the

proposals of Bergendal and the 13 men, the view taken was that third

party rights should also be protected in conflicts in agriculture,

between landlord and tenant, between business competitors and

infernally among employers.

The changes made at the three stages of the discussion of

neutrality of third parties are worth noting in some detail, for they

throw some light on the complexity of the problem and show how

modifications were made in many cases to suit the views of the trade

union movement. At the same time they point towards the regulation of

these matters that ultimately took place in 193® in Chapter IV of

the Basic Agreement between .0 and SAP.

Ajrect action. The 13 men widened the scope of the proposed

legislation to include not only provisions about direct action against

third parties, but also regulationeof direct action against a party.

Proposition 31 alec took account of these two categories. The 13 men

suggested mass measures (strikes, lockouts, blockades, boycotts)



should be exclusively in the tends of associations, which IX)

considered was simply & codification of its federations' bye laws,

une exception to the channelling of direct action through the

associations was spontaneous measures, such as a stoppage of work

where a worker could be entitled to stop work, irrespective of

organisation provisions. IX) also wanted exception made for cases

where an employer could be bloekaced without notification in order

to fores him to pay wages due. This exception was included in

proposition 31.

The 13 men wanted certain direct action prohibited, e.g.,

against -witnesses, for political or religious reasons, against

family businesses. This also went into proposition 31. There were

to be no extortion (blackmail) blockades in the 13 men's proposals,

and this also -was taken up in the proposition. Ho revengeful

measures were to be allowed by the 13 men BtBIMG- or AFTER a conf lict,

but bO agreed only to prohibition AFTER a conflict was over, and

this last view triumphed in the proposition.

Sympathetic action. Bergendai allowed sympathetic action in all

conflicts, but proposed that the form should be limited (which was a

narrower approach than that of the 1928 acts). The only form of
1)

blockaoe to be allowed was one of work. ' Boycotts were termed,

e.g., a baker could not refuse to make use of meal from a mill

involved in a conflict, though a strike or blockade of work was to

be allowed. The 13 men's view was both wider and narrower than

that of Bergendai. They extended sympathetic action in form to

include the refusal to handle goods intended for or emanating

from a party to the original dispute. Thie pleased IX) although

it still thought sympathetic action was too narrow in the forme

1) Blockades can take several forme, e.g., of work,
supplies, transport, or. sales.
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that were to be allowed. The baker couxd now refuse to deal with

the iai liar's flour. The 13 men only allowed sympathetic action

in connection with a labour dispute that arose out of attempts to

draw up a collective agreement.

The 13 men retained Bergenda i's prohibition of blockade

Picketing. Uergendai ted also proposed prohibition of other measures

designed to persuade the public to take art in blockades or

boycotts, e.g., holding speeches, issuing leaflets such as blockade

notices. On this last example, he proposed a uiodification of the

fundamental freedom of the press ordinance. This would have

required a change in the constitution. 10 thought that blockades
were hardly so socially pernicious as to warrant this. The -3 ne n

agreed with Bergendal that there should be some change in the
freedom of the press ordinance, but did not think it .as fittirg
for it to propose the change. Proposition 31 did not take this point

up, nor did it include the ^3 men's proposals about general
prohibition of blockade notices and picketing.
Protection of tho right cf association. Bergenda 1 provided

protection for the negative right of association, i.e. wi th

emphasis on protection against compulsion to organise, ax though he
said that this was not designed to prevent clauses being included
in agreements that provided that only organised workers were to be

employed in a workplace, since in many respects such provisions
were economically beneficial. Hor was direct action for the purpose
of having such a clause written into a future agreement prohibited.
BUT it Vjft8 not to be permissible, during the period of validity of -

a collective agreement that did not prescribe compulsion to organise,
for the workers1 side to resort to direct action for the purpose of

Persuading the employer to agree that certain hitherto unorganised
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workers should be persuaded to join, remain in or leave a union, nor

should such measures be allowed that triad to RBVHITT a person from

joining an association. Jul was critical here of the fact that, in

its view, the compulsory affiliation clause wouxd be ineffective if

the trade unions could not require an employee to 'REKAIH in an

organisation and take action to persuade him to do so.

The 13 men made a change from Rergandal's proposals, now

emphasising protection for the freedom to organise. Ho mass

measures were to be allowed that aimed at dissuading or preventing

anyone (this last was wider than Bergendal) from joining or

leaving an association. It suggested protection both for the

positive (right to belong) and negative (prohibition of compulsion

to organise) right of association. LG thought this formulation of

the prohibition of compulsion to organise met the workers* interests

in having their right of association protected better than had

Bergendal, a. though it also thought that legal protection of the

freedom to combine would be more appropriately cea.it with in

legislation on the right of association in general. LO liked the

prohibition of compulsion aimed at preventing anyone from joining

an association, for it thought this wou d be a spoke in the

wheel of SAP (10 had criticised Bergendal for not tackling one

aspect of employers' freedom, namely the compelling influence <£

liability sums on an employer to stay in his association). Still,

Paragraph 23 would allow SAP to get round this right of association,

thought 10, and it therefore considered it was necessary to have

a supplementary obligation on employers, that on demand they

should give reasons for terminating ah individual's labour

agreement.

The government proposition in 1935 took up only the

positive right of association (the right to beiong), however, aid
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did not prohibit direct action th&t aimed at compelling people to

organise. It was considered that this question Of compulsion to

organise was quite independent of the right of association, and had

not been made the subject of sufficiently thorough investigation to

varrant its inclusion in the proposition, or to be applied only to

la bo ur. The 13 tsen had not taken up this que stionfb.fr general ^solu¬

tion, which 11 tiller thought would be mors appropriate. However, the

second iaw committee proposed that protection should be given

against compulsion to organise. (In 193° it took the view that

legislation giving protection against compulsion to ogranise .70tJID

have to be complete and comprehensive in order to avoid the
1)

criticism of class legislation.

./as the proposed law to be a criminal or civil one ? Bergendal

took the view that it should be a criminal one, that breaches of its

provisions should be punishable by fines or imprisonment for a

maximum period of six months, for he did not think that civil

obligation to pay damages would be a sufficient deterrent. For c ouid

damages always be shown to have resulted, and it was not always

easy to extract damages. LO considered that this sphere of legislation

was a very delicate one, and to give it the etigira of ci'iminality

might have bad psychological consequences. Direct action affecting

third parties was a relatively email sphere, and the very idea of

damages wouni have a restraining effect.

./hen the 13 men were appointed Mttller said they should consider

such a formulation of any legislation they might propose that it-

did not have the character of a criminal law. But the 13 men did

not think it wag possible to avoid completely some element of

criminality if the legislation was to be effective. They did rot

think it was possible to follow the precedent of the 1928 collective

1) See chapter IX, on the act of 1936.
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bargaining act, since the direct action covered, by the 13 wen *?s

considered to he mainly situations where no agreement existed

between the parties, i.e. where direct action arose over an interest,

not a rights dispute. Like -Bergendau, the j 3 men retained the public

courts ag the instance, but limited the actions for which punishment

under the criminal law might be imposed to cases where direct action

was C PL! LULL. after being prohibited by the courts.

The definition of direct action (strikes, lockouts, blockades,

boycotts) the commission left to the courts to decide in each case,

since it felt no satisfactory definition could be given in law.

0 opposed such an idea. The general courts were, it said, unskilled

in labour questions and it 'was ludicrous that not even the

fundamental concepts of direct action were to be defined. This

would lead to difficulties of interpretation and of proof. A more

detailed definition of the concepts should therefore be given.

These objections wers met to some extent in the proposition of 1935,

which proposed a special court and avoided the stigma of criminality

as far as possible by making » fines (dagsbttter) the highest sanction.

Protective work. LO agreed in principle that it should be protected

against direct action. But it objected to the definition of the

commission, namely work that cannot wait without there arising danger

to human beings, or damage to buildings or other property, animals,

ripe grain, machines, stocks of goods, ETC. LO did not like the

etcetera, which could have made the definition very wide indeed,

and suggested ,ag a definition of protected work, work that was

unavoidably necessary for the prevention of danger to human beings

or the destruction of or considerable damage to buildings or other

property, machines or other equipment, and domestic animals, all

provided they were 111 USE. 10 objected to ripe grain being classed
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ae "protected" work, since agricultural workers would then be

put in an interior position in relation to their employere. This

the commission had recognised, but considered that ripe gx&ia diould

be included "to please the majority of the population". Grain ifXB

not included as protected work in the proposition, tut attempts

were mace in motions in parliament to have it reintroduced, a

change which the social democratic members opposed.

Eeutral third partie^. Jergendal said anyone who vas not a party

to a labour confxict and who had observed neutrality in it a

neutral third party. This was a pretty wide definition. Thus he

proposed that protection should be given to strikebreakers in the

sense that workers who REkAIlIED at work during a conflict, but not

those who TOOK jobs as strikebreakers, i.e., who ENTERED into tie

conflict by strikebreaking, were to be protected ae neutral third

parties. This view trod somewhat on the views of the trade union

movement, since exception was provided for ?peop e who STAYED at

work, e.g., unorganised workers, during a conflict. 10 did not

think this was consistent with a rational interpretation of the

concept of a neutral third party, and it argued a long" working class

solidarity" lines that the economic right of seif-de termination

was a fiction in modern society, especially for the working ciaes.

The economic fate of an individual worker was necessarily tied up

wi th that of the common organised struggle of the working class

for better conoitions. It wag not realistic to allow Individuals

to stay at work while their mates went on strike to obtain better

(or avoid worsened) conditions, without taking account of the

effect this might have on the conf ict. Such workers could not be

said to have no interest in the conflict, for most collective

agreeme ts covored most workers, whether they were organised or

not, and it was the workers' organisations that concluded them
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Further, the labour Court had given support to such a vie,v. jQ

considered protection as neutral third parties cou*c be given for

certain consequences outside the immediate sphere of conflict, BUT

isOT to workers who were in a dependent position in relation to one

or other of the conflicting parties, and therefore interested,

directly or indirectly, in the result, It ax so conceded the argument

for protecting strike-breakers against reprisals of a revengeful

character AlUihSR the conflict was over.

When the 13 men reported, LG said it vsrg not opposed in

principle to the neutrality of third parties, or the justification

of the demand that a person who wishes to stand outside, and also

does stand outside a lab .ur conflict, ought to be allowed to do so.

But this again involved a definition of what a third party was.

This the commission defined, in relation to an actual conflict, as

a person who stood outside a party with whom the reason for the

oispute or opposition of interests ultimately rested. Such neutral

third parties were to be protected, but 10 objected to the

commission extending Bergendal*s proposals to read that an GEGAET3KD

worker who stayed at work when his organisation declared a strike

was no longer to be protected as a neutral third party but an

unorganised worker who stayed at work was to be protected. O sttill

maintained *■' that the carrying out of blockaded work, with the

exception of protected work, was not on the whole reconcilable with

the demands of neutrality, and that this was therefore set asitife also

by unorganised workers who, in spite of the stoppage of work, and

blockade of work-, remained, at 'work. A new argument advanced by D

was that there was no great social interest in restricting too much

1) LO Report for 1934, P« l80.
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the possibi li ties of forcing through collective agreements fey direct

action, for collective agreements fulfilled a social function, and

they were in turn dependent on the development of a sound system cf

organisations.

In the main the proposi ti on. ua. t with the protection of neutral

third parties in labour disputes. However, it also took up the

regulation of certain measures, direct action, that cou..d be directed

not against third parties but against other parties in a conflict

or against persons belonging to the other side in a labour dispute .

In defining a neutral third party, MOller thought it cast to

have a uniform law covering them all, where their neutrality was indis¬

putable. Thus n utral third parties were "such independent tradesmen

as stand completely outside the primary conflict and observe neutrality

in relation to the arties to it. Direct action against such parties

occurs in the form of boycotts, blockades, stoppages of supplies,

and occurs on the Eide both of employers and of workers". As examples

he cited the boycott by the workers of tradesmen who sell products

from an enterprise where a conflict is in progress, by the workers

of restaurants or cafes where strike breakers were assrved, or the

cutting off of supplies by employers from an unorganised building

master who begins work on a building during a building conflict.

Proposition 31 went the whole way to meeting O's view by deleting

protection as a neutral third party to ANY strikebreaker. This was

one of the strongest objections raised against the proposition in the

debate in parliament on let June, 1935» and Professor Bagg® argued

for the conservatives that they were not prepared to accept this provi¬

sion that strikebreakers -were to be excluded entirely from the group

of neutral third parties. This led the social democratic government

to say in turn that they too would vote for the rejection of the

proposition, since they were not prepared - for one thing - to concede
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that strikebreakers ware neutral third parties, Jo the proposition

fell, in bath houses. The prime minister, Jer Axbin Hanssan, said

however that he thought that many of the evils that had teen raised

in the debate on neutral third parties cou-d be removed by the

O&GAIIISATXOHS ffflMSJi-VriS, and he hoped that the labour market organi¬

sations would take note of the discussion and profit by it in trying

to remove those evils. He pointed out that in Horw&y it had been

possible for the organisations to arrive at a general agreement which

had led to a raw already decided upon being abandoned. This emphasis

on the voluntary efforts of and agreement between the parties as being

the most likely solution to these difficult problems was in fact

alreaoy gaining ground quite rapidly and it was to become even

stronger within a very short space of time. Although the three

stages analysed so far had no immediate result, they did crystallise

the debate ano provide a basis for the discussions between LG and 8A?

which were begun in 193&»
The Ho thin committee followed up the idea expressed by Per-A lb in

Hansson irythe debate on proposition Ho. 31* that the organisations

themselves might very well adjust their methods of warfare in such a

way as to toake legislation unnecessary. It discussed whether there

ought to be a prohibition of certain kinds of direct action, such as

blockades, boycotts, reprisals, and pointed out that there 'was a

fundamental difference between a stoppage of work {a strike or a

lockout) and blockades or boycotts. Strikes or lockouts always in¬

volved a personal sacrifice for the persons resorting to these measures

and involved them in considerable risks. Thus a strike or lockout

involved an evaluation of ends and means, -which exercised a restraining

influence in deciding whether to resort to these measures. The cost

of a strike or lockout to the association was also a restraining

influence.
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But those resorting to blockades or boycotts usually ran no

risks themselves and the step did notas a rule involve any sacrifice

for them any more than for the persons who followed the incitement

to blockade or boycott. Thus in the case of blockade or boycott there

was not that careful weighing of ends and means that exercised a

restraining effect, nor the personal risk. Further, blockades and

boycotts often drew into the dispute persons who had no connection with

the dispute, or they were directed against OUTSIDERS.

For this reason society had justification for providing special

protection in law against the abuse of the weapon of blockade and

boycott. Such legislation shou-d not be restricted to the labour

market, but ought to cover the whole economy. Likewise, consideration

should be given to the means by .i/hich to deal with reprisals that,

because of the form in which they were dressed up, could not be said

to constitute direct action in the sense in which this concept was

usually understood but were comparable in their effects.

In relation tc pubxic regulation of blockades and boycotts,

the committee thought that a question that ought to be taken up for

examination was whether, before resorting to these means of conflict,

MO TICB should be given and also a statement of the reasons for resort¬

ing to this form of direct action.

The committee reminded the public how, in the parliamentary

discussion in 1935 of certain economic measures, the hope had been

expressed that the organisations concerned would so adjust their

methods of warfare that legislation on the subject would be rendered

unnecessary. A development in this direction wou.d of course be the

most desirable one, thought the comraittee. But even if this happened

the state could not avoid deliberating about rules on the natter,

which would then have special significance in those cases where the

parties had not taken eelf-disci plina upon themselves. Before
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.legislation was put through, it seemed that as far as possible agree¬

ment should be reached on the basis of discussion with the large organ¬

isations about the application of certain norms, legislation based on

such agreements would be supported in the public legal conscience in

an entirely different vsfcty from what would otherwise be the cage. The

committee therefore proposed investigations through one or several

experts trying, through negotiations wit; the parties concerned, to

bring about agreements in accordance with the lines drawn up above.

THBRSA PTE it the question of necessary legislation on the matter should be

taken up for enquiry and reconsideration.

Thfy broad hint was taken by 10 and SAP, with the result that

regotiaticne were taken up ljito try to achieve a settlement by volun¬

tary agreement of these vexed problems of the consequences of direct

action for the parties themselves and for third parties.

hile SAP and 10 were pursuing their discussions wi tb a view to

keeping the state out o the picture if possible they were not left

altogether in peace and quiet, for motions still continued to come up

in parliament on the subject of neutral third parties and socially
2)

dangerous labour conflicts. In 1937 the government said it did not

want any legislation on this matter if it was not necessary, and said it

aid not intend to take any action that might prejudice the discussions

between SAP and LO. In the 193® session of parliament the minister

of social affairs, Guetav said that the question 6f legislation

1) 10 and BAP preferred to work alone, however, and no experts were
appointed to help them. The background to the 3asic Agreement is
discussed in the next chapter in some detail.
2) The ejection act of 193® (ifo* 320» of 26th June, 193®) i2 worthy of
a brief mention. It gives protection against an abUEe that was fre¬
quently practised in eariy labour conflicts, ejection from pre party on
account of a labour conflict. The gist of the act is that an employee
inhabiting a house let to him by his employer cannot, in the event of
hie being involved in a strike or lockout, be ejected until three months
have elapsed from the date of stopping work. There are certain exceptions,
e.g., if the worker does not pay his rent, if the labour agreement has
been entered into for a specific period, or if notice to leave had
been given before and quite independently of the conflict.
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an the subject of third parties and their neutrality should be allowed to

rest until it wag known, with regard to the labour market, what voluntary

agreements fettlA be reached between LO and sAF, it was not entirely

inconceivable that when the results of the discussions weve nown Parlia¬

ment wou...d no longer need to consider the questions that came under the

concept of the rights of third parties in conflicts in quite the s& e

my as before. Both quanti ta ti ve ly and qualitatively the question of the

rights of third parties would be a different one if the negotiations

between the parties on the labour market could lead to the discovery

of forms for an agreement that would diminish the resort to direct action

on the labour market. They did.

Chapter IV of the Basic Agreement signed between LO and SAP on

20th Lecember, 193&» takes up and deals with the limitation of strikes,

lockouts and other direct action in certain specified cases, mainly against

third parties but also in certain cases against parties to a dispute .

The provisions reflect very closely the debate and criticisms of the

various proposals on this topic in the 1930s, particu.arly those submitted

by the government in 1935 in proposition 31.

The preamble of the Basic Agreement comments on this subject that

"In the activities conducted by trade organisations in the past for

asserting their interests, certain methods of direct action have sometimes

teen employed which cannot be regarded as legitimate for trade organi¬

sations having reached the maturity and strength of the Swedish orga.nl-
>

satione. To eliminate such methods of direct action, the Committee suggests

certain provisions (Chapter IV} including prohibition 0: such actions

against a neutral third party which do not have the character of purely

sympSwtheTT c meae ure s in c onnec ti on with collective wage disputes. More*

over, certain lees attractive forms of direct action are prohlcited

against another party, such as persecution of anyone for religious.
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political or similar reasons, attacks against anyone because of hie

appearance as a party, representative, or witness before a court or any

other public authority, or against anyone for assisting a public

officer cr civil servant, retaliation against anyone because of his

participation in a labour dispute already settled, attacks aga net

family enterprises, attacks on a private employer in order to induce

him to refrain from taking an active part in manual work done for his

own account, as well as any direct action which aims at securing

illegitimate advantages. The pertinent provisions are drafted MAI1J1Y

OH THE BAgIS OF C ;RRE3PONDING DRAFT P30VTSICNS CONTAINED IN EARLIER

LEGISlATIVE PROPOSAL GOVERNING ECONOMIC SANCTIONS." (my emphasis).
For the handling of problems arising cut cf'the provisions of

; V-

this chapter of the Basic Agreement a Labour Market Board was created

to act as a board of arbitration in taking up and settling disputes

over the interpretation and application of the provisions of the

chapter. The board can be reinforced by an independent chairman, who

has a casting vote if the party members of the board cannot reach

an agreed judgement. Since the aim is to avoid legislation the boatf

must here be arme^with the means to enable i t to arrive definite

decision in matters where the neutrality of third parties may be at

stake. Thus the board is dea.,ing with justiciable disputes, and as an

interpreting instance of what the provisions mean. The labour market

parties are given an opportunity to show the stage of social maturity

at which, they have arrived, since protection against the direct

action covered in this chapter cannot be restricted to the parties to

the Basic Agreement themselves, but roust be extended to persons

standing outside the imnjediate sphere of action of the parties, i.e.

society. Indeed it was mainly in the interests of society that such

1) Basic Agreement, F. 9»
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protection was needed,§ 1 therefore provides that the provisions of

this chapter that prohibit direct action will be applied by the

signatories of it to direct action taken against anyone who is not a

member of the organisations subscribing, to the Basic Agreement.
^ 1)

One problem discussed by bbiven is that of a very heterogeneous

trade union federation which accepts the Basic Agreement for a certain

sector of its activity. SOiven considers it should be allowed to apply

the clauses of the Agreement affecting third parties only to the

section of its activities for which it signs the Agreement. Otherwise,

it is the duty of any organisation bound by the Eaeie Agreement to

endeavour to prevent its affiliated organisations and individual

members from resorting to prohibited action and, where this has begun,

to seek to have it ended.

Direct action, open cr veiled, is forbidden in the specific cases

set out in chapter IV, and covers measures that are directed to

forcing the person attacked to do something, e.g., to refrain from

being a wi tness, pay higher wages, or to injuring him, e.g., because

he took part in a conflict. It is defined as strikes, lockouts,

blockades, boycotts, or any other similar action, as well as notices

of termination of agreement that are undertaken for the purpose of

putting pressure or inflicting injury on some party. Direct action

against certain parties is then discussed for specific situations,

Direct action against another party is action taken against any party

to a dispute in order to bring about a settlement of the dispute, or an

ac ti o n o the rwi ee taken a ga i ns t another party for an immediate purpose.

The party need not therefore, by this last phrase, be a party tc the

dispute - it may be members of an organisation who are not directly

concerned in the dispute, lirect action against a neutral third party

{secondary action) is action which, in the course of a dispute, is

1) iiuvudavtaiet, pp. 173-4.
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directed against anyone who is not a party to the dispute for the

purpose of bringing pressure to bear on the one party for the benefit

of the other party. The third man may accordingly be very far removed

from immediate relations with the parties directly concerned in a

dispute. But the action must be direct. There may very well be

indirect consequences of all kinds and for parties very far removed,

fol owing on direct action that is directed by one party against the

other, (e.g. a blockade.)

If a breach of agreement caf a violation of t e bye lawe of

associations is cited in support of legal action, this action is not

to be regarded as 'direct, aetion unless "otherwise prescribed below".

This clause raises questions such as the following - if a person is

excluded from a federation for breach of the rules or o ' agreement

it may follow from the byelaws that he is blockaded. Is this direct

action ? To clarify the position certain exceptions to the

permissibility oj such direct action as is based on bye laws are

provided, i.e. "otherwise prescribed below". For instance, direct

action that is allowed under the byelaws may not be resorted to if

it conflicts with the prohibitions of direct action set out in this

chapter, which takes prior1ty.

Direct action may not be taken against anyone if the objective

is to persecute him on religious, political and/or similar grounds.

For example, communists are protected by this provision, or an employer

who dealt in (in the inter-war period) German goods. Direct action

must not be taken against anyone for the purpose of preventing him

from pleading before a lawcourt or any other public authority, or

from giving testimony or assisting a public officer - e.g. a policeman

or civil servant, nor for the purpose cf retaliation for what he may

have cone in this respect. (In 1935 'arliament provided protection
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for witnesses under the criminal law - Oh.11 § 8 - against compulsion

or retaliation).

A !?TJHa (which weans that repriea s can he taken against a person

LTJRIHG a conflict even if one has stopped being, e.g., a blackleg) a

labour dispute has been settled, direct action for purposes of

retaliation must not be resorted to, ei the against oiyone who has

been a party to the dispute or against- anyone else because of hie

relation to the dispute. There is thus protection for anyone who hag

in any way been connected with the dispute from action by one's own

and the other side, e.g., workers who have stayed at work or taken

part in a conflict. This meets LO's views on strikebreakers which it

had advocated throughout the 1930s debate, and also in the leeember

Compromise of 1906, where TO declared that trade unionists were

opposed to working with strikebreakers. The protection given under

this chapter of the Basic Agreement iE thus against retaliatory action

AFTER, but not during, a dispute.

Direct action roust not be resorted to, because cf a dispute over

condjtiqns of work, against any one who, without any assistance other

than that of his wife, children, or parents, is engaged in trade or

l)
is undertaking work on hie own account, ITcr may direct action be

taken against anyone working on his own account if the object is to

persuade hi to abstain from working, in favour of someone else. "On

hie own account" - what of bogus companies and partnerships sat up to

avoid this provision ? The agreement provides that if it may

reasonably be assumed that the partnership was established primarily

for the purpose of avoiding a formal status of employment and if

therefore one of the persons must in effect be regarded as an employee

these provisions do not protect him,

1) Redogdre lee fdr huvudavtalet,. p. 9 gives &s example the
building cf a villa.
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Pirect action must not fee resorted to for the purpose of

seeking illegitimate favours for oneself or for someone else "by

inducing anyone to pay out or to forego wages or to take soma similar

measure. his does not prevent anyone from taking legitimate direct

action in order to secure payment from some one, who, after a debt has

been incurred, has acquired title to property or an enter rise to

which the debt is attached, provided he was aware of or, in view of

the circumstances (e.g. an incompleted building),M should have been

aware of the debt at the time he took over.

Protection of thi rd parties.

Broadly, where direct action against another party is forbidden

by this Basic agreement ^ it is also forbidden against third parties,

who are entitled to at least as ueh protection as a party and /ho

must not be used as a tool to "get at" t'ns other side, likewise,

direct action does not become permissible if it is directed against

a third party and n. t against another party.

i7en where direct action against a party IS allowed, such action

must not be directed against a neutral third party

1) in disputes concerning the negotiation of collective agreements,

whether this involves new agreements or renewal of agreements.

2) in disputes ag to negotiating or applying individual labour contracts.

3) in competitive disputes over job opportunities,

4) in order to induce a party to join or to prevent him from leavixg

a trade organisation.

1) This Point is important in building contracts. The system of
letting out contracts may in part have been responsible for the many
labour conflicts in the building industry in the ear^y 1930s, when
many building firms went bankrupt. See SBlven, op. cit.P. 189.
2) And also by collective agreements, and by law - e.g. the 1928
collective agreements act ( §4), the xaw on the right of association
and negotiation (§§3 an<3 16} and the criminal law (ch.ll,§8-
reta ..iation agdinst witnesses.)
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There is a considerable qualification to l) above, on collective

agreements, in that direct action amy be resorted to provided its

object is to support a party to a dispute -y extending the scope of

the originftx dispute concerning the drawing up of a collective

agreement i.e. provided it is purely sympathetic action. Such action

must not cover anything, other than a) strikes or lockouts or labour

blockades (i.e. of workers or of a workplace), and b) the refusal to

handle gooes that are intended xor or etnan; te from an enterprise carried

on by a party to the original dispute. This provision therefore allows

for certain sympathetic measures against neutral t ird parties and is

quite a considerable limitation on third party protection. 'But the

sympathy measures are also considerably limited, e.g., to collective

agreements and to extending the scope of an origina^ dispute# which must

therefore already have begun. The sympathetic action roust not have an

independent purpose. It should be noted that the rig't of neutral third

parties to help a party to a bis ute (through sympathetic action, fo r

example,) is not regulated by this Basic Agreement. There is complete

protection for third parties in two other cases.

a) when an organised group of workers tries to coerce outsiders to

join their organisations, or b) when two groups of workers or various

groups compete wi th one another for certain jobs. The employer is in

this case neutral. If, however, the workers' agreements proposals

contain"organisation clauses" that require the employer to give

preference to organised workers this does not prevent them from using
1)force to drive through the agreement) .

Having, with the above exceptions, provided protection for

neutral third parti 38 the Basic Agreement then goae on to define

non-neutral third parties, to whom this protection is not afforded.

1) -ledogOrelse fbr huvudavtalet, p. 11.
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A no 11 neutral third party ie :

a) a member of an or ranisation that is involved in the dispute if,

except by engaging in protective work (see below) he hae, to the

advantage of the opposite party to the dispute, neglected ob-igatione to

his association whose fulfilment does not violate the provisions of

m. chapter. Fere the basis is generally not that the member has

abandoned his nautrali ty but his solidarity towards the organisation in

a case where direct action ie allowed, and where the lack of solidarity

helps the other side.

b) anyone ( i.e. all blockade breakers, whether members of associations

or not) who has during a dispute carri id out work (other than protective

work) that is blockaded by reason of the dispute, unless the blockade

violates the provisions of this chapter or the bye laws of the trade

organisations concerned. This means that -ALL strikebreakers can be

"got at" DILII1TG- a dispute.

c) anyone (this refers to employers) who has, for the carrying out of

work other than protective work, engaged workers during a dispute who

have been blockaded by the employer side o£ account of the dispute,

unless the blockade violates the provisions of this chapter or the

byelaws of the trade associations involved.

anyone who during a dispute and because of it has given economic

(usually money or credit facilities) support to one of the parties

or has assisted him by converting or otherwise altering his own business

or activity. This can apply directly or indirectly.

e) anyone whe has a controlling interest in a company that is a party

tfe the dispute or who is a partner with unlimited liability in a

Trading company that is a tparty to the dispute. This exception from

neutrality is rather obvious, as is that under

f) a company in which a party to the dispute owns shares or a

trading company in which the party ie a partner, provided the
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operations of the company or partnership must, in view of the sire

of the shareholding or partnership holding, together with other

circurastances, in fact he considered to be carried on for the acccunt

of the party concerned. In such circumstances the fact that the

company is in raw a subject distinct from the party is ignored.

Protective work is. as suggested by its mention above, exempt frcm

direct action and enjoys neutrality, no matter which sice takes the

initiative in a stoppage of work. Neutrality is not infringed through

carrying out protective work, which is defined ae

a) work of such a nature ag is, on the outbreak of a conflict,

required in . rder to discontinue production in a technically justi¬

fiable way,

b) work that is necessary to avert danger to human beings, or damage

to buildings or other installations, ships, machinery, livestock, or

damage to stocks of goods that are not used during the con iict for

the purpose of maintaining the production of the enterprise or for

disposal to an extent greater than ie required in order to prevent

deterioration or decay to which the goods may, because of their

nature, be expose .

w'~rk that qualifies for the same protection as protective work

ie work that a , arson is obliged to perform by virtue of special

legal or statutory provisions - e.g.# the seaman's law - and work

the neglect of which may lead to liability for neglect of duty (anevar
fBr tj&nstsfel).

These definitions of protective work are general and, in

drawing up the Agreement, the parties expressed the presumption that

a more precise definition of protective work within different spheres

of activity would be agx'eed upon by the appropriate trade federations:

and that, wherever an enterprise did not carry out production during

1) This covers the "responsible officials" discussed In CttAPrZ# ~K.
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a conflict, its ordinary workers would, where required, undertake

to carry out such protective work.

This chapter of the Basic Agreement thus provides considerate J©

modifications of the labour market practices which had grown up and

which were felt, as evidenced by the agitation for legislation in the

1930s, to be inappropriate weapons far use by such nature organisations

as the Swedish labour market parties had now become. It should be

stressed, however, that direct action oi all kinds was not ey any

means banned. Ail that these provisions are concerned to do is to

set out rules for the gam®, -^ueensberry ruies to keep the fighting

clean. The sport continues a±ong more open routes but with the useeof

more conventional weapons. Hor does the solution of unsavoury direact

action by agreement necessarily mean that the state has renounced

all claims to be interested in principle in the direct action used by

the parties. The 15 men realise this in their report, where they

point out that the solution of the question by agreement is dictated

by practical and technical considerations, and in particular by

reason of the fact that an agreement offers better prospects of taking

account of shifting conditions in various trades and of the need

for adjusting the regulations In accordance with changing conditions.

The Basic Agreement in fact goes furt er than regulating direct

action that may be shady and that may injure third parties. It extends,

%s has keen hinted, the idea of third parties to include the

whole of society, and sets out certain procedure in chapter V for

ensuring responsibility of action on the part of the labour market

organisations when social interests are in danger. This is brought

out in the nex. part, where the background and general content of the

Basic Agreement are discussed and examined.

l}l'ackfSraninger5re eon och nSringslivet, p. 164


